
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 
8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 8082 Call Greg to InventSomething! 

inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com inventsomething@live.com 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

4 July 2013 Greg Buell's catch Today is 444 4 July 2013 Greg Buell's catch Today is 444 4 July 2013 Greg Buell's catch Today is 444 4 July 2013 Greg Buell's catch Today is 444 
Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles 
exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 
feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the 
"Hot Spot" in the Forest Fire. "Hot Spot" in the Forest Fire. "Hot Spot" in the Forest Fire. "Hot Spot" in the Forest Fire. 

4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 
on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! 

4 July 2013 Today Show... Ovarian Cancer of 4 July 2013 Today Show... Ovarian Cancer of 4 July 2013 Today Show... Ovarian Cancer of 4 July 2013 Today Show... Ovarian Cancer of 
Charlotte Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan Charlotte Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan Charlotte Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan Charlotte Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan 
daughter and first wife Cassandra — both daughter and first wife Cassandra — both daughter and first wife Cassandra — both daughter and first wife Cassandra — both 
died of ovarian cancer at 43 + 42. Today died of ovarian cancer at 43 + 42. Today died of ovarian cancer at 43 + 42. Today died of ovarian cancer at 43 + 42. Today 
Show NBC Top Brass can't get Greg + Wives in Show NBC Top Brass can't get Greg + Wives in Show NBC Top Brass can't get Greg + Wives in Show NBC Top Brass can't get Greg + Wives in 
Key West a "Pardon" for the 4th to work 24/7 Key West a "Pardon" for the 4th to work 24/7 Key West a "Pardon" for the 4th to work 24/7 Key West a "Pardon" for the 4th to work 24/7 
"Brainstorming" a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure "Brainstorming" a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure "Brainstorming" a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure "Brainstorming" a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Ovarian cancer! for Ovarian cancer! for Ovarian cancer! for Ovarian cancer! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine 1,001 Invention Cancer, Gravity Engine 1,001 Invention Cancer, Gravity Engine 1,001 Invention Cancer, Gravity Engine 1,001 Invention 
Projects spelled out and pre installed in Win Projects spelled out and pre installed in Win Projects spelled out and pre installed in Win Projects spelled out and pre installed in Win 
8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 
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4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Key West Medical School built 
on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! 

4 July 2013 Yale Syria Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Syria Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Syria Medical School built 4 July 2013 Yale Syria Medical School built 
on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! on a Eiffel Tower Base! 

4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 
built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! 

4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 
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Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put 
an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! 

4 July 2013 Wars in Iraq has cost $7 trillion 4 July 2013 Wars in Iraq has cost $7 trillion 4 July 2013 Wars in Iraq has cost $7 trillion 4 July 2013 Wars in Iraq has cost $7 trillion 
with an additional $490 billion in benefits with an additional $490 billion in benefits with an additional $490 billion in benefits with an additional $490 billion in benefits 
owed to war veterans. Who kill more Wives + owed to war veterans. Who kill more Wives + owed to war veterans. Who kill more Wives + owed to war veterans. Who kill more Wives + 
Women in the USA coming home from war, as Women in the USA coming home from war, as Women in the USA coming home from war, as Women in the USA coming home from war, as 
most know the war was fought for BP Oil's most know the war was fought for BP Oil's most know the war was fought for BP Oil's most know the war was fought for BP Oil's 
$177 Trillion in profits since the 1980 $177 Trillion in profits since the 1980 $177 Trillion in profits since the 1980 $177 Trillion in profits since the 1980 
Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Free Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Free Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Free Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Free 
health Care in the USA and Free University health Care in the USA and Free University health Care in the USA and Free University health Care in the USA and Free University 
was given to everyone in Saudia Arabia by was given to everyone in Saudia Arabia by was given to everyone in Saudia Arabia by was given to everyone in Saudia Arabia by 
the Joint Chief of Staff! the Joint Chief of Staff! the Joint Chief of Staff! the Joint Chief of Staff! 

Sick! Sick! Sick! Sick! 

4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 
the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with 
autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to 
vaccinations and became another Orwell vaccinations and became another Orwell vaccinations and became another Orwell vaccinations and became another Orwell 
"Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until "Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until "Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until "Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until 
all BP Oil Executives are hanged like all BP Oil Executives are hanged like all BP Oil Executives are hanged like all BP Oil Executives are hanged like 
Saddam! Saddam! Saddam! Saddam! 

4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 
in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has 
AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C 

4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage pursuing the Cure for Cancer, Marriage pursuing the Cure for Cancer, Marriage pursuing the Cure for Cancer, Marriage pursuing the Cure for Cancer, 
Gravity Engine etc. Gravity Engine etc. Gravity Engine etc. Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 
License will test for Antisocial Personality License will test for Antisocial Personality License will test for Antisocial Personality License will test for Antisocial Personality 
Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the 
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label sociopath or psychopath. label sociopath or psychopath. label sociopath or psychopath. label sociopath or psychopath. 

Registered Sex Offender... checked at the Registered Sex Offender... checked at the Registered Sex Offender... checked at the Registered Sex Offender... checked at the 
Marriage License Office! Dating history on Marriage License Office! Dating history on Marriage License Office! Dating history on Marriage License Office! Dating history on 
Facebook looked up with both the Birdie + Facebook looked up with both the Birdie + Facebook looked up with both the Birdie + Facebook looked up with both the Birdie + 
Groom, go over all their "Dirty Tricks" for Groom, go over all their "Dirty Tricks" for Groom, go over all their "Dirty Tricks" for Groom, go over all their "Dirty Tricks" for 
Revenge! Tell All... Revenge! Tell All... Revenge! Tell All... Revenge! Tell All... 

General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test 
everyone for "Everything"! Alcohol + everyone for "Everything"! Alcohol + everyone for "Everything"! Alcohol + everyone for "Everything"! Alcohol + 
Gambling! Gambling! Gambling! Gambling! 

Register Con-artists with APD Antisocial Register Con-artists with APD Antisocial Register Con-artists with APD Antisocial Register Con-artists with APD Antisocial 
Personality Disorder! Personality Disorder! Personality Disorder! Personality Disorder! 

General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test 
everyone for a "Conscience" yes there is a 40 everyone for a "Conscience" yes there is a 40 everyone for a "Conscience" yes there is a 40 everyone for a "Conscience" yes there is a 40 
minute test. minute test. minute test. minute test. 

General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test General Marriage License should test 
everyone for "STd's + Hepatitis A, B, C. everyone for "STd's + Hepatitis A, B, C. everyone for "STd's + Hepatitis A, B, C. everyone for "STd's + Hepatitis A, B, C. 

3 July 2013 News this morning on the Today 3 July 2013 News this morning on the Today 3 July 2013 News this morning on the Today 3 July 2013 News this morning on the Today 
Show... about Ovarian Cancer of “Charlotte Show... about Ovarian Cancer of “Charlotte Show... about Ovarian Cancer of “Charlotte Show... about Ovarian Cancer of “Charlotte 
Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan daughter and Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan daughter and Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan daughter and Brosnan 007 Pierce Brosnan daughter and 
first wife Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer first wife Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer first wife Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer first wife Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer 
aged 43 while Charlotte, who just died of aged 43 while Charlotte, who just died of aged 43 while Charlotte, who just died of aged 43 while Charlotte, who just died of 
ovarian cancer was just 42. NBC Today Show ovarian cancer was just 42. NBC Today Show ovarian cancer was just 42. NBC Today Show ovarian cancer was just 42. NBC Today Show 
Story was from NBC Top Brass yet even these Story was from NBC Top Brass yet even these Story was from NBC Top Brass yet even these Story was from NBC Top Brass yet even these 
"Observers" in our George Orwell Society can't "Observers" in our George Orwell Society can't "Observers" in our George Orwell Society can't "Observers" in our George Orwell Society can't 
get Greg + Wives in Key West a 24/7 get Greg + Wives in Key West a 24/7 get Greg + Wives in Key West a 24/7 get Greg + Wives in Key West a 24/7 
"Brainstorming" session on the 4th of July "Brainstorming" session on the 4th of July "Brainstorming" session on the 4th of July "Brainstorming" session on the 4th of July 
2013 for a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for 2013 for a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for 2013 for a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for 2013 for a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Ovarian cancer... Observers at HQ could and Ovarian cancer... Observers at HQ could and Ovarian cancer... Observers at HQ could and Ovarian cancer... Observers at HQ could and 
would record for 100's of MD's to follow up on would record for 100's of MD's to follow up on would record for 100's of MD's to follow up on would record for 100's of MD's to follow up on 
all the Brainstormed Ideas of Greg + Wives all the Brainstormed Ideas of Greg + Wives all the Brainstormed Ideas of Greg + Wives all the Brainstormed Ideas of Greg + Wives 
that could possible be "Godsent" like the that could possible be "Godsent" like the that could possible be "Godsent" like the that could possible be "Godsent" like the 
ElectricWindmillCar was in 1980 during the ElectricWindmillCar was in 1980 during the ElectricWindmillCar was in 1980 during the ElectricWindmillCar was in 1980 during the 
Saudi Oil Embargo with long lines at every Saudi Oil Embargo with long lines at every Saudi Oil Embargo with long lines at every Saudi Oil Embargo with long lines at every 
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gas station. Saudia Arabia Ended the 1980 gas station. Saudia Arabia Ended the 1980 gas station. Saudia Arabia Ended the 1980 gas station. Saudia Arabia Ended the 1980 
Oil Embargo 2 weeks after the Observers Oil Embargo 2 weeks after the Observers Oil Embargo 2 weeks after the Observers Oil Embargo 2 weeks after the Observers 
watching Greg Buell told them to end the Oil watching Greg Buell told them to end the Oil watching Greg Buell told them to end the Oil watching Greg Buell told them to end the Oil 
Embargo or the USA will use the Embargo or the USA will use the Embargo or the USA will use the Embargo or the USA will use the 
ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt Saudi ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt Saudi ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt Saudi ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt Saudi 
Arabia! NBC needs to tell the Numb Nuts Arabia! NBC needs to tell the Numb Nuts Arabia! NBC needs to tell the Numb Nuts Arabia! NBC needs to tell the Numb Nuts 
Dictators at George Orwell HQ we need to put Dictators at George Orwell HQ we need to put Dictators at George Orwell HQ we need to put Dictators at George Orwell HQ we need to put 
an end to "Ovarian Cancer" Deaths asap so an end to "Ovarian Cancer" Deaths asap so an end to "Ovarian Cancer" Deaths asap so an end to "Ovarian Cancer" Deaths asap so 
let Greg + Wives in Key West have a 24/7 let Greg + Wives in Key West have a 24/7 let Greg + Wives in Key West have a 24/7 let Greg + Wives in Key West have a 24/7 
brainstorming session on the 4th! brainstorming session on the 4th! brainstorming session on the 4th! brainstorming session on the 4th! 

19 "HotShot Forest Fighters" Died in the News 19 "HotShot Forest Fighters" Died in the News 19 "HotShot Forest Fighters" Died in the News 19 "HotShot Forest Fighters" Died in the News 
last couple of Days! last couple of Days! last couple of Days! last couple of Days! 

In Greg's mind reading the American In Greg's mind reading the American In Greg's mind reading the American In Greg's mind reading the American 
Heritage College Dictionary Houghton Heritage College Dictionary Houghton Heritage College Dictionary Houghton Heritage College Dictionary Houghton 
Mifflin Boston New York 4th Edition Today in Mifflin Boston New York 4th Edition Today in Mifflin Boston New York 4th Edition Today in Mifflin Boston New York 4th Edition Today in 
Key West at Mallory Pier were the Carnival Key West at Mallory Pier were the Carnival Key West at Mallory Pier were the Carnival Key West at Mallory Pier were the Carnival 
Cruise Ship Imagination was docked. Cruise Ship Imagination was docked. Cruise Ship Imagination was docked. Cruise Ship Imagination was docked. 

I have been reading this Dictionary for the I have been reading this Dictionary for the I have been reading this Dictionary for the I have been reading this Dictionary for the 
last several weeks looking for "Invention last several weeks looking for "Invention last several weeks looking for "Invention last several weeks looking for "Invention 
Projects" and making notes in red ink in the Projects" and making notes in red ink in the Projects" and making notes in red ink in the Projects" and making notes in red ink in the 
Dictionary, I get a few Invention Projects a Dictionary, I get a few Invention Projects a Dictionary, I get a few Invention Projects a Dictionary, I get a few Invention Projects a 
week. week. week. week. 
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It keeps my mind brainstorming until I get It keeps my mind brainstorming until I get It keeps my mind brainstorming until I get It keeps my mind brainstorming until I get 
some Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage some Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage some Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage some Wives in a Legal Polygamous Marriage 
to Brainstorm Invention Projects with 24/7. to Brainstorm Invention Projects with 24/7. to Brainstorm Invention Projects with 24/7. to Brainstorm Invention Projects with 24/7. 

Well today 2 July 2013 about noon I was on Well today 2 July 2013 about noon I was on Well today 2 July 2013 about noon I was on Well today 2 July 2013 about noon I was on 
the "Missiles" page and instantly thought 444 the "Missiles" page and instantly thought 444 the "Missiles" page and instantly thought 444 the "Missiles" page and instantly thought 444 
Missiles fired into the forest fire explode 400 Missiles fired into the forest fire explode 400 Missiles fired into the forest fire explode 400 Missiles fired into the forest fire explode 400 
feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 feet, 50 feet off the feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 feet, 50 feet off the feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 feet, 50 feet off the feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 feet, 50 feet off the 
ground with fire extinguisher powder over ground with fire extinguisher powder over ground with fire extinguisher powder over ground with fire extinguisher powder over 
the "HotSpot" of the Forest Fire! the "HotSpot" of the Forest Fire! the "HotSpot" of the Forest Fire! the "HotSpot" of the Forest Fire! 

This is Greg Buell's catch of the days as 444 This is Greg Buell's catch of the days as 444 This is Greg Buell's catch of the days as 444 This is Greg Buell's catch of the days as 444 
Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles Forest Fighting Extinguisher Missiles 
exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 exploding at 400 feet, 300 feet, 200 feet, 100 
feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the feet, 50 feet off the ground would put out the 
"HotSpot" in the Forest Fire. "HotSpot" in the Forest Fire. "HotSpot" in the Forest Fire. "HotSpot" in the Forest Fire. 

$444 million I would think this would cost $444 million I would think this would cost $444 million I would think this would cost $444 million I would think this would cost 
more when the Forest Fighting Extinguishing more when the Forest Fighting Extinguishing more when the Forest Fighting Extinguishing more when the Forest Fighting Extinguishing 
Missiles are produced on the assembly line. Missiles are produced on the assembly line. Missiles are produced on the assembly line. Missiles are produced on the assembly line. 

Pentagon has Huge Buster Busting Bombs Pentagon has Huge Buster Busting Bombs Pentagon has Huge Buster Busting Bombs Pentagon has Huge Buster Busting Bombs 
that weigh several tons and explode a few feet that weigh several tons and explode a few feet that weigh several tons and explode a few feet that weigh several tons and explode a few feet 
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above the ground in a fiery... blasting above the ground in a fiery... blasting above the ground in a fiery... blasting above the ground in a fiery... blasting 
everything to Hell - these bombs could also be everything to Hell - these bombs could also be everything to Hell - these bombs could also be everything to Hell - these bombs could also be 
modified to Forest Fighting! modified to Forest Fighting! modified to Forest Fighting! modified to Forest Fighting! 

I like to think this was a Godsend Invention I like to think this was a Godsend Invention I like to think this was a Godsend Invention I like to think this was a Godsend Invention 
from Dad as he just died on 17 June 2013 at from Dad as he just died on 17 June 2013 at from Dad as he just died on 17 June 2013 at from Dad as he just died on 17 June 2013 at 
89. 89. 89. 89. 

I told Dad to bet on God as there are 1 I told Dad to bet on God as there are 1 I told Dad to bet on God as there are 1 I told Dad to bet on God as there are 1 
Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite Trillion Galaxies expanding into infinite 
space in every direction at millions of miles space in every direction at millions of miles space in every direction at millions of miles space in every direction at millions of miles 
per hour! Thank God + Dad for this Forest per hour! Thank God + Dad for this Forest per hour! Thank God + Dad for this Forest per hour! Thank God + Dad for this Forest 
Fighting Invention Idea! Fighting Invention Idea! Fighting Invention Idea! Fighting Invention Idea! 
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4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 4 July 2013 Yale New Haven Medical School 
built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! built on a Super Eiffel Tower Base! 

4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 4 July 2013 All $1 Trillion Dollar Medical 
Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put Schools - Can + Will be Invented when we put 
an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! an End to the BP Oil Holocaust Era! 

4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 4 July 2013 Harvard University research is 
the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with 
autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to autism. "Oprah," linked Autism to 
vaccinations and became another Orwell vaccinations and became another Orwell vaccinations and became another Orwell vaccinations and became another Orwell 
"Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until "Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until "Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until "Baby Killer" who will not be arrested until 
all BP Oil Executives are hanged like all BP Oil Executives are hanged like all BP Oil Executives are hanged like all BP Oil Executives are hanged like 
Saddam! Saddam! Saddam! Saddam! 

4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 4 July 2013 100 kids will die left in Hot Cars 
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in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has in July 2013... The ElectricWindmillCar has 
AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C AC 24/7 via H @ -254 C 

4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity 
Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity 
Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for Polygamous Marriage pursuing the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

1980 anniversary of the invention + 1980 anniversary of the invention + 1980 anniversary of the invention + 1980 anniversary of the invention + 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar pages suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar pages suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar pages suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar pages 
moved to this web link moved to this web link moved to this web link moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ToHaveHaveNot61013Wives5.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ToHaveHaveNot61013Wives5.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ToHaveHaveNot61013Wives5.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ToHaveHaveNot61013Wives5.html

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 4 July 2013 Legal Polygamist Marriage 
License will test for Antisocial Personality License will test for Antisocial Personality License will test for Antisocial Personality License will test for Antisocial Personality 
Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the Disorder (APD), Those with APD often fit the 
label sociopath or psychopath. label sociopath or psychopath. label sociopath or psychopath. label sociopath or psychopath. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 
Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier 
with 10K Windmills on its Deck and with 10K Windmills on its Deck and with 10K Windmills on its Deck and with 10K Windmills on its Deck and 
Electrolysis below Decks! Electrolysis below Decks! Electrolysis below Decks! Electrolysis below Decks! 
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4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 
-254 C -254 C -254 C -254 C 

F-35s cost about $120 million each... and F-35s cost about $120 million each... and F-35s cost about $120 million each... and F-35s cost about $120 million each... and 
$100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids $100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids $100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids $100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids 
and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon 
just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain 
and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is 
the only reason for so many! the only reason for so many! the only reason for so many! the only reason for so many! 

4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 
-254 C -254 C -254 C -254 C 

4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 4 July 2013 Jet Fuel from BP Oil not 1 Trillion 
Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier Cans of H at -254 C made by the JFK Carrier 
with 10K Windmills on its Deck and with 10K Windmills on its Deck and with 10K Windmills on its Deck and with 10K Windmills on its Deck and 
Electrolysis below Decks! Electrolysis below Decks! Electrolysis below Decks! Electrolysis below Decks! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy 
Snyderman Oppenheimer! Snyderman Oppenheimer! Snyderman Oppenheimer! Snyderman Oppenheimer! 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy Programs"... Today Show NBC No Dr Nancy 
Snyderman Oppenheimer and the News Story Snyderman Oppenheimer and the News Story Snyderman Oppenheimer and the News Story Snyderman Oppenheimer and the News Story 
on her leading the New Manhattan Project on her leading the New Manhattan Project on her leading the New Manhattan Project on her leading the New Manhattan Project 
for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast for the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! With $1 Trillion confiscated from Cancer! With $1 Trillion confiscated from Cancer! With $1 Trillion confiscated from Cancer! With $1 Trillion confiscated from 
Saudi Arabia and BP Oil Men's Holocaust! Saudi Arabia and BP Oil Men's Holocaust! Saudi Arabia and BP Oil Men's Holocaust! Saudi Arabia and BP Oil Men's Holocaust! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 
Statistics World Wide is 1 million dead Statistics World Wide is 1 million dead Statistics World Wide is 1 million dead Statistics World Wide is 1 million dead 
women every year the Navy works on its HP women every year the Navy works on its HP women every year the Navy works on its HP women every year the Navy works on its HP 
Network. Network. Network. Network. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 
so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of 
the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain 
killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our 
George Orwell's Public! George Orwell's Public! George Orwell's Public! George Orwell's Public! 

4 July 2013 NAVY contract awarded to HP for 4 July 2013 NAVY contract awarded to HP for 4 July 2013 NAVY contract awarded to HP for 4 July 2013 NAVY contract awarded to HP for 
$3.4 Billion $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $3.4 Billion $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $3.4 Billion $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $3.4 Billion $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

4 July 2013 Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 4 July 2013 Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 4 July 2013 Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 4 July 2013 Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 
million Angelian's via Breast Cancer Navy to million Angelian's via Breast Cancer Navy to million Angelian's via Breast Cancer Navy to million Angelian's via Breast Cancer Navy to 
spend $3.45 billion over five years on HP spend $3.45 billion over five years on HP spend $3.45 billion over five years on HP spend $3.45 billion over five years on HP 
Network! Network! Network! Network! 

"Invention Acceleration Programs"... CLONES "Invention Acceleration Programs"... CLONES "Invention Acceleration Programs"... CLONES "Invention Acceleration Programs"... CLONES 
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OF Angelian Jolie! All will die from Breast + OF Angelian Jolie! All will die from Breast + OF Angelian Jolie! All will die from Breast + OF Angelian Jolie! All will die from Breast + 
Ovarian Cancers! Ovarian Cancers! Ovarian Cancers! Ovarian Cancers! 

Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million 
Angelian's via Breast Cancer. No guilt as they Angelian's via Breast Cancer. No guilt as they Angelian's via Breast Cancer. No guilt as they Angelian's via Breast Cancer. No guilt as they 
will be working on HP Networks for the next 5 will be working on HP Networks for the next 5 will be working on HP Networks for the next 5 will be working on HP Networks for the next 5 
years, wasting $4 Billion Angelian Jolie years, wasting $4 Billion Angelian Jolie years, wasting $4 Billion Angelian Jolie years, wasting $4 Billion Angelian Jolie 
Clones should have gotten not the Navy for a Clones should have gotten not the Navy for a Clones should have gotten not the Navy for a Clones should have gotten not the Navy for a 
New Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy New Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman Oppenheimer for the Rx Snyderman Oppenheimer for the Rx Snyderman Oppenheimer for the Rx Snyderman Oppenheimer for the Rx 
Overnight Cure of Breast + Ovarian Cancer! Overnight Cure of Breast + Ovarian Cancer! Overnight Cure of Breast + Ovarian Cancer! Overnight Cure of Breast + Ovarian Cancer! 
Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those 
with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or 
psychopath. APD is more common in men psychopath. APD is more common in men psychopath. APD is more common in men psychopath. APD is more common in men 
than in women. than in women. than in women. than in women. 

Next 5 years to 2018 MILLIONS - MILLION Next 5 years to 2018 MILLIONS - MILLION Next 5 years to 2018 MILLIONS - MILLION Next 5 years to 2018 MILLIONS - MILLION 
DEAD WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals DEAD WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals DEAD WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals DEAD WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals 
+ Stackley! George Orwells Mass Murder of + Stackley! George Orwells Mass Murder of + Stackley! George Orwells Mass Murder of + Stackley! George Orwells Mass Murder of 
Women by Navy Admirals buying a HP Women by Navy Admirals buying a HP Women by Navy Admirals buying a HP Women by Navy Admirals buying a HP 
Network before they cure cancer! Sick! Network before they cure cancer! Sick! Network before they cure cancer! Sick! Network before they cure cancer! Sick! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million 
Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Jolie Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Jolie Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Jolie Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Jolie 
clones, million will get breast, ovarian clones, million will get breast, ovarian clones, million will get breast, ovarian clones, million will get breast, ovarian 
cancer and die! cancer and die! cancer and die! cancer and die! 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million 
Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals 
have no conscience! have no conscience! have no conscience! have no conscience! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million 
Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Navy Admirals 
are Sociopaths + psychopaths with $4 Billion! are Sociopaths + psychopaths with $4 Billion! are Sociopaths + psychopaths with $4 Billion! are Sociopaths + psychopaths with $4 Billion! 

No conscience, no guilt, no empathy or No conscience, no guilt, no empathy or No conscience, no guilt, no empathy or No conscience, no guilt, no empathy or 
concern for Angelian Jolie's million Clones! concern for Angelian Jolie's million Clones! concern for Angelian Jolie's million Clones! concern for Angelian Jolie's million Clones! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million Navy HP Acceleration kills 3.4 million 
Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian Angelian's via Breast Cancer. Angelian 
Jolie... Admirals + Generals! Sean J. Stackley, Jolie... Admirals + Generals! Sean J. Stackley, Jolie... Admirals + Generals! Sean J. Stackley, Jolie... Admirals + Generals! Sean J. Stackley, 
assistant secretary of the Navy! This $4 Billion assistant secretary of the Navy! This $4 Billion assistant secretary of the Navy! This $4 Billion assistant secretary of the Navy! This $4 Billion 
is a severe cases of APD, it has been noted is a severe cases of APD, it has been noted is a severe cases of APD, it has been noted is a severe cases of APD, it has been noted 
that the individuals seem to have no that the individuals seem to have no that the individuals seem to have no that the individuals seem to have no 
conscience, no guilt, no empathy or concern conscience, no guilt, no empathy or concern conscience, no guilt, no empathy or concern conscience, no guilt, no empathy or concern 
for others. for others. for others. for others. 
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Admirals + Generals + Stackley will kill Admirals + Generals + Stackley will kill Admirals + Generals + Stackley will kill Admirals + Generals + Stackley will kill 
Angelian Jolie, clones of Angelian Jolie who Angelian Jolie, clones of Angelian Jolie who Angelian Jolie, clones of Angelian Jolie who Angelian Jolie, clones of Angelian Jolie who 
can't get their breast cut off and ovaries can't get their breast cut off and ovaries can't get their breast cut off and ovaries can't get their breast cut off and ovaries 
taken out by the MILLIONS - MILLION DEAD taken out by the MILLIONS - MILLION DEAD taken out by the MILLIONS - MILLION DEAD taken out by the MILLIONS - MILLION DEAD 
WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals + WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals + WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals + WOMEN KILLED BY Admirals + Generals + 
Stackley! Stackley! Stackley! Stackley! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All Programs"... CLONES OF Angelian Jolie! All 
will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! will die from Breast + Ovarian Cancers! 

4 July 2013 “Charlotte died in her home in 4 July 2013 “Charlotte died in her home in 4 July 2013 “Charlotte died in her home in 4 July 2013 “Charlotte died in her home in 
London at 2 pm on Friday after a three-year London at 2 pm on Friday after a three-year London at 2 pm on Friday after a three-year London at 2 pm on Friday after a three-year 
battle with cancer.” Pierce Brosnan first wife battle with cancer.” Pierce Brosnan first wife battle with cancer.” Pierce Brosnan first wife battle with cancer.” Pierce Brosnan first wife 
Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer aged 43 Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer aged 43 Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer aged 43 Cassandra — died of ovarian cancer aged 43 
while Charlotte, who just died of ovarian while Charlotte, who just died of ovarian while Charlotte, who just died of ovarian while Charlotte, who just died of ovarian 
cancer was just 42. In a cruel case of art cancer was just 42. In a cruel case of art cancer was just 42. In a cruel case of art cancer was just 42. In a cruel case of art 
imitating life, Pierce stars as a widower who imitating life, Pierce stars as a widower who imitating life, Pierce stars as a widower who imitating life, Pierce stars as a widower who 
falls in love with a cancer victim in his new falls in love with a cancer victim in his new falls in love with a cancer victim in his new falls in love with a cancer victim in his new 
movie "Love Is All You Need." movie "Love Is All You Need." movie "Love Is All You Need." movie "Love Is All You Need." 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
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Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush laugh as they participate in the Laura Bush laugh as they participate in the Laura Bush laugh as they participate in the Laura Bush laugh as they participate in the 
African First Ladies Summit: “Investing in African First Ladies Summit: “Investing in African First Ladies Summit: “Investing in African First Ladies Summit: “Investing in 
Women: Strengthening Africa,” Women: Strengthening Africa,” Women: Strengthening Africa,” Women: Strengthening Africa,” 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

Hosted by the George W. Bush Institute, July 2, Hosted by the George W. Bush Institute, July 2, Hosted by the George W. Bush Institute, July 2, Hosted by the George W. Bush Institute, July 2, 
2013, in Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA The first 2013, in Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA The first 2013, in Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA The first 2013, in Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA The first 
ladies of Ethiopia, Mozambique, South Africa, ladies of Ethiopia, Mozambique, South Africa, ladies of Ethiopia, Mozambique, South Africa, ladies of Ethiopia, Mozambique, South Africa, 
and Tanzania were in attendance at the and Tanzania were in attendance at the and Tanzania were in attendance at the and Tanzania were in attendance at the 
meeting which is looking at ways to empower meeting which is looking at ways to empower meeting which is looking at ways to empower meeting which is looking at ways to empower 
women economically and socially by women economically and socially by women economically and socially by women economically and socially by 
providing better access to health, education providing better access to health, education providing better access to health, education providing better access to health, education 
and financial services. and financial services. and financial services. and financial services. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

Obama and George W. Bush also joined Obama and George W. Bush also joined Obama and George W. Bush also joined Obama and George W. Bush also joined 
together Tuesday morning for a memorial together Tuesday morning for a memorial together Tuesday morning for a memorial together Tuesday morning for a memorial 
ceremony at the site of the former U.S. ceremony at the site of the former U.S. ceremony at the site of the former U.S. ceremony at the site of the former U.S. 
Embassy in Tanzania, bombed in a terrorist Embassy in Tanzania, bombed in a terrorist Embassy in Tanzania, bombed in a terrorist Embassy in Tanzania, bombed in a terrorist 
attack in 1998. Bush spent attack in 1998. Bush spent attack in 1998. Bush spent attack in 1998. Bush spent 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ A Trillion Dollar on $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ A Trillion Dollar on $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ A Trillion Dollar on $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ A Trillion Dollar on 
"War Games" in revenge for the bombing of "War Games" in revenge for the bombing of "War Games" in revenge for the bombing of "War Games" in revenge for the bombing of 
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the U.S. Embassy in Tanzania same time 1 the U.S. Embassy in Tanzania same time 1 the U.S. Embassy in Tanzania same time 1 the U.S. Embassy in Tanzania same time 1 
million mostly African Black women died of million mostly African Black women died of million mostly African Black women died of million mostly African Black women died of 
"Cancers" "Cancers" "Cancers" "Cancers" 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

George Bush never in the last 5 years had one George Bush never in the last 5 years had one George Bush never in the last 5 years had one George Bush never in the last 5 years had one 
"Thought" about the 1 million African Black "Thought" about the 1 million African Black "Thought" about the 1 million African Black "Thought" about the 1 million African Black 
women who died of "Cancers" women who died of "Cancers" women who died of "Cancers" women who died of "Cancers" 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

Yale Failed Humanity when they Passed Yale Failed Humanity when they Passed Yale Failed Humanity when they Passed Yale Failed Humanity when they Passed 
George Bush as he really Failed at Yale! George Bush as he really Failed at Yale! George Bush as he really Failed at Yale! George Bush as he really Failed at Yale! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

Dr George Bush would have won one for 1 Dr George Bush would have won one for 1 Dr George Bush would have won one for 1 Dr George Bush would have won one for 1 
million women with "Cancer"! million women with "Cancer"! million women with "Cancer"! million women with "Cancer"! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

George Bush could not get into Yale New George Bush could not get into Yale New George Bush could not get into Yale New George Bush could not get into Yale New 
Haven Medical School. Haven Medical School. Haven Medical School. Haven Medical School. 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide are not Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide are not Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide are not Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide are not 
Doctors, MD's they are "Warriors". Cold Doctors, MD's they are "Warriors". Cold Doctors, MD's they are "Warriors". Cold Doctors, MD's they are "Warriors". Cold 
Blooded Psychotic Killers of Men and women Blooded Psychotic Killers of Men and women Blooded Psychotic Killers of Men and women Blooded Psychotic Killers of Men and women 
who died of "Cancers"! who died of "Cancers"! who died of "Cancers"! who died of "Cancers"! 

Sick! And Yale Medical School Professors know Sick! And Yale Medical School Professors know Sick! And Yale Medical School Professors know Sick! And Yale Medical School Professors know 
all this too! all this too! all this too! all this too! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady Programs"... 4th of July Wives... U.S. first lady 
Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady Michelle Obama, and former U.S. first lady 
Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! Laura Bush "laugh"! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was 
pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects 
spelled out with links you could click on to spelled out with links you could click on to spelled out with links you could click on to spelled out with links you could click on to 
get started would get 99 Million More get started would get 99 Million More get started would get 99 Million More get started would get 99 Million More 
Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 
Invention Projects! Invention Projects! Invention Projects! Invention Projects! 
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6-28-13 "Invention Acceleration Programs"... 6-28-13 "Invention Acceleration Programs"... 6-28-13 "Invention Acceleration Programs"... 6-28-13 "Invention Acceleration Programs"... 
Win 8.1 Fix confiscated from Microsoft Numb Win 8.1 Fix confiscated from Microsoft Numb Win 8.1 Fix confiscated from Microsoft Numb Win 8.1 Fix confiscated from Microsoft Numb 
Nuts to save more LOST inventions! Acer Dell Nuts to save more LOST inventions! Acer Dell Nuts to save more LOST inventions! Acer Dell Nuts to save more LOST inventions! Acer Dell 
Toshiba notebooks need to boot up Mac OS X Toshiba notebooks need to boot up Mac OS X Toshiba notebooks need to boot up Mac OS X Toshiba notebooks need to boot up Mac OS X 
10.8 Lion and Windows 8.1 at the same time 10.8 Lion and Windows 8.1 at the same time 10.8 Lion and Windows 8.1 at the same time 10.8 Lion and Windows 8.1 at the same time 
so you can copy and paste "Invention so you can copy and paste "Invention so you can copy and paste "Invention so you can copy and paste "Invention 
Acceleration Programs" between Mac + Win. Acceleration Programs" between Mac + Win. Acceleration Programs" between Mac + Win. Acceleration Programs" between Mac + Win. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was Programs"... Mac Air Notebook 2013 if it was 
pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects pre loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects 
spelled out with links you could click on to spelled out with links you could click on to spelled out with links you could click on to spelled out with links you could click on to 
get started would get 99 Million More get started would get 99 Million More get started would get 99 Million More get started would get 99 Million More 
Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 Inventions than Win 8.1 with the same 1,001 
Invention Projects! Invention Projects! Invention Projects! Invention Projects! 

4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your 
Toyota, GMC, Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Toyota, GMC, Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Toyota, GMC, Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Toyota, GMC, Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to 
Watch you... Watch out for you if you are one Watch you... Watch out for you if you are one Watch you... Watch out for you if you are one Watch you... Watch out for you if you are one 
of 19K women who will be murdered by a of 19K women who will be murdered by a of 19K women who will be murdered by a of 19K women who will be murdered by a 
drunk Man in 2013. drunk Man in 2013. drunk Man in 2013. drunk Man in 2013. 
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iphone that DOCKS into your Toyota, GMC, iphone that DOCKS into your Toyota, GMC, iphone that DOCKS into your Toyota, GMC, iphone that DOCKS into your Toyota, GMC, 
Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Watch you... Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Watch you... Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Watch you... Ford as a Dash Cam for Cops to Watch you... 
Watch out for you if you are one of 19K Watch out for you if you are one of 19K Watch out for you if you are one of 19K Watch out for you if you are one of 19K 
women who will be murdered by a drunk Man women who will be murdered by a drunk Man women who will be murdered by a drunk Man women who will be murdered by a drunk Man 
in 2013. in 2013. in 2013. in 2013. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 
Dell Toshiba HP Notebook Dell Toshiba HP Notebook Dell Toshiba HP Notebook Dell Toshiba HP Notebook 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 4 July 2013 iphone that DOCKS into your Acer 
Dell Toshiba HP Notebook with the 4 July 2013 Dell Toshiba HP Notebook with the 4 July 2013 Dell Toshiba HP Notebook with the 4 July 2013 Dell Toshiba HP Notebook with the 4 July 2013 
"Invention Acceleration Programs"... that let "Invention Acceleration Programs"... that let "Invention Acceleration Programs"... that let "Invention Acceleration Programs"... that let 
you RECORD EVERYTHING not just VERIZON you RECORD EVERYTHING not just VERIZON you RECORD EVERYTHING not just VERIZON you RECORD EVERYTHING not just VERIZON 
NSA CIA... many programs can be added to NSA CIA... many programs can be added to NSA CIA... many programs can be added to NSA CIA... many programs can be added to 
Verizon when the iphone + Smart Phones dock Verizon when the iphone + Smart Phones dock Verizon when the iphone + Smart Phones dock Verizon when the iphone + Smart Phones dock 
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into your Acer Dell Toshiba HP Notebook! into your Acer Dell Toshiba HP Notebook! into your Acer Dell Toshiba HP Notebook! into your Acer Dell Toshiba HP Notebook! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

The new USB 3 flash drives 190 megs vs 4 megs The new USB 3 flash drives 190 megs vs 4 megs The new USB 3 flash drives 190 megs vs 4 megs The new USB 3 flash drives 190 megs vs 4 megs 
this is an example of an "Invention this is an example of an "Invention this is an example of an "Invention this is an example of an "Invention 
Acceleration Program Product"! Acceleration Program Product"! Acceleration Program Product"! Acceleration Program Product"! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Microsoft CEO and Bill Gates will kill suppress Microsoft CEO and Bill Gates will kill suppress Microsoft CEO and Bill Gates will kill suppress Microsoft CEO and Bill Gates will kill suppress 
a billion futuristic inventions as they have no a billion futuristic inventions as they have no a billion futuristic inventions as they have no a billion futuristic inventions as they have no 
conscience! conscience! conscience! conscience! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Greg + Wives in Key West will program a new Greg + Wives in Key West will program a new Greg + Wives in Key West will program a new Greg + Wives in Key West will program a new 
OS named "Inventor"... so the Sony Movie OS named "Inventor"... so the Sony Movie OS named "Inventor"... so the Sony Movie OS named "Inventor"... so the Sony Movie 
"Inventor" below better be good! "Inventor" below better be good! "Inventor" below better be good! "Inventor" below better be good! 
"Inventors" in Greg's Sony movie would track "Inventors" in Greg's Sony movie would track "Inventors" in Greg's Sony movie would track "Inventors" in Greg's Sony movie would track 
down just what's in "Electricity" that kills down just what's in "Electricity" that kills down just what's in "Electricity" that kills down just what's in "Electricity" that kills 
shocks you... Berkeley, Sandia Labs, MIT have shocks you... Berkeley, Sandia Labs, MIT have shocks you... Berkeley, Sandia Labs, MIT have shocks you... Berkeley, Sandia Labs, MIT have 
never ever dissected "Electricity", I know its never ever dissected "Electricity", I know its never ever dissected "Electricity", I know its never ever dissected "Electricity", I know its 
made of "Electrons" and they move from one made of "Electrons" and they move from one made of "Electrons" and they move from one made of "Electrons" and they move from one 
atom to the next atom in the electric wire atom to the next atom in the electric wire atom to the next atom in the electric wire atom to the next atom in the electric wire 
with electric current. 1st electron ends up a with electric current. 1st electron ends up a with electric current. 1st electron ends up a with electric current. 1st electron ends up a 
the second atom not in your LED screen! the second atom not in your LED screen! the second atom not in your LED screen! the second atom not in your LED screen! 
Electrons move to the next atom and its Electrons move to the next atom and its Electrons move to the next atom and its Electrons move to the next atom and its 
electron moves to the next atom this is what is electron moves to the next atom this is what is electron moves to the next atom this is what is electron moves to the next atom this is what is 
going on in Electricity far as we know going on in Electricity far as we know going on in Electricity far as we know going on in Electricity far as we know 
because Numb Nuts at Berkeley Labs and because Numb Nuts at Berkeley Labs and because Numb Nuts at Berkeley Labs and because Numb Nuts at Berkeley Labs and 
Sandia Labs have other things to do! Sandia Labs have other things to do! Sandia Labs have other things to do! Sandia Labs have other things to do! 
4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

And Greg + Wives idea of a Acer or Dell or And Greg + Wives idea of a Acer or Dell or And Greg + Wives idea of a Acer or Dell or And Greg + Wives idea of a Acer or Dell or 
Toshiba is one with 3 screens... 1 on each side Toshiba is one with 3 screens... 1 on each side Toshiba is one with 3 screens... 1 on each side Toshiba is one with 3 screens... 1 on each side 
of the typical Notebook that flips out on each of the typical Notebook that flips out on each of the typical Notebook that flips out on each of the typical Notebook that flips out on each 
side so you can keep track of your "Invention side so you can keep track of your "Invention side so you can keep track of your "Invention side so you can keep track of your "Invention 
Acceleration Programs"! On 3 notebook Acceleration Programs"! On 3 notebook Acceleration Programs"! On 3 notebook Acceleration Programs"! On 3 notebook 
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screens! screens! screens! screens! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can 
record your Internet Sessions of Invention record your Internet Sessions of Invention record your Internet Sessions of Invention record your Internet Sessions of Invention 
Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives 
in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the 
Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can Programs"... And you not the NSA or CIA can 
record your Internet Sessions of Invention record your Internet Sessions of Invention record your Internet Sessions of Invention record your Internet Sessions of Invention 
Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives Projects Brainstorming with your many Wives 
in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the in a Legal Polygamous Marriage after the 
Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cure for Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 4 July 2013 Angelian Jolie has no HOPE What 
so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of so ever in her CIA and Numb Nuts Dictators of 
the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure the USA to get a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain for Breast and Ovarian Cancer! McCain 
killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our killed Angelian Jolie... in public. In Our 
George Orwell's Public! George Orwell's Public! George Orwell's Public! George Orwell's Public! 

4 July 2013 Cindy McCain on the Today Show 4 July 2013 Cindy McCain on the Today Show 4 July 2013 Cindy McCain on the Today Show 4 July 2013 Cindy McCain on the Today Show 
Today about having a headache when her Today about having a headache when her Today about having a headache when her Today about having a headache when her 
state of Arizona will let her husband kill state of Arizona will let her husband kill state of Arizona will let her husband kill state of Arizona will let her husband kill 
babies left in hot cars in July 2013. babies left in hot cars in July 2013. babies left in hot cars in July 2013. babies left in hot cars in July 2013. 
ElectricWindmillcar will be climate ElectricWindmillcar will be climate ElectricWindmillcar will be climate ElectricWindmillcar will be climate 
controlled 24/7 like Cindy McCain's home in controlled 24/7 like Cindy McCain's home in controlled 24/7 like Cindy McCain's home in controlled 24/7 like Cindy McCain's home in 
Arizona. WoW Bill + Melinda are baby killers Arizona. WoW Bill + Melinda are baby killers Arizona. WoW Bill + Melinda are baby killers Arizona. WoW Bill + Melinda are baby killers 
stifling the end to Malaria with H at -254 C stifling the end to Malaria with H at -254 C stifling the end to Malaria with H at -254 C stifling the end to Malaria with H at -254 C 
freezing the bugs... Fog of H at -254 C not Bug freezing the bugs... Fog of H at -254 C not Bug freezing the bugs... Fog of H at -254 C not Bug freezing the bugs... Fog of H at -254 C not Bug 
Spray Foggier! Spray Foggier! Spray Foggier! Spray Foggier! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
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Programs"... Malaria, No One On Earth would Programs"... Malaria, No One On Earth would Programs"... Malaria, No One On Earth would Programs"... Malaria, No One On Earth would 
be infected with Malaria on the 4th of July be infected with Malaria on the 4th of July be infected with Malaria on the 4th of July be infected with Malaria on the 4th of July 
2013 if Bill + Melinda didn't suppress the 2013 if Bill + Melinda didn't suppress the 2013 if Bill + Melinda didn't suppress the 2013 if Bill + Melinda didn't suppress the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era of Legal Polygamous ElectricWindmillCar Era of Legal Polygamous ElectricWindmillCar Era of Legal Polygamous ElectricWindmillCar Era of Legal Polygamous 
Marriage's after the Cure for Cancer and Marriage's after the Cure for Cancer and Marriage's after the Cure for Cancer and Marriage's after the Cure for Cancer and 
flash Frozen Mosquitoes! flash Frozen Mosquitoes! flash Frozen Mosquitoes! flash Frozen Mosquitoes! 

Cold Hearted Deleting of H @ -254 C to kill Cold Hearted Deleting of H @ -254 C to kill Cold Hearted Deleting of H @ -254 C to kill Cold Hearted Deleting of H @ -254 C to kill 
trillions of Mosquitoes by Bill + Melinda! trillions of Mosquitoes by Bill + Melinda! trillions of Mosquitoes by Bill + Melinda! trillions of Mosquitoes by Bill + Melinda! 

4 July 2013 ***** Air Force doubles F-35s 4 July 2013 ***** Air Force doubles F-35s 4 July 2013 ***** Air Force doubles F-35s 4 July 2013 ***** Air Force doubles F-35s 
planned for Ariz. base Caitlin McGlade, The planned for Ariz. base Caitlin McGlade, The planned for Ariz. base Caitlin McGlade, The planned for Ariz. base Caitlin McGlade, The 
Arizona Republic 10:55 p.m. EDT June 28, Arizona Republic 10:55 p.m. EDT June 28, Arizona Republic 10:55 p.m. EDT June 28, Arizona Republic 10:55 p.m. EDT June 28, 
2013 Training squadrons at Luke Air Force 2013 Training squadrons at Luke Air Force 2013 Training squadrons at Luke Air Force 2013 Training squadrons at Luke Air Force 
Base near Phoenix will include 144 of the Base near Phoenix will include 144 of the Base near Phoenix will include 144 of the Base near Phoenix will include 144 of the 
new F-35s, up from 72 announced earlier. new F-35s, up from 72 announced earlier. new F-35s, up from 72 announced earlier. new F-35s, up from 72 announced earlier. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 
=254 C =254 C =254 C =254 C 
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F-35s cost about $120 million each... and F-35s cost about $120 million each... and F-35s cost about $120 million each... and F-35s cost about $120 million each... and 
$100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids $100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids $100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids $100 million a year to fly! Billion School Kids 
and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon and Trillions of Galaxies and the Pentagon 
just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain just ordered 4,325 New Fighter Jets McCain 
and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is and Kerry will sent to Syria... Bomb Moscow is 
the only reason for so many! Syria should be the only reason for so many! Syria should be the only reason for so many! Syria should be the only reason for so many! Syria should be 
building the Yale Syria Medical School on a building the Yale Syria Medical School on a building the Yale Syria Medical School on a building the Yale Syria Medical School on a 
Eiffel Tower Base but the French Own their Eiffel Tower Base but the French Own their Eiffel Tower Base but the French Own their Eiffel Tower Base but the French Own their 
own Oil Company named "Total" and are own Oil Company named "Total" and are own Oil Company named "Total" and are own Oil Company named "Total" and are 
responsible for more deaths than the French responsible for more deaths than the French responsible for more deaths than the French responsible for more deaths than the French 
King Louis and his famous Wife... Let them King Louis and his famous Wife... Let them King Louis and his famous Wife... Let them King Louis and his famous Wife... Let them 
Eat Cake! Eat Cake! Eat Cake! Eat Cake! 

F-35s cost about $120 million each... F-35s cost about $120 million each... F-35s cost about $120 million each... F-35s cost about $120 million each... 

4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 4 July 13 Jet Fuel from 1 Trillion Cans of H @ 
=254 C =254 C =254 C =254 C 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... ABC Diane Sawyer Top Story Heat Programs"... ABC Diane Sawyer Top Story Heat Programs"... ABC Diane Sawyer Top Story Heat Programs"... ABC Diane Sawyer Top Story Heat 
Kills More Americans than Hurricanes, Kills More Americans than Hurricanes, Kills More Americans than Hurricanes, Kills More Americans than Hurricanes, 
Floods, Forest Fires, Lightning, it's the Top Floods, Forest Fires, Lightning, it's the Top Floods, Forest Fires, Lightning, it's the Top Floods, Forest Fires, Lightning, it's the Top 
Killer! Diane Sawyer at ABC was stifled she Killer! Diane Sawyer at ABC was stifled she Killer! Diane Sawyer at ABC was stifled she Killer! Diane Sawyer at ABC was stifled she 
couldn't expose the ElectricWindmillCar! That couldn't expose the ElectricWindmillCar! That couldn't expose the ElectricWindmillCar! That couldn't expose the ElectricWindmillCar! That 
it will be climate controlled 24/7 via 1 of 1 it will be climate controlled 24/7 via 1 of 1 it will be climate controlled 24/7 via 1 of 1 it will be climate controlled 24/7 via 1 of 1 
Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C. This would have Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C. This would have Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C. This would have Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C. This would have 
saved the lives of EVERYONE who will die from saved the lives of EVERYONE who will die from saved the lives of EVERYONE who will die from saved the lives of EVERYONE who will die from 
the Heat in July 2013. This is a Holocaust by the Heat in July 2013. This is a Holocaust by the Heat in July 2013. This is a Holocaust by the Heat in July 2013. This is a Holocaust by 
the USA Government Today and Today Show the USA Government Today and Today Show the USA Government Today and Today Show the USA Government Today and Today Show 
is suppressed from exposing this crime! Second is suppressed from exposing this crime! Second is suppressed from exposing this crime! Second is suppressed from exposing this crime! Second 
Government Holocaust Mass Murder is no Government Holocaust Mass Murder is no Government Holocaust Mass Murder is no Government Holocaust Mass Murder is no 
Super Air Bags on the outside of Cars, Trucks, Super Air Bags on the outside of Cars, Trucks, Super Air Bags on the outside of Cars, Trucks, Super Air Bags on the outside of Cars, Trucks, 
Semi's and much much more and the CIA has Semi's and much much more and the CIA has Semi's and much much more and the CIA has Semi's and much much more and the CIA has 
documented this years ago when I wrote it up documented this years ago when I wrote it up documented this years ago when I wrote it up documented this years ago when I wrote it up 
on this web page! on this web page! on this web page! on this web page! 

Bill + Melinda’s failed "Invention Bill + Melinda’s failed "Invention Bill + Melinda’s failed "Invention Bill + Melinda’s failed "Invention 
Acceleration Programs"... Writing Programs Acceleration Programs"... Writing Programs Acceleration Programs"... Writing Programs Acceleration Programs"... Writing Programs 
in C++ at Microsoft! Mac OS X 10.8 Lion was in C++ at Microsoft! Mac OS X 10.8 Lion was in C++ at Microsoft! Mac OS X 10.8 Lion was in C++ at Microsoft! Mac OS X 10.8 Lion was 
written using C++ HS Students should not be written using C++ HS Students should not be written using C++ HS Students should not be written using C++ HS Students should not be 
allowed to graduate until they pass a course allowed to graduate until they pass a course allowed to graduate until they pass a course allowed to graduate until they pass a course 
in C++ and Anatomy! Bill + Melinda in the in C++ and Anatomy! Bill + Melinda in the in C++ and Anatomy! Bill + Melinda in the in C++ and Anatomy! Bill + Melinda in the 
"Real World"... Get an F grade! They Failed 7 "Real World"... Get an F grade! They Failed 7 "Real World"... Get an F grade! They Failed 7 "Real World"... Get an F grade! They Failed 7 
Billion people for "BP Oil" Holocaust Parties Billion people for "BP Oil" Holocaust Parties Billion people for "BP Oil" Holocaust Parties Billion people for "BP Oil" Holocaust Parties 
at Microsoft and Saudi Arabia were Bill + at Microsoft and Saudi Arabia were Bill + at Microsoft and Saudi Arabia were Bill + at Microsoft and Saudi Arabia were Bill + 
Melinda have their 2nd home. 15 Billion Melinda have their 2nd home. 15 Billion Melinda have their 2nd home. 15 Billion Melinda have their 2nd home. 15 Billion 
People on Earth will not have any Mercy on People on Earth will not have any Mercy on People on Earth will not have any Mercy on People on Earth will not have any Mercy on 
Bill + Melinda... Let them Eat Cake! Bill + Melinda... Let them Eat Cake! Bill + Melinda... Let them Eat Cake! Bill + Melinda... Let them Eat Cake! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 3 percent in Manhattan survive Programs"... 3 percent in Manhattan survive Programs"... 3 percent in Manhattan survive Programs"... 3 percent in Manhattan survive 
a Cardiac Arrest and the Mayor's pet a Cardiac Arrest and the Mayor's pet a Cardiac Arrest and the Mayor's pet a Cardiac Arrest and the Mayor's pet 
"Invention Acceleration Programs" projects "Invention Acceleration Programs" projects "Invention Acceleration Programs" projects "Invention Acceleration Programs" projects 
are Salt + Sugar! Donald Trump should have are Salt + Sugar! Donald Trump should have are Salt + Sugar! Donald Trump should have are Salt + Sugar! Donald Trump should have 
a Cardiac Arrest at 51. a Cardiac Arrest at 51. a Cardiac Arrest at 51. a Cardiac Arrest at 51. 
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3% survival rate, of those having a Cardiac 3% survival rate, of those having a Cardiac 3% survival rate, of those having a Cardiac 3% survival rate, of those having a Cardiac 
Arrest... in what city? Top Secret, this will not Arrest... in what city? Top Secret, this will not Arrest... in what city? Top Secret, this will not Arrest... in what city? Top Secret, this will not 
be leaked! be leaked! be leaked! be leaked! 

Each year in the United States, more than a Each year in the United States, more than a Each year in the United States, more than a Each year in the United States, more than a 
half-million children and adults suffer half-million children and adults suffer half-million children and adults suffer half-million children and adults suffer 
cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary 
significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for 
arrests outside of hospitals. Wow! This grade arrests outside of hospitals. Wow! This grade arrests outside of hospitals. Wow! This grade arrests outside of hospitals. Wow! This grade 
on a Medical School Tests is an F- on a Medical School Tests is an F- on a Medical School Tests is an F- on a Medical School Tests is an F- 

IBM in 1980... same year the IBM in 1980... same year the IBM in 1980... same year the IBM in 1980... same year the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented, promised ElectricWindmillCar was invented, promised ElectricWindmillCar was invented, promised ElectricWindmillCar was invented, promised 
America a computer in every Classroom. America a computer in every Classroom. America a computer in every Classroom. America a computer in every Classroom. 
Another F- grade... IBM failed America Another F- grade... IBM failed America Another F- grade... IBM failed America Another F- grade... IBM failed America 
School Kids besides Sandy Elementary School School Kids besides Sandy Elementary School School Kids besides Sandy Elementary School School Kids besides Sandy Elementary School 
1st graders. $1 Trillion in taxes for kids 1st graders. $1 Trillion in taxes for kids 1st graders. $1 Trillion in taxes for kids 1st graders. $1 Trillion in taxes for kids 
classroom computers went to Los Alamos classroom computers went to Los Alamos classroom computers went to Los Alamos classroom computers went to Los Alamos 
Supercomputers for nuke Acceleration Supercomputers for nuke Acceleration Supercomputers for nuke Acceleration Supercomputers for nuke Acceleration 
Research when we Already had millions of Research when we Already had millions of Research when we Already had millions of Research when we Already had millions of 
Nukes in 1980! Nukes in 1980! Nukes in 1980! Nukes in 1980! 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 Billion kids missing out on a 4 July 2013 Billion kids missing out on a 4 July 2013 Billion kids missing out on a 4 July 2013 Billion kids missing out on a 
healthy lifestyle, Treadmill Desk with Win 8.2 healthy lifestyle, Treadmill Desk with Win 8.2 healthy lifestyle, Treadmill Desk with Win 8.2 healthy lifestyle, Treadmill Desk with Win 8.2 
fix could have been given to even Sandy 1st fix could have been given to even Sandy 1st fix could have been given to even Sandy 1st fix could have been given to even Sandy 1st 
graders if the shooters Dad at GE was a graders if the shooters Dad at GE was a graders if the shooters Dad at GE was a graders if the shooters Dad at GE was a 
whistle blower. whistle blower. whistle blower. whistle blower. 

4 July 2013 GE X-Ray machines gave millions 4 July 2013 GE X-Ray machines gave millions 4 July 2013 GE X-Ray machines gave millions 4 July 2013 GE X-Ray machines gave millions 
of kids cancers before GE told the NIghtly of kids cancers before GE told the NIghtly of kids cancers before GE told the NIghtly of kids cancers before GE told the NIghtly 
News! Now Yale Medical School can convert to News! Now Yale Medical School can convert to News! Now Yale Medical School can convert to News! Now Yale Medical School can convert to 
a low level radiation dose for $140K for each a low level radiation dose for $140K for each a low level radiation dose for $140K for each a low level radiation dose for $140K for each 
x-ray machine from GE. x-ray machine from GE. x-ray machine from GE. x-ray machine from GE. 

4 July 2013 Admirals built 1,001 Battle Ships 4 July 2013 Admirals built 1,001 Battle Ships 4 July 2013 Admirals built 1,001 Battle Ships 4 July 2013 Admirals built 1,001 Battle Ships 
for first graders = suppressing Treadmill Desk for first graders = suppressing Treadmill Desk for first graders = suppressing Treadmill Desk for first graders = suppressing Treadmill Desk 
and free University + Health Care for 100 and free University + Health Care for 100 and free University + Health Care for 100 and free University + Health Care for 100 
million kids like the 1st graders at Sandy million kids like the 1st graders at Sandy million kids like the 1st graders at Sandy million kids like the 1st graders at Sandy 
Elementary School. Admirals killed a Billion Elementary School. Admirals killed a Billion Elementary School. Admirals killed a Billion Elementary School. Admirals killed a Billion 
People, the worst Holocaust ever and BP Oil People, the worst Holocaust ever and BP Oil People, the worst Holocaust ever and BP Oil People, the worst Holocaust ever and BP Oil 
money is in the same Swiss Banks Hitler used! money is in the same Swiss Banks Hitler used! money is in the same Swiss Banks Hitler used! money is in the same Swiss Banks Hitler used! 

Treadmill Desk in every classroom, a Billion Treadmill Desk in every classroom, a Billion Treadmill Desk in every classroom, a Billion Treadmill Desk in every classroom, a Billion 
kids missed this "Invention Acceleration" GE + kids missed this "Invention Acceleration" GE + kids missed this "Invention Acceleration" GE + kids missed this "Invention Acceleration" GE + 
Microsoft killed a Trillion Inventions like this Microsoft killed a Trillion Inventions like this Microsoft killed a Trillion Inventions like this Microsoft killed a Trillion Inventions like this 
one! 1st graders since 1980 would have one! 1st graders since 1980 would have one! 1st graders since 1980 would have one! 1st graders since 1980 would have 
gotten these social inventions perks if Bill + gotten these social inventions perks if Bill + gotten these social inventions perks if Bill + gotten these social inventions perks if Bill + 
Melinda didn't vacation in Saudi Arabia Melinda didn't vacation in Saudi Arabia Melinda didn't vacation in Saudi Arabia Melinda didn't vacation in Saudi Arabia 
were they have free University but no were they have free University but no were they have free University but no were they have free University but no 
Treadmill Desk in any classrooms for any Treadmill Desk in any classrooms for any Treadmill Desk in any classrooms for any Treadmill Desk in any classrooms for any 
grades! grades! grades! grades! 

4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 
Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the 
"Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show" 
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4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 
Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A 
Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures 
not Sony! not Sony! not Sony! not Sony! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 1K SUV sunscreen is never ever 4 July 2013 1K SUV sunscreen is never ever 4 July 2013 1K SUV sunscreen is never ever 4 July 2013 1K SUV sunscreen is never ever 
mentioned on Today Show as an "Invention mentioned on Today Show as an "Invention mentioned on Today Show as an "Invention mentioned on Today Show as an "Invention 
Acceleration Program" Acceleration Program" Acceleration Program" Acceleration Program" 
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SUV 1,000 that last all day is not an SUV 1,000 that last all day is not an SUV 1,000 that last all day is not an SUV 1,000 that last all day is not an 
"Invention Acceleration Program" at Berkeley "Invention Acceleration Program" at Berkeley "Invention Acceleration Program" at Berkeley "Invention Acceleration Program" at Berkeley 
Labs as they have been "Tortured" by Numb Labs as they have been "Tortured" by Numb Labs as they have been "Tortured" by Numb Labs as they have been "Tortured" by Numb 
Nuts Dictator in a 12 Year War with Muslims! Nuts Dictator in a 12 Year War with Muslims! Nuts Dictator in a 12 Year War with Muslims! Nuts Dictator in a 12 Year War with Muslims! 

4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 
Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on 
the "Today Show" the "Today Show" the "Today Show" the "Today Show" 

4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 
Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A 
Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures 
not Sony! not Sony! not Sony! not Sony! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... There were 550 electrocutions in Programs"... There were 550 electrocutions in Programs"... There were 550 electrocutions in Programs"... There were 550 electrocutions in 
the US in 1993 and No Berkeley or Sandia the US in 1993 and No Berkeley or Sandia the US in 1993 and No Berkeley or Sandia the US in 1993 and No Berkeley or Sandia 
Labs Super Air Bags on the Outside of Power Labs Super Air Bags on the Outside of Power Labs Super Air Bags on the Outside of Power Labs Super Air Bags on the Outside of Power 
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Lines or Linemen, no brainstorming or papers Lines or Linemen, no brainstorming or papers Lines or Linemen, no brainstorming or papers Lines or Linemen, no brainstorming or papers 
written for the Electrical Engineering written for the Electrical Engineering written for the Electrical Engineering written for the Electrical Engineering 
Journals no one reads anyway! No one in Key Journals no one reads anyway! No one in Key Journals no one reads anyway! No one in Key Journals no one reads anyway! No one in Key 
West! Grin. West! Grin. West! Grin. West! Grin. 

4 July 2013 Sony Movie and the "Today Show" 4 July 2013 Sony Movie and the "Today Show" 4 July 2013 Sony Movie and the "Today Show" 4 July 2013 Sony Movie and the "Today Show" 
with Sandra Bullock + Nichol Kidman in a with Sandra Bullock + Nichol Kidman in a with Sandra Bullock + Nichol Kidman in a with Sandra Bullock + Nichol Kidman in a 
Sony Movie title "Inventors" and only SWF, Sony Movie title "Inventors" and only SWF, Sony Movie title "Inventors" and only SWF, Sony Movie title "Inventors" and only SWF, 
MFW... 7' Basketball Players are "Dark Matter" MFW... 7' Basketball Players are "Dark Matter" MFW... 7' Basketball Players are "Dark Matter" MFW... 7' Basketball Players are "Dark Matter" 
and only stifle and suppress SWF + MWF from and only stifle and suppress SWF + MWF from and only stifle and suppress SWF + MWF from and only stifle and suppress SWF + MWF from 
Inventing the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Inventing the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Inventing the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast Inventing the Rx Overnight Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Angelina Joule gave up all hope of Cancer! Angelina Joule gave up all hope of Cancer! Angelina Joule gave up all hope of Cancer! Angelina Joule gave up all hope of 
this cure ever happening as she knows Sony this cure ever happening as she knows Sony this cure ever happening as she knows Sony this cure ever happening as she knows Sony 
will only make movies with 7' tall Basketball will only make movies with 7' tall Basketball will only make movies with 7' tall Basketball will only make movies with 7' tall Basketball 
players... not SWF MWF Inventors will be the players... not SWF MWF Inventors will be the players... not SWF MWF Inventors will be the players... not SWF MWF Inventors will be the 
women who discover how Gravity is women who discover how Gravity is women who discover how Gravity is women who discover how Gravity is 
Generated. Generated. Generated. Generated. 

4 July 2013 Wives of Hemingway got him his 4 July 2013 Wives of Hemingway got him his 4 July 2013 Wives of Hemingway got him his 4 July 2013 Wives of Hemingway got him his 
Nobel Prize! Nobel Prize! Nobel Prize! Nobel Prize! 

4 July 2013 The the next Sony Star Trek Into 4 July 2013 The the next Sony Star Trek Into 4 July 2013 The the next Sony Star Trek Into 4 July 2013 The the next Sony Star Trek Into 
Darkness movie will get rid of outdated Darkness movie will get rid of outdated Darkness movie will get rid of outdated Darkness movie will get rid of outdated 
gasoline + plasma coils on the Star Trek gasoline + plasma coils on the Star Trek gasoline + plasma coils on the Star Trek gasoline + plasma coils on the Star Trek 
Enterprise! Save Enterprise! Save Enterprise! Save Enterprise! Save 

4 July 2013 Gravity Engines will be on the 4 July 2013 Gravity Engines will be on the 4 July 2013 Gravity Engines will be on the 4 July 2013 Gravity Engines will be on the 
next Star Ship Enterprises! next Star Ship Enterprises! next Star Ship Enterprises! next Star Ship Enterprises! 

Next Spock getting killed from radiation... Next Spock getting killed from radiation... Next Spock getting killed from radiation... Next Spock getting killed from radiation... 
when he has to get them symmetrical, no! when he has to get them symmetrical, no! when he has to get them symmetrical, no! when he has to get them symmetrical, no! 

4 July 2013 GE Nuke Power Plants needs a 4 July 2013 GE Nuke Power Plants needs a 4 July 2013 GE Nuke Power Plants needs a 4 July 2013 GE Nuke Power Plants needs a 
Star Trek Enterprise to put all its Nuclear Star Trek Enterprise to put all its Nuclear Star Trek Enterprise to put all its Nuclear Star Trek Enterprise to put all its Nuclear 
Waste into Deep Space... could Sandra Waste into Deep Space... could Sandra Waste into Deep Space... could Sandra Waste into Deep Space... could Sandra 
Bullock + Nichol Kidman brainstorm this in Bullock + Nichol Kidman brainstorm this in Bullock + Nichol Kidman brainstorm this in Bullock + Nichol Kidman brainstorm this in 
a Sony Movie titled "Inventors", only if there a Sony Movie titled "Inventors", only if there a Sony Movie titled "Inventors", only if there a Sony Movie titled "Inventors", only if there 
are no 7' feet tall Basketball players in this are no 7' feet tall Basketball players in this are no 7' feet tall Basketball players in this are no 7' feet tall Basketball players in this 
movie! movie! movie! movie! 

4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Scientists Are 
Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the Underrepresented in Sony Movies and on the 
"Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show" "Today Show" 
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4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 4 July 2013 SWF... Female Inventors are 
Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on Underrepresented... in Sony Movies and on 
the "Today Show" the "Today Show" the "Today Show" the "Today Show" 

4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 4 July 2013 SWF + MWF are 
Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A Underrepresented... in Nobel Prize Awards... A 
Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures Beautiful Mind Movie by Universal Pictures 
not Sony! not Sony! not Sony! not Sony! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... SWF + MFW "Inventors" in Greg's Programs"... SWF + MFW "Inventors" in Greg's Programs"... SWF + MFW "Inventors" in Greg's Programs"... SWF + MFW "Inventors" in Greg's 
Sony movie would track down just what's in Sony movie would track down just what's in Sony movie would track down just what's in Sony movie would track down just what's in 
"Electricity" that kills shocks you... Berkeley, "Electricity" that kills shocks you... Berkeley, "Electricity" that kills shocks you... Berkeley, "Electricity" that kills shocks you... Berkeley, 
Sandia Labs, MIT have never ever dissected Sandia Labs, MIT have never ever dissected Sandia Labs, MIT have never ever dissected Sandia Labs, MIT have never ever dissected 
"Electricity" I know its made of "Electrons" but "Electricity" I know its made of "Electrons" but "Electricity" I know its made of "Electrons" but "Electricity" I know its made of "Electrons" but 
I suspect there are Quarks Gluon's and I suspect there are Quarks Gluon's and I suspect there are Quarks Gluon's and I suspect there are Quarks Gluon's and 
several spins on the "Electrons" and flow several spins on the "Electrons" and flow several spins on the "Electrons" and flow several spins on the "Electrons" and flow 
waves we need "Invention Acceleration waves we need "Invention Acceleration waves we need "Invention Acceleration waves we need "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Electrical torture has been used Programs"... Electrical torture has been used Programs"... Electrical torture has been used Programs"... Electrical torture has been used 
in war and by repressive regimes since the in war and by repressive regimes since the in war and by repressive regimes since the in war and by repressive regimes since the 
1930s! The US Army is known to have used 1930s! The US Army is known to have used 1930s! The US Army is known to have used 1930s! The US Army is known to have used 
electrical torture during World War II. electrical torture during World War II. electrical torture during World War II. electrical torture during World War II. 
Amnesty International published an official Amnesty International published an official Amnesty International published an official Amnesty International published an official 
statement that Russian military forces in statement that Russian military forces in statement that Russian military forces in statement that Russian military forces in 
Chechnya tortured local women with electric Chechnya tortured local women with electric Chechnya tortured local women with electric Chechnya tortured local women with electric 
shocks by attaching wires onto their breasts - shocks by attaching wires onto their breasts - shocks by attaching wires onto their breasts - shocks by attaching wires onto their breasts - 
Angelina had her breast cut off because the Angelina had her breast cut off because the Angelina had her breast cut off because the Angelina had her breast cut off because the 
Army gets $1 Trillion a year that should have Army gets $1 Trillion a year that should have Army gets $1 Trillion a year that should have Army gets $1 Trillion a year that should have 
gone to Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast gone to Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast gone to Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast gone to Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer via New Manhattan Project lead by Cancer via New Manhattan Project lead by Cancer via New Manhattan Project lead by Cancer via New Manhattan Project lead by 
Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer. 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Stupid Criminals Stupid Criminals Stupid Criminals Stupid Criminals 

10,000 Windmills on the Decks of the JFK 10,000 Windmills on the Decks of the JFK 10,000 Windmills on the Decks of the JFK 10,000 Windmills on the Decks of the JFK 
Super AirCraft Carrier Dr Nancy Oppenheimer Super AirCraft Carrier Dr Nancy Oppenheimer Super AirCraft Carrier Dr Nancy Oppenheimer Super AirCraft Carrier Dr Nancy Oppenheimer 
is suppressed from talking about this on the is suppressed from talking about this on the is suppressed from talking about this on the is suppressed from talking about this on the 
Today Show. Why does Obama hope to Today Show. Why does Obama hope to Today Show. Why does Obama hope to Today Show. Why does Obama hope to 
generate enough electricity... from BP Oil? generate enough electricity... from BP Oil? generate enough electricity... from BP Oil? generate enough electricity... from BP Oil? 
For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 
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For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! For another $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

Star Ships from Star Trek Era will have to take Star Ships from Star Trek Era will have to take Star Ships from Star Trek Era will have to take Star Ships from Star Trek Era will have to take 
out GE trash and arrest GE Executives for Mass out GE trash and arrest GE Executives for Mass out GE trash and arrest GE Executives for Mass out GE trash and arrest GE Executives for Mass 
Murder of Millions because GE would not Murder of Millions because GE would not Murder of Millions because GE would not Murder of Millions because GE would not 
switch Electric power Generation from Nuke switch Electric power Generation from Nuke switch Electric power Generation from Nuke switch Electric power Generation from Nuke 
and Coal Power Plants to H at -254 C in NASA and Coal Power Plants to H at -254 C in NASA and Coal Power Plants to H at -254 C in NASA and Coal Power Plants to H at -254 C in NASA 
made cans for home Electricity Generation made cans for home Electricity Generation made cans for home Electricity Generation made cans for home Electricity Generation 
and 24/7 air conditioned cars. and 24/7 air conditioned cars. and 24/7 air conditioned cars. and 24/7 air conditioned cars. 

4 July 2013 Uninspired by Trillions of 4 July 2013 Uninspired by Trillions of 4 July 2013 Uninspired by Trillions of 4 July 2013 Uninspired by Trillions of 
Galaxies expanding into infinite space in Galaxies expanding into infinite space in Galaxies expanding into infinite space in Galaxies expanding into infinite space in 
every direction at millions of miles per every direction at millions of miles per every direction at millions of miles per every direction at millions of miles per 
second hiding more than "Dark Matter" from second hiding more than "Dark Matter" from second hiding more than "Dark Matter" from second hiding more than "Dark Matter" from 
Berkeley. What Berkeley keeps suppressed in Berkeley. What Berkeley keeps suppressed in Berkeley. What Berkeley keeps suppressed in Berkeley. What Berkeley keeps suppressed in 
their News Emails is "Aliens" by the Trillions their News Emails is "Aliens" by the Trillions their News Emails is "Aliens" by the Trillions their News Emails is "Aliens" by the Trillions 
go along with Trillions of Galaxies... this is go along with Trillions of Galaxies... this is go along with Trillions of Galaxies... this is go along with Trillions of Galaxies... this is 
another crime against Higher Education far another crime against Higher Education far another crime against Higher Education far another crime against Higher Education far 
worst than Saudi Arabia! worst than Saudi Arabia! worst than Saudi Arabia! worst than Saudi Arabia! 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 70 years of experimental effort 4 July 2013 70 years of experimental effort 4 July 2013 70 years of experimental effort 4 July 2013 70 years of experimental effort 
has revealed that quarks tend to cluster in has revealed that quarks tend to cluster in has revealed that quarks tend to cluster in has revealed that quarks tend to cluster in 
quark-antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets quark-antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets quark-antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets quark-antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets 
of quarks called baryons, and groups of of quarks called baryons, and groups of of quarks called baryons, and groups of of quarks called baryons, and groups of 
quark triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. quark triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. quark triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. quark triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. 
More exotic combinations are possible More exotic combinations are possible More exotic combinations are possible More exotic combinations are possible 

4 July 2013 A force that causes interactions 4 July 2013 A force that causes interactions 4 July 2013 A force that causes interactions 4 July 2013 A force that causes interactions 
between the quarks. Just as two electric between the quarks. Just as two electric between the quarks. Just as two electric between the quarks. Just as two electric 
charges exert an electromagnetic force on charges exert an electromagnetic force on charges exert an electromagnetic force on charges exert an electromagnetic force on 
each other through the sharing of photons, each other through the sharing of photons, each other through the sharing of photons, each other through the sharing of photons, 
quarks are attracted to each other through quarks are attracted to each other through quarks are attracted to each other through quarks are attracted to each other through 
the sharing of particles called (rather the sharing of particles called (rather the sharing of particles called (rather the sharing of particles called (rather 
unimaginatively) gluons. unimaginatively) gluons. unimaginatively) gluons. unimaginatively) gluons. 

Gluons... Gluons... Gluons... Gluons... 

Gravity Generation... Gravity Generation... Gravity Generation... Gravity Generation... 

4 July 2013 Inventing a Gravity Engine, Greg 4 July 2013 Inventing a Gravity Engine, Greg 4 July 2013 Inventing a Gravity Engine, Greg 4 July 2013 Inventing a Gravity Engine, Greg 
+ Wives in Key West! + Wives in Key West! + Wives in Key West! + Wives in Key West! 

4 July 2013 Gravity Generation is never ever 4 July 2013 Gravity Generation is never ever 4 July 2013 Gravity Generation is never ever 4 July 2013 Gravity Generation is never ever 
mentioned in Physics News and Physics mentioned in Physics News and Physics mentioned in Physics News and Physics mentioned in Physics News and Physics 
Classes at Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think Classes at Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think Classes at Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think Classes at Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think 
why are they not into a "Invention why are they not into a "Invention why are they not into a "Invention why are they not into a "Invention 
Acceleration Program" to discover how Acceleration Program" to discover how Acceleration Program" to discover how Acceleration Program" to discover how 
gravity is generated among the Quarks???? gravity is generated among the Quarks???? gravity is generated among the Quarks???? gravity is generated among the Quarks???? 
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4 July 2013 CIA Disinformation... 4 July 2013 CIA Disinformation... 4 July 2013 CIA Disinformation... 4 July 2013 CIA Disinformation... 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Taking climate change WASHINGTON (AP) — Taking climate change WASHINGTON (AP) — Taking climate change WASHINGTON (AP) — Taking climate change 
efforts into his own hands, President Barack efforts into his own hands, President Barack efforts into his own hands, President Barack efforts into his own hands, President Barack 
Obama is proposing sweeping steps to limit Obama is proposing sweeping steps to limit Obama is proposing sweeping steps to limit Obama is proposing sweeping steps to limit 
heat-trapping pollution from coal-fired heat-trapping pollution from coal-fired heat-trapping pollution from coal-fired heat-trapping pollution from coal-fired 
power plants... "Baby Killers" from Vietnam power plants... "Baby Killers" from Vietnam power plants... "Baby Killers" from Vietnam power plants... "Baby Killers" from Vietnam 
know "Coal Burning Power Plants" across the know "Coal Burning Power Plants" across the know "Coal Burning Power Plants" across the know "Coal Burning Power Plants" across the 
USA kill 100 Babies every year via childhood USA kill 100 Babies every year via childhood USA kill 100 Babies every year via childhood USA kill 100 Babies every year via childhood 
leukemia! Coal is a Cash Crop for Coal Mine leukemia! Coal is a Cash Crop for Coal Mine leukemia! Coal is a Cash Crop for Coal Mine leukemia! Coal is a Cash Crop for Coal Mine 
Owners like Oil is for Saudi Arabia just Owners like Oil is for Saudi Arabia just Owners like Oil is for Saudi Arabia just Owners like Oil is for Saudi Arabia just 
because the Coal is mined in the USA + because the Coal is mined in the USA + because the Coal is mined in the USA + because the Coal is mined in the USA + 
Canada has never produced "Numb Nuts Canada has never produced "Numb Nuts Canada has never produced "Numb Nuts Canada has never produced "Numb Nuts 
Dictators" with a "Guilty Conscience"! Dictators" with a "Guilty Conscience"! Dictators" with a "Guilty Conscience"! Dictators" with a "Guilty Conscience"! 

4 July 2013 Affirmative Action ---- Is Free 4 July 2013 Affirmative Action ---- Is Free 4 July 2013 Affirmative Action ---- Is Free 4 July 2013 Affirmative Action ---- Is Free 
University in the USA cloned from the Free University in the USA cloned from the Free University in the USA cloned from the Free University in the USA cloned from the Free 
Universities in Saudi Arabia! Universities in Saudi Arabia! Universities in Saudi Arabia! Universities in Saudi Arabia! 

4 July 2013 The Supreme Court's decision on 4 July 2013 The Supreme Court's decision on 4 July 2013 The Supreme Court's decision on 4 July 2013 The Supreme Court's decision on 
affirmative action Monday wasn't much of a affirmative action Monday wasn't much of a affirmative action Monday wasn't much of a affirmative action Monday wasn't much of a 
decision. In a 7-1 vote, the justices sent the decision. In a 7-1 vote, the justices sent the decision. In a 7-1 vote, the justices sent the decision. In a 7-1 vote, the justices sent the 
case back to BP Oil Men and Numb Nuts case back to BP Oil Men and Numb Nuts case back to BP Oil Men and Numb Nuts case back to BP Oil Men and Numb Nuts 
Dictators who have $177 Trillion in Oil Dictators who have $177 Trillion in Oil Dictators who have $177 Trillion in Oil Dictators who have $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues in Swiss Banks same Banks Hitler Revenues in Swiss Banks same Banks Hitler Revenues in Swiss Banks same Banks Hitler Revenues in Swiss Banks same Banks Hitler 
used to keep Jewish money, notice none of the used to keep Jewish money, notice none of the used to keep Jewish money, notice none of the used to keep Jewish money, notice none of the 
Worlds Dictators but Saudi Arabia made the Worlds Dictators but Saudi Arabia made the Worlds Dictators but Saudi Arabia made the Worlds Dictators but Saudi Arabia made the 
University Free and Saudi Arabia even pays University Free and Saudi Arabia even pays University Free and Saudi Arabia even pays University Free and Saudi Arabia even pays 
University students a salary to attend Yale, University students a salary to attend Yale, University students a salary to attend Yale, University students a salary to attend Yale, 
Harvard, MIT and they have spending money Harvard, MIT and they have spending money Harvard, MIT and they have spending money Harvard, MIT and they have spending money 
for Prostitutes, yes even under age Prostitutes for Prostitutes, yes even under age Prostitutes for Prostitutes, yes even under age Prostitutes for Prostitutes, yes even under age Prostitutes 
like the President of Italy! like the President of Italy! like the President of Italy! like the President of Italy! 

Saudia Arabia Affirmative Action student Saudia Arabia Affirmative Action student Saudia Arabia Affirmative Action student Saudia Arabia Affirmative Action student 
inventors in USA killed by Bill and Melinda inventors in USA killed by Bill and Melinda inventors in USA killed by Bill and Melinda inventors in USA killed by Bill and Melinda 

Lacking Definitive Ruling on Affirmative Lacking Definitive Ruling on Affirmative Lacking Definitive Ruling on Affirmative Lacking Definitive Ruling on Affirmative 
Action, Both Sides Claim Victory Action, Both Sides Claim Victory Action, Both Sides Claim Victory Action, Both Sides Claim Victory 

By JOHN SCHWARTZ and RICHARD PÉREZ-By JOHN SCHWARTZ and RICHARD PÉREZ-By JOHN SCHWARTZ and RICHARD PÉREZ-By JOHN SCHWARTZ and RICHARD PÉREZ-
PEÑA PEÑA PEÑA PEÑA 

44 Million couples were videotaped by NSA 44 Million couples were videotaped by NSA 44 Million couples were videotaped by NSA 44 Million couples were videotaped by NSA 
CIA CIA CIA CIA 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity 
Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 44 heterosexual couples who were 4 July 2013 44 heterosexual couples who were 4 July 2013 44 heterosexual couples who were 4 July 2013 44 heterosexual couples who were 
videotaped having a conversation about videotaped having a conversation about videotaped having a conversation about videotaped having a conversation about 
their shared lifestyle related to diet and their shared lifestyle related to diet and their shared lifestyle related to diet and their shared lifestyle related to diet and 
health. The couples were asked to watch the health. The couples were asked to watch the health. The couples were asked to watch the health. The couples were asked to watch the 
video back and, using a rating dial, provide video back and, using a rating dial, provide video back and, using a rating dial, provide video back and, using a rating dial, provide 
momentary feedback about how they were momentary feedback about how they were momentary feedback about how they were momentary feedback about how they were 
feeling emotionally. Researchers analyzed feeling emotionally. Researchers analyzed feeling emotionally. Researchers analyzed feeling emotionally. Researchers analyzed 
the videos as well as the participants' the videos as well as the participants' the videos as well as the participants' the videos as well as the participants' 
responses to them. "Cooperation is something responses to them. "Cooperation is something responses to them. "Cooperation is something responses to them. "Cooperation is something 
that's invaluable and instrumental in a that's invaluable and instrumental in a that's invaluable and instrumental in a that's invaluable and instrumental in a 
successful relationship but men and women successful relationship but men and women successful relationship but men and women successful relationship but men and women 
experience it differently," Randall said. "This experience it differently," Randall said. "This experience it differently," Randall said. "This experience it differently," Randall said. "This 
research provides another avenue to research provides another avenue to research provides another avenue to research provides another avenue to 
understanding how partners' emotions can understanding how partners' emotions can understanding how partners' emotions can understanding how partners' emotions can 
become linked, but future research is needed become linked, but future research is needed become linked, but future research is needed become linked, but future research is needed 
on how these emotional patterns may on how these emotional patterns may on how these emotional patterns may on how these emotional patterns may 
ultimately contribute to the longevity, or ultimately contribute to the longevity, or ultimately contribute to the longevity, or ultimately contribute to the longevity, or 
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demise, of the romantic relationship." demise, of the romantic relationship." demise, of the romantic relationship." demise, of the romantic relationship." 

4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 4th of July Wives in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity Marriage after the Cure for Cancer, Gravity 
Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. Engine etc. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal Programs"... 4th of July Wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for Polygamous Marriage after the Cure for 
Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. Cancer, Gravity Engine etc. 

Brainstorming Invention Projects in an Brainstorming Invention Projects in an Brainstorming Invention Projects in an Brainstorming Invention Projects in an 
Polygamous Marriage Emotions on... 4 July Polygamous Marriage Emotions on... 4 July Polygamous Marriage Emotions on... 4 July Polygamous Marriage Emotions on... 4 July 
2013 2013 2013 2013 

Randall and Co-authored by the UA's Jesi Randall and Co-authored by the UA's Jesi Randall and Co-authored by the UA's Jesi Randall and Co-authored by the UA's Jesi 
Post, Rebecca Reed and Emily Butler, the Post, Rebecca Reed and Emily Butler, the Post, Rebecca Reed and Emily Butler, the Post, Rebecca Reed and Emily Butler, the 
study has implications for better study has implications for better study has implications for better study has implications for better 
understanding how romantic partners' understanding how romantic partners' understanding how romantic partners' understanding how romantic partners' 
emotions are connected. emotions are connected. emotions are connected. emotions are connected. 

She and her colleagues found that during She and her colleagues found that during She and her colleagues found that during She and her colleagues found that during 
high mutual levels of cooperation with a high mutual levels of cooperation with a high mutual levels of cooperation with a high mutual levels of cooperation with a 
romantic partner, men typically experience romantic partner, men typically experience romantic partner, men typically experience romantic partner, men typically experience 
an "inphase" response to their significant an "inphase" response to their significant an "inphase" response to their significant an "inphase" response to their significant 
other's emotions. That is, if the woman in the other's emotions. That is, if the woman in the other's emotions. That is, if the woman in the other's emotions. That is, if the woman in the 
relationship is feeling more positive, the man relationship is feeling more positive, the man relationship is feeling more positive, the man relationship is feeling more positive, the man 
will feel more positive. If she feels less positive, will feel more positive. If she feels less positive, will feel more positive. If she feels less positive, will feel more positive. If she feels less positive, 
he will feel less positive. he will feel less positive. he will feel less positive. he will feel less positive. 

On the contrary, it seems women experience On the contrary, it seems women experience On the contrary, it seems women experience On the contrary, it seems women experience 
more of an "antiphase" pattern during high more of an "antiphase" pattern during high more of an "antiphase" pattern during high more of an "antiphase" pattern during high 
mutual cooperation. If her partner is feeling mutual cooperation. If her partner is feeling mutual cooperation. If her partner is feeling mutual cooperation. If her partner is feeling 
more positive, she will tend to feel less more positive, she will tend to feel less more positive, she will tend to feel less more positive, she will tend to feel less 
positive, and vice versa. positive, and vice versa. positive, and vice versa. positive, and vice versa. 

Take, for example, the following familiar Take, for example, the following familiar Take, for example, the following familiar Take, for example, the following familiar 
scenario: A woman emerges from a scenario: A woman emerges from a scenario: A woman emerges from a scenario: A woman emerges from a 
department store fitting room and asks her department store fitting room and asks her department store fitting room and asks her department store fitting room and asks her 
husband what he thinks of a potential new husband what he thinks of a potential new husband what he thinks of a potential new husband what he thinks of a potential new 
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shirt. He likes it, he says, hoping his time at shirt. He likes it, he says, hoping his time at shirt. He likes it, he says, hoping his time at shirt. He likes it, he says, hoping his time at 
the mall is nearing an end. So does the the mall is nearing an end. So does the the mall is nearing an end. So does the the mall is nearing an end. So does the 
woman head straight to the cash register woman head straight to the cash register woman head straight to the cash register woman head straight to the cash register 
and make the purchase? Probably not. and make the purchase? Probably not. and make the purchase? Probably not. and make the purchase? Probably not. 
Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't 
be enough; she'll want to try on a few more be enough; she'll want to try on a few more be enough; she'll want to try on a few more be enough; she'll want to try on a few more 
shirts first. shirts first. shirts first. shirts first. 

$1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from $1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from $1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from $1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from 
BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues revenues revenues revenues 

General Petraeus... General Petraeus... General Petraeus... General Petraeus... 

In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has 
been noted that the individuals seem to have been noted that the individuals seem to have been noted that the individuals seem to have been noted that the individuals seem to have 
no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or 
concern for others. concern for others. concern for others. concern for others. 
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Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't Chances are, her husband's enthusiasm won't 
be enough; she'll want to try on a few more be enough; she'll want to try on a few more be enough; she'll want to try on a few more be enough; she'll want to try on a few more 
shirts first. shirts first. shirts first. shirts first. 

General Petraeus... General Petraeus... General Petraeus... General Petraeus... 

In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has In generals! In severe cases of APD, it has 
been noted that the individuals seem to have been noted that the individuals seem to have been noted that the individuals seem to have been noted that the individuals seem to have 
no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or no conscience, no guilt, no empathy or 
concern for others. concern for others. concern for others. concern for others. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't "Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't "Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't "Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't 
mean killing "Babies" with Drones and "Coal mean killing "Babies" with Drones and "Coal mean killing "Babies" with Drones and "Coal mean killing "Babies" with Drones and "Coal 
Burning Power Plants". Burning Power Plants". Burning Power Plants". Burning Power Plants". 

Except to Generals like Petraeus as you don't Except to Generals like Petraeus as you don't Except to Generals like Petraeus as you don't Except to Generals like Petraeus as you don't 
have to be a Rocket Scientists to realize have to be a Rocket Scientists to realize have to be a Rocket Scientists to realize have to be a Rocket Scientists to realize 
General Petraeus has no "Conscience"! General Petraeus has no "Conscience"! General Petraeus has no "Conscience"! General Petraeus has no "Conscience"! 

Admirals don't have a "Conscience" as they Admirals don't have a "Conscience" as they Admirals don't have a "Conscience" as they Admirals don't have a "Conscience" as they 
used $177 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues to used $177 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues to used $177 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues to used $177 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues to 
build 1,001 New Battle Ships since the 1980 build 1,001 New Battle Ships since the 1980 build 1,001 New Battle Ships since the 1980 build 1,001 New Battle Ships since the 1980 
Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar instead Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar instead Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar instead Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar instead 
of using the ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt of using the ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt of using the ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt of using the ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 

An affair is not an "intelligence activity." But An affair is not an "intelligence activity." But An affair is not an "intelligence activity." But An affair is not an "intelligence activity." But 
the potential that the email account of the the potential that the email account of the the potential that the email account of the the potential that the email account of the 
top spy at the CIA is. The affair came to light top spy at the CIA is. The affair came to light top spy at the CIA is. The affair came to light top spy at the CIA is. The affair came to light 
in November after Jill Kelley, the Tampa in November after Jill Kelley, the Tampa in November after Jill Kelley, the Tampa in November after Jill Kelley, the Tampa 
socialite and friend of Petraeus, complained socialite and friend of Petraeus, complained socialite and friend of Petraeus, complained socialite and friend of Petraeus, complained 
to the FBI that she'd received threatening to the FBI that she'd received threatening to the FBI that she'd received threatening to the FBI that she'd received threatening 
emails from Paula Broadwell, Petraeus' emails from Paula Broadwell, Petraeus' emails from Paula Broadwell, Petraeus' emails from Paula Broadwell, Petraeus' 
biographer and mistress. biographer and mistress. biographer and mistress. biographer and mistress. 

STORY: Lawsuit alleges privacy violation in STORY: Lawsuit alleges privacy violation in STORY: Lawsuit alleges privacy violation in STORY: Lawsuit alleges privacy violation in 
Petraeus case Petraeus case Petraeus case Petraeus case 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Legal Polygamist Marriage License will test Legal Polygamist Marriage License will test Legal Polygamist Marriage License will test Legal Polygamist Marriage License will test 
for Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), for Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), for Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), for Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), 
Those with APD often fit the label sociopath or Those with APD often fit the label sociopath or Those with APD often fit the label sociopath or Those with APD often fit the label sociopath or 
psychopath. psychopath. psychopath. psychopath. 

"While an extra-marital affair itself is not "While an extra-marital affair itself is not "While an extra-marital affair itself is not "While an extra-marital affair itself is not 
classified as an "intelligence activity," the classified as an "intelligence activity," the classified as an "intelligence activity," the classified as an "intelligence activity," the 
investigation by the Federal Bureau of investigation by the Federal Bureau of investigation by the Federal Bureau of investigation by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) originated with the Investigation (FBI) originated with the Investigation (FBI) originated with the Investigation (FBI) originated with the 
possible hacking of Director Petraeus' e-mail possible hacking of Director Petraeus' e-mail possible hacking of Director Petraeus' e-mail possible hacking of Director Petraeus' e-mail 
account, an act that had the potential of account, an act that had the potential of account, an act that had the potential of account, an act that had the potential of 
compromising national intelligence," the compromising national intelligence," the compromising national intelligence," the compromising national intelligence," the 
report says. report says. report says. report says. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't "Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't "Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't "Invention Acceleration Programs" Doesn't 
mean going 8 times faster than the speed of mean going 8 times faster than the speed of mean going 8 times faster than the speed of mean going 8 times faster than the speed of 
sound in a F-35 Fighter jet it means exposing sound in a F-35 Fighter jet it means exposing sound in a F-35 Fighter jet it means exposing sound in a F-35 Fighter jet it means exposing 
Top Secrets of Numb Nuts Dictators who pay Top Secrets of Numb Nuts Dictators who pay Top Secrets of Numb Nuts Dictators who pay Top Secrets of Numb Nuts Dictators who pay 
prostitutes for sex. NSA spy's recorded every prostitutes for sex. NSA spy's recorded every prostitutes for sex. NSA spy's recorded every prostitutes for sex. NSA spy's recorded every 
gas station robbery as cameras are at every gas station robbery as cameras are at every gas station robbery as cameras are at every gas station robbery as cameras are at every 
gas station. CIA Universal is suppressing the gas station. CIA Universal is suppressing the gas station. CIA Universal is suppressing the gas station. CIA Universal is suppressing the 
Universe. Sex Offenders are known, Numb Universe. Sex Offenders are known, Numb Universe. Sex Offenders are known, Numb Universe. Sex Offenders are known, Numb 
Nuts Dictators with No Conscience - they are Nuts Dictators with No Conscience - they are Nuts Dictators with No Conscience - they are Nuts Dictators with No Conscience - they are 
Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those 
with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or 
psychopath. Few examples are Kerry, McCain, psychopath. Few examples are Kerry, McCain, psychopath. Few examples are Kerry, McCain, psychopath. Few examples are Kerry, McCain, 
Clinton, Hillary, OJ Clinton, Hillary, OJ Clinton, Hillary, OJ Clinton, Hillary, OJ 

SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented 
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SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" for "Invention Acceleration Programs" for "Invention Acceleration Programs" for "Invention Acceleration Programs" for 
"Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts "Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts "Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts "Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts 
Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! 

Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD), Those 
with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or with APD often fit the label sociopath or 
psychopath. APD is more common in men psychopath. APD is more common in men psychopath. APD is more common in men psychopath. APD is more common in men 
than in women. In young boys, three traits than in women. In young boys, three traits than in women. In young boys, three traits than in women. In young boys, three traits 
are correlated with later diagnosis of APD: are correlated with later diagnosis of APD: are correlated with later diagnosis of APD: are correlated with later diagnosis of APD: 
bedwetting, cruelty to animals and bedwetting, cruelty to animals and bedwetting, cruelty to animals and bedwetting, cruelty to animals and 
pyromania. Not all children who exhibit pyromania. Not all children who exhibit pyromania. Not all children who exhibit pyromania. Not all children who exhibit 
these traits develop APD but they are more these traits develop APD but they are more these traits develop APD but they are more these traits develop APD but they are more 
common in the history of those with APD than common in the history of those with APD than common in the history of those with APD than common in the history of those with APD than 
they are in the general population. In severe they are in the general population. In severe they are in the general population. In severe they are in the general population. In severe 
cases of APD, it has been noted that the cases of APD, it has been noted that the cases of APD, it has been noted that the cases of APD, it has been noted that the 
individuals seem to have no conscience, no individuals seem to have no conscience, no individuals seem to have no conscience, no individuals seem to have no conscience, no 
guilt, no empathy or concern for others. They guilt, no empathy or concern for others. They guilt, no empathy or concern for others. They guilt, no empathy or concern for others. They 
can be thrill-seeking and impulsive but show can be thrill-seeking and impulsive but show can be thrill-seeking and impulsive but show can be thrill-seeking and impulsive but show 
little physiological signs of anxiety or little physiological signs of anxiety or little physiological signs of anxiety or little physiological signs of anxiety or 
arousal. They can sometimes show signs of arousal. They can sometimes show signs of arousal. They can sometimes show signs of arousal. They can sometimes show signs of 
conscience, remorse, concern for others and conscience, remorse, concern for others and conscience, remorse, concern for others and conscience, remorse, concern for others and 
can be quite charming. But these are can be quite charming. But these are can be quite charming. But these are can be quite charming. But these are 
insincere and actually well-mimicked insincere and actually well-mimicked insincere and actually well-mimicked insincere and actually well-mimicked 
behaviors to gain the fulfillment of their behaviors to gain the fulfillment of their behaviors to gain the fulfillment of their behaviors to gain the fulfillment of their 
wishes. Con-artists and serial killers are often wishes. Con-artists and serial killers are often wishes. Con-artists and serial killers are often wishes. Con-artists and serial killers are often 
diagnosed with APD Antisocial Personality diagnosed with APD Antisocial Personality diagnosed with APD Antisocial Personality diagnosed with APD Antisocial Personality 
Disorder! Disorder! Disorder! Disorder! 

4,609 workers were killed on the job in 2011 4,609 workers were killed on the job in 2011 4,609 workers were killed on the job in 2011 4,609 workers were killed on the job in 2011 

Out of 4,188 worker fatalities in private Out of 4,188 worker fatalities in private Out of 4,188 worker fatalities in private Out of 4,188 worker fatalities in private 
industry in calendar year 2011, industry in calendar year 2011, industry in calendar year 2011, industry in calendar year 2011, 

738 or 17.6% were in construction. The 738 or 17.6% were in construction. The 738 or 17.6% were in construction. The 738 or 17.6% were in construction. The 
leading causes of worker deaths on leading causes of worker deaths on leading causes of worker deaths on leading causes of worker deaths on 
construction sites were falls, followed by construction sites were falls, followed by construction sites were falls, followed by construction sites were falls, followed by 
electrocution, struck by object, and caught-electrocution, struck by object, and caught-electrocution, struck by object, and caught-electrocution, struck by object, and caught-
in/between. These "Fatal Four" were in/between. These "Fatal Four" were in/between. These "Fatal Four" were in/between. These "Fatal Four" were 
responsible for nearly three out of five (56%) responsible for nearly three out of five (56%) responsible for nearly three out of five (56%) responsible for nearly three out of five (56%) 
construction worker deaths in 2011 construction worker deaths in 2011 construction worker deaths in 2011 construction worker deaths in 2011 
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Falls – 259 out of 738 total deaths in Falls – 259 out of 738 total deaths in Falls – 259 out of 738 total deaths in Falls – 259 out of 738 total deaths in 
construction in CY 2011 (35%) Electrocutions construction in CY 2011 (35%) Electrocutions construction in CY 2011 (35%) Electrocutions construction in CY 2011 (35%) Electrocutions 
– 69 (9%) – 69 (9%) – 69 (9%) – 69 (9%) 

Struck by Object – 73 (10%) Struck by Object – 73 (10%) Struck by Object – 73 (10%) Struck by Object – 73 (10%) 

Caught-in/between – 18 (2%) Caught-in/between – 18 (2%) Caught-in/between – 18 (2%) Caught-in/between – 18 (2%) 

Injury and Fatality Statistics Injury and Fatality Statistics Injury and Fatality Statistics Injury and Fatality Statistics 

Household Injuries and Accidents: Household Injuries and Accidents: Household Injuries and Accidents: Household Injuries and Accidents: 

More than 30,000 non-fatal shock accidents More than 30,000 non-fatal shock accidents More than 30,000 non-fatal shock accidents More than 30,000 non-fatal shock accidents 
occur each year. occur each year. occur each year. occur each year. 

Each year in the U.S., more than 100,000 Each year in the U.S., more than 100,000 Each year in the U.S., more than 100,000 Each year in the U.S., more than 100,000 
people are treated in hospital emergency people are treated in hospital emergency people are treated in hospital emergency people are treated in hospital emergency 
rooms due to a scalding injury. rooms due to a scalding injury. rooms due to a scalding injury. rooms due to a scalding injury. 

Hot tap water accounts for nearly 1 in 4 of all Hot tap water accounts for nearly 1 in 4 of all Hot tap water accounts for nearly 1 in 4 of all Hot tap water accounts for nearly 1 in 4 of all 
scald burns among children and is scald burns among children and is scald burns among children and is scald burns among children and is 
associated with more deaths and associated with more deaths and associated with more deaths and associated with more deaths and 
hospitalizations than any other hot liquid hospitalizations than any other hot liquid hospitalizations than any other hot liquid hospitalizations than any other hot liquid 
burns. burns. burns. burns. 

Each day, nearly 7 children are treated in Each day, nearly 7 children are treated in Each day, nearly 7 children are treated in Each day, nearly 7 children are treated in 
hospital emergency rooms for electrical shock hospital emergency rooms for electrical shock hospital emergency rooms for electrical shock hospital emergency rooms for electrical shock 
or burn injuries caused by tampering with a or burn injuries caused by tampering with a or burn injuries caused by tampering with a or burn injuries caused by tampering with a 
wall outlet. wall outlet. wall outlet. wall outlet. 

In 2007, over 98,000 children ages 14 and In 2007, over 98,000 children ages 14 and In 2007, over 98,000 children ages 14 and In 2007, over 98,000 children ages 14 and 
under were treated for burn injuries in under were treated for burn injuries in under were treated for burn injuries in under were treated for burn injuries in 
hospital emergency rooms. hospital emergency rooms. hospital emergency rooms. hospital emergency rooms. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

The most common causes of product-related The most common causes of product-related The most common causes of product-related The most common causes of product-related 
thermal burn injuries among children ages thermal burn injuries among children ages thermal burn injuries among children ages thermal burn injuries among children ages 
14 and under are hair curlers, curling irons, 14 and under are hair curlers, curling irons, 14 and under are hair curlers, curling irons, 14 and under are hair curlers, curling irons, 
room heaters, ovens/ranges, and irons. In room heaters, ovens/ranges, and irons. In room heaters, ovens/ranges, and irons. In room heaters, ovens/ranges, and irons. In 
2009, ranges and ovens were involved in an 2009, ranges and ovens were involved in an 2009, ranges and ovens were involved in an 2009, ranges and ovens were involved in an 
estimated 17,300 thermal burn injuries seen estimated 17,300 thermal burn injuries seen estimated 17,300 thermal burn injuries seen estimated 17,300 thermal burn injuries seen 
in U.S. hospital emergency rooms. in U.S. hospital emergency rooms. in U.S. hospital emergency rooms. in U.S. hospital emergency rooms. 

36% (5,600) of these burn victims were under 36% (5,600) of these burn victims were under 36% (5,600) of these burn victims were under 36% (5,600) of these burn victims were under 
the age of 5. Heating equipment accounted the age of 5. Heating equipment accounted the age of 5. Heating equipment accounted the age of 5. Heating equipment accounted 
for 58,660 injuries reported to hospital for 58,660 injuries reported to hospital for 58,660 injuries reported to hospital for 58,660 injuries reported to hospital 
emergency rooms in 2009. emergency rooms in 2009. emergency rooms in 2009. emergency rooms in 2009. 

Space heaters accounted for 19% of the total Space heaters accounted for 19% of the total Space heaters accounted for 19% of the total Space heaters accounted for 19% of the total 
injuries, but more than two-thirds of the injuries, but more than two-thirds of the injuries, but more than two-thirds of the injuries, but more than two-thirds of the 
thermal burn injuries. thermal burn injuries. thermal burn injuries. thermal burn injuries. 

For every 10 poison exposures in children, For every 10 poison exposures in children, For every 10 poison exposures in children, For every 10 poison exposures in children, 
approximately 9 occur in the home. approximately 9 occur in the home. approximately 9 occur in the home. approximately 9 occur in the home. 

Fatality Statistics: Fatality Statistics: Fatality Statistics: Fatality Statistics: 

Each year, there is an estimated average of Each year, there is an estimated average of Each year, there is an estimated average of Each year, there is an estimated average of 
60 electrocutions associated with consumer 60 electrocutions associated with consumer 60 electrocutions associated with consumer 60 electrocutions associated with consumer 
products. products. products. products. 

The three most common product categories The three most common product categories The three most common product categories The three most common product categories 
associated with electrocutions are small associated with electrocutions are small associated with electrocutions are small associated with electrocutions are small 
appliance, power tool, and lighting appliance, power tool, and lighting appliance, power tool, and lighting appliance, power tool, and lighting 
equipment. equipment. equipment. equipment. 

Every year in the U.S., more than 2,600 people Every year in the U.S., more than 2,600 people Every year in the U.S., more than 2,600 people Every year in the U.S., more than 2,600 people 
are killed in home fires. are killed in home fires. are killed in home fires. are killed in home fires. 

In the U.S., injury is the leading cause of In the U.S., injury is the leading cause of In the U.S., injury is the leading cause of In the U.S., injury is the leading cause of 
death among children and young adults, death among children and young adults, death among children and young adults, death among children and young adults, 
and nearly half of these accidents occur in and nearly half of these accidents occur in and nearly half of these accidents occur in and nearly half of these accidents occur in 
the home, according to the National Safety the home, according to the National Safety the home, according to the National Safety the home, according to the National Safety 
Council. Council. Council. Council. 
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Worldwide, accidental injury kills more than Worldwide, accidental injury kills more than Worldwide, accidental injury kills more than Worldwide, accidental injury kills more than 
2,000 children each and every day. 2,000 children each and every day. 2,000 children each and every day. 2,000 children each and every day. 
According to the U.S. Consumer Product According to the U.S. Consumer Product According to the U.S. Consumer Product According to the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, 70 percent of child-Safety Commission, 70 percent of child-Safety Commission, 70 percent of child-Safety Commission, 70 percent of child-
related electrical accidents occur at home, related electrical accidents occur at home, related electrical accidents occur at home, related electrical accidents occur at home, 
when adult supervision is present. Fires and when adult supervision is present. Fires and when adult supervision is present. Fires and when adult supervision is present. Fires and 
burns are the third leading cause of burns are the third leading cause of burns are the third leading cause of burns are the third leading cause of 
unintentional death among children 14 and unintentional death among children 14 and unintentional death among children 14 and unintentional death among children 14 and 
under. under. under. under. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

On average, 184 people die each year from On average, 184 people die each year from On average, 184 people die each year from On average, 184 people die each year from 
non-fire, carbon monoxide poisoning non-fire, carbon monoxide poisoning non-fire, carbon monoxide poisoning non-fire, carbon monoxide poisoning 
associated with consumer products. The two associated with consumer products. The two associated with consumer products. The two associated with consumer products. The two 
most common product categories associated most common product categories associated most common product categories associated most common product categories associated 
with non-fire carbon monoxide deaths are with non-fire carbon monoxide deaths are with non-fire carbon monoxide deaths are with non-fire carbon monoxide deaths are 
engine-driven tools (38%) and heating engine-driven tools (38%) and heating engine-driven tools (38%) and heating engine-driven tools (38%) and heating 
systems (38%). systems (38%). systems (38%). systems (38%). 
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Underage Prostitutes by the 10's of thousands Underage Prostitutes by the 10's of thousands Underage Prostitutes by the 10's of thousands Underage Prostitutes by the 10's of thousands 
will get F----d Today in Saudi Arabia and will get F----d Today in Saudi Arabia and will get F----d Today in Saudi Arabia and will get F----d Today in Saudi Arabia and 
the NSA and CIA will record all of it. the NSA and CIA will record all of it. the NSA and CIA will record all of it. the NSA and CIA will record all of it. 

World Court on Monday found Silvio World Court on Monday found Silvio World Court on Monday found Silvio World Court on Monday found Silvio 
Berlusconi, Clinton, Trump, Matt Lauer, 60 Berlusconi, Clinton, Trump, Matt Lauer, 60 Berlusconi, Clinton, Trump, Matt Lauer, 60 Berlusconi, Clinton, Trump, Matt Lauer, 60 
Minutes CBS Crew filming Thai lands Sex Minutes CBS Crew filming Thai lands Sex Minutes CBS Crew filming Thai lands Sex Minutes CBS Crew filming Thai lands Sex 
Tourists workers, guilty of charges he paid for Tourists workers, guilty of charges he paid for Tourists workers, guilty of charges he paid for Tourists workers, guilty of charges he paid for 
sex with an underage prostitute and abused sex with an underage prostitute and abused sex with an underage prostitute and abused sex with an underage prostitute and abused 
his power to try to cover up the affair. his power to try to cover up the affair. his power to try to cover up the affair. his power to try to cover up the affair. 

Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top 
Brass" were turned off by GE Brass" were turned off by GE Brass" were turned off by GE Brass" were turned off by GE 

GE and Kerry at Boston Childrens Hospital GE and Kerry at Boston Childrens Hospital GE and Kerry at Boston Childrens Hospital GE and Kerry at Boston Childrens Hospital 
last week for "A speech" when they both should last week for "A speech" when they both should last week for "A speech" when they both should last week for "A speech" when they both should 
have been arrest for "Mass Murder" of have been arrest for "Mass Murder" of have been arrest for "Mass Murder" of have been arrest for "Mass Murder" of 
Children in Boston and World Wide! Children in Boston and World Wide! Children in Boston and World Wide! Children in Boston and World Wide! 
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GE Waste now Humanity needs Help from GE Waste now Humanity needs Help from GE Waste now Humanity needs Help from GE Waste now Humanity needs Help from 
Alien Star Trek Garbage Ships. Alien Star Trek Garbage Ships. Alien Star Trek Garbage Ships. Alien Star Trek Garbage Ships. 

"1984" Public knows this today, Women "1984" Public knows this today, Women "1984" Public knows this today, Women "1984" Public knows this today, Women 
Observers walking down Duval in Key West Observers walking down Duval in Key West Observers walking down Duval in Key West Observers walking down Duval in Key West 
know without a doubt GE and Kerry are Mass know without a doubt GE and Kerry are Mass know without a doubt GE and Kerry are Mass know without a doubt GE and Kerry are Mass 
Murderers of Children world wide and stifle Murderers of Children world wide and stifle Murderers of Children world wide and stifle Murderers of Children world wide and stifle 
any and all "Invention Acceleration any and all "Invention Acceleration any and all "Invention Acceleration any and all "Invention Acceleration 
Programs". Bill + Melinda Gates know a Programs". Bill + Melinda Gates know a Programs". Bill + Melinda Gates know a Programs". Bill + Melinda Gates know a 
successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup will put successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup will put successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup will put successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup will put 
Microsoft in the Department of Education so Microsoft in the Department of Education so Microsoft in the Department of Education so Microsoft in the Department of Education so 
student versions of "Office" that sell for $80 student versions of "Office" that sell for $80 student versions of "Office" that sell for $80 student versions of "Office" that sell for $80 
will be free for every Child in Boston... Elite will be free for every Child in Boston... Elite will be free for every Child in Boston... Elite will be free for every Child in Boston... Elite 
Moms in Boston will have "Microsoft Office" in Moms in Boston will have "Microsoft Office" in Moms in Boston will have "Microsoft Office" in Moms in Boston will have "Microsoft Office" in 
1st Grade which Today is stifled as 1st Grade 1st Grade which Today is stifled as 1st Grade 1st Grade which Today is stifled as 1st Grade 1st Grade which Today is stifled as 1st Grade 
Kids would have to Pay $595 each to use Kids would have to Pay $595 each to use Kids would have to Pay $595 each to use Kids would have to Pay $595 each to use 
"Office"! 2nd grade kids arent taught that $5 "Office"! 2nd grade kids arent taught that $5 "Office"! 2nd grade kids arent taught that $5 "Office"! 2nd grade kids arent taught that $5 
billion dollars profits every 3 months since billion dollars profits every 3 months since billion dollars profits every 3 months since billion dollars profits every 3 months since 
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the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980 have gone to Bill, Melinda and a Elite 1980 have gone to Bill, Melinda and a Elite 1980 have gone to Bill, Melinda and a Elite 1980 have gone to Bill, Melinda and a Elite 
1,001 who never ever had the idea to write 1,001 who never ever had the idea to write 1,001 who never ever had the idea to write 1,001 who never ever had the idea to write 
1,001 invention projects for grades 1 to 12... 1,001 invention projects for grades 1 to 12... 1,001 invention projects for grades 1 to 12... 1,001 invention projects for grades 1 to 12... 

NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry 
+ McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Each year in the United States, more than a Each year in the United States, more than a Each year in the United States, more than a Each year in the United States, more than a 
half-million children and adults suffer half-million children and adults suffer half-million children and adults suffer half-million children and adults suffer 
cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary cardiac arrest, but survival rates vary 
significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for significantly: 3 percent to 16 percent for 
arrests outside of hospitals and 12 percent to arrests outside of hospitals and 12 percent to arrests outside of hospitals and 12 percent to arrests outside of hospitals and 12 percent to 
22 percent in hospitals, authors said. 22 percent in hospitals, authors said. 22 percent in hospitals, authors said. 22 percent in hospitals, authors said. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" for "Invention Acceleration Programs" for "Invention Acceleration Programs" for "Invention Acceleration Programs" for 
"Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts "Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts "Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts "Stupid Criminals" Who are Numb Nuts 
Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! 

NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry 
+ McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! 

View of defibrillator electrode position and View of defibrillator electrode position and View of defibrillator electrode position and View of defibrillator electrode position and 
placement. placement. placement. placement. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Defibrillation is a common treatment for Defibrillation is a common treatment for Defibrillation is a common treatment for Defibrillation is a common treatment for 
life-threatening cardiac dysrhythmias, life-threatening cardiac dysrhythmias, life-threatening cardiac dysrhythmias, life-threatening cardiac dysrhythmias, 
ventricular fibrillation, and pulseless ventricular fibrillation, and pulseless ventricular fibrillation, and pulseless ventricular fibrillation, and pulseless 
ventricular tachycardia. Defibrillation ventricular tachycardia. Defibrillation ventricular tachycardia. Defibrillation ventricular tachycardia. Defibrillation 
consists of delivering a therapeutic dose of consists of delivering a therapeutic dose of consists of delivering a therapeutic dose of consists of delivering a therapeutic dose of 
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electrical energy to the affected heart with a electrical energy to the affected heart with a electrical energy to the affected heart with a electrical energy to the affected heart with a 
device called a defibrillator. This depolarizes device called a defibrillator. This depolarizes device called a defibrillator. This depolarizes device called a defibrillator. This depolarizes 
a critical mass of the heart muscle, a critical mass of the heart muscle, a critical mass of the heart muscle, a critical mass of the heart muscle, 
terminates the dysrhythmia, and allows terminates the dysrhythmia, and allows terminates the dysrhythmia, and allows terminates the dysrhythmia, and allows 
normal sinus rhythm to be reestablished by normal sinus rhythm to be reestablished by normal sinus rhythm to be reestablished by normal sinus rhythm to be reestablished by 
the body's natural pacemaker, in the the body's natural pacemaker, in the the body's natural pacemaker, in the the body's natural pacemaker, in the 
sinoatrial node of the heart. Defibrillators sinoatrial node of the heart. Defibrillators sinoatrial node of the heart. Defibrillators sinoatrial node of the heart. Defibrillators 
can be external, transvenous, or implanted, can be external, transvenous, or implanted, can be external, transvenous, or implanted, can be external, transvenous, or implanted, 
depending on the type of device used or depending on the type of device used or depending on the type of device used or depending on the type of device used or 
needed. Some external units, known as needed. Some external units, known as needed. Some external units, known as needed. Some external units, known as 
automated external defibrillators (AEDs), automated external defibrillators (AEDs), automated external defibrillators (AEDs), automated external defibrillators (AEDs), 
automate the diagnosis of treatable rhythms, automate the diagnosis of treatable rhythms, automate the diagnosis of treatable rhythms, automate the diagnosis of treatable rhythms, 
meaning that lay responders or bystanders meaning that lay responders or bystanders meaning that lay responders or bystanders meaning that lay responders or bystanders 
are able to use them successfully with little, or are able to use them successfully with little, or are able to use them successfully with little, or are able to use them successfully with little, or 
in some cases no training at all. in some cases no training at all. in some cases no training at all. in some cases no training at all. 

Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top Cardiac Arrest Alarms and "Arrest for Top 
Brass" were turned off by GE Brass" were turned off by GE Brass" were turned off by GE Brass" were turned off by GE 

Each year in the United States, about 382,800 Each year in the United States, about 382,800 Each year in the United States, about 382,800 Each year in the United States, about 382,800 
people suffer cardiac arrest outside of a people suffer cardiac arrest outside of a people suffer cardiac arrest outside of a people suffer cardiac arrest outside of a 
hospital, according to the American Heart hospital, according to the American Heart hospital, according to the American Heart hospital, according to the American Heart 
Association. The life-threatening condition Association. The life-threatening condition Association. The life-threatening condition Association. The life-threatening condition 
occurs when the heart suddenly stops occurs when the heart suddenly stops occurs when the heart suddenly stops occurs when the heart suddenly stops 
functioning. Immediate CPR and emergency functioning. Immediate CPR and emergency functioning. Immediate CPR and emergency functioning. Immediate CPR and emergency 
medical care must be provided within medical care must be provided within medical care must be provided within medical care must be provided within 
minutes to restore a regular rhythm - or the minutes to restore a regular rhythm - or the minutes to restore a regular rhythm - or the minutes to restore a regular rhythm - or the 
person will not survive. Once a normal person will not survive. Once a normal person will not survive. Once a normal person will not survive. Once a normal 
heartbeat is restored, treatment for comatose heartbeat is restored, treatment for comatose heartbeat is restored, treatment for comatose heartbeat is restored, treatment for comatose 
patients includes therapeutic cooling to patients includes therapeutic cooling to patients includes therapeutic cooling to patients includes therapeutic cooling to 
decrease the body's oxygen requirements, decrease the body's oxygen requirements, decrease the body's oxygen requirements, decrease the body's oxygen requirements, 
which can help prevent brain damage which can help prevent brain damage which can help prevent brain damage which can help prevent brain damage 
associated with the cardiac arrest. American associated with the cardiac arrest. American associated with the cardiac arrest. American associated with the cardiac arrest. American 
Heart Association and International Liaison Heart Association and International Liaison Heart Association and International Liaison Heart Association and International Liaison 
Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) 
recommendations are to cool body recommendations are to cool body recommendations are to cool body recommendations are to cool body 
temperature to 32C-34C, but the optimal temperature to 32C-34C, but the optimal temperature to 32C-34C, but the optimal temperature to 32C-34C, but the optimal 
temperature within this range is unclear. temperature within this range is unclear. temperature within this range is unclear. temperature within this range is unclear. 

More than 300,000 people who go into More than 300,000 people who go into More than 300,000 people who go into More than 300,000 people who go into 
cardiac arrest out of the hospital die each cardiac arrest out of the hospital die each cardiac arrest out of the hospital die each cardiac arrest out of the hospital die each 
people each year in the United States; people each year in the United States; people each year in the United States; people each year in the United States; 
thousands of others are left neurologically thousands of others are left neurologically thousands of others are left neurologically thousands of others are left neurologically 
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devastated. devastated. devastated. devastated. 

NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry NO invention acceleration programs by Kerry 
+ McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! + McCain in this War! 

Women who live in areas with polluted air Women who live in areas with polluted air Women who live in areas with polluted air Women who live in areas with polluted air 
are up to twice as likely to have an autistic are up to twice as likely to have an autistic are up to twice as likely to have an autistic are up to twice as likely to have an autistic 
child than those living in communities with child than those living in communities with child than those living in communities with child than those living in communities with 
cleaner air, according to a new study. cleaner air, according to a new study. cleaner air, according to a new study. cleaner air, according to a new study. 
Building on two other smaller, regional Building on two other smaller, regional Building on two other smaller, regional Building on two other smaller, regional 
studies, the Harvard University research is studies, the Harvard University research is studies, the Harvard University research is studies, the Harvard University research is 
the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with the first to link air pollution nationwide with 
autism. It also is the first to suggest that baby autism. It also is the first to suggest that baby autism. It also is the first to suggest that baby autism. It also is the first to suggest that baby 
boys may be more at risk for autism disorders boys may be more at risk for autism disorders boys may be more at risk for autism disorders boys may be more at risk for autism disorders 
when their mothers breathe polluted air when their mothers breathe polluted air when their mothers breathe polluted air when their mothers breathe polluted air 
during pregnancy. Babies born in areas with during pregnancy. Babies born in areas with during pregnancy. Babies born in areas with during pregnancy. Babies born in areas with 
high airborne levels of mercury, diesel high airborne levels of mercury, diesel high airborne levels of mercury, diesel high airborne levels of mercury, diesel 
exhaust, lead, manganese, nickel and exhaust, lead, manganese, nickel and exhaust, lead, manganese, nickel and exhaust, lead, manganese, nickel and 
methylene chloride were more likely to have methylene chloride were more likely to have methylene chloride were more likely to have methylene chloride were more likely to have 
autism than those in areas with lower autism than those in areas with lower autism than those in areas with lower autism than those in areas with lower 
pollution. pollution. pollution. pollution. 
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$1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from $1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from $1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from $1.1 Billion Wedding Gift for each wife from 
BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil BP Oil Bribes... with $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues revenues revenues revenues 

Hand Washing Averts Petting Farm Illnesses Hand Washing Averts Petting Farm Illnesses Hand Washing Averts Petting Farm Illnesses Hand Washing Averts Petting Farm Illnesses 
Written by Catharine Paddock PhD Following Written by Catharine Paddock PhD Following Written by Catharine Paddock PhD Following Written by Catharine Paddock PhD Following 
a number of outbreaks of diarrhea illnesses a number of outbreaks of diarrhea illnesses a number of outbreaks of diarrhea illnesses a number of outbreaks of diarrhea illnesses 
this year, public health experts in England this year, public health experts in England this year, public health experts in England this year, public health experts in England 
are warning people about the need for good are warning people about the need for good are warning people about the need for good are warning people about the need for good 
hand hygiene when visiting petting farms... hand hygiene when visiting petting farms... hand hygiene when visiting petting farms... hand hygiene when visiting petting farms... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Greg + MD Wives would warn the Children at Greg + MD Wives would warn the Children at Greg + MD Wives would warn the Children at Greg + MD Wives would warn the Children at 
Petting Farms not to put their fingers in their Petting Farms not to put their fingers in their Petting Farms not to put their fingers in their Petting Farms not to put their fingers in their 
mouth at any time they are petting or in the mouth at any time they are petting or in the mouth at any time they are petting or in the mouth at any time they are petting or in the 
petting area or before they wash their petting area or before they wash their petting area or before they wash their petting area or before they wash their 
hands... PhD Catharine watched 100's of hands... PhD Catharine watched 100's of hands... PhD Catharine watched 100's of hands... PhD Catharine watched 100's of 
Children at Petting Farms and never told Children at Petting Farms and never told Children at Petting Farms and never told Children at Petting Farms and never told 
one child not to put their fingers in their one child not to put their fingers in their one child not to put their fingers in their one child not to put their fingers in their 
mouth after petting the pig... Pig in Animal mouth after petting the pig... Pig in Animal mouth after petting the pig... Pig in Animal mouth after petting the pig... Pig in Animal 
Farm was Political for George Orwell. Pig, Farm was Political for George Orwell. Pig, Farm was Political for George Orwell. Pig, Farm was Political for George Orwell. Pig, 
Goat, Sheep, Cow for Greg + MD Wives are Goat, Sheep, Cow for Greg + MD Wives are Goat, Sheep, Cow for Greg + MD Wives are Goat, Sheep, Cow for Greg + MD Wives are 
"Diarrhea Prevention" things to tell the kids "Diarrhea Prevention" things to tell the kids "Diarrhea Prevention" things to tell the kids "Diarrhea Prevention" things to tell the kids 
as they are petting the Animal Farm as they are petting the Animal Farm as they are petting the Animal Farm as they are petting the Animal Farm 
Animals... George Orwell is still Alive and Animals... George Orwell is still Alive and Animals... George Orwell is still Alive and Animals... George Orwell is still Alive and 
Well In Key West, and isn't into telling any Well In Key West, and isn't into telling any Well In Key West, and isn't into telling any Well In Key West, and isn't into telling any 
Children not to put your fingers in your Children not to put your fingers in your Children not to put your fingers in your Children not to put your fingers in your 
mouth. He is just behind the times and brain mouth. He is just behind the times and brain mouth. He is just behind the times and brain mouth. He is just behind the times and brain 
washed from the government's Numb Nuts washed from the government's Numb Nuts washed from the government's Numb Nuts washed from the government's Numb Nuts 
Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! Dictators! 

SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented SWF Female Scientists Are Underrepresented 

SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... SWF Inventors are Underrepresented... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Everolimus may be the new hope for resistant Everolimus may be the new hope for resistant Everolimus may be the new hope for resistant Everolimus may be the new hope for resistant 
breast cancer breast cancer breast cancer breast cancer 

A new study led by researchers from France A new study led by researchers from France A new study led by researchers from France A new study led by researchers from France 
and presented at the 5th IMPAKT Breast and presented at the 5th IMPAKT Breast and presented at the 5th IMPAKT Breast and presented at the 5th IMPAKT Breast 
Cancer Conference in Brussels, Belgium, Cancer Conference in Brussels, Belgium, Cancer Conference in Brussels, Belgium, Cancer Conference in Brussels, Belgium, 
shows that everolimus can overcome shows that everolimus can overcome shows that everolimus can overcome shows that everolimus can overcome 
transtuzumab resistant breast cancer. The transtuzumab resistant breast cancer. The transtuzumab resistant breast cancer. The transtuzumab resistant breast cancer. The 
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study however showed no statistically study however showed no statistically study however showed no statistically study however showed no statistically 
significant difference in clinical response significant difference in clinical response significant difference in clinical response significant difference in clinical response 
rates in some patients with breast cancer rates in some patients with breast cancer rates in some patients with breast cancer rates in some patients with breast cancer 
when everolimus was added to trastuzumab. when everolimus was added to trastuzumab. when everolimus was added to trastuzumab. when everolimus was added to trastuzumab. 
This means that the benefit of the everolimus This means that the benefit of the everolimus This means that the benefit of the everolimus This means that the benefit of the everolimus 
is due to independent molecular mechanisms is due to independent molecular mechanisms is due to independent molecular mechanisms is due to independent molecular mechanisms 
other than the researchers thought. other than the researchers thought. other than the researchers thought. other than the researchers thought. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Prof Mario Campona, Principal Investigator Prof Mario Campona, Principal Investigator Prof Mario Campona, Principal Investigator Prof Mario Campona, Principal Investigator 
at the Institute Cancerologie de l’Ouest in at the Institute Cancerologie de l’Ouest in at the Institute Cancerologie de l’Ouest in at the Institute Cancerologie de l’Ouest in 
Nantes, France, said Nantes, France, said Nantes, France, said Nantes, France, said 

Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al 
Thani, who stripped his father of the title in a Thani, who stripped his father of the title in a Thani, who stripped his father of the title in a Thani, who stripped his father of the title in a 
1995 coup, today handed that power to his 1995 coup, today handed that power to his 1995 coup, today handed that power to his 1995 coup, today handed that power to his 
son, saying the moment for new leadership in son, saying the moment for new leadership in son, saying the moment for new leadership in son, saying the moment for new leadership in 
the world’s richest country had arrived. the world’s richest country had arrived. the world’s richest country had arrived. the world’s richest country had arrived. 

“The time has come to turn a new page in our “The time has come to turn a new page in our “The time has come to turn a new page in our “The time has come to turn a new page in our 
country’s journey and see a new generation country’s journey and see a new generation country’s journey and see a new generation country’s journey and see a new generation 
assume responsibility,” Sheikh Hamad said in assume responsibility,” Sheikh Hamad said in assume responsibility,” Sheikh Hamad said in assume responsibility,” Sheikh Hamad said in 
an address to the nation. The outgoing ruler an address to the nation. The outgoing ruler an address to the nation. The outgoing ruler an address to the nation. The outgoing ruler 
and his son, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al and his son, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al and his son, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al and his son, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al 
Thani, later stood side by side as citizens Thani, later stood side by side as citizens Thani, later stood side by side as citizens Thani, later stood side by side as citizens 
lined up to pledge their allegiance. lined up to pledge their allegiance. lined up to pledge their allegiance. lined up to pledge their allegiance. 

Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Qatari Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Qatari Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Qatari Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Qatari 
Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Mohammed Al-Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Mohammed Al-Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Mohammed Al-Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Mohammed Al-
Shaikh Shaikh Shaikh Shaikh 
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"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Bin Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Bin Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Bin Qatari Crown Prince Sheikh Tamim Bin 
Hamad Al Thani smiles as he arrives in the Hamad Al Thani smiles as he arrives in the Hamad Al Thani smiles as he arrives in the Hamad Al Thani smiles as he arrives in the 
Bahraini capital of Manama, on December Bahraini capital of Manama, on December Bahraini capital of Manama, on December Bahraini capital of Manama, on December 
24, 2012, to attend the annual Gulf 24, 2012, to attend the annual Gulf 24, 2012, to attend the annual Gulf 24, 2012, to attend the annual Gulf 
Cooperation Council summit. Photographer: Cooperation Council summit. Photographer: Cooperation Council summit. Photographer: Cooperation Council summit. Photographer: 
Mohammed Al-Shaikh/AFP via Getty Images Mohammed Al-Shaikh/AFP via Getty Images Mohammed Al-Shaikh/AFP via Getty Images Mohammed Al-Shaikh/AFP via Getty Images 
Sheikh Tamim, 33, assumes leadership of a Sheikh Tamim, 33, assumes leadership of a Sheikh Tamim, 33, assumes leadership of a Sheikh Tamim, 33, assumes leadership of a 
country of 1.9 million people that has country of 1.9 million people that has country of 1.9 million people that has country of 1.9 million people that has 
developed into a regional power during his developed into a regional power during his developed into a regional power during his developed into a regional power during his 
father’s 18-year reign. The emirate bought father’s 18-year reign. The emirate bought father’s 18-year reign. The emirate bought father’s 18-year reign. The emirate bought 
stakes in Barclays Plc (BARC), the U.K.’s stakes in Barclays Plc (BARC), the U.K.’s stakes in Barclays Plc (BARC), the U.K.’s stakes in Barclays Plc (BARC), the U.K.’s 
second-biggest bank, and Volkswagen AG second-biggest bank, and Volkswagen AG second-biggest bank, and Volkswagen AG second-biggest bank, and Volkswagen AG 
(VOW), Europe’s largest carmaker. It (VOW), Europe’s largest carmaker. It (VOW), Europe’s largest carmaker. It (VOW), Europe’s largest carmaker. It 
supported uprisings in Syria and Libya and supported uprisings in Syria and Libya and supported uprisings in Syria and Libya and supported uprisings in Syria and Libya and 
has lent $8 billion to Egypt since the ouster of has lent $8 billion to Egypt since the ouster of has lent $8 billion to Egypt since the ouster of has lent $8 billion to Egypt since the ouster of 
President Hosni Mubarak. President Hosni Mubarak. President Hosni Mubarak. President Hosni Mubarak. 

The outgoing emir and his prime minister, The outgoing emir and his prime minister, The outgoing emir and his prime minister, The outgoing emir and his prime minister, 
Hamad Bin Jassim Al Thani, “put Qatar on Hamad Bin Jassim Al Thani, “put Qatar on Hamad Bin Jassim Al Thani, “put Qatar on Hamad Bin Jassim Al Thani, “put Qatar on 
the map,” Shadi Hamid, director of research the map,” Shadi Hamid, director of research the map,” Shadi Hamid, director of research the map,” Shadi Hamid, director of research 
at the Brookings Institution’s Doha Center, at the Brookings Institution’s Doha Center, at the Brookings Institution’s Doha Center, at the Brookings Institution’s Doha Center, 
said by phone from the Qatari capital. “There said by phone from the Qatari capital. “There said by phone from the Qatari capital. “There said by phone from the Qatari capital. “There 
might be some shifts in emphasis and might be some shifts in emphasis and might be some shifts in emphasis and might be some shifts in emphasis and 
tinkering around the margins, but the main tinkering around the margins, but the main tinkering around the margins, but the main tinkering around the margins, but the main 
thrust of Qatari foreign policy will continue.” thrust of Qatari foreign policy will continue.” thrust of Qatari foreign policy will continue.” thrust of Qatari foreign policy will continue.” 

Sheikh Tamim graduated from the U.K.’s Sheikh Tamim graduated from the U.K.’s Sheikh Tamim graduated from the U.K.’s Sheikh Tamim graduated from the U.K.’s 
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in 1998 Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in 1998 Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in 1998 Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in 1998 
after leaving Sherborne School in England a after leaving Sherborne School in England a after leaving Sherborne School in England a after leaving Sherborne School in England a 
year earlier, according to the official palace year earlier, according to the official palace year earlier, according to the official palace year earlier, according to the official palace 
website. The fourth son of Sheikh Hamad, he website. The fourth son of Sheikh Hamad, he website. The fourth son of Sheikh Hamad, he website. The fourth son of Sheikh Hamad, he 
has steadily acquired power since being has steadily acquired power since being has steadily acquired power since being has steadily acquired power since being 
appointed crown prince in 2003. He served as appointed crown prince in 2003. He served as appointed crown prince in 2003. He served as appointed crown prince in 2003. He served as 
chairman of the Qatar Investment Authority, chairman of the Qatar Investment Authority, chairman of the Qatar Investment Authority, chairman of the Qatar Investment Authority, 
the country’s primary sovereign wealth fund, the country’s primary sovereign wealth fund, the country’s primary sovereign wealth fund, the country’s primary sovereign wealth fund, 
and headed Qatar’s failed bid for the 2020 and headed Qatar’s failed bid for the 2020 and headed Qatar’s failed bid for the 2020 and headed Qatar’s failed bid for the 2020 
Olympics. Olympics. Olympics. Olympics. 

“Historic day for Qatar as new generation “Historic day for Qatar as new generation “Historic day for Qatar as new generation “Historic day for Qatar as new generation 
takes over,” U.K. Foreign Secretary William takes over,” U.K. Foreign Secretary William takes over,” U.K. Foreign Secretary William takes over,” U.K. Foreign Secretary William 
Hague wrote on Twitter. Hague wrote on Twitter. Hague wrote on Twitter. Hague wrote on Twitter. 
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Sheikh Tamim inherits power from an emir Sheikh Tamim inherits power from an emir Sheikh Tamim inherits power from an emir Sheikh Tamim inherits power from an emir 
who transformed Qatar into a regional who transformed Qatar into a regional who transformed Qatar into a regional who transformed Qatar into a regional 
leader from a fragile, debt-ridden Persian leader from a fragile, debt-ridden Persian leader from a fragile, debt-ridden Persian leader from a fragile, debt-ridden Persian 
Gulf emirate. Sheikh Hamad ruled as the Gulf emirate. Sheikh Hamad ruled as the Gulf emirate. Sheikh Hamad ruled as the Gulf emirate. Sheikh Hamad ruled as the 
country’s economy grew sevenfold and its country’s economy grew sevenfold and its country’s economy grew sevenfold and its country’s economy grew sevenfold and its 
population more than tripled. He introduced population more than tripled. He introduced population more than tripled. He introduced population more than tripled. He introduced 
municipal elections and, a year after municipal elections and, a year after municipal elections and, a year after municipal elections and, a year after 
assuming power, started Al Jazeera, the assuming power, started Al Jazeera, the assuming power, started Al Jazeera, the assuming power, started Al Jazeera, the 
Doha-based news network that now operates Doha-based news network that now operates Doha-based news network that now operates Doha-based news network that now operates 
worldwide. worldwide. worldwide. worldwide. 

Today’s announcement marks the first Today’s announcement marks the first Today’s announcement marks the first Today’s announcement marks the first 
voluntary abdication in the emirate since voluntary abdication in the emirate since voluntary abdication in the emirate since voluntary abdication in the emirate since 
1960. Sheikh Hamad, 61 this year, overthrew 1960. Sheikh Hamad, 61 this year, overthrew 1960. Sheikh Hamad, 61 this year, overthrew 1960. Sheikh Hamad, 61 this year, overthrew 
his father, Sheikh Khalifa Bin Hamad Al his father, Sheikh Khalifa Bin Hamad Al his father, Sheikh Khalifa Bin Hamad Al his father, Sheikh Khalifa Bin Hamad Al 
Thani, in a bloodless coup almost two Thani, in a bloodless coup almost two Thani, in a bloodless coup almost two Thani, in a bloodless coup almost two 
decades ago. Sheikh Khalifa had deposed his decades ago. Sheikh Khalifa had deposed his decades ago. Sheikh Khalifa had deposed his decades ago. Sheikh Khalifa had deposed his 
cousin in 1972. cousin in 1972. cousin in 1972. cousin in 1972. 

Sheikh Tamim will lead Qatar’s effort to Sheikh Tamim will lead Qatar’s effort to Sheikh Tamim will lead Qatar’s effort to Sheikh Tamim will lead Qatar’s effort to 
expand infrastructure before the 2022 soccer expand infrastructure before the 2022 soccer expand infrastructure before the 2022 soccer expand infrastructure before the 2022 soccer 
World Cup even as gas exports level off and World Cup even as gas exports level off and World Cup even as gas exports level off and World Cup even as gas exports level off and 
economic growth slows. The country plans to economic growth slows. The country plans to economic growth slows. The country plans to economic growth slows. The country plans to 
build a $35 billion rail network as well as a build a $35 billion rail network as well as a build a $35 billion rail network as well as a build a $35 billion rail network as well as a 
new port, highways and stadiums. new port, highways and stadiums. new port, highways and stadiums. new port, highways and stadiums. 

Qatar, holder of the third-largest gas Qatar, holder of the third-largest gas Qatar, holder of the third-largest gas Qatar, holder of the third-largest gas 
reserves, produces about 30 percent of the reserves, produces about 30 percent of the reserves, produces about 30 percent of the reserves, produces about 30 percent of the 
world’s supply of liquefied natural gas, which world’s supply of liquefied natural gas, which world’s supply of liquefied natural gas, which world’s supply of liquefied natural gas, which 
is chilled for transport by ship. Exports of the is chilled for transport by ship. Exports of the is chilled for transport by ship. Exports of the is chilled for transport by ship. Exports of the 
fuel gave Qatar the largest per capita gross fuel gave Qatar the largest per capita gross fuel gave Qatar the largest per capita gross fuel gave Qatar the largest per capita gross 
domestic product in the world, according to domestic product in the world, according to domestic product in the world, according to domestic product in the world, according to 
the International Monetary Fund. The the International Monetary Fund. The the International Monetary Fund. The the International Monetary Fund. The 
country plans to spend $200 billion on country plans to spend $200 billion on country plans to spend $200 billion on country plans to spend $200 billion on 
infrastructure before hosting the most-infrastructure before hosting the most-infrastructure before hosting the most-infrastructure before hosting the most-
watched sporting event. watched sporting event. watched sporting event. watched sporting event. 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Setbacks Under the outgoing emir, Qatar has Setbacks Under the outgoing emir, Qatar has Setbacks Under the outgoing emir, Qatar has Setbacks Under the outgoing emir, Qatar has 
also taken on an increasingly prominent also taken on an increasingly prominent also taken on an increasingly prominent also taken on an increasingly prominent 
foreign-policy role. It’s providing financial foreign-policy role. It’s providing financial foreign-policy role. It’s providing financial foreign-policy role. It’s providing financial 
and military aid to the rebels seeking to oust and military aid to the rebels seeking to oust and military aid to the rebels seeking to oust and military aid to the rebels seeking to oust 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, hosting Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, hosting Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, hosting Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, hosting 
proposed talks among the Taliban, the proposed talks among the Taliban, the proposed talks among the Taliban, the proposed talks among the Taliban, the 
Afghan government and U.S. officials, and Afghan government and U.S. officials, and Afghan government and U.S. officials, and Afghan government and U.S. officials, and 
backing Hamas in Gaza. backing Hamas in Gaza. backing Hamas in Gaza. backing Hamas in Gaza. 

There were setbacks, too. In Syria, peaceful There were setbacks, too. In Syria, peaceful There were setbacks, too. In Syria, peaceful There were setbacks, too. In Syria, peaceful 
protests that started in 2011 have devolved protests that started in 2011 have devolved protests that started in 2011 have devolved protests that started in 2011 have devolved 
into a bloody civil war. The emirate’s support into a bloody civil war. The emirate’s support into a bloody civil war. The emirate’s support into a bloody civil war. The emirate’s support 
for the opposition was undermined by the for the opposition was undermined by the for the opposition was undermined by the for the opposition was undermined by the 
rebel loss of the strategic city of al-Qusair in rebel loss of the strategic city of al-Qusair in rebel loss of the strategic city of al-Qusair in rebel loss of the strategic city of al-Qusair in 
early June. early June. early June. early June. 

In Libya, where the emirate sent fighter jets to In Libya, where the emirate sent fighter jets to In Libya, where the emirate sent fighter jets to In Libya, where the emirate sent fighter jets to 
join NATO against Qaddafi in 2011, Qatar’s join NATO against Qaddafi in 2011, Qatar’s join NATO against Qaddafi in 2011, Qatar’s join NATO against Qaddafi in 2011, Qatar’s 
flag and effigies of the emir were burned last flag and effigies of the emir were burned last flag and effigies of the emir were burned last flag and effigies of the emir were burned last 
month by protesters in Benghazi who accused month by protesters in Benghazi who accused month by protesters in Benghazi who accused month by protesters in Benghazi who accused 
Qatar of funding the Muslim Brotherhood. Qatar of funding the Muslim Brotherhood. Qatar of funding the Muslim Brotherhood. Qatar of funding the Muslim Brotherhood. 
Qatari flags were also burned in Egypt, the Al Qatari flags were also burned in Egypt, the Al Qatari flags were also burned in Egypt, the Al Qatari flags were also burned in Egypt, the Al 
Ahram newspaper said on April 20. Ahram newspaper said on April 20. Ahram newspaper said on April 20. Ahram newspaper said on April 20. 

“It would be good for Qatar to go back to “It would be good for Qatar to go back to “It would be good for Qatar to go back to “It would be good for Qatar to go back to 
being quiet again,” Michael Stephens, a being quiet again,” Michael Stephens, a being quiet again,” Michael Stephens, a being quiet again,” Michael Stephens, a 
researcher at the Royal United Services researcher at the Royal United Services researcher at the Royal United Services researcher at the Royal United Services 
Institute in Doha, said in a phone interview. Institute in Doha, said in a phone interview. Institute in Doha, said in a phone interview. Institute in Doha, said in a phone interview. 
“Half the Arab world hates Qatar right now.” “Half the Arab world hates Qatar right now.” “Half the Arab world hates Qatar right now.” “Half the Arab world hates Qatar right now.” 

Slowing Growth Economic growth slowed to Slowing Growth Economic growth slowed to Slowing Growth Economic growth slowed to Slowing Growth Economic growth slowed to 
6.2 percent last year from 17 percent in 2010, 6.2 percent last year from 17 percent in 2010, 6.2 percent last year from 17 percent in 2010, 6.2 percent last year from 17 percent in 2010, 
according to a report in May by Qatar according to a report in May by Qatar according to a report in May by Qatar according to a report in May by Qatar 
National Bank SAQ, the country’s largest National Bank SAQ, the country’s largest National Bank SAQ, the country’s largest National Bank SAQ, the country’s largest 
lender. Citigroup Inc. (C) estimates Qatar’s lender. Citigroup Inc. (C) estimates Qatar’s lender. Citigroup Inc. (C) estimates Qatar’s lender. Citigroup Inc. (C) estimates Qatar’s 
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budget surplus will turn to a deficit by 2015. budget surplus will turn to a deficit by 2015. budget surplus will turn to a deficit by 2015. budget surplus will turn to a deficit by 2015. 
Money from the sovereign wealth fund will Money from the sovereign wealth fund will Money from the sovereign wealth fund will Money from the sovereign wealth fund will 
start diminishing and some investments may start diminishing and some investments may start diminishing and some investments may start diminishing and some investments may 
be sold to finance the government, Farouk be sold to finance the government, Farouk be sold to finance the government, Farouk be sold to finance the government, Farouk 
Soussa, the bank’s Dubai-based chief Middle Soussa, the bank’s Dubai-based chief Middle Soussa, the bank’s Dubai-based chief Middle Soussa, the bank’s Dubai-based chief Middle 
East economist said on May 20. East economist said on May 20. East economist said on May 20. East economist said on May 20. 

Qatar Holding LLC, the foreign investment Qatar Holding LLC, the foreign investment Qatar Holding LLC, the foreign investment Qatar Holding LLC, the foreign investment 
arm of the sovereign wealth fund, said on arm of the sovereign wealth fund, said on arm of the sovereign wealth fund, said on arm of the sovereign wealth fund, said on 
June 17 it sold its 10 percent stake in Porsche June 17 it sold its 10 percent stake in Porsche June 17 it sold its 10 percent stake in Porsche June 17 it sold its 10 percent stake in Porsche 
Automobile Holding SE to the Porsche-Piech Automobile Holding SE to the Porsche-Piech Automobile Holding SE to the Porsche-Piech Automobile Holding SE to the Porsche-Piech 
family. The fund holds stakes in Total SA family. The fund holds stakes in Total SA family. The fund holds stakes in Total SA family. The fund holds stakes in Total SA 
(FP), Credit Suisse Group AG (CSGN), Tiffany & (FP), Credit Suisse Group AG (CSGN), Tiffany & (FP), Credit Suisse Group AG (CSGN), Tiffany & (FP), Credit Suisse Group AG (CSGN), Tiffany & 
Co. (TIF) and owns outright Harrods Co. (TIF) and owns outright Harrods Co. (TIF) and owns outright Harrods Co. (TIF) and owns outright Harrods 
department store in London. department store in London. department store in London. department store in London. 

The emirate’s credit risk was little changed The emirate’s credit risk was little changed The emirate’s credit risk was little changed The emirate’s credit risk was little changed 
yesterday, rising three basis points to 88, yesterday, rising three basis points to 88, yesterday, rising three basis points to 88, yesterday, rising three basis points to 88, 
according to data compiled by Bloomberg. according to data compiled by Bloomberg. according to data compiled by Bloomberg. according to data compiled by Bloomberg. 
Abu Dhabi’s credit default swaps gained five Abu Dhabi’s credit default swaps gained five Abu Dhabi’s credit default swaps gained five Abu Dhabi’s credit default swaps gained five 
basis points to 85. The two emirates are rated basis points to 85. The two emirates are rated basis points to 85. The two emirates are rated basis points to 85. The two emirates are rated 
AA by Standard & Poor’s, the third-highest AA by Standard & Poor’s, the third-highest AA by Standard & Poor’s, the third-highest AA by Standard & Poor’s, the third-highest 
investment grade. investment grade. investment grade. investment grade. 

Qatar’s gross domestic product will expand Qatar’s gross domestic product will expand Qatar’s gross domestic product will expand Qatar’s gross domestic product will expand 
5.2 percent in 2014, faster than Saudi Arabia 5.2 percent in 2014, faster than Saudi Arabia 5.2 percent in 2014, faster than Saudi Arabia 5.2 percent in 2014, faster than Saudi Arabia 
and the United Arab Emirates, the biggest and the United Arab Emirates, the biggest and the United Arab Emirates, the biggest and the United Arab Emirates, the biggest 
Arab economies, according to the median Arab economies, according to the median Arab economies, according to the median Arab economies, according to the median 
estimate in a Bloomberg survey. estimate in a Bloomberg survey. estimate in a Bloomberg survey. estimate in a Bloomberg survey. 

Its foreign policy won’t change much under Its foreign policy won’t change much under Its foreign policy won’t change much under Its foreign policy won’t change much under 
Sheikh Tamim, who will probably consult his Sheikh Tamim, who will probably consult his Sheikh Tamim, who will probably consult his Sheikh Tamim, who will probably consult his 
father, said Ghanem Nuseibeh, the London-father, said Ghanem Nuseibeh, the London-father, said Ghanem Nuseibeh, the London-father, said Ghanem Nuseibeh, the London-
based founder of Cornerstone Global based founder of Cornerstone Global based founder of Cornerstone Global based founder of Cornerstone Global 
Associates. Associates. Associates. Associates. 

“This is a bit of internal housekeeping,” “This is a bit of internal housekeeping,” “This is a bit of internal housekeeping,” “This is a bit of internal housekeeping,” 
Nuseibeh said in a phone interview. “We’re Nuseibeh said in a phone interview. “We’re Nuseibeh said in a phone interview. “We’re Nuseibeh said in a phone interview. “We’re 
unlikely to see much change in the way unlikely to see much change in the way unlikely to see much change in the way unlikely to see much change in the way 
Qatar is run for the time being.” Qatar is run for the time being.” Qatar is run for the time being.” Qatar is run for the time being.” 

To contact the reporter on this story: Robert To contact the reporter on this story: Robert To contact the reporter on this story: Robert To contact the reporter on this story: Robert 
Tuttle in Doha at rtuttle@bloomberg.net Tuttle in Doha at rtuttle@bloomberg.net Tuttle in Doha at rtuttle@bloomberg.net Tuttle in Doha at rtuttle@bloomberg.net 
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To contact the editor responsible for this To contact the editor responsible for this To contact the editor responsible for this To contact the editor responsible for this 
story: Andrew J. Barden at story: Andrew J. Barden at story: Andrew J. Barden at story: Andrew J. Barden at 
barden@bloomberg.net barden@bloomberg.net barden@bloomberg.net barden@bloomberg.net 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

70 years of experimental effort has revealed 70 years of experimental effort has revealed 70 years of experimental effort has revealed 70 years of experimental effort has revealed 
that quarks tend to cluster in quark-that quarks tend to cluster in quark-that quarks tend to cluster in quark-that quarks tend to cluster in quark-
antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets of antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets of antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets of antiquark pairs called mesons, triplets of 
quarks called baryons, and groups of quark quarks called baryons, and groups of quark quarks called baryons, and groups of quark quarks called baryons, and groups of quark 
triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. More triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. More triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. More triplets, which are the atomic nuclei. More 
exotic combinations are possible a force that exotic combinations are possible a force that exotic combinations are possible a force that exotic combinations are possible a force that 
causes interactions between the quarks. Just causes interactions between the quarks. Just causes interactions between the quarks. Just causes interactions between the quarks. Just 
as two electric charges exert an as two electric charges exert an as two electric charges exert an as two electric charges exert an 
electromagnetic force on each other through electromagnetic force on each other through electromagnetic force on each other through electromagnetic force on each other through 
the sharing of photons, quarks are attracted the sharing of photons, quarks are attracted the sharing of photons, quarks are attracted the sharing of photons, quarks are attracted 
to each other through the sharing of particles to each other through the sharing of particles to each other through the sharing of particles to each other through the sharing of particles 
called (rather unimaginatively) gluons. called (rather unimaginatively) gluons. called (rather unimaginatively) gluons. called (rather unimaginatively) gluons. 

Gluons... Gluons... Gluons... Gluons... 

Gravity Generation... Gravity Generation... Gravity Generation... Gravity Generation... 
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Gravity Generation is never ever mentions in Gravity Generation is never ever mentions in Gravity Generation is never ever mentions in Gravity Generation is never ever mentions in 
Physics News and even in Physics Classes at Physics News and even in Physics Classes at Physics News and even in Physics Classes at Physics News and even in Physics Classes at 
Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think why are Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think why are Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think why are Berkeley and MIT - Makes you think why are 
they not into a "Invention Acceleration they not into a "Invention Acceleration they not into a "Invention Acceleration they not into a "Invention Acceleration 
Program" to discover how gravity is Program" to discover how gravity is Program" to discover how gravity is Program" to discover how gravity is 
generated among the Quarks???? generated among the Quarks???? generated among the Quarks???? generated among the Quarks???? 

Unlike photons, gluons can interact strongly Unlike photons, gluons can interact strongly Unlike photons, gluons can interact strongly Unlike photons, gluons can interact strongly 
with each other, which can lead to strange with each other, which can lead to strange with each other, which can lead to strange with each other, which can lead to strange 
combinations not seen in the combinations not seen in the combinations not seen in the combinations not seen in the 
electromagnetic sector. The Y(4260) is one electromagnetic sector. The Y(4260) is one electromagnetic sector. The Y(4260) is one electromagnetic sector. The Y(4260) is one 
such example, as it appears to be made of a such example, as it appears to be made of a such example, as it appears to be made of a such example, as it appears to be made of a 
charm quark, an anticharm quark, and an charm quark, an anticharm quark, and an charm quark, an anticharm quark, and an charm quark, an anticharm quark, and an 
extra gluon. This gluon is not one of the extra gluon. This gluon is not one of the extra gluon. This gluon is not one of the extra gluon. This gluon is not one of the 
shared gluons but would be a “permanent” shared gluons but would be a “permanent” shared gluons but would be a “permanent” shared gluons but would be a “permanent” 
member like the quarks. Theorists have even member like the quarks. Theorists have even member like the quarks. Theorists have even member like the quarks. Theorists have even 
taken this gluon permanence one step further taken this gluon permanence one step further taken this gluon permanence one step further taken this gluon permanence one step further 
with a hypothetical particle called a with a hypothetical particle called a with a hypothetical particle called a with a hypothetical particle called a 
“glueball” that would be all gluons, no “glueball” that would be all gluons, no “glueball” that would be all gluons, no “glueball” that would be all gluons, no 
quarks—like an atom of pure light. quarks—like an atom of pure light. quarks—like an atom of pure light. quarks—like an atom of pure light. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 
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It was in seeking to clarify the nature of the It was in seeking to clarify the nature of the It was in seeking to clarify the nature of the It was in seeking to clarify the nature of the 
enigmatic Y(4260) that BESIII and Belle enigmatic Y(4260) that BESIII and Belle enigmatic Y(4260) that BESIII and Belle enigmatic Y(4260) that BESIII and Belle 
discovered another enigma, the Zc(3900) [1, discovered another enigma, the Zc(3900) [1, discovered another enigma, the Zc(3900) [1, discovered another enigma, the Zc(3900) [1, 
2]. Both groups were making Y(4260) by 2]. Both groups were making Y(4260) by 2]. Both groups were making Y(4260) by 2]. Both groups were making Y(4260) by 
colliding beams of electrons and positrons, colliding beams of electrons and positrons, colliding beams of electrons and positrons, colliding beams of electrons and positrons, 
and studying the debris that emerges when and studying the debris that emerges when and studying the debris that emerges when and studying the debris that emerges when 
the Y decays (the Y only lives for about 10-23 the Y decays (the Y only lives for about 10-23 the Y decays (the Y only lives for about 10-23 the Y decays (the Y only lives for about 10-23 
seconds). Much of the time, the debris consists seconds). Much of the time, the debris consists seconds). Much of the time, the debris consists seconds). Much of the time, the debris consists 
of a positive pion (p+), a negative pion (p-), of a positive pion (p+), a negative pion (p-), of a positive pion (p+), a negative pion (p-), of a positive pion (p+), a negative pion (p-), 
and a J/? particle. Pions are mesons and a J/? particle. Pions are mesons and a J/? particle. Pions are mesons and a J/? particle. Pions are mesons 
consisting of up and down quarks and consisting of up and down quarks and consisting of up and down quarks and consisting of up and down quarks and 
antiquarks, while the J/? is a neutral meson antiquarks, while the J/? is a neutral meson antiquarks, while the J/? is a neutral meson antiquarks, while the J/? is a neutral meson 
made of a charm-anticharm quark pair. But made of a charm-anticharm quark pair. But made of a charm-anticharm quark pair. But made of a charm-anticharm quark pair. But 
the events with the pions and J/? contained a the events with the pions and J/? contained a the events with the pions and J/? contained a the events with the pions and J/? contained a 
surprise in how the energy was distributed surprise in how the energy was distributed surprise in how the energy was distributed surprise in how the energy was distributed 
between the three particles. The implication is between the three particles. The implication is between the three particles. The implication is between the three particles. The implication is 
that the decay goes through an intermediate that the decay goes through an intermediate that the decay goes through an intermediate that the decay goes through an intermediate 
particle, the Zc, which is about 4 times particle, the Zc, which is about 4 times particle, the Zc, which is about 4 times particle, the Zc, which is about 4 times 
heavier than a proton (3900 mega-electron-heavier than a proton (3900 mega-electron-heavier than a proton (3900 mega-electron-heavier than a proton (3900 mega-electron-
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volts) and decays to a charged pion and a volts) and decays to a charged pion and a volts) and decays to a charged pion and a volts) and decays to a charged pion and a 
J/?. The large mass of the Zc and its decay to J/?. The large mass of the Zc and its decay to J/?. The large mass of the Zc and its decay to J/?. The large mass of the Zc and its decay to 
J/? implies that it most likely contains charm J/? implies that it most likely contains charm J/? implies that it most likely contains charm J/? implies that it most likely contains charm 
and anticharm quarks, but this by itself and anticharm quarks, but this by itself and anticharm quarks, but this by itself and anticharm quarks, but this by itself 
would be a neutral combination, which would be a neutral combination, which would be a neutral combination, which would be a neutral combination, which 
would violate electric charge conservation. would violate electric charge conservation. would violate electric charge conservation. would violate electric charge conservation. 
The nonzero net charge of the decay products The nonzero net charge of the decay products The nonzero net charge of the decay products The nonzero net charge of the decay products 
implies that Zc must be a charged particle implies that Zc must be a charged particle implies that Zc must be a charged particle implies that Zc must be a charged particle 
(either positive or negative, depending on (either positive or negative, depending on (either positive or negative, depending on (either positive or negative, depending on 
the charge of the pion). Therefore, the Zc must the charge of the pion). Therefore, the Zc must the charge of the pion). Therefore, the Zc must the charge of the pion). Therefore, the Zc must 
contain other quarks—besides charm and contain other quarks—besides charm and contain other quarks—besides charm and contain other quarks—besides charm and 
anticharm—that can give the appropriate anticharm—that can give the appropriate anticharm—that can give the appropriate anticharm—that can give the appropriate 
charge [5]. One such combination is shown charge [5]. One such combination is shown charge [5]. One such combination is shown charge [5]. One such combination is shown 
in Fig 1(c), but other four-quark in Fig 1(c), but other four-quark in Fig 1(c), but other four-quark in Fig 1(c), but other four-quark 
combinations are possible as well. Bound combinations are possible as well. Bound combinations are possible as well. Bound combinations are possible as well. Bound 
states like this have never been observed states like this have never been observed states like this have never been observed states like this have never been observed 
before, so many in the particle physics before, so many in the particle physics before, so many in the particle physics before, so many in the particle physics 
community have been left scratching their community have been left scratching their community have been left scratching their community have been left scratching their 
heads. heads. heads. heads. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Alternative explanations of the data exist Alternative explanations of the data exist Alternative explanations of the data exist Alternative explanations of the data exist 
that are based on less exotic quark-based that are based on less exotic quark-based that are based on less exotic quark-based that are based on less exotic quark-based 
interactions. One possibility is that the Zc is interactions. One possibility is that the Zc is interactions. One possibility is that the Zc is interactions. One possibility is that the Zc is 
not a new particle but is an interaction not a new particle but is an interaction not a new particle but is an interaction not a new particle but is an interaction 
between two D mesons. These D mesons are a between two D mesons. These D mesons are a between two D mesons. These D mesons are a between two D mesons. These D mesons are a 
combination of a charm quark with an up or combination of a charm quark with an up or combination of a charm quark with an up or combination of a charm quark with an up or 
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down quark, so they give essentially the same down quark, so they give essentially the same down quark, so they give essentially the same down quark, so they give essentially the same 
quark content as in Fig. 1(c). Some models quark content as in Fig. 1(c). Some models quark content as in Fig. 1(c). Some models quark content as in Fig. 1(c). Some models 
predict that these mesons will be attracted to predict that these mesons will be attracted to predict that these mesons will be attracted to predict that these mesons will be attracted to 
each other with sufficient strength to explain each other with sufficient strength to explain each other with sufficient strength to explain each other with sufficient strength to explain 
the data. The difference between this D meson the data. The difference between this D meson the data. The difference between this D meson the data. The difference between this D meson 
interaction and a new four-quark particle is interaction and a new four-quark particle is interaction and a new four-quark particle is interaction and a new four-quark particle is 
only a matter of degree, but future only a matter of degree, but future only a matter of degree, but future only a matter of degree, but future 
experiments studying how the D mesons experiments studying how the D mesons experiments studying how the D mesons experiments studying how the D mesons 
interact might be able to settle the issue. interact might be able to settle the issue. interact might be able to settle the issue. interact might be able to settle the issue. 
From the theory side, continued efforts at From the theory side, continued efforts at From the theory side, continued efforts at From the theory side, continued efforts at 
solving QCD might reveal whether four or solving QCD might reveal whether four or solving QCD might reveal whether four or solving QCD might reveal whether four or 
more quarks can naturally come together to more quarks can naturally come together to more quarks can naturally come together to more quarks can naturally come together to 
form a particle. If the four-quark form a particle. If the four-quark form a particle. If the four-quark form a particle. If the four-quark 
explanation is confirmed, our particle physics explanation is confirmed, our particle physics explanation is confirmed, our particle physics explanation is confirmed, our particle physics 
zoo will need to be enlarged to include new zoo will need to be enlarged to include new zoo will need to be enlarged to include new zoo will need to be enlarged to include new 
species. And our understanding of quark species. And our understanding of quark species. And our understanding of quark species. And our understanding of quark 
taxonomy will have expanded into a new taxonomy will have expanded into a new taxonomy will have expanded into a new taxonomy will have expanded into a new 
realm. realm. realm. realm. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

A flow of positive charges gives the same A flow of positive charges gives the same A flow of positive charges gives the same A flow of positive charges gives the same 
electric current, and has the same effect in a electric current, and has the same effect in a electric current, and has the same effect in a electric current, and has the same effect in a 
circuit, as an equal flow of negative charges circuit, as an equal flow of negative charges circuit, as an equal flow of negative charges circuit, as an equal flow of negative charges 
in the opposite direction. Since current can in the opposite direction. Since current can in the opposite direction. Since current can in the opposite direction. Since current can 
be the flow of either positive or negative be the flow of either positive or negative be the flow of either positive or negative be the flow of either positive or negative 
charges, or both, a convention for the charges, or both, a convention for the charges, or both, a convention for the charges, or both, a convention for the 
direction of current which is independent of direction of current which is independent of direction of current which is independent of direction of current which is independent of 
the type of charge carriers is needed. The the type of charge carriers is needed. The the type of charge carriers is needed. The the type of charge carriers is needed. The 
direction of conventional current is defined direction of conventional current is defined direction of conventional current is defined direction of conventional current is defined 
arbitrarily to be the direction of the flow of arbitrarily to be the direction of the flow of arbitrarily to be the direction of the flow of arbitrarily to be the direction of the flow of 
positive charges. positive charges. positive charges. positive charges. 
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Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been 
Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into 
hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary 
Kennedy Did this is why these are the best Kennedy Did this is why these are the best Kennedy Did this is why these are the best Kennedy Did this is why these are the best 
high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I 
could find on Google Image Search... could find on Google Image Search... could find on Google Image Search... could find on Google Image Search... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 
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"Invention Acceleration Programs" By Numb "Invention Acceleration Programs" By Numb "Invention Acceleration Programs" By Numb "Invention Acceleration Programs" By Numb 
Nuts Dictators stifle getting their Nuke Waste Nuts Dictators stifle getting their Nuke Waste Nuts Dictators stifle getting their Nuke Waste Nuts Dictators stifle getting their Nuke Waste 
loaded on a Star Trek Ship.... Ships! Drunk loaded on a Star Trek Ship.... Ships! Drunk loaded on a Star Trek Ship.... Ships! Drunk loaded on a Star Trek Ship.... Ships! Drunk 
and Drunk on Oil $ 99% spent on War Toys and Drunk on Oil $ 99% spent on War Toys and Drunk on Oil $ 99% spent on War Toys and Drunk on Oil $ 99% spent on War Toys 
4,384 more F 35 Fighter Jets 1,001 More Battle 4,384 more F 35 Fighter Jets 1,001 More Battle 4,384 more F 35 Fighter Jets 1,001 More Battle 4,384 more F 35 Fighter Jets 1,001 More Battle 
Ships... none with 10K windmills on deck for Ships... none with 10K windmills on deck for Ships... none with 10K windmills on deck for Ships... none with 10K windmills on deck for 
H electrolysis at -254 C Home Generation of H electrolysis at -254 C Home Generation of H electrolysis at -254 C Home Generation of H electrolysis at -254 C Home Generation of 
electricity and 24/7 air conditioned cars. electricity and 24/7 air conditioned cars. electricity and 24/7 air conditioned cars. electricity and 24/7 air conditioned cars. 

Cindy McCain on the Today Show Today Cindy McCain on the Today Show Today Cindy McCain on the Today Show Today Cindy McCain on the Today Show Today 
about having a headache when her state of about having a headache when her state of about having a headache when her state of about having a headache when her state of 
Arizona will let her husband kill babies left Arizona will let her husband kill babies left Arizona will let her husband kill babies left Arizona will let her husband kill babies left 
in hot cars in July 2013. ElectricWindmillcar in hot cars in July 2013. ElectricWindmillcar in hot cars in July 2013. ElectricWindmillcar in hot cars in July 2013. ElectricWindmillcar 
will be climate controlled 24/7 like Cindy will be climate controlled 24/7 like Cindy will be climate controlled 24/7 like Cindy will be climate controlled 24/7 like Cindy 
McCain's home in Arizona. WoW Bill + McCain's home in Arizona. WoW Bill + McCain's home in Arizona. WoW Bill + McCain's home in Arizona. WoW Bill + 
Melinda are baby killers stifling the end to Melinda are baby killers stifling the end to Melinda are baby killers stifling the end to Melinda are baby killers stifling the end to 
Malaria with H at -254 C freezing the bugs... Malaria with H at -254 C freezing the bugs... Malaria with H at -254 C freezing the bugs... Malaria with H at -254 C freezing the bugs... 
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Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been Berkeley Labs and Sandia Labs have been 
Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into Tortured by Numb Nuts Dictators into 
hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary hanging themselves in the Barn like Mary 
Kennedy Did this is why these are the best Kennedy Did this is why these are the best Kennedy Did this is why these are the best Kennedy Did this is why these are the best 
high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I high tech pictures of the flow of electricity I 
could find on Google Image Search... could find on Google Image Search... could find on Google Image Search... could find on Google Image Search... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

In metals, which make up the wires and other In metals, which make up the wires and other In metals, which make up the wires and other In metals, which make up the wires and other 
conductors in most electrical circuits, the conductors in most electrical circuits, the conductors in most electrical circuits, the conductors in most electrical circuits, the 
positive charges are immobile, and the positive charges are immobile, and the positive charges are immobile, and the positive charges are immobile, and the 
charge carriers are electrons. Because the charge carriers are electrons. Because the charge carriers are electrons. Because the charge carriers are electrons. Because the 
electron carries negative charge, the electron electron carries negative charge, the electron electron carries negative charge, the electron electron carries negative charge, the electron 
motion in a metal conductor is in the motion in a metal conductor is in the motion in a metal conductor is in the motion in a metal conductor is in the 
direction opposite to that of conventional (or direction opposite to that of conventional (or direction opposite to that of conventional (or direction opposite to that of conventional (or 
electric) current. electric) current. electric) current. electric) current. 
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"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader got an F grade by Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader got an F grade by Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader got an F grade by Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader got an F grade by 
Greg on her article below because Angelian Greg on her article below because Angelian Greg on her article below because Angelian Greg on her article below because Angelian 
Jolie has no HOPE What so ever in her CIA Jolie has no HOPE What so ever in her CIA Jolie has no HOPE What so ever in her CIA Jolie has no HOPE What so ever in her CIA 
and Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA to get a and Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA to get a and Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA to get a and Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA to get a 
Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast and 
Ovarian Cancer! McCain killed Angelian Ovarian Cancer! McCain killed Angelian Ovarian Cancer! McCain killed Angelian Ovarian Cancer! McCain killed Angelian 
Jolie... New York Times will not report this Jolie... New York Times will not report this Jolie... New York Times will not report this Jolie... New York Times will not report this 
until after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup! until after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup! until after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup! until after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup! 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

Actress Angelina Jolie has reportedly decided Actress Angelina Jolie has reportedly decided Actress Angelina Jolie has reportedly decided Actress Angelina Jolie has reportedly decided 
to have her ovaries and Fallopian tubes to have her ovaries and Fallopian tubes to have her ovaries and Fallopian tubes to have her ovaries and Fallopian tubes 
removed, a procedure known as a bilateral removed, a procedure known as a bilateral removed, a procedure known as a bilateral removed, a procedure known as a bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy, to fend off getting salpingo-oophorectomy, to fend off getting salpingo-oophorectomy, to fend off getting salpingo-oophorectomy, to fend off getting 
the disease. Jolie is a carrier of a BRCA gene the disease. Jolie is a carrier of a BRCA gene the disease. Jolie is a carrier of a BRCA gene the disease. Jolie is a carrier of a BRCA gene 
mutation, putting her at a 60 percent to 80 mutation, putting her at a 60 percent to 80 mutation, putting her at a 60 percent to 80 mutation, putting her at a 60 percent to 80 
percent chance of developing breast cancer percent chance of developing breast cancer percent chance of developing breast cancer percent chance of developing breast cancer 
and a 25 percent to 40 percent chance of and a 25 percent to 40 percent chance of and a 25 percent to 40 percent chance of and a 25 percent to 40 percent chance of 
developing ovarian cancer. developing ovarian cancer. developing ovarian cancer. developing ovarian cancer. 

Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader, associate Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader, associate Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader, associate Dr. Amanda Nickles Fader, associate 
professor and director of the Kelly professor and director of the Kelly professor and director of the Kelly professor and director of the Kelly 
Gynecologic Oncology Service at Johns Gynecologic Oncology Service at Johns Gynecologic Oncology Service at Johns Gynecologic Oncology Service at Johns 
Hopkins Hospital, says researchers are Hopkins Hospital, says researchers are Hopkins Hospital, says researchers are Hopkins Hospital, says researchers are 
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studying ways to detect ovarian cancer at an studying ways to detect ovarian cancer at an studying ways to detect ovarian cancer at an studying ways to detect ovarian cancer at an 
early stage. She talks about bilateral early stage. She talks about bilateral early stage. She talks about bilateral early stage. She talks about bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy. salpingo-oophorectomy. salpingo-oophorectomy. salpingo-oophorectomy. 

“Today is a tragic day for marriage and our “Today is a tragic day for marriage and our “Today is a tragic day for marriage and our “Today is a tragic day for marriage and our 
nation," Cardinal Timothy Dolan and nation," Cardinal Timothy Dolan and nation," Cardinal Timothy Dolan and nation," Cardinal Timothy Dolan and 
Archbishop Salvatore Cordileone said in a Archbishop Salvatore Cordileone said in a Archbishop Salvatore Cordileone said in a Archbishop Salvatore Cordileone said in a 
joint statement representing U.S. bishops. joint statement representing U.S. bishops. joint statement representing U.S. bishops. joint statement representing U.S. bishops. 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Pope Francis Took $7 Billion in bribes from Pope Francis Took $7 Billion in bribes from Pope Francis Took $7 Billion in bribes from Pope Francis Took $7 Billion in bribes from 
Pedophile Numb Nuts Dictators who have Pedophile Numb Nuts Dictators who have Pedophile Numb Nuts Dictators who have Pedophile Numb Nuts Dictators who have 
$177 Trillion to bribe even the Pope in Rome! $177 Trillion to bribe even the Pope in Rome! $177 Trillion to bribe even the Pope in Rome! $177 Trillion to bribe even the Pope in Rome! 
Hell is burning gasoline in a distant galaxy! Hell is burning gasoline in a distant galaxy! Hell is burning gasoline in a distant galaxy! Hell is burning gasoline in a distant galaxy! 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Pope Francis spit on God for BP Oil money! Pope Francis spit on God for BP Oil money! Pope Francis spit on God for BP Oil money! Pope Francis spit on God for BP Oil money! 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" Women "Invention Acceleration Programs" Women "Invention Acceleration Programs" Women "Invention Acceleration Programs" Women 
are God's Best Invention!!!! are God's Best Invention!!!! are God's Best Invention!!!! are God's Best Invention!!!! 

God’s wise design all confirm: the difference God’s wise design all confirm: the difference God’s wise design all confirm: the difference God’s wise design all confirm: the difference 
between a man and a woman matters, and between a man and a woman matters, and between a man and a woman matters, and between a man and a woman matters, and 
the difference between a mom and a dad the difference between a mom and a dad the difference between a mom and a dad the difference between a mom and a dad 
matters. While the culture has failed in many matters. While the culture has failed in many matters. While the culture has failed in many matters. While the culture has failed in many 
ways to be marriage-strengthening, this is no ways to be marriage-strengthening, this is no ways to be marriage-strengthening, this is no ways to be marriage-strengthening, this is no 
reason to give up. Now is the time to reason to give up. Now is the time to reason to give up. Now is the time to reason to give up. Now is the time to 
strengthen marriage, not redefine it. strengthen marriage, not redefine it. strengthen marriage, not redefine it. strengthen marriage, not redefine it. 
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Win 8.2 Fix for Inventors, Win 8 killed in cold Win 8.2 Fix for Inventors, Win 8 killed in cold Win 8.2 Fix for Inventors, Win 8 killed in cold Win 8.2 Fix for Inventors, Win 8 killed in cold 
blood millions of Inventors with Facebook blood millions of Inventors with Facebook blood millions of Inventors with Facebook blood millions of Inventors with Facebook 
and other social apps. Killed off was every app and other social apps. Killed off was every app and other social apps. Killed off was every app and other social apps. Killed off was every app 
for Invention Projects even on the touch for Invention Projects even on the touch for Invention Projects even on the touch for Invention Projects even on the touch 
screen screen screen screen 

Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit 
professional Dual Boot Possible professional Dual Boot Possible professional Dual Boot Possible professional Dual Boot Possible 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit Is windows 8 64bit and windows 7 64bit 
professional Dual Boot Possible professional Dual Boot Possible professional Dual Boot Possible professional Dual Boot Possible 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Duel Boot Apple Mac Mountain Lion OS X 10.8 Duel Boot Apple Mac Mountain Lion OS X 10.8 Duel Boot Apple Mac Mountain Lion OS X 10.8 Duel Boot Apple Mac Mountain Lion OS X 10.8 
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and Windows 8.2 Fix at the same time on and Windows 8.2 Fix at the same time on and Windows 8.2 Fix at the same time on and Windows 8.2 Fix at the same time on 
your notebook... your notebook... your notebook... your notebook... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Several times a day copy + paste files and Several times a day copy + paste files and Several times a day copy + paste files and Several times a day copy + paste files and 
apps from PC to Mac OS X 10.8 apps from PC to Mac OS X 10.8 apps from PC to Mac OS X 10.8 apps from PC to Mac OS X 10.8 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

Mountain Lion is made for a world where Mountain Lion is made for a world where Mountain Lion is made for a world where Mountain Lion is made for a world where 
your computer is just one of your computing your computer is just one of your computing your computer is just one of your computing your computer is just one of your computing 
devices, along with your iPhone and your devices, along with your iPhone and your devices, along with your iPhone and your devices, along with your iPhone and your 
iPad. Apple wants to make it easier to switch iPad. Apple wants to make it easier to switch iPad. Apple wants to make it easier to switch iPad. Apple wants to make it easier to switch 
from one to the other, several times a day from one to the other, several times a day from one to the other, several times a day from one to the other, several times a day 

Win 8.2 will Fail to save the Loss of 1 Billion Win 8.2 will Fail to save the Loss of 1 Billion Win 8.2 will Fail to save the Loss of 1 Billion Win 8.2 will Fail to save the Loss of 1 Billion 
Inventions by Inventors just in the USA Inventions by Inventors just in the USA Inventions by Inventors just in the USA Inventions by Inventors just in the USA 
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"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

"Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" "Invention Acceleration Programs" 

FATHERS DAY... 6-16-13 Date 6-19-13 "Yale FATHERS DAY... 6-16-13 Date 6-19-13 "Yale FATHERS DAY... 6-16-13 Date 6-19-13 "Yale FATHERS DAY... 6-16-13 Date 6-19-13 "Yale 
School of Medicine" 2 pm Wed June 19 th Sleep School of Medicine" 2 pm Wed June 19 th Sleep School of Medicine" 2 pm Wed June 19 th Sleep School of Medicine" 2 pm Wed June 19 th Sleep 
Medicine Conference: "Taking Sleep History - Medicine Conference: "Taking Sleep History - Medicine Conference: "Taking Sleep History - Medicine Conference: "Taking Sleep History - 
Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, MD Fitkin Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, MD Fitkin Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, MD Fitkin Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, MD Fitkin 
Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 

Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 
isn't doing any driver training this Fathers isn't doing any driver training this Fathers isn't doing any driver training this Fathers isn't doing any driver training this Fathers 
Day! Futuristic Fathers will teach their sons Day! Futuristic Fathers will teach their sons Day! Futuristic Fathers will teach their sons Day! Futuristic Fathers will teach their sons 
and daughters how to write a Hemingway and daughters how to write a Hemingway and daughters how to write a Hemingway and daughters how to write a Hemingway 
Novel with 101 invention projects for the Novel with 101 invention projects for the Novel with 101 invention projects for the Novel with 101 invention projects for the 
readers by the time they get to chapter 10. Yes readers by the time they get to chapter 10. Yes readers by the time they get to chapter 10. Yes readers by the time they get to chapter 10. Yes 
Hemingway fell asleep driving a boat + car... Hemingway fell asleep driving a boat + car... Hemingway fell asleep driving a boat + car... Hemingway fell asleep driving a boat + car... 
grin! grin! grin! grin! 

Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston 
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Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will 
be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb 
Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! 

6-16-13 Starting Fathers Day with writing 6-16-13 Starting Fathers Day with writing 6-16-13 Starting Fathers Day with writing 6-16-13 Starting Fathers Day with writing 
about a "Sleep Lecture" at Yale School of about a "Sleep Lecture" at Yale School of about a "Sleep Lecture" at Yale School of about a "Sleep Lecture" at Yale School of 
Medicine????? On Wed. Medicine????? On Wed. Medicine????? On Wed. Medicine????? On Wed. 

6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 
instruction rule of the road if Dad had a instruction rule of the road if Dad had a instruction rule of the road if Dad had a instruction rule of the road if Dad had a 
driving book or YouTube Video, remembers to driving book or YouTube Video, remembers to driving book or YouTube Video, remembers to driving book or YouTube Video, remembers to 
tell you the story of the times he fell asleep tell you the story of the times he fell asleep tell you the story of the times he fell asleep tell you the story of the times he fell asleep 
driving... and almost crashed the car! driving... and almost crashed the car! driving... and almost crashed the car! driving... and almost crashed the car! 

6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement... 6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement... 6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement... 6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement... 
Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael 
Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few 
days earlier from Yale when they were on days earlier from Yale when they were on days earlier from Yale when they were on days earlier from Yale when they were on 
their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. 
Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told 
investigators he had fallen asleep at the investigators he had fallen asleep at the investigators he had fallen asleep at the investigators he had fallen asleep at the 
wheel. Marina Keegan died! wheel. Marina Keegan died! wheel. Marina Keegan died! wheel. Marina Keegan died! 
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6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 6-16-13 Because Fathers last driving 
instruction rule of the road if Dad had a instruction rule of the road if Dad had a instruction rule of the road if Dad had a instruction rule of the road if Dad had a 
driving book YouTube Video or remembers is driving book YouTube Video or remembers is driving book YouTube Video or remembers is driving book YouTube Video or remembers is 
to tell you the story of the times he fell asleep to tell you the story of the times he fell asleep to tell you the story of the times he fell asleep to tell you the story of the times he fell asleep 
driving... and almost crashed the car! driving... and almost crashed the car! driving... and almost crashed the car! driving... and almost crashed the car! 

6-16-13 Fathers who got their kids into Yale 6-16-13 Fathers who got their kids into Yale 6-16-13 Fathers who got their kids into Yale 6-16-13 Fathers who got their kids into Yale 
have to tell their kids today on Fathers Day have to tell their kids today on Fathers Day have to tell their kids today on Fathers Day have to tell their kids today on Fathers Day 
the story about how they fell asleep at the the story about how they fell asleep at the the story about how they fell asleep at the the story about how they fell asleep at the 
wheel and almost crashed the car. wheel and almost crashed the car. wheel and almost crashed the car. wheel and almost crashed the car. 

6-16-13 Yale Engineering will never INVENT A 6-16-13 Yale Engineering will never INVENT A 6-16-13 Yale Engineering will never INVENT A 6-16-13 Yale Engineering will never INVENT A 
WAKE YOU UP INVENTION WHEN YOU FALL WAKE YOU UP INVENTION WHEN YOU FALL WAKE YOU UP INVENTION WHEN YOU FALL WAKE YOU UP INVENTION WHEN YOU FALL 
ASLEEP DRIVING A CAR... have a student ASLEEP DRIVING A CAR... have a student ASLEEP DRIVING A CAR... have a student ASLEEP DRIVING A CAR... have a student 
project in memory of Marina Keegan project in memory of Marina Keegan project in memory of Marina Keegan project in memory of Marina Keegan 
dedicated to 1,001 Invention Projects, 1 dedicated to 1,001 Invention Projects, 1 dedicated to 1,001 Invention Projects, 1 dedicated to 1,001 Invention Projects, 1 
being to prevent you and everyone else from being to prevent you and everyone else from being to prevent you and everyone else from being to prevent you and everyone else from 
falling asleep driving a car! falling asleep driving a car! falling asleep driving a car! falling asleep driving a car! 
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Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston 
Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will 
be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb 
Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! 

6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine.... Fitkin 6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine.... Fitkin 6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine.... Fitkin 6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine.... Fitkin 
Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 

Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! 
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6-16-13 Yale Key West Medical School... 1 6-16-13 Yale Key West Medical School... 1 6-16-13 Yale Key West Medical School... 1 6-16-13 Yale Key West Medical School... 1 
Trillion Galaxy Ampiteatre, room 1984 Trillion Galaxy Ampiteatre, room 1984 Trillion Galaxy Ampiteatre, room 1984 Trillion Galaxy Ampiteatre, room 1984 
Audience Everyone on Earth! Audience Everyone on Earth! Audience Everyone on Earth! Audience Everyone on Earth! 

6-16-13 Dean of the Driving School is... 6-16-13 Dean of the Driving School is... 6-16-13 Dean of the Driving School is... 6-16-13 Dean of the Driving School is... 
FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST isn't FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST isn't FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST isn't FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST isn't 
doing any driver training this Fathers Day, doing any driver training this Fathers Day, doing any driver training this Fathers Day, doing any driver training this Fathers Day, 
AS THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHER DAY'S AS THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHER DAY'S AS THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHER DAY'S AS THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHER DAY'S 
ARTICLES WILL NOT BE "DRIVING" INTO LIGHT ARTICLES WILL NOT BE "DRIVING" INTO LIGHT ARTICLES WILL NOT BE "DRIVING" INTO LIGHT ARTICLES WILL NOT BE "DRIVING" INTO LIGHT 
YEARS BY DAD THIS SUNDAY! YEARS BY DAD THIS SUNDAY! YEARS BY DAD THIS SUNDAY! YEARS BY DAD THIS SUNDAY! 

FATHERS WRITING AT THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHERS WRITING AT THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHERS WRITING AT THE NEW YORK TIMES FATHERS WRITING AT THE NEW YORK TIMES 
THIS SUNDAY WILL BE "DRIVING WRITING" THIS SUNDAY WILL BE "DRIVING WRITING" THIS SUNDAY WILL BE "DRIVING WRITING" THIS SUNDAY WILL BE "DRIVING WRITING" 
BEHIND THE TIMES SEEING THEIR ERA IS IN BEHIND THE TIMES SEEING THEIR ERA IS IN BEHIND THE TIMES SEEING THEIR ERA IS IN BEHIND THE TIMES SEEING THEIR ERA IS IN 
THE TIME ZONE OF BP OIL'S DOMINATION OF THE TIME ZONE OF BP OIL'S DOMINATION OF THE TIME ZONE OF BP OIL'S DOMINATION OF THE TIME ZONE OF BP OIL'S DOMINATION OF 
EARTH, OF THE OIL COVERED BIRDS ON WHITE EARTH, OF THE OIL COVERED BIRDS ON WHITE EARTH, OF THE OIL COVERED BIRDS ON WHITE EARTH, OF THE OIL COVERED BIRDS ON WHITE 
SANDY BEACHES... SANDY BEACHES... SANDY BEACHES... SANDY BEACHES... 

6-16-13 Exhaust that killed Fathers young 6-16-13 Exhaust that killed Fathers young 6-16-13 Exhaust that killed Fathers young 6-16-13 Exhaust that killed Fathers young 
wife with lung cancer and she never smoked wife with lung cancer and she never smoked wife with lung cancer and she never smoked wife with lung cancer and she never smoked 
a day in her short life. Yale Medical School a day in her short life. Yale Medical School a day in her short life. Yale Medical School a day in her short life. Yale Medical School 
lectures for this week are on "Sleep". Numb lectures for this week are on "Sleep". Numb lectures for this week are on "Sleep". Numb lectures for this week are on "Sleep". Numb 
Nuts Dictators will not let Yale lecture about Nuts Dictators will not let Yale lecture about Nuts Dictators will not let Yale lecture about Nuts Dictators will not let Yale lecture about 
BP Oil exhaust causing mom to die of lung BP Oil exhaust causing mom to die of lung BP Oil exhaust causing mom to die of lung BP Oil exhaust causing mom to die of lung 
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cancers! Diesel Exhaust is the cause of cancers! Diesel Exhaust is the cause of cancers! Diesel Exhaust is the cause of cancers! Diesel Exhaust is the cause of 
Childhood leukemia you can look this up on Childhood leukemia you can look this up on Childhood leukemia you can look this up on Childhood leukemia you can look this up on 
Google but I doubt there i a YouTube Video Google but I doubt there i a YouTube Video Google but I doubt there i a YouTube Video Google but I doubt there i a YouTube Video 
on the Medical Journal Article yet. on the Medical Journal Article yet. on the Medical Journal Article yet. on the Medical Journal Article yet. 

6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 6-16-13 FATHERS DAY 2013 GREG IN KEY WEST 
isn't doing any driver training this Fathers isn't doing any driver training this Fathers isn't doing any driver training this Fathers isn't doing any driver training this Fathers 
Day, "Dad's Intelligence" Celebration for the Day, "Dad's Intelligence" Celebration for the Day, "Dad's Intelligence" Celebration for the Day, "Dad's Intelligence" Celebration for the 
connotations of "Father" Dean of the Driving connotations of "Father" Dean of the Driving connotations of "Father" Dean of the Driving connotations of "Father" Dean of the Driving 
School in every family except in Saudi School in every family except in Saudi School in every family except in Saudi School in every family except in Saudi 
Arabia, Mecca, grin! Well not teaching Mom Arabia, Mecca, grin! Well not teaching Mom Arabia, Mecca, grin! Well not teaching Mom Arabia, Mecca, grin! Well not teaching Mom 
and the Daughters how to drive a car in and the Daughters how to drive a car in and the Daughters how to drive a car in and the Daughters how to drive a car in 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 

USA women started and lost "Prohibition" USA women started and lost "Prohibition" USA women started and lost "Prohibition" USA women started and lost "Prohibition" 
right to drive a car they would not lose right to drive a car they would not lose right to drive a car they would not lose right to drive a car they would not lose 
because Ford knows women buy cars! Read because Ford knows women buy cars! Read because Ford knows women buy cars! Read because Ford knows women buy cars! Read 
Reason why women in the USA lost Reason why women in the USA lost Reason why women in the USA lost Reason why women in the USA lost 
"Prohibition" is probably because some Men at "Prohibition" is probably because some Men at "Prohibition" is probably because some Men at "Prohibition" is probably because some Men at 
Yale owned the Breweries! And in their greed Yale owned the Breweries! And in their greed Yale owned the Breweries! And in their greed Yale owned the Breweries! And in their greed 
they wanted her husbands weekly pay check they wanted her husbands weekly pay check they wanted her husbands weekly pay check they wanted her husbands weekly pay check 
spent on beer! spent on beer! spent on beer! spent on beer! 

6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine 2 pm Wed 6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine 2 pm Wed 6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine 2 pm Wed 6-16-13 Yale School of Medicine 2 pm Wed 
June 19th Sleep Medicine Conference: "Taking June 19th Sleep Medicine Conference: "Taking June 19th Sleep Medicine Conference: "Taking June 19th Sleep Medicine Conference: "Taking 
Sleep History - Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, Sleep History - Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, Sleep History - Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, Sleep History - Part 3" Speaker Meir Kryger, 
MD Fitkin Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 MD Fitkin Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 MD Fitkin Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 MD Fitkin Ampiteatre, LMP 1094 
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Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! Audience Yale Only! 

6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement. 6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement. 6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement. 6-16-13 Yale Class of 2012's commencement. 
Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael Marina Keegan and her boyfriend Michael 
Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few Gocksch, both 22, had just graduated a few 
days earlier from Yale when they were on days earlier from Yale when they were on days earlier from Yale when they were on days earlier from Yale when they were on 
their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. their way to see Keegan's parents in Cape Cod. 
Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told Michael Gocksch, who’s from New York, told 
investigators he had fallen asleep at the investigators he had fallen asleep at the investigators he had fallen asleep at the investigators he had fallen asleep at the 
wheel. He was cleared of all charges Thursday wheel. He was cleared of all charges Thursday wheel. He was cleared of all charges Thursday wheel. He was cleared of all charges Thursday 
in a Massachusetts courtroom the... in a Massachusetts courtroom the... in a Massachusetts courtroom the... in a Massachusetts courtroom the... 

...Boston Harold didn't write up anything ...Boston Harold didn't write up anything ...Boston Harold didn't write up anything ...Boston Harold didn't write up anything 
about why or why not he was not charged about why or why not he was not charged about why or why not he was not charged about why or why not he was not charged 
with a crime! with a crime! with a crime! with a crime! 

6-16-13 Marina Keegan’s death shook the 6-16-13 Marina Keegan’s death shook the 6-16-13 Marina Keegan’s death shook the 6-16-13 Marina Keegan’s death shook the 
Yale campus and was part of the Yale Occupy Yale campus and was part of the Yale Occupy Yale campus and was part of the Yale Occupy Yale campus and was part of the Yale Occupy 
Movement. An essay she wrote in a special Movement. An essay she wrote in a special Movement. An essay she wrote in a special Movement. An essay she wrote in a special 
edition of the Yale Daily News, titled edition of the Yale Daily News, titled edition of the Yale Daily News, titled edition of the Yale Daily News, titled 
"Opposite of Loneliness," was republished in "Opposite of Loneliness," was republished in "Opposite of Loneliness," was republished in "Opposite of Loneliness," was republished in 
the newspaper and went viral after her the newspaper and went viral after her the newspaper and went viral after her the newspaper and went viral after her 
death. It was also distributed at the Class of death. It was also distributed at the Class of death. It was also distributed at the Class of death. It was also distributed at the Class of 
2012's commencement exercise. 2012's commencement exercise. 2012's commencement exercise. 2012's commencement exercise. 
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Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 Dad Crash + Burn cause is BP Oil and $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston invention of the ElectricWindmillcar! Boston 
Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will Harold reports the Judge said no charges will 
be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb be brought against BP Oil... or Our Numb 
Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! Nuts Dictators World Wide! 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars 
Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
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Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
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GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...

6-14-13 The real engine of innovation is 6-14-13 The real engine of innovation is 6-14-13 The real engine of innovation is 6-14-13 The real engine of innovation is 
"Numb Nuts Dictators" who invented Drone's "Numb Nuts Dictators" who invented Drone's "Numb Nuts Dictators" who invented Drone's "Numb Nuts Dictators" who invented Drone's 
and JFK Carriers without 10K Windmills on and JFK Carriers without 10K Windmills on and JFK Carriers without 10K Windmills on and JFK Carriers without 10K Windmills on 
Deck + 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H at -254 Deck + 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H at -254 Deck + 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H at -254 Deck + 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H at -254 
C below decks! Helicopter Combines for "Figs + C below decks! Helicopter Combines for "Figs + C below decks! Helicopter Combines for "Figs + C below decks! Helicopter Combines for "Figs + 
Cashews"... Lift the Damn Tornado up off the Cashews"... Lift the Damn Tornado up off the Cashews"... Lift the Damn Tornado up off the Cashews"... Lift the Damn Tornado up off the 
ground and Move the Key West Hurricanes off ground and Move the Key West Hurricanes off ground and Move the Key West Hurricanes off ground and Move the Key West Hurricanes off 
shore. 1,001 Inventions were lost by Bill + shore. 1,001 Inventions were lost by Bill + shore. 1,001 Inventions were lost by Bill + shore. 1,001 Inventions were lost by Bill + 
Melinda because they refused to preinstall Melinda because they refused to preinstall Melinda because they refused to preinstall Melinda because they refused to preinstall 
1,001 Invention Projects with Windows 7 + 8 1,001 Invention Projects with Windows 7 + 8 1,001 Invention Projects with Windows 7 + 8 1,001 Invention Projects with Windows 7 + 8 
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even the 8.1 fix! even the 8.1 fix! even the 8.1 fix! even the 8.1 fix! 

Helicopter Combines + Forest Fire C5A Helicopter Combines + Forest Fire C5A Helicopter Combines + Forest Fire C5A Helicopter Combines + Forest Fire C5A 
Galaxies were LOST for this! 1 Trillion fish in Galaxies were LOST for this! 1 Trillion fish in Galaxies were LOST for this! 1 Trillion fish in Galaxies were LOST for this! 1 Trillion fish in 
the Sea + 1 Trillion Galaxies in Infinite Space the Sea + 1 Trillion Galaxies in Infinite Space the Sea + 1 Trillion Galaxies in Infinite Space the Sea + 1 Trillion Galaxies in Infinite Space 
too... All LOST for these Fighter Jets invented too... All LOST for these Fighter Jets invented too... All LOST for these Fighter Jets invented too... All LOST for these Fighter Jets invented 
by Numb Nuts Dictator in a George Orwell Era by Numb Nuts Dictator in a George Orwell Era by Numb Nuts Dictator in a George Orwell Era by Numb Nuts Dictator in a George Orwell Era 
of BP Oil Holocaust! Financed with $177 of BP Oil Holocaust! Financed with $177 of BP Oil Holocaust! Financed with $177 of BP Oil Holocaust! Financed with $177 
Trillion! Trillion! Trillion! Trillion! 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-14-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 6-14-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 6-14-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 6-14-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 
involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 
robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station 
robbery and women are sucker punched and robbery and women are sucker punched and robbery and women are sucker punched and robbery and women are sucker punched and 
killed, Numb Nuts Dictators will not let any killed, Numb Nuts Dictators will not let any killed, Numb Nuts Dictators will not let any killed, Numb Nuts Dictators will not let any 
CIA women expose these deadly statistics! As CIA women expose these deadly statistics! As CIA women expose these deadly statistics! As CIA women expose these deadly statistics! As 
this could start a New French Revolution! In this could start a New French Revolution! In this could start a New French Revolution! In this could start a New French Revolution! In 
Paris Too! Paris Too! Paris Too! Paris Too! 
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Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a 

fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

10,000 Windmills Flying off the Deck of the 10,000 Windmills Flying off the Deck of the 10,000 Windmills Flying off the Deck of the 10,000 Windmills Flying off the Deck of the 
JFK JFK JFK JFK 

4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 
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4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 4 July 2013 "Invention Acceleration 
Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... Programs"... 

6-14-13 Gravity engine of innovation is 6-14-13 Gravity engine of innovation is 6-14-13 Gravity engine of innovation is 6-14-13 Gravity engine of innovation is 
"1984" Numb Nuts Dictators with $177 "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators with $177 "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators with $177 "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators with $177 
Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Los Alamos has Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Los Alamos has Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Los Alamos has Trillion from BP Oil Revenues! Los Alamos has 
nothing to do... but win one for the "Wives" nothing to do... but win one for the "Wives" nothing to do... but win one for the "Wives" nothing to do... but win one for the "Wives" 
SWF who are the majority of Sex Slaves in SWF who are the majority of Sex Slaves in SWF who are the majority of Sex Slaves in SWF who are the majority of Sex Slaves in 
Saudi Arabia. CIA watches trillions of Saudi Arabia. CIA watches trillions of Saudi Arabia. CIA watches trillions of Saudi Arabia. CIA watches trillions of 
cameras world wide! "1984" YouTube Videos! cameras world wide! "1984" YouTube Videos! cameras world wide! "1984" YouTube Videos! cameras world wide! "1984" YouTube Videos! 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 
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1,001 Helicopter Combines in the Amazon 1,001 Helicopter Combines in the Amazon 1,001 Helicopter Combines in the Amazon 1,001 Helicopter Combines in the Amazon 
Jungles will feed 15 Billion People, No Sweat Jungles will feed 15 Billion People, No Sweat Jungles will feed 15 Billion People, No Sweat Jungles will feed 15 Billion People, No Sweat 
as they are air conditioned too with H at as they are air conditioned too with H at as they are air conditioned too with H at as they are air conditioned too with H at 
-254C in NASA Built Cans! -254C in NASA Built Cans! -254C in NASA Built Cans! -254C in NASA Built Cans! 

The real engine of innovation is government. The real engine of innovation is government. The real engine of innovation is government. The real engine of innovation is government. 
China and Brazil are NOT spending more China and Brazil are NOT spending more China and Brazil are NOT spending more China and Brazil are NOT spending more 
than $1 trillion on "Helicopter Combines" for than $1 trillion on "Helicopter Combines" for than $1 trillion on "Helicopter Combines" for than $1 trillion on "Helicopter Combines" for 
Harvesting Figs + Cashews in the Amazon Harvesting Figs + Cashews in the Amazon Harvesting Figs + Cashews in the Amazon Harvesting Figs + Cashews in the Amazon 
and Fish in the Oceans because Numb Nuts and Fish in the Oceans because Numb Nuts and Fish in the Oceans because Numb Nuts and Fish in the Oceans because Numb Nuts 
Dictators are in a "Suppress The Dictators are in a "Suppress The Dictators are in a "Suppress The Dictators are in a "Suppress The 
ElectricWindmillCar" Psychotic Mind Set... ElectricWindmillCar" Psychotic Mind Set... ElectricWindmillCar" Psychotic Mind Set... ElectricWindmillCar" Psychotic Mind Set... 
Even Bill + Melinda have suppressed and Even Bill + Melinda have suppressed and Even Bill + Melinda have suppressed and Even Bill + Melinda have suppressed and 
stifled Windows 7 and 8 and 8.1 Fix infected stifled Windows 7 and 8 and 8.1 Fix infected stifled Windows 7 and 8 and 8.1 Fix infected stifled Windows 7 and 8 and 8.1 Fix infected 
by Numb Nuts Dictators Covered in "Oil" like by Numb Nuts Dictators Covered in "Oil" like by Numb Nuts Dictators Covered in "Oil" like by Numb Nuts Dictators Covered in "Oil" like 
the poor birds on White Sandy Beaches from the poor birds on White Sandy Beaches from the poor birds on White Sandy Beaches from the poor birds on White Sandy Beaches from 
BP Oil Ocean Oil Drilling on the 30th BP Oil Ocean Oil Drilling on the 30th BP Oil Ocean Oil Drilling on the 30th BP Oil Ocean Oil Drilling on the 30th 
Anniversary of the Invention + Suppression of Anniversary of the Invention + Suppression of Anniversary of the Invention + Suppression of Anniversary of the Invention + Suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar... Era Who's "Riches" the ElectricWindmillCar... Era Who's "Riches" the ElectricWindmillCar... Era Who's "Riches" the ElectricWindmillCar... Era Who's "Riches" 
for Free Health Care and University Tuitions for Free Health Care and University Tuitions for Free Health Care and University Tuitions for Free Health Care and University Tuitions 
went to Mecca... Religious Police arrest went to Mecca... Religious Police arrest went to Mecca... Religious Police arrest went to Mecca... Religious Police arrest 
women for Driving a Car and "Whip Them" women for Driving a Car and "Whip Them" women for Driving a Car and "Whip Them" women for Driving a Car and "Whip Them" 
but don't free SWF American women who are but don't free SWF American women who are but don't free SWF American women who are but don't free SWF American women who are 
sex slaves in Mecca! God's Best Invention is sex slaves in Mecca! God's Best Invention is sex slaves in Mecca! God's Best Invention is sex slaves in Mecca! God's Best Invention is 
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Women! Women! Women! Women! 

Psychotic Numb Nuts Dictators invented this Psychotic Numb Nuts Dictators invented this Psychotic Numb Nuts Dictators invented this Psychotic Numb Nuts Dictators invented this 
for each other's Domestic Fight. for each other's Domestic Fight. for each other's Domestic Fight. for each other's Domestic Fight. 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

CIA is just a modern "1984" with the CIA is just a modern "1984" with the CIA is just a modern "1984" with the CIA is just a modern "1984" with the 
"Cameras" behind the mirror waiting for the "Cameras" behind the mirror waiting for the "Cameras" behind the mirror waiting for the "Cameras" behind the mirror waiting for the 
"Inventor" to "Break" exposing "Top Secrets" in "Inventor" to "Break" exposing "Top Secrets" in "Inventor" to "Break" exposing "Top Secrets" in "Inventor" to "Break" exposing "Top Secrets" in 
a "Holocaust" that uses the same Swiss Banks a "Holocaust" that uses the same Swiss Banks a "Holocaust" that uses the same Swiss Banks a "Holocaust" that uses the same Swiss Banks 
as Hitler for its $177 Trillion in Oil Money! as Hitler for its $177 Trillion in Oil Money! as Hitler for its $177 Trillion in Oil Money! as Hitler for its $177 Trillion in Oil Money! 
Revolutionary Cure for Breast Cancer is not Revolutionary Cure for Breast Cancer is not Revolutionary Cure for Breast Cancer is not Revolutionary Cure for Breast Cancer is not 
leaked by Bill + Melinda... leaked by Bill + Melinda... leaked by Bill + Melinda... leaked by Bill + Melinda... 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 
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6-14-13 Angelina Jolie has NO faith in 6-14-13 Angelina Jolie has NO faith in 6-14-13 Angelina Jolie has NO faith in 6-14-13 Angelina Jolie has NO faith in 
Windows 8.1 Fix or Bill + Melinda leaking Windows 8.1 Fix or Bill + Melinda leaking Windows 8.1 Fix or Bill + Melinda leaking Windows 8.1 Fix or Bill + Melinda leaking 
1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled in 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled in 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled in 1,001 Invention Projects preinstalled in 
Windows 8.2 Fix with links to get you started Windows 8.2 Fix with links to get you started Windows 8.2 Fix with links to get you started Windows 8.2 Fix with links to get you started 
working on an Invention! Win 8.2 Fix is an working on an Invention! Win 8.2 Fix is an working on an Invention! Win 8.2 Fix is an working on an Invention! Win 8.2 Fix is an 
absolute prerequisite for breakthrough absolute prerequisite for breakthrough absolute prerequisite for breakthrough absolute prerequisite for breakthrough 
innovations. innovations. innovations. innovations. 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-14-13 Los Alamos "New Manhattan Project" 6-14-13 Los Alamos "New Manhattan Project" 6-14-13 Los Alamos "New Manhattan Project" 6-14-13 Los Alamos "New Manhattan Project" 
for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast 
Cancer lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with Cancer lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with Cancer lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with Cancer lead by Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer with 
a Trillion dollar budget and $1 Trillion in a Trillion dollar budget and $1 Trillion in a Trillion dollar budget and $1 Trillion in a Trillion dollar budget and $1 Trillion in 
Los Alamos IBM Supercomputers! Cheer Los Alamos IBM Supercomputers! Cheer Los Alamos IBM Supercomputers! Cheer Los Alamos IBM Supercomputers! Cheer 
Leaders on the "Today Show" Leaders on the "Today Show" Leaders on the "Today Show" Leaders on the "Today Show" 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-14-13 Every Day Cheer on Dr. Nancy with 6-14-13 Every Day Cheer on Dr. Nancy with 6-14-13 Every Day Cheer on Dr. Nancy with 6-14-13 Every Day Cheer on Dr. Nancy with 
the "Times Square" audience Cheering and the "Times Square" audience Cheering and the "Times Square" audience Cheering and the "Times Square" audience Cheering and 
holding up Posters! Cure Breast Cancer! Win holding up Posters! Cure Breast Cancer! Win holding up Posters! Cure Breast Cancer! Win holding up Posters! Cure Breast Cancer! Win 
the War the Pentagon Lost! the War the Pentagon Lost! the War the Pentagon Lost! the War the Pentagon Lost! 
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6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-14-13 15 Billion People on Earth will give 6-14-13 15 Billion People on Earth will give 6-14-13 15 Billion People on Earth will give 6-14-13 15 Billion People on Earth will give 
Dr Nancy and her Los Alamos Crew 1 Trillion Dr Nancy and her Los Alamos Crew 1 Trillion Dr Nancy and her Los Alamos Crew 1 Trillion Dr Nancy and her Los Alamos Crew 1 Trillion 
Galaxies traveling at millions of miles per Galaxies traveling at millions of miles per Galaxies traveling at millions of miles per Galaxies traveling at millions of miles per 
second into Infinite Space to crunch on their second into Infinite Space to crunch on their second into Infinite Space to crunch on their second into Infinite Space to crunch on their 
Next Generation of Super-SuperComputers at Next Generation of Super-SuperComputers at Next Generation of Super-SuperComputers at Next Generation of Super-SuperComputers at 
Los Alamos, Nukes were recycled along with Los Alamos, Nukes were recycled along with Los Alamos, Nukes were recycled along with Los Alamos, Nukes were recycled along with 
Numb Nuts Dictators! Numb Nuts Dictators! Numb Nuts Dictators! Numb Nuts Dictators! 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-14-13 Boeing CEO should be arrested for 6-14-13 Boeing CEO should be arrested for 6-14-13 Boeing CEO should be arrested for 6-14-13 Boeing CEO should be arrested for 
letting the Colorado Wild Fires burn out of letting the Colorado Wild Fires burn out of letting the Colorado Wild Fires burn out of letting the Colorado Wild Fires burn out of 
control for the suppression of a fleet of 1,001 control for the suppression of a fleet of 1,001 control for the suppression of a fleet of 1,001 control for the suppression of a fleet of 1,001 
C5A Galaxy Fire Fighting Planes the C5A Galaxy Fire Fighting Planes the C5A Galaxy Fire Fighting Planes the C5A Galaxy Fire Fighting Planes the 
Pentagon Generals stifled for 11,584 F-35 Pentagon Generals stifled for 11,584 F-35 Pentagon Generals stifled for 11,584 F-35 Pentagon Generals stifled for 11,584 F-35 
Fighter Jets that cost several $ Trillion Fighter Jets that cost several $ Trillion Fighter Jets that cost several $ Trillion Fighter Jets that cost several $ Trillion 
Dollars. Boeing didn't complain about this Dollars. Boeing didn't complain about this Dollars. Boeing didn't complain about this Dollars. Boeing didn't complain about this 
gift from the Pentagon! If 15 Billion People gift from the Pentagon! If 15 Billion People gift from the Pentagon! If 15 Billion People gift from the Pentagon! If 15 Billion People 
were living on Earth today Boeing CEO would were living on Earth today Boeing CEO would were living on Earth today Boeing CEO would were living on Earth today Boeing CEO would 
be arrest for Treason! be arrest for Treason! be arrest for Treason! be arrest for Treason! 

6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-14-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 
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6-14-13 Boeing... China and Brazil are NOT 6-14-13 Boeing... China and Brazil are NOT 6-14-13 Boeing... China and Brazil are NOT 6-14-13 Boeing... China and Brazil are NOT 
spending more than $1 trillion on "Helicopter spending more than $1 trillion on "Helicopter spending more than $1 trillion on "Helicopter spending more than $1 trillion on "Helicopter 
Combines" for Harvesting "Figs + Cashews" in Combines" for Harvesting "Figs + Cashews" in Combines" for Harvesting "Figs + Cashews" in Combines" for Harvesting "Figs + Cashews" in 
the Amazon and Feeding Fish in the Oceans the Amazon and Feeding Fish in the Oceans the Amazon and Feeding Fish in the Oceans the Amazon and Feeding Fish in the Oceans 
because Numb Nuts Dictators are "Psychotic because Numb Nuts Dictators are "Psychotic because Numb Nuts Dictators are "Psychotic because Numb Nuts Dictators are "Psychotic 
Killers" like the Troops coming home from Killers" like the Troops coming home from Killers" like the Troops coming home from Killers" like the Troops coming home from 
Afghan + Iraqi wars killing "Wives + Girl Afghan + Iraqi wars killing "Wives + Girl Afghan + Iraqi wars killing "Wives + Girl Afghan + Iraqi wars killing "Wives + Girl 
friends"! Psychotic Killers created by the friends"! Psychotic Killers created by the friends"! Psychotic Killers created by the friends"! Psychotic Killers created by the 
Pentagons fuel of $177 Trillion in Oil Pentagons fuel of $177 Trillion in Oil Pentagons fuel of $177 Trillion in Oil Pentagons fuel of $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues won by suppressing the Revenues won by suppressing the Revenues won by suppressing the Revenues won by suppressing the 
ElectricWindmllCar in 1980. ElectricWindmllCar in 1980. ElectricWindmllCar in 1980. ElectricWindmllCar in 1980. 

6-12-13 Statistics of Gas Station Robbery's are 6-12-13 Statistics of Gas Station Robbery's are 6-12-13 Statistics of Gas Station Robbery's are 6-12-13 Statistics of Gas Station Robbery's are 
also "Top Secret" as so many women were also "Top Secret" as so many women were also "Top Secret" as so many women were also "Top Secret" as so many women were 
"Sucker Punched" and Killed in Cold Blood by "Sucker Punched" and Killed in Cold Blood by "Sucker Punched" and Killed in Cold Blood by "Sucker Punched" and Killed in Cold Blood by 
displaced Mexicans not working for the displaced Mexicans not working for the displaced Mexicans not working for the displaced Mexicans not working for the 
Mexican Gov. Oil Company $ in Mexico City! Mexican Gov. Oil Company $ in Mexico City! Mexican Gov. Oil Company $ in Mexico City! Mexican Gov. Oil Company $ in Mexico City! 
Swiss Bankers got their Welfare Checks! Mecca Swiss Bankers got their Welfare Checks! Mecca Swiss Bankers got their Welfare Checks! Mecca Swiss Bankers got their Welfare Checks! Mecca 
is honest enough with its illegal $177 Trillion is honest enough with its illegal $177 Trillion is honest enough with its illegal $177 Trillion is honest enough with its illegal $177 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues to give everyone a "Welfare in Oil Revenues to give everyone a "Welfare in Oil Revenues to give everyone a "Welfare in Oil Revenues to give everyone a "Welfare 
Check" $ Pay their tuition at Yale + Check" $ Pay their tuition at Yale + Check" $ Pay their tuition at Yale + Check" $ Pay their tuition at Yale + 
Harvard... MIT too $$ Harvard... MIT too $$ Harvard... MIT too $$ Harvard... MIT too $$ 

6-13-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 6-13-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 6-13-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 6-13-13 Almost 1 in 3 robberies nationwide 
involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 involves the theft of a iPhone - Almost 1 in 3 
robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station robberies nationwide involves a Gas Station 
robbery and women are sucker punched and robbery and women are sucker punched and robbery and women are sucker punched and robbery and women are sucker punched and 
killed! Consumer Reports said 1.6 million killed! Consumer Reports said 1.6 million killed! Consumer Reports said 1.6 million killed! Consumer Reports said 1.6 million 
people were robbed of their smartphones in people were robbed of their smartphones in people were robbed of their smartphones in people were robbed of their smartphones in 
2012... 2012... 2012... 2012... 
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6-13-13 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: 6-13-13 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: 6-13-13 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: 6-13-13 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: 
Robbers Sucker Punch Woman, Steal iPhone Robbers Sucker Punch Woman, Steal iPhone Robbers Sucker Punch Woman, Steal iPhone Robbers Sucker Punch Woman, Steal iPhone 
On Subway. "1984" Big Brother is Watching On Subway. "1984" Big Brother is Watching On Subway. "1984" Big Brother is Watching On Subway. "1984" Big Brother is Watching 
but Not Watching after You! $1 Trillion in but Not Watching after You! $1 Trillion in but Not Watching after You! $1 Trillion in but Not Watching after You! $1 Trillion in 
profits for Verizon for Recording your Cell profits for Verizon for Recording your Cell profits for Verizon for Recording your Cell profits for Verizon for Recording your Cell 
Call... 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: Call... 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: Call... 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: Call... 1,001 YouTube Surveillance Videos: 
Robbers Punch Woman, Steal iPhone Robbers Punch Woman, Steal iPhone Robbers Punch Woman, Steal iPhone Robbers Punch Woman, Steal iPhone 
Surveillance video of two robbers who Surveillance video of two robbers who Surveillance video of two robbers who Surveillance video of two robbers who 
punched a woman and took her iPhone punched a woman and took her iPhone punched a woman and took her iPhone punched a woman and took her iPhone 
Epidemic of robberies targeting smartphone Epidemic of robberies targeting smartphone Epidemic of robberies targeting smartphone Epidemic of robberies targeting smartphone 
users, representing an astounding 30 to 40 users, representing an astounding 30 to 40 users, representing an astounding 30 to 40 users, representing an astounding 30 to 40 
percent of all robberies in many major cities, percent of all robberies in many major cities, percent of all robberies in many major cities, percent of all robberies in many major cities, 
including New York City and Washington including New York City and Washington including New York City and Washington including New York City and Washington 
D.C. Amid a growing black market for high D.C. Amid a growing black market for high D.C. Amid a growing black market for high D.C. Amid a growing black market for high 
end smartphones like the iPhone, a number end smartphones like the iPhone, a number end smartphones like the iPhone, a number end smartphones like the iPhone, a number 
of innocent victims were assaulted or worse, of innocent victims were assaulted or worse, of innocent victims were assaulted or worse, of innocent victims were assaulted or worse, 
killed during the course of a violent iPhone killed during the course of a violent iPhone killed during the course of a violent iPhone killed during the course of a violent iPhone 
robbery. During the iOS 7 Apple’s senior vice robbery. During the iOS 7 Apple’s senior vice robbery. During the iOS 7 Apple’s senior vice robbery. During the iOS 7 Apple’s senior vice 
president of software engineering Craig president of software engineering Craig president of software engineering Craig president of software engineering Craig 
Federighi noted, “we believe this is going to Federighi noted, “we believe this is going to Federighi noted, “we believe this is going to Federighi noted, “we believe this is going to 
be a really powerful theft deterrent”. be a really powerful theft deterrent”. be a really powerful theft deterrent”. be a really powerful theft deterrent”. 
Surveillance of iPhone robberies doing a Surveillance of iPhone robberies doing a Surveillance of iPhone robberies doing a Surveillance of iPhone robberies doing a 
Google Search. 1 Million Sucker Punched Google Search. 1 Million Sucker Punched Google Search. 1 Million Sucker Punched Google Search. 1 Million Sucker Punched 
Women by Black Men Stealing their iPhone... Women by Black Men Stealing their iPhone... Women by Black Men Stealing their iPhone... Women by Black Men Stealing their iPhone... 
Nearly 175 million cell phones – mostly Nearly 175 million cell phones – mostly Nearly 175 million cell phones – mostly Nearly 175 million cell phones – mostly 
smartphones – have been sold in the U.S. in smartphones – have been sold in the U.S. in smartphones – have been sold in the U.S. in smartphones – have been sold in the U.S. in 
the past year and account for $69 billion in the past year and account for $69 billion in the past year and account for $69 billion in the past year and account for $69 billion in 
sales, according to IDC, a Massachusetts-sales, according to IDC, a Massachusetts-sales, according to IDC, a Massachusetts-sales, according to IDC, a Massachusetts-
based research firm. Almost 1 in 3 robberies based research firm. Almost 1 in 3 robberies based research firm. Almost 1 in 3 robberies based research firm. Almost 1 in 3 robberies 
nationwide involves the theft of a mobile nationwide involves the theft of a mobile nationwide involves the theft of a mobile nationwide involves the theft of a mobile 
phone, according to the Federal phone, according to the Federal phone, according to the Federal phone, according to the Federal 
Communications Commission, which is Communications Commission, which is Communications Commission, which is Communications Commission, which is 
coordinating formation this fall of a coordinating formation this fall of a coordinating formation this fall of a coordinating formation this fall of a 
national database system to track cell phones national database system to track cell phones national database system to track cell phones national database system to track cell phones 
reported stolen. reported stolen. reported stolen. reported stolen. 
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Top Top Top Top 

Secret Statistic on the number of women Secret Statistic on the number of women Secret Statistic on the number of women Secret Statistic on the number of women 
"Killed" + "Sucker Punched" will remain Top "Killed" + "Sucker Punched" will remain Top "Killed" + "Sucker Punched" will remain Top "Killed" + "Sucker Punched" will remain Top 
Secret in our current George Orwell Era run Secret in our current George Orwell Era run Secret in our current George Orwell Era run Secret in our current George Orwell Era run 
by BP Oil Men who toss gasoline bombs at by BP Oil Men who toss gasoline bombs at by BP Oil Men who toss gasoline bombs at by BP Oil Men who toss gasoline bombs at 
SUV's on the Freeway's, even Leno + Letterman SUV's on the Freeway's, even Leno + Letterman SUV's on the Freeway's, even Leno + Letterman SUV's on the Freeway's, even Leno + Letterman 
will not stop to help those on fire by exposing will not stop to help those on fire by exposing will not stop to help those on fire by exposing will not stop to help those on fire by exposing 
the worst Holocaust in history by BP Oil Men! the worst Holocaust in history by BP Oil Men! the worst Holocaust in history by BP Oil Men! the worst Holocaust in history by BP Oil Men! 

6-13-13 Lost and stolen cell phones cost 6-13-13 Lost and stolen cell phones cost 6-13-13 Lost and stolen cell phones cost 6-13-13 Lost and stolen cell phones cost 
consumers more than $30 billion last year. consumers more than $30 billion last year. consumers more than $30 billion last year. consumers more than $30 billion last year. 
In New York, police have coined the term In New York, police have coined the term In New York, police have coined the term In New York, police have coined the term 
“Apple-picking” to describe thefts of the “Apple-picking” to describe thefts of the “Apple-picking” to describe thefts of the “Apple-picking” to describe thefts of the 
popular iPhone and other mobile products popular iPhone and other mobile products popular iPhone and other mobile products popular iPhone and other mobile products 
like iPads. While Apple didn’t provide many like iPads. While Apple didn’t provide many like iPads. While Apple didn’t provide many like iPads. While Apple didn’t provide many 
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specifics Monday, the new activation lock specifics Monday, the new activation lock specifics Monday, the new activation lock specifics Monday, the new activation lock 
feature "Kill Switch" is designed to prevent feature "Kill Switch" is designed to prevent feature "Kill Switch" is designed to prevent feature "Kill Switch" is designed to prevent 
thieves from turning off the "Find My iPhone" thieves from turning off the "Find My iPhone" thieves from turning off the "Find My iPhone" thieves from turning off the "Find My iPhone" 
app, which allows owners to track their phone app, which allows owners to track their phone app, which allows owners to track their phone app, which allows owners to track their phone 
on a map, remotely set a passcode and delete on a map, remotely set a passcode and delete on a map, remotely set a passcode and delete on a map, remotely set a passcode and delete 
their data. The new activation lock their data. The new activation lock their data. The new activation lock their data. The new activation lock 
apparently would require someone to know a apparently would require someone to know a apparently would require someone to know a apparently would require someone to know a 
user’s Apple ID and password to reactivate a user’s Apple ID and password to reactivate a user’s Apple ID and password to reactivate a user’s Apple ID and password to reactivate a 
stolen phone, even after a thief erases all the stolen phone, even after a thief erases all the stolen phone, even after a thief erases all the stolen phone, even after a thief erases all the 
data on the device. data on the device. data on the device. data on the device. 

6-13-13 Greg + Wives in Key West would have 6-13-13 Greg + Wives in Key West would have 6-13-13 Greg + Wives in Key West would have 6-13-13 Greg + Wives in Key West would have 
an app that records the thief's an app that records the thief's an app that records the thief's an app that records the thief's 
conversations... Everything the Thief says in conversations... Everything the Thief says in conversations... Everything the Thief says in conversations... Everything the Thief says in 
the few hours after the "Sucker Punch and the few hours after the "Sucker Punch and the few hours after the "Sucker Punch and the few hours after the "Sucker Punch and 
Apple Pickings". Apple Pickings". Apple Pickings". Apple Pickings". 

Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a 

fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! 

6-13-13 Verizon has $1 Trillion in 6-13-13 Verizon has $1 Trillion in 6-13-13 Verizon has $1 Trillion in 6-13-13 Verizon has $1 Trillion in 
Supercomputers to record Snowden said... Supercomputers to record Snowden said... Supercomputers to record Snowden said... Supercomputers to record Snowden said... 
secret tracking of "Terrorists"... Verizon CEO is secret tracking of "Terrorists"... Verizon CEO is secret tracking of "Terrorists"... Verizon CEO is secret tracking of "Terrorists"... Verizon CEO is 
a mass murderer of "American Women". a mass murderer of "American Women". a mass murderer of "American Women". a mass murderer of "American Women". 
Search Google for statistics and you will not Search Google for statistics and you will not Search Google for statistics and you will not Search Google for statistics and you will not 
find any results for the number of women find any results for the number of women find any results for the number of women find any results for the number of women 
killed in a gas station robbery or iPhone killed in a gas station robbery or iPhone killed in a gas station robbery or iPhone killed in a gas station robbery or iPhone 
robbery as the Numb Nuts Dictators are robbery as the Numb Nuts Dictators are robbery as the Numb Nuts Dictators are robbery as the Numb Nuts Dictators are 
Stupid Criminals but not that Stupid.. Bush + Stupid Criminals but not that Stupid.. Bush + Stupid Criminals but not that Stupid.. Bush + Stupid Criminals but not that Stupid.. Bush + 
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Bush are 2 of the Numb Nuts Dictators Kerry is Bush are 2 of the Numb Nuts Dictators Kerry is Bush are 2 of the Numb Nuts Dictators Kerry is Bush are 2 of the Numb Nuts Dictators Kerry is 
another... they are Stupid Criminals but you another... they are Stupid Criminals but you another... they are Stupid Criminals but you another... they are Stupid Criminals but you 
cant get the statistics on murdered women as cant get the statistics on murdered women as cant get the statistics on murdered women as cant get the statistics on murdered women as 
this IS Top Secret, as it could start a New this IS Top Secret, as it could start a New this IS Top Secret, as it could start a New this IS Top Secret, as it could start a New 
French Revolution! French Revolution! French Revolution! French Revolution! 

Burn Burn Burn Burn 

Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6-13-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-13-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-13-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-13-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 Conversations - 1,001 Invention 6-12-13 Conversations - 1,001 Invention 6-12-13 Conversations - 1,001 Invention 6-12-13 Conversations - 1,001 Invention 
Projects - Brainstorming Conversations are Projects - Brainstorming Conversations are Projects - Brainstorming Conversations are Projects - Brainstorming Conversations are 
stifled and suppressed by Observers recording stifled and suppressed by Observers recording stifled and suppressed by Observers recording stifled and suppressed by Observers recording 
greg in Key West Today! No Key West Observers greg in Key West Today! No Key West Observers greg in Key West Today! No Key West Observers greg in Key West Today! No Key West Observers 
will have any thoughts or pains about the will have any thoughts or pains about the will have any thoughts or pains about the will have any thoughts or pains about the 
women who will die a torturous death from women who will die a torturous death from women who will die a torturous death from women who will die a torturous death from 
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breast cancer today - "Today Show" Matt breast cancer today - "Today Show" Matt breast cancer today - "Today Show" Matt breast cancer today - "Today Show" Matt 
Lauer called Snowden a Traitor Today when Lauer called Snowden a Traitor Today when Lauer called Snowden a Traitor Today when Lauer called Snowden a Traitor Today when 
Matt Lauer is a mass murder of women with Matt Lauer is a mass murder of women with Matt Lauer is a mass murder of women with Matt Lauer is a mass murder of women with 
breast cancer and Matt Lauer stifles a breast cancer and Matt Lauer stifles a breast cancer and Matt Lauer stifles a breast cancer and Matt Lauer stifles a 
"Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy" with "Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy" with "Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy" with "Manhattan Project Lead by Dr. Nancy" with 
a $1 Trillion dollar budget and Verizons $ a $1 Trillion dollar budget and Verizons $ a $1 Trillion dollar budget and Verizons $ a $1 Trillion dollar budget and Verizons $ 
Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers. Dr. Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers. Dr. Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers. Dr. Trillion dollars worth of supercomputers. Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer needs to call Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer needs to call Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer needs to call Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer needs to call 
911... stop all these breast cancer murderers 911... stop all these breast cancer murderers 911... stop all these breast cancer murderers 911... stop all these breast cancer murderers 
for today! Tomorrow on the "Today Show" can for today! Tomorrow on the "Today Show" can for today! Tomorrow on the "Today Show" can for today! Tomorrow on the "Today Show" can 
report on the start of the "New Manhattan report on the start of the "New Manhattan report on the start of the "New Manhattan report on the start of the "New Manhattan 
Project to Cure Breast Cancer Overnight" once Project to Cure Breast Cancer Overnight" once Project to Cure Breast Cancer Overnight" once Project to Cure Breast Cancer Overnight" once 
$177 Trillion is confiscated from Mecca + BP $177 Trillion is confiscated from Mecca + BP $177 Trillion is confiscated from Mecca + BP $177 Trillion is confiscated from Mecca + BP 
oil Men! (And Verizon)! oil Men! (And Verizon)! oil Men! (And Verizon)! oil Men! (And Verizon)! 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 Endemic - Members of Clinton's 6-12-13 Endemic - Members of Clinton's 6-12-13 Endemic - Members of Clinton's 6-12-13 Endemic - Members of Clinton's 
security detail allegedly "engaged prostitutes security detail allegedly "engaged prostitutes security detail allegedly "engaged prostitutes security detail allegedly "engaged prostitutes 
while on official trips in foreign countries." while on official trips in foreign countries." while on official trips in foreign countries." while on official trips in foreign countries." 
The inspector general's agent assigned to The inspector general's agent assigned to The inspector general's agent assigned to The inspector general's agent assigned to 
investigate "concluded" that the "prostitution investigate "concluded" that the "prostitution investigate "concluded" that the "prostitution investigate "concluded" that the "prostitution 
problem was endemic. "U.S. ambassadors problem was endemic. "U.S. ambassadors problem was endemic. "U.S. ambassadors problem was endemic. "U.S. ambassadors 
"routinely ditched protective security detail "routinely ditched protective security detail "routinely ditched protective security detail "routinely ditched protective security detail 
in order to solicit sexual favors from both in order to solicit sexual favors from both in order to solicit sexual favors from both in order to solicit sexual favors from both 
prostitutes and minor children," Lucky for prostitutes and minor children," Lucky for prostitutes and minor children," Lucky for prostitutes and minor children," Lucky for 
Humanity Clinton's daughter was not a sex Humanity Clinton's daughter was not a sex Humanity Clinton's daughter was not a sex Humanity Clinton's daughter was not a sex 
addicted son! addicted son! addicted son! addicted son! 

6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 Endemic - Publix + Pentagon + 6-12-13 Endemic - Publix + Pentagon + 6-12-13 Endemic - Publix + Pentagon + 6-12-13 Endemic - Publix + Pentagon + 
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Airports are not scanning for STD's, Hepatitis, Airports are not scanning for STD's, Hepatitis, Airports are not scanning for STD's, Hepatitis, Airports are not scanning for STD's, Hepatitis, 
Syphilis, Flu etc but will after the Syphilis, Flu etc but will after the Syphilis, Flu etc but will after the Syphilis, Flu etc but will after the 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup! Twitter Hillary + ElectricWindmillCar Coup! Twitter Hillary + ElectricWindmillCar Coup! Twitter Hillary + ElectricWindmillCar Coup! Twitter Hillary + 
Bill as all their LIES have been recorded by Bill as all their LIES have been recorded by Bill as all their LIES have been recorded by Bill as all their LIES have been recorded by 
Verizon and will be made public after the Verizon and will be made public after the Verizon and will be made public after the Verizon and will be made public after the 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup! 2nd offence for ElectricWindmillCar Coup! 2nd offence for ElectricWindmillCar Coup! 2nd offence for ElectricWindmillCar Coup! 2nd offence for 
Bill losing his law licence for lying! Bush + Bill losing his law licence for lying! Bush + Bill losing his law licence for lying! Bush + Bill losing his law licence for lying! Bush + 
Bush and their Daughters lied too, all Bush and their Daughters lied too, all Bush and their Daughters lied too, all Bush and their Daughters lied too, all 
causing the deaths and burns, Officer Jason causing the deaths and burns, Officer Jason causing the deaths and burns, Officer Jason causing the deaths and burns, Officer Jason 
pictured below, 1 of 100K burned in a crash + pictured below, 1 of 100K burned in a crash + pictured below, 1 of 100K burned in a crash + pictured below, 1 of 100K burned in a crash + 
burn wrecks cause by these Numb Nuts burn wrecks cause by these Numb Nuts burn wrecks cause by these Numb Nuts burn wrecks cause by these Numb Nuts 
Dictators hiding behind hidden cameras Dictators hiding behind hidden cameras Dictators hiding behind hidden cameras Dictators hiding behind hidden cameras 
that were recording all... stupid criminal that were recording all... stupid criminal that were recording all... stupid criminal that were recording all... stupid criminal 
greed for $177 Trillion in BP Oil revenues greed for $177 Trillion in BP Oil revenues greed for $177 Trillion in BP Oil revenues greed for $177 Trillion in BP Oil revenues 
since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 Crash + Burn you in Smart Cars when 6-12-13 Crash + Burn you in Smart Cars when 6-12-13 Crash + Burn you in Smart Cars when 6-12-13 Crash + Burn you in Smart Cars when 
the Gasoline Tanker Truck Driver from Mexico the Gasoline Tanker Truck Driver from Mexico the Gasoline Tanker Truck Driver from Mexico the Gasoline Tanker Truck Driver from Mexico 
runs over your Smart Car as a Speed Bump! runs over your Smart Car as a Speed Bump! runs over your Smart Car as a Speed Bump! runs over your Smart Car as a Speed Bump! 

Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a 

fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 fiery wreck! 1 of 100K burned after the 1980 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! invention of the ElectricWindmillCar! 

6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 Car Dash Cam with wifi and Verizon 6-12-13 Car Dash Cam with wifi and Verizon 6-12-13 Car Dash Cam with wifi and Verizon 6-12-13 Car Dash Cam with wifi and Verizon 
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Cell connection, Drugs, Alcohol, Domestic Cell connection, Drugs, Alcohol, Domestic Cell connection, Drugs, Alcohol, Domestic Cell connection, Drugs, Alcohol, Domestic 
Fights, and texting... recorded by Cops not Fights, and texting... recorded by Cops not Fights, and texting... recorded by Cops not Fights, and texting... recorded by Cops not 
Verizon - GRIN... AND 100 kids will be left to Verizon - GRIN... AND 100 kids will be left to Verizon - GRIN... AND 100 kids will be left to Verizon - GRIN... AND 100 kids will be left to 
die in hot cars in June + July 2013. CBS die in hot cars in June + July 2013. CBS die in hot cars in June + July 2013. CBS die in hot cars in June + July 2013. CBS 
Miami will give few warning commercials but Miami will give few warning commercials but Miami will give few warning commercials but Miami will give few warning commercials but 
will not expose the Suppression the will not expose the Suppression the will not expose the Suppression the will not expose the Suppression the 
ElectricWindmillCar which is climate ElectricWindmillCar which is climate ElectricWindmillCar which is climate ElectricWindmillCar which is climate 
controlled 24/7, air conditioned cars! Army controlled 24/7, air conditioned cars! Army controlled 24/7, air conditioned cars! Army controlled 24/7, air conditioned cars! Army 
Wives killed by troops coming home from wars Wives killed by troops coming home from wars Wives killed by troops coming home from wars Wives killed by troops coming home from wars 
need this Dash Cam and a Living Room Cam, need this Dash Cam and a Living Room Cam, need this Dash Cam and a Living Room Cam, need this Dash Cam and a Living Room Cam, 
save another 100 who will be murdered this save another 100 who will be murdered this save another 100 who will be murdered this save another 100 who will be murdered this 
summer by the Pentagons War Addiction and summer by the Pentagons War Addiction and summer by the Pentagons War Addiction and summer by the Pentagons War Addiction and 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era ElectricWindmillCar Era ElectricWindmillCar Era ElectricWindmillCar Era 

6-12-13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in 6-12-13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in 6-12-13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in 6-12-13 Verizon used $1 Trillion dollars in 
IBM Supercomputers to record all your cell IBM Supercomputers to record all your cell IBM Supercomputers to record all your cell IBM Supercomputers to record all your cell 
calls! Humanity was Stifled by this in the calls! Humanity was Stifled by this in the calls! Humanity was Stifled by this in the calls! Humanity was Stifled by this in the 
"War On Cancer" which kills way more than "War On Cancer" which kills way more than "War On Cancer" which kills way more than "War On Cancer" which kills way more than 
all the Terrorist! Verizon is a critical tool in all the Terrorist! Verizon is a critical tool in all the Terrorist! Verizon is a critical tool in all the Terrorist! Verizon is a critical tool in 
protecting the nation from terrorist threats protecting the nation from terrorist threats protecting the nation from terrorist threats protecting the nation from terrorist threats 
to the United States... and was paid in gov. to the United States... and was paid in gov. to the United States... and was paid in gov. to the United States... and was paid in gov. 
perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ perks and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 Divorce Scam... "Irreconcilable 6-12-13 Divorce Scam... "Irreconcilable 6-12-13 Divorce Scam... "Irreconcilable 6-12-13 Divorce Scam... "Irreconcilable 
differences" which they both said was "MONEY" differences" which they both said was "MONEY" differences" which they both said was "MONEY" differences" which they both said was "MONEY" 
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$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ 

6-12-13 Lanza playing "Call of Duty" 24/7 6-12-13 Lanza playing "Call of Duty" 24/7 6-12-13 Lanza playing "Call of Duty" 24/7 6-12-13 Lanza playing "Call of Duty" 24/7 
then killed 22 kids in Elementary School then killed 22 kids in Elementary School then killed 22 kids in Elementary School then killed 22 kids in Elementary School 
while his father was with his new wife at GE while his father was with his new wife at GE while his father was with his new wife at GE while his father was with his new wife at GE 
HQ making tons of money! HQ making tons of money! HQ making tons of money! HQ making tons of money! 

6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 6-12-13 Suppress the 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era ElectricWindmillCar Era ElectricWindmillCar Era ElectricWindmillCar Era 

6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 
listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 Yale Key West Medical School built on 6-12-13 Yale Key West Medical School built on 6-12-13 Yale Key West Medical School built on 6-12-13 Yale Key West Medical School built on 
an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Trillions an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Trillions an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Trillions an Eiffel Tower Structure was hit by Trillions 
of Drones paid for by Mecca! of Drones paid for by Mecca! of Drones paid for by Mecca! of Drones paid for by Mecca! 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 Verizon listening + recording cell 6-12-13 Verizon listening + recording cell 6-12-13 Verizon listening + recording cell 6-12-13 Verizon listening + recording cell 
calls of Adam Lanza his Mother + Father! calls of Adam Lanza his Mother + Father! calls of Adam Lanza his Mother + Father! calls of Adam Lanza his Mother + Father! 
"George Orwell Society." Shooter, killer, Adam "George Orwell Society." Shooter, killer, Adam "George Orwell Society." Shooter, killer, Adam "George Orwell Society." Shooter, killer, Adam 
Lanza father Peter Lanza is a vice president Lanza father Peter Lanza is a vice president Lanza father Peter Lanza is a vice president Lanza father Peter Lanza is a vice president 
of taxes for GE Energy Financial Services and of taxes for GE Energy Financial Services and of taxes for GE Energy Financial Services and of taxes for GE Energy Financial Services and 
divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to divorced Nancy Lanza in 2009 due to 
'Irreconcilable differences.' which they both 'Irreconcilable differences.' which they both 'Irreconcilable differences.' which they both 'Irreconcilable differences.' which they both 
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said was "MONEY" $$$ said was "MONEY" $$$ said was "MONEY" $$$ said was "MONEY" $$$ 

6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 
which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 

6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-12-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — 4 graduating HS 6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — 4 graduating HS 6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — 4 graduating HS 6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — 4 graduating HS 
seniors from Newtown High School will receive seniors from Newtown High School will receive seniors from Newtown High School will receive seniors from Newtown High School will receive 
college scholarships to help them pursue college scholarships to help them pursue college scholarships to help them pursue college scholarships to help them pursue 
careers in education. careers in education. careers in education. careers in education. 

6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 
listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... 

6-12-13 All HS kids in Mecca had a $$$$$ Oil 6-12-13 All HS kids in Mecca had a $$$$$ Oil 6-12-13 All HS kids in Mecca had a $$$$$ Oil 6-12-13 All HS kids in Mecca had a $$$$$ Oil 
ALL paid University Scholarship to Yale, ALL paid University Scholarship to Yale, ALL paid University Scholarship to Yale, ALL paid University Scholarship to Yale, 
Harvard or any USA University paying out of Harvard or any USA University paying out of Harvard or any USA University paying out of Harvard or any USA University paying out of 
state tuition too. With enough spending state tuition too. With enough spending state tuition too. With enough spending state tuition too. With enough spending 
money for all necessaries and sex slaves... money for all necessaries and sex slaves... money for all necessaries and sex slaves... money for all necessaries and sex slaves... 
Muslim and Christian prostitutes! Muslim and Christian prostitutes! Muslim and Christian prostitutes! Muslim and Christian prostitutes! 

6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 
listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... 

6-12-13 USA HS Kids Not Mecca HS Kids 6-12-13 USA HS Kids Not Mecca HS Kids 6-12-13 USA HS Kids Not Mecca HS Kids 6-12-13 USA HS Kids Not Mecca HS Kids 
should of had a Free University with enough should of had a Free University with enough should of had a Free University with enough should of had a Free University with enough 
spending money to buy every they need for spending money to buy every they need for spending money to buy every they need for spending money to buy every they need for 
College because How gravity is generated is College because How gravity is generated is College because How gravity is generated is College because How gravity is generated is 
another Manhattan Project! These 1980 Kids another Manhattan Project! These 1980 Kids another Manhattan Project! These 1980 Kids another Manhattan Project! These 1980 Kids 
LOST all "Inventions + Discoveries" to Mecca... LOST all "Inventions + Discoveries" to Mecca... LOST all "Inventions + Discoveries" to Mecca... LOST all "Inventions + Discoveries" to Mecca... 
via NSA not exposing the suppression of the via NSA not exposing the suppression of the via NSA not exposing the suppression of the via NSA not exposing the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar in 1980! 

6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 
listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... 

6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All HS 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All HS 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All HS 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All HS 
Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college 
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scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. 

6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 6-12-13 Worst than Verizon recording and 
listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... listening to all cell calls... 

6-12-13 HS Kids with no USA gov. $$$ for 6-12-13 HS Kids with no USA gov. $$$ for 6-12-13 HS Kids with no USA gov. $$$ for 6-12-13 HS Kids with no USA gov. $$$ for 
College... Snowden said he decided to expose College... Snowden said he decided to expose College... Snowden said he decided to expose College... Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 
Sends all Mecca HS Kids to Yale + Harvard Sends all Mecca HS Kids to Yale + Harvard Sends all Mecca HS Kids to Yale + Harvard Sends all Mecca HS Kids to Yale + Harvard 
with spending money! with spending money! with spending money! with spending money! 

6-12-13 When we discover how Gravity is 6-12-13 When we discover how Gravity is 6-12-13 When we discover how Gravity is 6-12-13 When we discover how Gravity is 
Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come 
overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was 
generated! generated! generated! generated! 

6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 
need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches 
15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 
Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity 
when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its 
generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the 
world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is 
Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come 
overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was 
generated! generated! generated! generated! 

6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 
"Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many "Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many "Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many "Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many 
who are Jewish! who are Jewish! who are Jewish! who are Jewish! 

6-10-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-10-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-10-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-10-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 
which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 
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Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6-12-13 WASHINGTON -- Edward Snowden, 6-12-13 WASHINGTON -- Edward Snowden, 6-12-13 WASHINGTON -- Edward Snowden, 6-12-13 WASHINGTON -- Edward Snowden, 
felt the United States was building an felt the United States was building an felt the United States was building an felt the United States was building an 
unaccountable and secret espionage unaccountable and secret espionage unaccountable and secret espionage unaccountable and secret espionage 
machine that spied on every American. An machine that spied on every American. An machine that spied on every American. An machine that spied on every American. An 
ex-CIA employee working as a contractor at ex-CIA employee working as a contractor at ex-CIA employee working as a contractor at ex-CIA employee working as a contractor at 
the U.S. National Security Agency said he the U.S. National Security Agency said he the U.S. National Security Agency said he the U.S. National Security Agency said he 
leaked documents and details of a top secret leaked documents and details of a top secret leaked documents and details of a top secret leaked documents and details of a top secret 
U.S.A goings-on in our George Orwell Society! U.S.A goings-on in our George Orwell Society! U.S.A goings-on in our George Orwell Society! U.S.A goings-on in our George Orwell Society! 

6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 
Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college 
scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. 
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6-12-13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each 6-12-13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each 6-12-13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each 6-12-13 Mecca HS Kids with $1 Million Each 
Scholarship and Snowden said he decided to Scholarship and Snowden said he decided to Scholarship and Snowden said he decided to Scholarship and Snowden said he decided to 
expose the NSA secrets because "I do not want expose the NSA secrets because "I do not want expose the NSA secrets because "I do not want expose the NSA secrets because "I do not want 
to live in a society that does these sort of to live in a society that does these sort of to live in a society that does these sort of to live in a society that does these sort of 
things." things." things." things." 

6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 6-12-13 Snowden didn't expose the worst 
"Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many "Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many "Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many "Holocaust" in history via BP Oil Men, many 
who are Jewish! who are Jewish! who are Jewish! who are Jewish! 

6-12-13 "Irreconcilable differences" which 6-12-13 "Irreconcilable differences" which 6-12-13 "Irreconcilable differences" which 6-12-13 "Irreconcilable differences" which 
they both said was "MONEY" $$$ they both said was "MONEY" $$$ they both said was "MONEY" $$$ they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 

6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-12-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 
need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches 
15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 
Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity 
when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its 
generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the 
world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is 
Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come 
overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was 
generated! generated! generated! generated! 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!
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Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6-12-13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in 6-12-13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in 6-12-13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in 6-12-13 Pentagon with $177 Trillion in 
Windfall Oil Revenues are playing a warfare Windfall Oil Revenues are playing a warfare Windfall Oil Revenues are playing a warfare Windfall Oil Revenues are playing a warfare 
video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Key West video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Key West video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Key West video game, "Call of Duty." Yale Key West 
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower 
Structure was hit by Trillions of Drones! Structure was hit by Trillions of Drones! Structure was hit by Trillions of Drones! Structure was hit by Trillions of Drones! 

6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 
Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! 

6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 6-12-13 Mecca, Saudi Arabia - All 
Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college Graduating seniors will receive college 
scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 scholarships and spending money from $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. Trillion in Oil Revenues from the USA. 

6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 
which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 

6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — Four graduating 6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — Four graduating 6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — Four graduating 6-12-13 NEWTOWN, Conn. — Four graduating 
seniors from Newtown High School will receive seniors from Newtown High School will receive seniors from Newtown High School will receive seniors from Newtown High School will receive 
college scholarships to help them pursue college scholarships to help them pursue college scholarships to help them pursue college scholarships to help them pursue 
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careers in education. The money is coming careers in education. The money is coming careers in education. The money is coming careers in education. The money is coming 
from the "We are Newtown" charity, which was from the "We are Newtown" charity, which was from the "We are Newtown" charity, which was from the "We are Newtown" charity, which was 
formed by a group of local residents and formed by a group of local residents and formed by a group of local residents and formed by a group of local residents and 
businesses in the wake of the December businesses in the wake of the December businesses in the wake of the December businesses in the wake of the December 
shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook shooting rampage at the Sandy Hook 
Elementary School. It has raised $200,000 so Elementary School. It has raised $200,000 so Elementary School. It has raised $200,000 so Elementary School. It has raised $200,000 so 
far and plans to give out $26,000 in far and plans to give out $26,000 in far and plans to give out $26,000 in far and plans to give out $26,000 in 
scholarships each year. scholarships each year. scholarships each year. scholarships each year. 

6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 
which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 

6-12-13 According to the New York Times, 6-12-13 According to the New York Times, 6-12-13 According to the New York Times, 6-12-13 According to the New York Times, 
Adam Lanza had spent most of his time in Adam Lanza had spent most of his time in Adam Lanza had spent most of his time in Adam Lanza had spent most of his time in 
the basement of the home, primarily playing the basement of the home, primarily playing the basement of the home, primarily playing the basement of the home, primarily playing 
a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." a warfare video game, "Call of Duty." 

6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End of the "War Games by Numb Nuts 
Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! 

6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 
which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 6-12-13 A SCAM... "Irreconcilable differences" 
which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ which they both said was "MONEY" $$$ 

6-12-13 End to the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End to the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End to the "War Games by Numb Nuts 6-12-13 End to the "War Games by Numb Nuts 
Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! Dictators on Earth"... Start of Star Travels!! 
Free University for all HS Kids was LOST by Free University for all HS Kids was LOST by Free University for all HS Kids was LOST by Free University for all HS Kids was LOST by 
those who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar those who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar those who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar those who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar 
and those at Verizon and NSA or listened to and those at Verizon and NSA or listened to and those at Verizon and NSA or listened to and those at Verizon and NSA or listened to 
these Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA! these Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA! these Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA! these Numb Nuts Dictators of the USA! 

I added a couple pages at the end of this web I added a couple pages at the end of this web I added a couple pages at the end of this web I added a couple pages at the end of this web 
page, please click on your "END" button! page, please click on your "END" button! page, please click on your "END" button! page, please click on your "END" button! 
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1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!
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6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an 
additional $490 billion in benefits owed to additional $490 billion in benefits owed to additional $490 billion in benefits owed to additional $490 billion in benefits owed to 
war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars 
and lives from the resulting wars in and lives from the resulting wars in and lives from the resulting wars in and lives from the resulting wars in 
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon 
goes out of their ways in the killings of Army goes out of their ways in the killings of Army goes out of their ways in the killings of Army goes out of their ways in the killings of Army 
Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! 

6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 

Cop burned Cop burned Cop burned Cop burned 

in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the 
New York Times! New York Times! New York Times! New York Times! 

6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 6-10-13 Snowden said he decided to expose 
the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live the NSA secrets because "I do not want to live 
in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." in a society that does these sort of things." 
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1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 
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Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 

1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...
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1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!1,001 Conversations!

6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 
have been able provide the necessary insight have been able provide the necessary insight have been able provide the necessary insight have been able provide the necessary insight 
into the complex behavior of this into the complex behavior of this into the complex behavior of this into the complex behavior of this 
fundamental system." fundamental system." fundamental system." fundamental system." 

6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 
Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of 
IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... 

6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 
Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of 
IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover 
how Gravity is Generated! how Gravity is Generated! how Gravity is Generated! how Gravity is Generated! 

6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 
Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! 

6-6-13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming 6-6-13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming 6-6-13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming 6-6-13 Terrorist threats from Troops coming 
home from Iraqi Wars killing women! home from Iraqi Wars killing women! home from Iraqi Wars killing women! home from Iraqi Wars killing women! 
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Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6-6-13 "Screams from the 19K USA women 6-6-13 "Screams from the 19K USA women 6-6-13 "Screams from the 19K USA women 6-6-13 "Screams from the 19K USA women 
being murdered in 2013" ALL RECORDED and being murdered in 2013" ALL RECORDED and being murdered in 2013" ALL RECORDED and being murdered in 2013" ALL RECORDED and 
classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times! classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times! classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times! classified it as "Top Secret" 19K times! 

6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 
the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the 
United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks 
and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 
the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s 
telephone calls” but relates only to telephone calls” but relates only to telephone calls” but relates only to telephone calls” but relates only to 
“metadata, such as a telephone number or “metadata, such as a telephone number or “metadata, such as a telephone number or “metadata, such as a telephone number or 
the length of a call.” The official said such the length of a call.” The official said such the length of a call.” The official said such the length of a call.” The official said such 
information “has been a critical tool in information “has been a critical tool in information “has been a critical tool in information “has been a critical tool in 
protecting the nation from terrorist threats protecting the nation from terrorist threats protecting the nation from terrorist threats protecting the nation from terrorist threats 
to the United States.” to the United States.” to the United States.” to the United States.” 

6-6-13 Secret court that oversees domestic 6-6-13 Secret court that oversees domestic 6-6-13 Secret court that oversees domestic 6-6-13 Secret court that oversees domestic 
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surveillance... surveillance... surveillance... surveillance... 

6-6-13 Pentagon troops coming home from 6-6-13 Pentagon troops coming home from 6-6-13 Pentagon troops coming home from 6-6-13 Pentagon troops coming home from 
Iraqi Wars killed more "Wives, kids, + Cops" Iraqi Wars killed more "Wives, kids, + Cops" Iraqi Wars killed more "Wives, kids, + Cops" Iraqi Wars killed more "Wives, kids, + Cops" 
than in all the "Iraqi Wars"! than in all the "Iraqi Wars"! than in all the "Iraqi Wars"! than in all the "Iraqi Wars"! 

6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 6-6-13 Obama said the order “does not allow 
the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s 
telephone calls” telephone calls” telephone calls” telephone calls” 

6-6-13 911 from the 19K "Women - Wives" 6-6-13 911 from the 19K "Women - Wives" 6-6-13 911 from the 19K "Women - Wives" 6-6-13 911 from the 19K "Women - Wives" 
being murdered by Troops Drunk on War + being murdered by Troops Drunk on War + being murdered by Troops Drunk on War + being murdered by Troops Drunk on War + 
Coors Obama said the order “does not allow Coors Obama said the order “does not allow Coors Obama said the order “does not allow Coors Obama said the order “does not allow 
the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s the government to listen in on anyone’s 
telephone calls” telephone calls” telephone calls” telephone calls” 

6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 
the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the 
United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks 
and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

6-6-13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to 6-6-13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to 6-6-13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to 6-6-13 4,684 Homeland Security guys went to 
work today protecting the Social Security work today protecting the Social Security work today protecting the Social Security work today protecting the Social Security 
Offices Nation Wide when Obama and the rest Offices Nation Wide when Obama and the rest Offices Nation Wide when Obama and the rest Offices Nation Wide when Obama and the rest 
of the George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators of the George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators of the George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators of the George Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators 
know they really should be... listening to 911 know they really should be... listening to 911 know they really should be... listening to 911 know they really should be... listening to 911 
calls via "Living Room Cams" "Car Dash calls via "Living Room Cams" "Car Dash calls via "Living Room Cams" "Car Dash calls via "Living Room Cams" "Car Dash 
Cams" Cams" Cams" Cams" 

6-6-13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 6-6-13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 6-6-13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 6-6-13 Verizon recorded her screams.... 

6-6-13 "Screams being murdered Today" 6-6-13 "Screams being murdered Today" 6-6-13 "Screams being murdered Today" 6-6-13 "Screams being murdered Today" 
Obama said the order “does not allow the Obama said the order “does not allow the Obama said the order “does not allow the Obama said the order “does not allow the 
government to listen in on anyone’s government to listen in on anyone’s government to listen in on anyone’s government to listen in on anyone’s 
telephone calls” telephone calls” telephone calls” telephone calls” 
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Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing Burn Units for Verizon Secret War Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

6-6-13 Obama has listened to "Screams being 6-6-13 Obama has listened to "Screams being 6-6-13 Obama has listened to "Screams being 6-6-13 Obama has listened to "Screams being 
murdered Today" and classified it as "Top murdered Today" and classified it as "Top murdered Today" and classified it as "Top murdered Today" and classified it as "Top 
Secret" 19K times Obama and Numb Nuts Secret" 19K times Obama and Numb Nuts Secret" 19K times Obama and Numb Nuts Secret" 19K times Obama and Numb Nuts 
Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in Dictators did this to 19K women in the USA in 
2013... 2013... 2013... 2013... 

6-6-13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan 6-6-13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan 6-6-13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan 6-6-13 Army guy Bales admits to 2012 Afghan 
massacre, offers little explanation for massacre, offers little explanation for massacre, offers little explanation for massacre, offers little explanation for 
rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16 rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16 rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16 rampage, soldier acknowledges killing 16 
Afghan civilians and burning many of their Afghan civilians and burning many of their Afghan civilians and burning many of their Afghan civilians and burning many of their 
bodies. bodies. bodies. bodies. 

6-6-13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 6-6-13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 6-6-13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 6-6-13 Burning their bodies... Jeep! 
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6-6-13 100's of Jeeps burst into flames when 6-6-13 100's of Jeeps burst into flames when 6-6-13 100's of Jeeps burst into flames when 6-6-13 100's of Jeeps burst into flames when 
rear ended and Jeep President refused to rear ended and Jeep President refused to rear ended and Jeep President refused to rear ended and Jeep President refused to 
"Order the Recall" as he knows the Obama's "Order the Recall" as he knows the Obama's "Order the Recall" as he knows the Obama's "Order the Recall" as he knows the Obama's 
Secret Court has make suppression of the Secret Court has make suppression of the Secret Court has make suppression of the Secret Court has make suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar "Top Secret" along with ElectricWindmillCar "Top Secret" along with ElectricWindmillCar "Top Secret" along with ElectricWindmillCar "Top Secret" along with 
Verizon calls! Verizon calls! Verizon calls! Verizon calls! 

6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 
the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the 
United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks 
and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War 
Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980. 
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6-6-13 National Security Agency appears to 6-6-13 National Security Agency appears to 6-6-13 National Security Agency appears to 6-6-13 National Security Agency appears to 
be collecting the telephone records of tens of be collecting the telephone records of tens of be collecting the telephone records of tens of be collecting the telephone records of tens of 
millions of American customers of Verizon, millions of American customers of Verizon, millions of American customers of Verizon, millions of American customers of Verizon, 
one of the nation’s largest phone companies, one of the nation’s largest phone companies, one of the nation’s largest phone companies, one of the nation’s largest phone companies, 
under a top-secret court order issued in April. under a top-secret court order issued in April. under a top-secret court order issued in April. under a top-secret court order issued in April. 

6-6-13 If document requiring company to 6-6-13 If document requiring company to 6-6-13 If document requiring company to 6-6-13 If document requiring company to 
submit phone records for millions of submit phone records for millions of submit phone records for millions of submit phone records for millions of 
Americans is authentic, it would be the Americans is authentic, it would be the Americans is authentic, it would be the Americans is authentic, it would be the 
broadest surveillance order known to date. broadest surveillance order known to date. broadest surveillance order known to date. broadest surveillance order known to date. 

6-6-13 The order, which was signed by a 6-6-13 The order, which was signed by a 6-6-13 The order, which was signed by a 6-6-13 The order, which was signed by a 
judge from the secret court that oversees judge from the secret court that oversees judge from the secret court that oversees judge from the secret court that oversees 
domestic surveillance... domestic surveillance... domestic surveillance... domestic surveillance... 

6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 
the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the 
United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks 
and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 

6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 6-6-13 Verizon a critical tool in protecting 
the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the the nation from terrorist threats to the 
United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks United States... and was paid in gov. perks 
and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ and $1 Trillion in Profits! $$$ 
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Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War 
Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980. 

6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 
Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! 

6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Yale + 6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Yale + 6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Yale + 6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Yale + 
Harvard passing Black MD when they Harvard passing Black MD when they Harvard passing Black MD when they Harvard passing Black MD when they 
actually Failed! actually Failed! actually Failed! actually Failed! 

6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Homeland 6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Homeland 6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Homeland 6-6-13 Terrorist threats are from Homeland 
Security sitting in the Social Security offices Security sitting in the Social Security offices Security sitting in the Social Security offices Security sitting in the Social Security offices 
Nation Wide when the all know they got their Nation Wide when the all know they got their Nation Wide when the all know they got their Nation Wide when the all know they got their 
job from the Suppression of the job from the Suppression of the job from the Suppression of the job from the Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980! ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980! 
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Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War Burn Units for Verizons Secret War 
Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 
1980. 1980. 1980. 1980. 

6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 
Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! 

6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 
Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! 

6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 6-6-13 Verizon listening to cell calls, "Top 
Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! Secret Court"! 

6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 
"Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil "Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil "Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil "Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil 
"Men"! "Men"! "Men"! "Men"! 

6-6-13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their papers 6-6-13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their papers 6-6-13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their papers 6-6-13 Yale + Harvard PhD wrote their papers 
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on "Genocides" in Africa fighting over $177 on "Genocides" in Africa fighting over $177 on "Genocides" in Africa fighting over $177 on "Genocides" in Africa fighting over $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues... Trillion in Oil Revenues... Trillion in Oil Revenues... Trillion in Oil Revenues... 

6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 6-6-13 Verizon recorded all cell call in the 
"Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil "Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil "Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil "Worst Holocaust" in History lead by BP Oil 
"Men"! "Men"! "Men"! "Men"! 

6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 
restrictions came into force in Key West restrictions came into force in Key West restrictions came into force in Key West restrictions came into force in Key West 
Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who 
hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car 
Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers 
who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle 
1,001 Invention Projects going along with 1,001 Invention Projects going along with 1,001 Invention Projects going along with 1,001 Invention Projects going along with 
Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to 
the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for 
humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! 
Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Verizon Cell Docking Station in your 
Notebook so you can text write out text Notebook so you can text write out text Notebook so you can text write out text Notebook so you can text write out text 
messages on your notebook and text them via messages on your notebook and text them via messages on your notebook and text them via messages on your notebook and text them via 
your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars 
Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting 
downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a 
second... search app is not from Microsoft this second... search app is not from Microsoft this second... search app is not from Microsoft this second... search app is not from Microsoft this 
is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to 
watch you text, search your text and your watch you text, search your text and your watch you text, search your text and your watch you text, search your text and your 
Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your 
car and much much more! car and much much more! car and much much more! car and much much more! 

6-1-13 Sat Tobacco restrictions came into 6-1-13 Sat Tobacco restrictions came into 6-1-13 Sat Tobacco restrictions came into 6-1-13 Sat Tobacco restrictions came into 
force in Russia on Saturday which President force in Russia on Saturday which President force in Russia on Saturday which President force in Russia on Saturday which President 
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Vladimir Putin hopes will create a healthier Vladimir Putin hopes will create a healthier Vladimir Putin hopes will create a healthier Vladimir Putin hopes will create a healthier 
workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev workforce. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev 
has said smoking kills 400,000 Russians every has said smoking kills 400,000 Russians every has said smoking kills 400,000 Russians every has said smoking kills 400,000 Russians every 
year... Alcohol kills 4 million and 85% of year... Alcohol kills 4 million and 85% of year... Alcohol kills 4 million and 85% of year... Alcohol kills 4 million and 85% of 
Russian women murdered are murdered by Russian women murdered are murdered by Russian women murdered are murdered by Russian women murdered are murdered by 
drunk men! Google's new Eyeglasses camera drunk men! Google's new Eyeglasses camera drunk men! Google's new Eyeglasses camera drunk men! Google's new Eyeglasses camera 
can capture her murder! can capture her murder! can capture her murder! can capture her murder! 

6-1-13 Sat Google Glass is a wearable 6-1-13 Sat Google Glass is a wearable 6-1-13 Sat Google Glass is a wearable 6-1-13 Sat Google Glass is a wearable 
computer with a head-mounted display computer with a head-mounted display computer with a head-mounted display computer with a head-mounted display 
(HMD) that is being developed by Google in (HMD) that is being developed by Google in (HMD) that is being developed by Google in (HMD) that is being developed by Google in 
the Project Glass research and development the Project Glass research and development the Project Glass research and development the Project Glass research and development 
project, with the mission of producing a mass-project, with the mission of producing a mass-project, with the mission of producing a mass-project, with the mission of producing a mass-
market ubiquitous computer. Google Glass market ubiquitous computer. Google Glass market ubiquitous computer. Google Glass market ubiquitous computer. Google Glass 
displays information in a smartphone-like displays information in a smartphone-like displays information in a smartphone-like displays information in a smartphone-like 
hands-free format, that can interact with the hands-free format, that can interact with the hands-free format, that can interact with the hands-free format, that can interact with the 
Internet via natural language voice Internet via natural language voice Internet via natural language voice Internet via natural language voice 
commands - Call Police send live video of her commands - Call Police send live video of her commands - Call Police send live video of her commands - Call Police send live video of her 
murder by the drunk! murder by the drunk! murder by the drunk! murder by the drunk! 

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/805163 
This link to Medscape writes about the New This link to Medscape writes about the New This link to Medscape writes about the New This link to Medscape writes about the New 
Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure New Overnight Miracle Breast Cancer Cure New 
Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr Manhattan Project in Los Alamos, run by Dr 
Nancy Oppenheimer, you just have to read Nancy Oppenheimer, you just have to read Nancy Oppenheimer, you just have to read Nancy Oppenheimer, you just have to read 
between the lines and "Black Out" Obama + between the lines and "Black Out" Obama + between the lines and "Black Out" Obama + between the lines and "Black Out" Obama + 
"1984" Drone News + Syria War News for 1 "1984" Drone News + Syria War News for 1 "1984" Drone News + Syria War News for 1 "1984" Drone News + Syria War News for 1 
June 2013... June 2013... June 2013... June 2013... 

6-1-13 Sat But despite the important progress 6-1-13 Sat But despite the important progress 6-1-13 Sat But despite the important progress 6-1-13 Sat But despite the important progress 
to date, cancer continues to remain a global to date, cancer continues to remain a global to date, cancer continues to remain a global to date, cancer continues to remain a global 
health problem, and in the United States health problem, and in the United States health problem, and in the United States health problem, and in the United States 
alone, approximately 500,000 people still die alone, approximately 500,000 people still die alone, approximately 500,000 people still die alone, approximately 500,000 people still die 
from the disease every year. It is expected to from the disease every year. It is expected to from the disease every year. It is expected to from the disease every year. It is expected to 
become the nation's leading cause of death become the nation's leading cause of death become the nation's leading cause of death become the nation's leading cause of death 
in the not too far-off future. Globally, the in the not too far-off future. Globally, the in the not too far-off future. Globally, the in the not too far-off future. Globally, the 
number of new cases has been suppressed by number of new cases has been suppressed by number of new cases has been suppressed by number of new cases has been suppressed by 
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NBC Nightly News about McCain in Syria NBC Nightly News about McCain in Syria NBC Nightly News about McCain in Syria NBC Nightly News about McCain in Syria 
wanting Tanks for the Muslims fighting... wanting Tanks for the Muslims fighting... wanting Tanks for the Muslims fighting... wanting Tanks for the Muslims fighting... 
Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT Treason by McCain in NOT MAKING NEWS, NOT 
wanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattan wanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattan wanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattan wanting a New Los Alamos "Manhattan 
Project lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer"! Project lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer"! Project lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer"! Project lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer"! 
McCain is helping to kill 500,000 people in McCain is helping to kill 500,000 people in McCain is helping to kill 500,000 people in McCain is helping to kill 500,000 people in 
the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians the USA by going to Syria! 400,000 Russians 
who will die from cancer in 2013. Pentagon who will die from cancer in 2013. Pentagon who will die from cancer in 2013. Pentagon who will die from cancer in 2013. Pentagon 
should put a stop to McCain + Cancer Dead in should put a stop to McCain + Cancer Dead in should put a stop to McCain + Cancer Dead in should put a stop to McCain + Cancer Dead in 
2013, make amends for the 100 kids in the 2013, make amends for the 100 kids in the 2013, make amends for the 100 kids in the 2013, make amends for the 100 kids in the 
USA who will be left to die in Hot Cars. USA who will be left to die in Hot Cars. USA who will be left to die in Hot Cars. USA who will be left to die in Hot Cars. 
McCain is also guilty of treason in McCain is also guilty of treason in McCain is also guilty of treason in McCain is also guilty of treason in 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar - which suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar - which suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar - which suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar - which 
is Climate Controlled 24/7 and saves is Climate Controlled 24/7 and saves is Climate Controlled 24/7 and saves is Climate Controlled 24/7 and saves 
unknown numbers of kids not left in hot cars unknown numbers of kids not left in hot cars unknown numbers of kids not left in hot cars unknown numbers of kids not left in hot cars 
from childhood leukemia from gasoline and from childhood leukemia from gasoline and from childhood leukemia from gasoline and from childhood leukemia from gasoline and 
diesel exhaust! diesel exhaust! diesel exhaust! diesel exhaust! 

6-1-13 Sat LONDON (AP) — Rock icon Lou 6-1-13 Sat LONDON (AP) — Rock icon Lou 6-1-13 Sat LONDON (AP) — Rock icon Lou 6-1-13 Sat LONDON (AP) — Rock icon Lou 
Reed is recovering after a life-saving liver Reed is recovering after a life-saving liver Reed is recovering after a life-saving liver Reed is recovering after a life-saving liver 
transplant in the U.S., according to an transplant in the U.S., according to an transplant in the U.S., according to an transplant in the U.S., according to an 
interview with his wife published Saturday in interview with his wife published Saturday in interview with his wife published Saturday in interview with his wife published Saturday in 
a British newspaper. a British newspaper. a British newspaper. a British newspaper. 

6-1-13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes 6-1-13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes 6-1-13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes 6-1-13 Sat Saudi Arabia... 13 Saudi Princes 
are recovering after life saving transplants are recovering after life saving transplants are recovering after life saving transplants are recovering after life saving transplants 
in the USA according to "1984" News... New in the USA according to "1984" News... New in the USA according to "1984" News... New in the USA according to "1984" News... New 
York Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC York Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC York Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC York Times Saudi Arabia Edition not the NYC 
Edition as this "Orwell Society" buys and sells Edition as this "Orwell Society" buys and sells Edition as this "Orwell Society" buys and sells Edition as this "Orwell Society" buys and sells 
organs for transplants when building the organs for transplants when building the organs for transplants when building the organs for transplants when building the 
Yale Key West Medical School with surgery Yale Key West Medical School with surgery Yale Key West Medical School with surgery Yale Key West Medical School with surgery 
transplant engineering for an "Assembly transplant engineering for an "Assembly transplant engineering for an "Assembly transplant engineering for an "Assembly 
Line" of "Transplants" supplied via Line" of "Transplants" supplied via Line" of "Transplants" supplied via Line" of "Transplants" supplied via 
mandatory organ donation is the only mandatory organ donation is the only mandatory organ donation is the only mandatory organ donation is the only 
invention a population of 15 Billion will invention a population of 15 Billion will invention a population of 15 Billion will invention a population of 15 Billion will 
demand from its MD's! demand from its MD's! demand from its MD's! demand from its MD's! 

6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 6-1-13 Sat Texting on your cell phone 
restrictions came into force in Key West restrictions came into force in Key West restrictions came into force in Key West restrictions came into force in Key West 
Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who Today, unrealistic law made by "Men" who 
hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car hid behind hidden cameras and know a Car 
Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers Dash Cam will catch up with Drunk Drivers 
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who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle who Text and Numb Nuts Dictators who stifle 
1,001 Invention Projects going along with 1,001 Invention Projects going along with 1,001 Invention Projects going along with 1,001 Invention Projects going along with 
Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to Bill + Melinda not to add the START button to 
the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for the Win 8.1 fix out of incompassionateness for 
humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! humanity stifled by Idiots at Microsoft HQ! 
Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Verizon Cell Docking Station in your Verizon Cell Docking Station in your 
Notebook so you can text write out text Notebook so you can text write out text Notebook so you can text write out text Notebook so you can text write out text 
messages on your notebook and text them via messages on your notebook and text them via messages on your notebook and text them via messages on your notebook and text them via 
your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars your Verizon Cell - And in the Cop Cars 
Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting Notebooks... suspects Cell calls and texting 
downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a downloaded and on the Cop Cars Screen in a 
second... search app is not from Microsoft this second... search app is not from Microsoft this second... search app is not from Microsoft this second... search app is not from Microsoft this 
is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to is for sure, futuristic Cops with the ability to 
watch you text, search your text and your watch you text, search your text and your watch you text, search your text and your watch you text, search your text and your 
Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your Dash Cam video's on the Dash Cam in your 
car and much much more! car and much much more! car and much much more! car and much much more! 

... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to ... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to ... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to ... Exhaust will kill millions for decades to 
come! come! come! come! 

Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil Harvard Graduation Speaker... BP Oil 
Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr Holocaust Era got Oprah Winfrey this job $ Dr 
Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Breast Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Breast Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Breast Nancy Oppenheimer on the Overnight Breast 
Cancer Cure's Manhattan Project - was not Cancer Cure's Manhattan Project - was not Cancer Cure's Manhattan Project - was not Cancer Cure's Manhattan Project - was not 
invited by Harvard or Yale Medical School invited by Harvard or Yale Medical School invited by Harvard or Yale Medical School invited by Harvard or Yale Medical School 
Graduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Graduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Graduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Graduation, Why? $ Same reason Harvard + 
Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD's who Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD's who Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD's who Yale Medical Schools passed Black MD's who 
actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for actually failed... Exhaust will kill millions for 
decades to come! decades to come! decades to come! decades to come! 

5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 
Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah 
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Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on 
the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's 
Manhattan Project - was not invited by Manhattan Project - was not invited by Manhattan Project - was not invited by Manhattan Project - was not invited by 
Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, 
Why? $ Why? $ Why? $ Why? $ 

Hell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win Hell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win Hell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win Hell No We Won't Go... Microsoft, in the Win 
8.1 fix will not put the "START button" for 8.1 fix will not put the "START button" for 8.1 fix will not put the "START button" for 8.1 fix will not put the "START button" for 
1,001 Invention Projects with links to help 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help 1,001 Invention Projects with links to help 
you get STARTED! Would one of the George you get STARTED! Would one of the George you get STARTED! Would one of the George you get STARTED! Would one of the George 
Orwell Observers please tell Bill + Melinda H Orwell Observers please tell Bill + Melinda H Orwell Observers please tell Bill + Melinda H Orwell Observers please tell Bill + Melinda H 
at -254 C fog works on mosquitos and "George at -254 C fog works on mosquitos and "George at -254 C fog works on mosquitos and "George at -254 C fog works on mosquitos and "George 
Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also tell Caroline Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also tell Caroline Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also tell Caroline Orwell's Foggy Bottoms"! Also tell Caroline 
Kennedy 10K windmills on the decks of the Kennedy 10K windmills on the decks of the Kennedy 10K windmills on the decks of the Kennedy 10K windmills on the decks of the 
JFK Supercarrier can make 1 trillion NASA JFK Supercarrier can make 1 trillion NASA JFK Supercarrier can make 1 trillion NASA JFK Supercarrier can make 1 trillion NASA 
cans of H at -254 C for 15 billion people. cans of H at -254 C for 15 billion people. cans of H at -254 C for 15 billion people. cans of H at -254 C for 15 billion people. 

Rates of mastectomy, particularly in young Rates of mastectomy, particularly in young Rates of mastectomy, particularly in young Rates of mastectomy, particularly in young 
women with breast cancer, are on the rise, women with breast cancer, are on the rise, women with breast cancer, are on the rise, women with breast cancer, are on the rise, 
and it is not entirely clear why," said and it is not entirely clear why," said and it is not entirely clear why," said and it is not entirely clear why," said 
Rosenberg at the Dana-Farber Cancer Rosenberg at the Dana-Farber Cancer Rosenberg at the Dana-Farber Cancer Rosenberg at the Dana-Farber Cancer 
Institute. Institute. Institute. Institute. 

Hell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a Hell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a Hell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a Hell No We Won't Go... Young women choose a 
mastectomy because the NY Times Tweets mastectomy because the NY Times Tweets mastectomy because the NY Times Tweets mastectomy because the NY Times Tweets 
about the "New Manhattan Project For the about the "New Manhattan Project For the about the "New Manhattan Project For the about the "New Manhattan Project For the 
Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer" 
lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer is light lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer is light lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer is light lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer is light 
years... decades from being on the front page years... decades from being on the front page years... decades from being on the front page years... decades from being on the front page 
of the New York Times... just like mandatory of the New York Times... just like mandatory of the New York Times... just like mandatory of the New York Times... just like mandatory 
organ donation, and the Yale Key West organ donation, and the Yale Key West organ donation, and the Yale Key West organ donation, and the Yale Key West 
Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower 
Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not Structure with Pre made Steel Containers. Not 
a single 2X4 of wood a tornado of hurricane a single 2X4 of wood a tornado of hurricane a single 2X4 of wood a tornado of hurricane a single 2X4 of wood a tornado of hurricane 
could throw around! could throw around! could throw around! could throw around! 
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Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers Yale + Harvard Universities are profit centers 
(both have $50 Billion in Swiss Banks) and (both have $50 Billion in Swiss Banks) and (both have $50 Billion in Swiss Banks) and (both have $50 Billion in Swiss Banks) and 
entertainment complexes, Yale picked entertainment complexes, Yale picked entertainment complexes, Yale picked entertainment complexes, Yale picked 
Singapore for a New Campus only because Singapore for a New Campus only because Singapore for a New Campus only because Singapore for a New Campus only because 
Prostitution is Legal in Singapore! Yale Prostitution is Legal in Singapore! Yale Prostitution is Legal in Singapore! Yale Prostitution is Legal in Singapore! Yale 
women like Saudi Arabia Women were women like Saudi Arabia Women were women like Saudi Arabia Women were women like Saudi Arabia Women were 
Observed by Hillary being whipped for Observed by Hillary being whipped for Observed by Hillary being whipped for Observed by Hillary being whipped for 
Driving a gasoline car - exhaust caused 1 Driving a gasoline car - exhaust caused 1 Driving a gasoline car - exhaust caused 1 Driving a gasoline car - exhaust caused 1 
billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to billion birth defects ranging from ADAH to 
Childhood Leukemia's. Angelina never Childhood Leukemia's. Angelina never Childhood Leukemia's. Angelina never Childhood Leukemia's. Angelina never 
considered exhaust pollution as a cause of considered exhaust pollution as a cause of considered exhaust pollution as a cause of considered exhaust pollution as a cause of 
breast cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive --- breast cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive --- breast cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive --- breast cancer! WHO at the UN can't drive --- 
NBC Nightly News to Expose ---- Exhaust NBC Nightly News to Expose ---- Exhaust NBC Nightly News to Expose ---- Exhaust NBC Nightly News to Expose ---- Exhaust 
Pollution so Today Show has news about Sun Pollution so Today Show has news about Sun Pollution so Today Show has news about Sun Pollution so Today Show has news about Sun 
Screen labels! Don't use a SUV over 50 as it's a Screen labels! Don't use a SUV over 50 as it's a Screen labels! Don't use a SUV over 50 as it's a Screen labels! Don't use a SUV over 50 as it's a 
Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I Scam unless you log on to Greg's Web and I 
say Greg uses 110 as better Safe than Sorry! say Greg uses 110 as better Safe than Sorry! say Greg uses 110 as better Safe than Sorry! say Greg uses 110 as better Safe than Sorry! 
Profits from Sunscreen must be $1 billion Profits from Sunscreen must be $1 billion Profits from Sunscreen must be $1 billion Profits from Sunscreen must be $1 billion 
every 3 months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must every 3 months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must every 3 months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must every 3 months! Plus CVS, KMart, Publix must 
make $100 Million from Sun screens --- more make $100 Million from Sun screens --- more make $100 Million from Sun screens --- more make $100 Million from Sun screens --- more 
than their profits from bananas! Tweets on than their profits from bananas! Tweets on than their profits from bananas! Tweets on than their profits from bananas! Tweets on 
inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUV inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUV inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUV inventing, brainstorming a 1,001 SUV 
sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it sunscreen are only on this web page! Yes it 
will be invented, and Yes it will be suppressed! will be invented, and Yes it will be suppressed! will be invented, and Yes it will be suppressed! will be invented, and Yes it will be suppressed! 
Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7 in a Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7 in a Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7 in a Greg + Wives in Key West will work 24/7 in a 
legal polygamous Marriage when George legal polygamous Marriage when George legal polygamous Marriage when George legal polygamous Marriage when George 
Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors Orwell Numb Nuts Dictators + Doctors 
confiscate $177 Trillion in oil revenues from confiscate $177 Trillion in oil revenues from confiscate $177 Trillion in oil revenues from confiscate $177 Trillion in oil revenues from 
BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! BP Oil + Saudi Arabia! 

Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White 
Babies" who died from whooping cough Babies" who died from whooping cough Babies" who died from whooping cough Babies" who died from whooping cough 
because she said the government MD's knew because she said the government MD's knew because she said the government MD's knew because she said the government MD's knew 
the Vaccine caused autism so all the Mexican the Vaccine caused autism so all the Mexican the Vaccine caused autism so all the Mexican the Vaccine caused autism so all the Mexican 
and Black Nanny and Day Care employees and Black Nanny and Day Care employees and Black Nanny and Day Care employees and Black Nanny and Day Care employees 
refused the Whooping Cough Vaccine and the refused the Whooping Cough Vaccine and the refused the Whooping Cough Vaccine and the refused the Whooping Cough Vaccine and the 
Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get any Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get any Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get any Flu Vaccine as "Now" they don't get any 
vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny vaccinations but love their Day Car or Nanny 
Job! Job! Job! Job! 
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Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White Oprah Winfrey is a mass murderer of "White 
Kid" who will be left in Hot Cars to die in the Kid" who will be left in Hot Cars to die in the Kid" who will be left in Hot Cars to die in the Kid" who will be left in Hot Cars to die in the 
summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. Oprah summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. Oprah summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. Oprah summer of 2013 that starts June 21st. Oprah 
knows the ElectricWindmillCar will be knows the ElectricWindmillCar will be knows the ElectricWindmillCar will be knows the ElectricWindmillCar will be 
climate controlled 24/7... climate controlled 24/7... climate controlled 24/7... climate controlled 24/7... 

University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510 University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510 University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510 University of Texas at Austin analyzed 9,510 
vaccination-related tweets from one week in vaccination-related tweets from one week in vaccination-related tweets from one week in vaccination-related tweets from one week in 
January, 2012 to determine the most popular January, 2012 to determine the most popular January, 2012 to determine the most popular January, 2012 to determine the most popular 
and influential messages. A final sample of and influential messages. A final sample of and influential messages. A final sample of and influential messages. A final sample of 
2,580 tweets that had received engagement 2,580 tweets that had received engagement 2,580 tweets that had received engagement 2,580 tweets that had received engagement 
through re-posting and sharing was then through re-posting and sharing was then through re-posting and sharing was then through re-posting and sharing was then 
coded for frequency of sharing, tone toward coded for frequency of sharing, tone toward coded for frequency of sharing, tone toward coded for frequency of sharing, tone toward 
vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news vaccinations, links to sources (e.g., news 
outlets, advocacy groups, or healthcare outlets, advocacy groups, or healthcare outlets, advocacy groups, or healthcare outlets, advocacy groups, or healthcare 
providers), and whether the claims being providers), and whether the claims being providers), and whether the claims being providers), and whether the claims being 
made in each tweet were scientifically made in each tweet were scientifically made in each tweet were scientifically made in each tweet were scientifically 
substantiated. Overall, 33 percent of the substantiated. Overall, 33 percent of the substantiated. Overall, 33 percent of the substantiated. Overall, 33 percent of the 
2,580 tweets carried a positive tone about 2,580 tweets carried a positive tone about 2,580 tweets carried a positive tone about 2,580 tweets carried a positive tone about 
vaccines! vaccines! vaccines! vaccines! 

Hell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 Hell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 Hell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 Hell No We Won't Go... Pentagon Ordered 1 
million mandatory Anthrax vaccinations million mandatory Anthrax vaccinations million mandatory Anthrax vaccinations million mandatory Anthrax vaccinations 
and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 white and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 white and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 white and no one ever got Anthrax, yet 100 white 
babies died last semester just in the USA from babies died last semester just in the USA from babies died last semester just in the USA from babies died last semester just in the USA from 
Whooping Cough if this happened in Whooping Cough if this happened in Whooping Cough if this happened in Whooping Cough if this happened in 
Afghanistan a Drone would take out Oprah Afghanistan a Drone would take out Oprah Afghanistan a Drone would take out Oprah Afghanistan a Drone would take out Oprah 
Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop Winfrey! She would not be allowed to stop 
Anthrax Vaccinations of 1 million troops! Anthrax Vaccinations of 1 million troops! Anthrax Vaccinations of 1 million troops! Anthrax Vaccinations of 1 million troops! 

Oprah Winfrey’s honorary doctorate was Oprah Winfrey’s honorary doctorate was Oprah Winfrey’s honorary doctorate was Oprah Winfrey’s honorary doctorate was 
driven by "Hillary's" George Orwell Era Age of driven by "Hillary's" George Orwell Era Age of driven by "Hillary's" George Orwell Era Age of driven by "Hillary's" George Orwell Era Age of 
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observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for driving observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for driving observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for driving observing Saudi Women "Whipped" for driving 
a car! Bill Clinton must be addicted to the a car! Bill Clinton must be addicted to the a car! Bill Clinton must be addicted to the a car! Bill Clinton must be addicted to the 
Saudi Sex Slave Videos on Google's YouTube in Saudi Sex Slave Videos on Google's YouTube in Saudi Sex Slave Videos on Google's YouTube in Saudi Sex Slave Videos on Google's YouTube in 
Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! Saudi Arabia! 

Inventions --- Dash Cam in all cars and Inventions --- Dash Cam in all cars and Inventions --- Dash Cam in all cars and Inventions --- Dash Cam in all cars and 
trucks, Miami News yesterday reported 45 city trucks, Miami News yesterday reported 45 city trucks, Miami News yesterday reported 45 city trucks, Miami News yesterday reported 45 city 
cars had them installed at a cost of $45K cars had them installed at a cost of $45K cars had them installed at a cost of $45K cars had them installed at a cost of $45K 
when they could have been mass produced on when they could have been mass produced on when they could have been mass produced on when they could have been mass produced on 
the Toyota Assembly line for $25 dollars each! the Toyota Assembly line for $25 dollars each! the Toyota Assembly line for $25 dollars each! the Toyota Assembly line for $25 dollars each! 

Inventions --- Dash Cam with wifi and audio Inventions --- Dash Cam with wifi and audio Inventions --- Dash Cam with wifi and audio Inventions --- Dash Cam with wifi and audio 
iPhone Smart phones docked into the dash... iPhone Smart phones docked into the dash... iPhone Smart phones docked into the dash... iPhone Smart phones docked into the dash... 

Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos with $1 
Trillion in IBM supercomputers would give Trillion in IBM supercomputers would give Trillion in IBM supercomputers would give Trillion in IBM supercomputers would give 
the world the New Stethoscope Super Computer the world the New Stethoscope Super Computer the world the New Stethoscope Super Computer the world the New Stethoscope Super Computer 
Program that knows how to identify the Program that knows how to identify the Program that knows how to identify the Program that knows how to identify the 
typical wheezing and crackling breath typical wheezing and crackling breath typical wheezing and crackling breath typical wheezing and crackling breath 
sounds associated with common diseases. This sounds associated with common diseases. This sounds associated with common diseases. This sounds associated with common diseases. This 
would allow on-site medics to help make would allow on-site medics to help make would allow on-site medics to help make would allow on-site medics to help make 
preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical preliminary automated diagnoses. Medical 
Detectives and Cop Detectives can make use of Detectives and Cop Detectives can make use of Detectives and Cop Detectives can make use of Detectives and Cop Detectives can make use of 
$1 Trillion dollar New Age Stethoscopes and $1 Trillion dollar New Age Stethoscopes and $1 Trillion dollar New Age Stethoscopes and $1 Trillion dollar New Age Stethoscopes and 
listening devices that can let the deaf hear! listening devices that can let the deaf hear! listening devices that can let the deaf hear! listening devices that can let the deaf hear! 

796 officers were murdered on the job between 796 officers were murdered on the job between 796 officers were murdered on the job between 796 officers were murdered on the job between 
1996 and 2010 1996 and 2010 1996 and 2010 1996 and 2010 

8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social 8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social 8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social 8,475 Homeland Security guys in Social 
Security Offices between 1996 and 2010 were Security Offices between 1996 and 2010 were Security Offices between 1996 and 2010 were Security Offices between 1996 and 2010 were 
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paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of paid $1 Trillion via BP Oil Holocaust Era of 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
Era Age and all 8,475 knew the Era Age and all 8,475 knew the Era Age and all 8,475 knew the Era Age and all 8,475 knew the 
ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them ElectricWindmillCar suppression got them 
their Windfall job at the Social Security Office their Windfall job at the Social Security Office their Windfall job at the Social Security Office their Windfall job at the Social Security Office 
while as the same time 796 cops were shot in while as the same time 796 cops were shot in while as the same time 796 cops were shot in while as the same time 796 cops were shot in 
Domestic Disturbances that killed 19K women Domestic Disturbances that killed 19K women Domestic Disturbances that killed 19K women Domestic Disturbances that killed 19K women 
every year... these 8,475 Homeland Security every year... these 8,475 Homeland Security every year... these 8,475 Homeland Security every year... these 8,475 Homeland Security 
guys should have been watching Living Room guys should have been watching Living Room guys should have been watching Living Room guys should have been watching Living Room 
Cameras of these 94K murdered women on Cameras of these 94K murdered women on Cameras of these 94K murdered women on Cameras of these 94K murdered women on 
cameras before they were murdered! Hillary cameras before they were murdered! Hillary cameras before they were murdered! Hillary cameras before they were murdered! Hillary 
knows all about these 94K murdered women knows all about these 94K murdered women knows all about these 94K murdered women knows all about these 94K murdered women 
and the 1 million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! and the 1 million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! and the 1 million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! and the 1 million sex slaves in Saudi Arabia! 

19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 
1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 

796 officers were murdered on the job between 796 officers were murdered on the job between 796 officers were murdered on the job between 796 officers were murdered on the job between 
1996 and 2010, excluding the deaths of the 1996 and 2010, excluding the deaths of the 1996 and 2010, excluding the deaths of the 1996 and 2010, excluding the deaths of the 
72 law enforcement officers killed during the 72 law enforcement officers killed during the 72 law enforcement officers killed during the 72 law enforcement officers killed during the 
terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Over 
90 percent of these homicides of officers were 90 percent of these homicides of officers were 90 percent of these homicides of officers were 90 percent of these homicides of officers were 
committed using firearms, with short-committed using firearms, with short-committed using firearms, with short-committed using firearms, with short-
barreled weapons being used 72 percent of barreled weapons being used 72 percent of barreled weapons being used 72 percent of barreled weapons being used 72 percent of 
the time. In 43 percent of incidents in which the time. In 43 percent of incidents in which the time. In 43 percent of incidents in which the time. In 43 percent of incidents in which 
an officer was killed, the officer was working an officer was killed, the officer was working an officer was killed, the officer was working an officer was killed, the officer was working 
alone. In 58 percent of the incidents, the alone. In 58 percent of the incidents, the alone. In 58 percent of the incidents, the alone. In 58 percent of the incidents, the 
officer was wearing body armor for officer was wearing body armor for officer was wearing body armor for officer was wearing body armor for 
protection. The most common encounter that protection. The most common encounter that protection. The most common encounter that protection. The most common encounter that 
resulted in homicide of an officer was resulted in homicide of an officer was resulted in homicide of an officer was resulted in homicide of an officer was 
response to a "disturbance call." response to a "disturbance call." response to a "disturbance call." response to a "disturbance call." 

19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 
1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 
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In 29 percent of these cases, the assailant was In 29 percent of these cases, the assailant was In 29 percent of these cases, the assailant was In 29 percent of these cases, the assailant was 
waiting to ambush the officer. Eighteen waiting to ambush the officer. Eighteen waiting to ambush the officer. Eighteen waiting to ambush the officer. Eighteen 
percent of all response calls resulted in a percent of all response calls resulted in a percent of all response calls resulted in a percent of all response calls resulted in a 
"secondary ambush" of the officer after the "secondary ambush" of the officer after the "secondary ambush" of the officer after the "secondary ambush" of the officer after the 
initial encounter had begun. More than half initial encounter had begun. More than half initial encounter had begun. More than half initial encounter had begun. More than half 
(52 percent) of these "secondary ambush" (52 percent) of these "secondary ambush" (52 percent) of these "secondary ambush" (52 percent) of these "secondary ambush" 
encounters involved high-powered, long-encounters involved high-powered, long-encounters involved high-powered, long-encounters involved high-powered, long-
barrel weapons. barrel weapons. barrel weapons. barrel weapons. 

19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 19K wives, were murdered each year between 
1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 1996 and 2010 85% by men who were drunk! 

5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 5 31 13 Friday - Harvard Graduation 
Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah Speaker... BP Oil Holocaust Era got Oprah 
Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on Winfrey this job $ Dr Nancy Oppenheimer on 
the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's the Overnight Breast Cancer Cure's 
Manhattan Project - was not invited by Manhattan Project - was not invited by Manhattan Project - was not invited by Manhattan Project - was not invited by 
Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, Harvard or Yale Medical School Graduation, 
Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale Medical Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale Medical Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale Medical Why? $ Same reason Harvard + Yale Medical 
Schools passed Black MD's who actually Schools passed Black MD's who actually Schools passed Black MD's who actually Schools passed Black MD's who actually 
failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades failed... Exhaust will kill millions for decades 
to come! to come! to come! to come! 
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars 
Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 
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Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is 
not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by 
the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in 
Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 
9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 
Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the 
Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the 
New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill 
Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...

MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women, MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women, MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women, MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women, 
Unknown vet's in another "Lost War" of the Unknown vet's in another "Lost War" of the Unknown vet's in another "Lost War" of the Unknown vet's in another "Lost War" of the 
Pentagons... the War On Cancer! Pentagon Pentagons... the War On Cancer! Pentagon Pentagons... the War On Cancer! Pentagon Pentagons... the War On Cancer! Pentagon 
doesn't scan everyone for breast cancer, doesn't scan everyone for breast cancer, doesn't scan everyone for breast cancer, doesn't scan everyone for breast cancer, 
syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping cough, 
and a hundred other diseases! Pentagon and a hundred other diseases! Pentagon and a hundred other diseases! Pentagon and a hundred other diseases! Pentagon 
MD's know diseases kill way more than war... MD's know diseases kill way more than war... MD's know diseases kill way more than war... MD's know diseases kill way more than war... 
this is "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! this is "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! this is "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! this is "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Today! 84 Dead MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Today! 84 Dead MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Today! 84 Dead MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Today! 84 Dead 
women every day for the last 40 years and women every day for the last 40 years and women every day for the last 40 years and women every day for the last 40 years and 
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ABC refused to put this on Nightly News Today ABC refused to put this on Nightly News Today ABC refused to put this on Nightly News Today ABC refused to put this on Nightly News Today 
with their Vietnam Special with Diane with their Vietnam Special with Diane with their Vietnam Special with Diane with their Vietnam Special with Diane 
Sawyer! Sawyer! Sawyer! Sawyer! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women is MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women is MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women is MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 84 Dead Women is 
the Daily Dead Body Count since the the Daily Dead Body Count since the the Daily Dead Body Count since the the Daily Dead Body Count since the 
"Vietnam War's" end 40 years ago... just from "Vietnam War's" end 40 years ago... just from "Vietnam War's" end 40 years ago... just from "Vietnam War's" end 40 years ago... just from 
Breast Cancer, if you add in troops from Breast Cancer, if you add in troops from Breast Cancer, if you add in troops from Breast Cancer, if you add in troops from 
Iraqi wars killing the wife when they get Iraqi wars killing the wife when they get Iraqi wars killing the wife when they get Iraqi wars killing the wife when they get 
home it's 94 Dead Women every day! home it's 94 Dead Women every day! home it's 94 Dead Women every day! home it's 94 Dead Women every day! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 "Disney" supported MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 "Disney" supported MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 "Disney" supported MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 "Disney" supported 
these Iraqi "Wars" on ABC Nightly News with these Iraqi "Wars" on ABC Nightly News with these Iraqi "Wars" on ABC Nightly News with these Iraqi "Wars" on ABC Nightly News with 
Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion Dollar Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion Dollar Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion Dollar Diane Sawyer instead of a $ Trillion Dollar 
"Manhattan Project For the Overnight "Manhattan Project For the Overnight "Manhattan Project For the Overnight "Manhattan Project For the Overnight 
Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" With Dr. Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" With Dr. Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" With Dr. Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" With Dr. 
Nancy Oppenheimer! Nancy Oppenheimer! Nancy Oppenheimer! Nancy Oppenheimer! 

So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have 
gained control of Los Alamos Super gained control of Los Alamos Super gained control of Los Alamos Super gained control of Los Alamos Super 
Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our Computers and all the SWF + MWF on our 
team in the "Race" to Get the Cure... All SWF + team in the "Race" to Get the Cure... All SWF + team in the "Race" to Get the Cure... All SWF + team in the "Race" to Get the Cure... All SWF + 
MFW with Greg Lovestar the inventor of the MFW with Greg Lovestar the inventor of the MFW with Greg Lovestar the inventor of the MFW with Greg Lovestar the inventor of the 
1980 ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 1980 ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 1980 ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 1980 ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 
Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 
"Work" for Medical Students as being "Work" for Medical Students as being "Work" for Medical Students as being "Work" for Medical Students as being 
unproductive... of course most Med Students unproductive... of course most Med Students unproductive... of course most Med Students unproductive... of course most Med Students 
today think these Numb Nuts MD Dictators today think these Numb Nuts MD Dictators today think these Numb Nuts MD Dictators today think these Numb Nuts MD Dictators 
were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 work for a were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 work for a were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 work for a were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 work for a 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Epic Autobiography MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Epic Autobiography MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Epic Autobiography MEMORIAL DAY 5-27-13 Epic Autobiography 
Movie about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Movie about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Movie about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Movie about Greg + Wives in Key West and how 
Disney failed to expose the 84 dead women Disney failed to expose the 84 dead women Disney failed to expose the 84 dead women Disney failed to expose the 84 dead women 
who died every single day since the end of the who died every single day since the end of the who died every single day since the end of the who died every single day since the end of the 
Vietnam War 40 years ago... World Wide dead Vietnam War 40 years ago... World Wide dead Vietnam War 40 years ago... World Wide dead Vietnam War 40 years ago... World Wide dead 
body count just from Breast Cancer is 40 body count just from Breast Cancer is 40 body count just from Breast Cancer is 40 body count just from Breast Cancer is 40 
million!!!! Disney will only make this movie if million!!!! Disney will only make this movie if million!!!! Disney will only make this movie if million!!!! Disney will only make this movie if 
the New French Revolution is successful in the New French Revolution is successful in the New French Revolution is successful in the New French Revolution is successful in 
confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil 
Revenues, and Saudi Arabia! Revenues, and Saudi Arabia! Revenues, and Saudi Arabia! Revenues, and Saudi Arabia! 
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5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 
Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No 
Navy! Navy! Navy! Navy! 

5-18-13 Towards the end of Star Trek: Into 5-18-13 Towards the end of Star Trek: Into 5-18-13 Towards the end of Star Trek: Into 5-18-13 Towards the end of Star Trek: Into 
Darkness the plot parallels some very iconic Darkness the plot parallels some very iconic Darkness the plot parallels some very iconic Darkness the plot parallels some very iconic 
scenes from Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. scenes from Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. scenes from Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. scenes from Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. 
1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the 1,001 Invention projects Preinstalled in the 
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Windows 8.1 fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's Windows 8.1 fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's Windows 8.1 fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's Windows 8.1 fix... Rx Perfume for a MD's 
memory for all! memory for all! memory for all! memory for all! 

5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 
Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens 
at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals 
are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with 
Oil Money Windfall$ Oil Money Windfall$ Oil Money Windfall$ Oil Money Windfall$ 

5-18-13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at 5-18-13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at 5-18-13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at 5-18-13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at 
times to have wandered in from Key West, times to have wandered in from Key West, times to have wandered in from Key West, times to have wandered in from Key West, 
addicted to War On Earth. With the Navy addicted to War On Earth. With the Navy addicted to War On Earth. With the Navy addicted to War On Earth. With the Navy 
Windfall of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues Windfall of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues Windfall of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues Windfall of $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
their gov perk for suppressing the their gov perk for suppressing the their gov perk for suppressing the their gov perk for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built 
a Super Fleet of 1,001 Ships since 1980. a Super Fleet of 1,001 Ships since 1980. a Super Fleet of 1,001 Ships since 1980. a Super Fleet of 1,001 Ships since 1980. 
Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + 
Wives can sink the 2013 Admirals Hundred Wives can sink the 2013 Admirals Hundred Wives can sink the 2013 Admirals Hundred Wives can sink the 2013 Admirals Hundred 
Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Invention.... 
One Invention to Hear or Observe the One Invention to Hear or Observe the One Invention to Hear or Observe the One Invention to Hear or Observe the 
Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to 
Earth! Earth! Earth! Earth! 

5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 
Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... 
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Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on 
Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ 

5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 5-18-13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 
Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... 
Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on 
Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ Wars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$ 

5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 5-18-13 Star Trek Into Darkness - Alien 
Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No Darkness in reality! 4 Light Years and No 
Navy! Navy! Navy! Navy! 

5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End 
War! War! War! War! 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... No HELP JOLIE... No HELP JOLIE... No HELP JOLIE... No HELP 
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22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS 22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS 22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS 22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS 
Key West! The first fast-attack nuclear-Key West! The first fast-attack nuclear-Key West! The first fast-attack nuclear-Key West! The first fast-attack nuclear-
powered submarine to launch missiles into powered submarine to launch missiles into powered submarine to launch missiles into powered submarine to launch missiles into 
Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks - 9/11 Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks - 9/11 Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks - 9/11 Afghanistan after the Sept. 11 attacks - 9/11 
would never have happened if the Admirals would never have happened if the Admirals would never have happened if the Admirals would never have happened if the Admirals 
would have exposed the suppression of the would have exposed the suppression of the would have exposed the suppression of the would have exposed the suppression of the 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
Times Square! Times Square! Times Square! Times Square! 

5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End 
War! War! War! War! 

5-16-13 People with Cancer are twice as likely 5-16-13 People with Cancer are twice as likely 5-16-13 People with Cancer are twice as likely 5-16-13 People with Cancer are twice as likely 
to file for bankruptcy as people without to file for bankruptcy as people without to file for bankruptcy as people without to file for bankruptcy as people without 
cancer. cancer. cancer. cancer. 

5-16-13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 5-16-13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 5-16-13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 5-16-13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 
1980 and Saudi Arabia has free Health Care 1980 and Saudi Arabia has free Health Care 1980 and Saudi Arabia has free Health Care 1980 and Saudi Arabia has free Health Care 
via your $4 gasoline... this is illegal $ via your $4 gasoline... this is illegal $ via your $4 gasoline... this is illegal $ via your $4 gasoline... this is illegal $ 

5-16-13 USS Greg + Wives in Key West can 5-16-13 USS Greg + Wives in Key West can 5-16-13 USS Greg + Wives in Key West can 5-16-13 USS Greg + Wives in Key West can 
Confiscate $177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure Confiscate $177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure Confiscate $177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure Confiscate $177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure 
for Cancer and War! for Cancer and War! for Cancer and War! for Cancer and War! 

5-16-13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel 5-16-13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel 5-16-13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel 5-16-13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel 
to bear the name. She was built in Newport to bear the name. She was built in Newport to bear the name. She was built in Newport to bear the name. She was built in Newport 
News, Va., and commissioned September 1987. News, Va., and commissioned September 1987. News, Va., and commissioned September 1987. News, Va., and commissioned September 1987. 
1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention... 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention... 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention... 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Invention... 
Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980, a Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980, a Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980, a Suppression killed 390 Million since 1980, a 
Holocaust by BP Oil $ for $177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust by BP Oil $ for $177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust by BP Oil $ for $177 Trillion in Oil Holocaust by BP Oil $ for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues! Revenues! Revenues! Revenues! 

5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End 
War! Greg + Wives in Key West can Cure War! Greg + Wives in Key West can Cure War! Greg + Wives in Key West can Cure War! Greg + Wives in Key West can Cure 
Cancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 Cancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 Cancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 Cancer + End War via Brainstorming 1,001 
Invention Projects 24/7 and getting Bill + Invention Projects 24/7 and getting Bill + Invention Projects 24/7 and getting Bill + Invention Projects 24/7 and getting Bill + 
Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention Projects 
with links to get you started inventing, in the with links to get you started inventing, in the with links to get you started inventing, in the with links to get you started inventing, in the 
June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!! June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!! June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!! June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!! 

5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
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JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End 
War! War! War! War! 

5-16-13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP 5-16-13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP 5-16-13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP 5-16-13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP 
No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! 

5-16-13 Add in 480K dead from Breast 5-16-13 Add in 480K dead from Breast 5-16-13 Add in 480K dead from Breast 5-16-13 Add in 480K dead from Breast 
cancer since 1980 you have a Holocaust cancer since 1980 you have a Holocaust cancer since 1980 you have a Holocaust cancer since 1980 you have a Holocaust 

5-16-13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War 5-16-13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War 5-16-13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War 5-16-13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War 
Crime because the USS Key West Was built in Crime because the USS Key West Was built in Crime because the USS Key West Was built in Crime because the USS Key West Was built in 
1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177 Trillion 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177 Trillion 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177 Trillion 1987 from BP Oil's windfall of $177 Trillion 
dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar dollars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980! invented in 1980! invented in 1980! invented in 1980! 

5-16-13 More Jewish women have died from 5-16-13 More Jewish women have died from 5-16-13 More Jewish women have died from 5-16-13 More Jewish women have died from 
Breast Cancer than any group and the top Breast Cancer than any group and the top Breast Cancer than any group and the top Breast Cancer than any group and the top 
brass in Israel know these statistic and still brass in Israel know these statistic and still brass in Israel know these statistic and still brass in Israel know these statistic and still 
stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even stifle Greg + Wives in Key West from even 
Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle cure for Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle cure for Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle cure for Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle cure for 
Breast Cancer let along talking over Los Breast Cancer let along talking over Los Breast Cancer let along talking over Los Breast Cancer let along talking over Los 
Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM 
Supercomputers the Navy no longer needs for Supercomputers the Navy no longer needs for Supercomputers the Navy no longer needs for Supercomputers the Navy no longer needs for 
Nuke-Armed Submarines! Nuke-Armed Submarines! Nuke-Armed Submarines! Nuke-Armed Submarines! 

5-16-13 The USS Key West is one of 62 Los 5-16-13 The USS Key West is one of 62 Los 5-16-13 The USS Key West is one of 62 Los 5-16-13 The USS Key West is one of 62 Los 
Angeles-class submarines, which make up the Angeles-class submarines, which make up the Angeles-class submarines, which make up the Angeles-class submarines, which make up the 
core of the U.S. submarine fleet and carry core of the U.S. submarine fleet and carry core of the U.S. submarine fleet and carry core of the U.S. submarine fleet and carry 
Tomahawk cruise missiles. Tomahawk cruise missiles. Tomahawk cruise missiles. Tomahawk cruise missiles. 

5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-16-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End JOLIE... No HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End 
War! War! War! War! 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... No HELP for 380 thousand Other JOLIE... No HELP for 380 thousand Other JOLIE... No HELP for 380 thousand Other JOLIE... No HELP for 380 thousand Other 
Women who need a double Mastectomy and Women who need a double Mastectomy and Women who need a double Mastectomy and Women who need a double Mastectomy and 
Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg + Wives in Key Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg + Wives in Key Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg + Wives in Key Ovarian Cure! No HELP for Greg + Wives in Key 
West to "Work" on a "Miracle Overnight Cure" West to "Work" on a "Miracle Overnight Cure" West to "Work" on a "Miracle Overnight Cure" West to "Work" on a "Miracle Overnight Cure" 
POW's of McCain + George Orwell 2013... POW's of McCain + George Orwell 2013... POW's of McCain + George Orwell 2013... POW's of McCain + George Orwell 2013... 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
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JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a Overnight JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a Overnight JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a Overnight JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Miracle Cure for Breast + Ovarian Cancer by 
Greg + Wives in Key West. No Hope the Greg + Wives in Key West. No Hope the Greg + Wives in Key West. No Hope the Greg + Wives in Key West. No Hope the 
Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives work, Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives work, Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives work, Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives work, 
Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast 
Cancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of Brad Pitt Cancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of Brad Pitt Cancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of Brad Pitt Cancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of Brad Pitt 
and mother of 6, recently underwent a and mother of 6, recently underwent a and mother of 6, recently underwent a and mother of 6, recently underwent a 
preventative double mastectomy to avoid preventative double mastectomy to avoid preventative double mastectomy to avoid preventative double mastectomy to avoid 
possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No possible breast cancer! ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
Faith or Hope in a Ovarian Cancer Cure too! Faith or Hope in a Ovarian Cancer Cure too! Faith or Hope in a Ovarian Cancer Cure too! Faith or Hope in a Ovarian Cancer Cure too! 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013 JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013 JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013 JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013 
MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a MY MOTHER fought cancer for almost a 
decade and died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I decade and died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I decade and died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I decade and died at 56. ANGELINA JOLIE I 
can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to 
fear they will lose me to breast cancer. For fear they will lose me to breast cancer. For fear they will lose me to breast cancer. For fear they will lose me to breast cancer. For 
any woman reading this, I hope it helps you any woman reading this, I hope it helps you any woman reading this, I hope it helps you any woman reading this, I hope it helps you 
to know you have options. - - to know you have options. - - to know you have options. - - to know you have options. - - 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key 
West getting Los Alamos to start the New West getting Los Alamos to start the New West getting Los Alamos to start the New West getting Los Alamos to start the New 
Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle Manhattan Project for the Overnight Miracle 
Cure of Breast Cancer! Cure of Breast Cancer! Cure of Breast Cancer! Cure of Breast Cancer! 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key 
West West West West 

5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 5-14-13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA 
JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key JOLIE... Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key 
West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los West... and "Dr Nancy Oppenheimer at Los 
Alamos "Manhattan project for the Overnight Alamos "Manhattan project for the Overnight Alamos "Manhattan project for the Overnight Alamos "Manhattan project for the Overnight 
Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" 
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I I I I 

can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to 
fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell 
the world Greg + Wives in Key West are the world Greg + Wives in Key West are the world Greg + Wives in Key West are the world Greg + Wives in Key West are 
suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a 
Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts 
Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, 
Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 
to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives 
are kept from working, Brainstorming 24/7 are kept from working, Brainstorming 24/7 are kept from working, Brainstorming 24/7 are kept from working, Brainstorming 24/7 
on a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast on a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast on a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast on a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, 
Breast Cancer... the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer... the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer... the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer... the Overnight Miracle Cure of 
Breast Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Breast Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Breast Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Breast Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! 
Greg + Wives in Key West have been stifled by Greg + Wives in Key West have been stifled by Greg + Wives in Key West have been stifled by Greg + Wives in Key West have been stifled by 
Numb Nuts Dictators from even Numb Nuts Dictators from even Numb Nuts Dictators from even Numb Nuts Dictators from even 
Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle Cure for Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle Cure for Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle Cure for Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the 
Vietnam War is has never LOST, even Hillary, Vietnam War is has never LOST, even Hillary, Vietnam War is has never LOST, even Hillary, Vietnam War is has never LOST, even Hillary, 
and Melinda Gates support McCain and his and Melinda Gates support McCain and his and Melinda Gates support McCain and his and Melinda Gates support McCain and his 
government "Killers" who spit on Women with government "Killers" who spit on Women with government "Killers" who spit on Women with government "Killers" who spit on Women with 
Breast Cancer along with Prince Harry! Breast Cancer along with Prince Harry! Breast Cancer along with Prince Harry! Breast Cancer along with Prince Harry! 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent 
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risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent risk of risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent risk of risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent risk of risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent risk of 
ovarian cancer, Once I knew that this was my ovarian cancer, Once I knew that this was my ovarian cancer, Once I knew that this was my ovarian cancer, Once I knew that this was my 
reality, I decided to be proactive and to reality, I decided to be proactive and to reality, I decided to be proactive and to reality, I decided to be proactive and to 
minimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINA minimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINA minimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINA minimize the risk as much I could. ANGELINA 
JOLIEI made a decision to have a preventive JOLIEI made a decision to have a preventive JOLIEI made a decision to have a preventive JOLIEI made a decision to have a preventive 
double mastectomy. double mastectomy. double mastectomy. double mastectomy. 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 
to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives to EXPOSE... - Today in Key West Greg + Wives 
are kept from working Brainstorming 24/7 on are kept from working Brainstorming 24/7 on are kept from working Brainstorming 24/7 on are kept from working Brainstorming 24/7 on 
a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 
Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 Greg + Wives ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 
ONE invention for an Overnight Miracle Cure ONE invention for an Overnight Miracle Cure ONE invention for an Overnight Miracle Cure ONE invention for an Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain... for Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain... for Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain... for Breast Cancer... Shot Down by McCain... 
and 1,001 Other "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators and 1,001 Other "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators and 1,001 Other "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators and 1,001 Other "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators 
in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, 
Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 
to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women 
with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. 

5-14-13 When McCain was shot down over 5-14-13 When McCain was shot down over 5-14-13 When McCain was shot down over 5-14-13 When McCain was shot down over 
Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some 
458,000 women each year McCain was a POW 458,000 women each year McCain was a POW 458,000 women each year McCain was a POW 458,000 women each year McCain was a POW 
at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of at the Hanoi Hilton! Now sense of 
powerlessness in our "1984" George Orwell powerlessness in our "1984" George Orwell powerlessness in our "1984" George Orwell powerlessness in our "1984" George Orwell 
Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working on Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working on Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working on Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from working on 
a cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives a cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives a cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives a cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives 
ambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for an ambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for an ambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for an ambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for an 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... 
Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon) Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon) Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon) Shot Down by McCain (Pentagon) 

CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 

5-14-13 Angelina Jolie knows and refused to 5-14-13 Angelina Jolie knows and refused to 5-14-13 Angelina Jolie knows and refused to 5-14-13 Angelina Jolie knows and refused to 
write - But I am writing about it now because write - But I am writing about it now because write - But I am writing about it now because write - But I am writing about it now because 
I hope that other women can benefit from my I hope that other women can benefit from my I hope that other women can benefit from my I hope that other women can benefit from my 
experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes 
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fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep 
sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible 
to find out through a blood test whether you to find out through a blood test whether you to find out through a blood test whether you to find out through a blood test whether you 
are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian 
cancer, and then take action. cancer, and then take action. cancer, and then take action. cancer, and then take action. 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer 
alone killed some 458,000 - Priority is... alone killed some 458,000 - Priority is... alone killed some 458,000 - Priority is... alone killed some 458,000 - Priority is... 
ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman reading ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman reading ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman reading ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman reading 
this, I hope it helps you to know you have this, I hope it helps you to know you have this, I hope it helps you to know you have this, I hope it helps you to know you have 
options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have 
suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg + Wives suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg + Wives suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg + Wives suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg + Wives 
from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight 
Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. 
Suppression of the 1980 Invention of the Suppression of the 1980 Invention of the Suppression of the 1980 Invention of the Suppression of the 1980 Invention of the 
"ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off 
inventions that would cure several "1984" inventions that would cure several "1984" inventions that would cure several "1984" inventions that would cure several "1984" 
George Orwell government run "Genocides" George Orwell government run "Genocides" George Orwell government run "Genocides" George Orwell government run "Genocides" 
besides BP Oil tossing "Gasoline Bombs" at besides BP Oil tossing "Gasoline Bombs" at besides BP Oil tossing "Gasoline Bombs" at besides BP Oil tossing "Gasoline Bombs" at 
SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, Moscow, 
wrecks! Motive is another $177 Trillion in Oil wrecks! Motive is another $177 Trillion in Oil wrecks! Motive is another $177 Trillion in Oil wrecks! Motive is another $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues$$$. Revenues$$$. Revenues$$$. Revenues$$$. 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 
to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women 
with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. 

***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 
458,000 women each year! Breast cancer kills 458,000 women each year! Breast cancer kills 458,000 women each year! Breast cancer kills 458,000 women each year! Breast cancer kills 
some 458,000 women each year, according to some 458,000 women each year, according to some 458,000 women each year, according to some 458,000 women each year, according to 
the World Health Organization, mainly in the World Health Organization, mainly in the World Health Organization, mainly in the World Health Organization, mainly in 
low- and middle-income countries. It has got low- and middle-income countries. It has got low- and middle-income countries. It has got low- and middle-income countries. It has got 
to be a priority. to be a priority. to be a priority. to be a priority. 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused 
to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women to EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women 
with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. with breast cancer in 2013. 

***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 
458,000 women each year! And 1 million 458,000 women each year! And 1 million 458,000 women each year! And 1 million 458,000 women each year! And 1 million 
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Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11 Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11 Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11 Muslim's! Revenge for 9/11 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman 
reading this, I hope it helps you to know you reading this, I hope it helps you to know you reading this, I hope it helps you to know you reading this, I hope it helps you to know you 
have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" have options... "1984" George Orwell "Options" 
have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on have suppressed Greg + Wives working 24/7 on 
a "Overnight Miracle Cure" since 1980, you a "Overnight Miracle Cure" since 1980, you a "Overnight Miracle Cure" since 1980, you a "Overnight Miracle Cure" since 1980, you 
only have "1084" Option of George Orwell in only have "1084" Option of George Orwell in only have "1084" Option of George Orwell in only have "1084" Option of George Orwell in 
London home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion in London home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion in London home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion in London home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion in 
London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that 
has killed 390 million people world wide! UN has killed 390 million people world wide! UN has killed 390 million people world wide! UN has killed 390 million people world wide! UN 
and CIA have documented these statistics! and CIA have documented these statistics! and CIA have documented these statistics! and CIA have documented these statistics! 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women 
each year, are killed, by Pentagon Drones... each year, are killed, by Pentagon Drones... each year, are killed, by Pentagon Drones... each year, are killed, by Pentagon Drones... 
stealing the breast cancer cure according to stealing the breast cancer cure according to stealing the breast cancer cure according to stealing the breast cancer cure according to 
the World Health Organization WHO. the World Health Organization WHO. the World Health Organization WHO. the World Health Organization WHO. 

5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who 
died of breast cancer in 2013. died of breast cancer in 2013. died of breast cancer in 2013. died of breast cancer in 2013. 

5-14-13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from 5-14-13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from 5-14-13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from 5-14-13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from 
Breast Cancer - all were refused burial at Breast Cancer - all were refused burial at Breast Cancer - all were refused burial at Breast Cancer - all were refused burial at 
Arlington by the Pentagon and all were Arlington by the Pentagon and all were Arlington by the Pentagon and all were Arlington by the Pentagon and all were 
refused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr refused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr refused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr refused a Manhattan Project lead by Dr 
Nancy Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Nancy Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Nancy Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Nancy Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at 
Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with 
Nude women! Nude women! Nude women! Nude women! 

5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am 5-14-13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am 
very happy that I made. My chances of very happy that I made. My chances of very happy that I made. My chances of very happy that I made. My chances of 
developing breast cancer have dropped from developing breast cancer have dropped from developing breast cancer have dropped from developing breast cancer have dropped from 
87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 
children that they don’t need to fear they will children that they don’t need to fear they will children that they don’t need to fear they will children that they don’t need to fear they will 
lose me to breast cancer. lose me to breast cancer. lose me to breast cancer. lose me to breast cancer. 

5-14-13 My Medical Choice Breast Cancer 5-14-13 My Medical Choice Breast Cancer 5-14-13 My Medical Choice Breast Cancer 5-14-13 My Medical Choice Breast Cancer 
ANGELINA JOLIE New York Times Published: ANGELINA JOLIE New York Times Published: ANGELINA JOLIE New York Times Published: ANGELINA JOLIE New York Times Published: 
May 14, 2013 May 14, 2013 May 14, 2013 May 14, 2013 

ANGELINA JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer ANGELINA JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer ANGELINA JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer ANGELINA JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer 
for almost a decade and died at 56. She held for almost a decade and died at 56. She held for almost a decade and died at 56. She held for almost a decade and died at 56. She held 
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out long enough to meet the first of her out long enough to meet the first of her out long enough to meet the first of her out long enough to meet the first of her 
grandchildren and to hold them in her grandchildren and to hold them in her grandchildren and to hold them in her grandchildren and to hold them in her 
arms. But my other children will never have arms. But my other children will never have arms. But my other children will never have arms. But my other children will never have 
the chance to know her and experience how the chance to know her and experience how the chance to know her and experience how the chance to know her and experience how 
loving and gracious she was. We often speak loving and gracious she was. We often speak loving and gracious she was. We often speak loving and gracious she was. We often speak 
of “Mommy’s mommy,” and I find myself of “Mommy’s mommy,” and I find myself of “Mommy’s mommy,” and I find myself of “Mommy’s mommy,” and I find myself 
trying to explain the illness that took her trying to explain the illness that took her trying to explain the illness that took her trying to explain the illness that took her 
away from us. They have asked if the same away from us. They have asked if the same away from us. They have asked if the same away from us. They have asked if the same 
could happen to me. I have always told them could happen to me. I have always told them could happen to me. I have always told them could happen to me. I have always told them 
not to worry, but the truth is I carry a not to worry, but the truth is I carry a not to worry, but the truth is I carry a not to worry, but the truth is I carry a 
“faulty” gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases “faulty” gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases “faulty” gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases “faulty” gene, BRCA1, which sharply increases 
my risk of developing breast cancer and my risk of developing breast cancer and my risk of developing breast cancer and my risk of developing breast cancer and 
ovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I ovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I ovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I ovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I 
had an 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a had an 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a had an 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a had an 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a 
50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, although 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, although 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, although 50 percent risk of ovarian cancer, although 
the risk is different in the case of each the risk is different in the case of each the risk is different in the case of each the risk is different in the case of each 
woman. Only a fraction of breast cancers woman. Only a fraction of breast cancers woman. Only a fraction of breast cancers woman. Only a fraction of breast cancers 
result from an inherited gene mutation. result from an inherited gene mutation. result from an inherited gene mutation. result from an inherited gene mutation. 
Those with a defect in BRCA1 have a 65 Those with a defect in BRCA1 have a 65 Those with a defect in BRCA1 have a 65 Those with a defect in BRCA1 have a 65 
percent risk of getting it, on average. Once I percent risk of getting it, on average. Once I percent risk of getting it, on average. Once I percent risk of getting it, on average. Once I 
knew that this was my reality, I decided to be knew that this was my reality, I decided to be knew that this was my reality, I decided to be knew that this was my reality, I decided to be 
proactive and to minimize the risk as much I proactive and to minimize the risk as much I proactive and to minimize the risk as much I proactive and to minimize the risk as much I 
could. I made a decision to have a preventive could. I made a decision to have a preventive could. I made a decision to have a preventive could. I made a decision to have a preventive 
double mastectomy. double mastectomy. double mastectomy. double mastectomy. 

ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as 
my risk of breast cancer is higher than my my risk of breast cancer is higher than my my risk of breast cancer is higher than my my risk of breast cancer is higher than my 
risk of ovarian cancer, and the surgery is risk of ovarian cancer, and the surgery is risk of ovarian cancer, and the surgery is risk of ovarian cancer, and the surgery is 
more complex. more complex. more complex. more complex. 

ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the 
three months of medical procedures that the three months of medical procedures that the three months of medical procedures that the three months of medical procedures that the 
mastectomies involved. During that time I mastectomies involved. During that time I mastectomies involved. During that time I mastectomies involved. During that time I 
have been able to keep this private and to have been able to keep this private and to have been able to keep this private and to have been able to keep this private and to 
carry on with my work. carry on with my work. carry on with my work. carry on with my work. 
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ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills 
some 458,000 people each year, according to some 458,000 people each year, according to some 458,000 people each year, according to some 458,000 people each year, according to 
the World Health Organization, mainly in the World Health Organization, mainly in the World Health Organization, mainly in the World Health Organization, mainly in 
low- and middle-income countries. It has got low- and middle-income countries. It has got low- and middle-income countries. It has got low- and middle-income countries. It has got 
to be a priority. For any woman reading this, to be a priority. For any woman reading this, to be a priority. For any woman reading this, to be a priority. For any woman reading this, 
I hope it helps you to know you have options. I hope it helps you to know you have options. I hope it helps you to know you have options. I hope it helps you to know you have options. 
But I am writing about it now because I hope But I am writing about it now because I hope But I am writing about it now because I hope But I am writing about it now because I hope 
that other women can benefit from my that other women can benefit from my that other women can benefit from my that other women can benefit from my 
experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes 
fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep fear into people’s hearts, producing a deep 
sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible sense of powerlessness. But today it is possible 
to find out through a blood test whether you to find out through a blood test whether you to find out through a blood test whether you to find out through a blood test whether you 
are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian are highly susceptible to breast and ovarian 
cancer, and then take action. cancer, and then take action. cancer, and then take action. cancer, and then take action. 

ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell 
other women that the decision to have a other women that the decision to have a other women that the decision to have a other women that the decision to have a 
mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I am mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I am mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I am mastectomy was not easy. But it is one I am 
very happy that I made. My chances of very happy that I made. My chances of very happy that I made. My chances of very happy that I made. My chances of 
developing breast cancer have dropped from developing breast cancer have dropped from developing breast cancer have dropped from developing breast cancer have dropped from 
87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can tell my 
children that they don’t need to fear they will children that they don’t need to fear they will children that they don’t need to fear they will children that they don’t need to fear they will 
lose me to breast cancer. lose me to breast cancer. lose me to breast cancer. lose me to breast cancer. 
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I I I I 

can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to can tell my children that they don’t need to 
fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell fear they will lose me to breast cancer. Tell 
the world Greg + Wives in Key West are the world Greg + Wives in Key West are the world Greg + Wives in Key West are the world Greg + Wives in Key West are 
suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a suppressed from brainstorming 24/7 a 
Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts 
Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, 
Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West! 

5-14-13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 5-14-13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 5-14-13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 5-14-13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 
predisposed to develop breast cancer, predisposed to develop breast cancer, predisposed to develop breast cancer, predisposed to develop breast cancer, 
revealed she recently underwent a revealed she recently underwent a revealed she recently underwent a revealed she recently underwent a 
preventative double mastectomy and had her preventative double mastectomy and had her preventative double mastectomy and had her preventative double mastectomy and had her 
breasts surgically reconstructed. And is at breasts surgically reconstructed. And is at breasts surgically reconstructed. And is at breasts surgically reconstructed. And is at 
risk for ovarian cancer. risk for ovarian cancer. risk for ovarian cancer. risk for ovarian cancer. 

5-14-13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of 5-14-13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of 5-14-13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of 5-14-13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of 
medical procedures on April 27, she wrote in medical procedures on April 27, she wrote in medical procedures on April 27, she wrote in medical procedures on April 27, she wrote in 
an op-ed in Tuesday’s New York Times. an op-ed in Tuesday’s New York Times. an op-ed in Tuesday’s New York Times. an op-ed in Tuesday’s New York Times. 

5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery with a handwritten note honoring Cemetery with a handwritten note honoring Cemetery with a handwritten note honoring Cemetery with a handwritten note honoring 
his “comrades-in-arms. Breast-Cancer-his “comrades-in-arms. Breast-Cancer-his “comrades-in-arms. Breast-Cancer-his “comrades-in-arms. Breast-Cancer-
Women causalities of 1776 British Miracle Women causalities of 1776 British Miracle Women causalities of 1776 British Miracle Women causalities of 1776 British Miracle 
Cure! Cure! Cure! Cure! 

5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-14-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died 
of breast cancer. of breast cancer. of breast cancer. of breast cancer. 
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5-11-13 40K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 5-11-13 40K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 5-11-13 40K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 5-11-13 40K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 
Cancer - all were refused burial at Arlington Cancer - all were refused burial at Arlington Cancer - all were refused burial at Arlington Cancer - all were refused burial at Arlington 
by the Pentagon and all were refused a by the Pentagon and all were refused a by the Pentagon and all were refused a by the Pentagon and all were refused a 
Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy Manhattan Project lead by Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Arlington Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Arlington Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Arlington Oppenheimer - Prince Harry at Arlington 
National Cemetery not Vegas with Nude National Cemetery not Vegas with Nude National Cemetery not Vegas with Nude National Cemetery not Vegas with Nude 
women! women! women! women! 

5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died 
of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 of breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 
Trillion in BP Oil Money from the suppressing Trillion in BP Oil Money from the suppressing Trillion in BP Oil Money from the suppressing Trillion in BP Oil Money from the suppressing 
of the 1980 Invention of the of the 1980 Invention of the of the 1980 Invention of the of the 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. 

5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 5-11-13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery with NBC News.com not in "PINK" Cemetery with NBC News.com not in "PINK" Cemetery with NBC News.com not in "PINK" Cemetery with NBC News.com not in "PINK" 
Wearing his British Army uniform, NO Way A Wearing his British Army uniform, NO Way A Wearing his British Army uniform, NO Way A Wearing his British Army uniform, NO Way A 
MD's White "PINK" Coat - Prince Harry laid a MD's White "PINK" Coat - Prince Harry laid a MD's White "PINK" Coat - Prince Harry laid a MD's White "PINK" Coat - Prince Harry laid a 
wreath never thinking about 1 million dead wreath never thinking about 1 million dead wreath never thinking about 1 million dead wreath never thinking about 1 million dead 
Women with Breast Cancer... Women with Breast Cancer... Women with Breast Cancer... Women with Breast Cancer... 

5-11-13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with 5-11-13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with 5-11-13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with 5-11-13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with 
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Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery Prince Harry at Arlington National Cemetery 
talking up War Stories, McCain Shot down talking up War Stories, McCain Shot down talking up War Stories, McCain Shot down talking up War Stories, McCain Shot down 
over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for over Hanoi... Harry never shot down but for 
Vegas Women and Women who will die in Vegas Women and Women who will die in Vegas Women and Women who will die in Vegas Women and Women who will die in 
2014 of Breast Cancer! 2014 of Breast Cancer! 2014 of Breast Cancer! 2014 of Breast Cancer! 

Aliens ---------- When McCain was shot down Aliens ---------- When McCain was shot down Aliens ---------- When McCain was shot down Aliens ---------- When McCain was shot down 
over Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will over Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will over Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will over Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will 
Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or Brainstorm 1 invention to hear and or 
observe Aliens at the Nearest Stars - War we observe Aliens at the Nearest Stars - War we observe Aliens at the Nearest Stars - War we observe Aliens at the Nearest Stars - War we 
can't lose like McCain's Vietnam! War On can't lose like McCain's Vietnam! War On can't lose like McCain's Vietnam! War On can't lose like McCain's Vietnam! War On 
Cancer was lost by McCain will be lost for the Cancer was lost by McCain will be lost for the Cancer was lost by McCain will be lost for the Cancer was lost by McCain will be lost for the 
next few decades by McCain, Kerry, Carter next few decades by McCain, Kerry, Carter next few decades by McCain, Kerry, Carter next few decades by McCain, Kerry, Carter 
and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst 
Paul McCartney + now Prince Harry$ and BP Paul McCartney + now Prince Harry$ and BP Paul McCartney + now Prince Harry$ and BP Paul McCartney + now Prince Harry$ and BP 
Oil... Oil... Oil... Oil... 

Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is 
not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by 
the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in 
Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 
9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 
Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the 
Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the 
New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill 
Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! 

5-11-13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr 5-11-13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr 5-11-13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr 5-11-13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr 
Susan Love refused to gain control of Los Susan Love refused to gain control of Los Susan Love refused to gain control of Los Susan Love refused to gain control of Los 
Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a Alamos, Greg + Wives to Brainstorm a 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 
Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM 
Supercomputers sold to Los Alamos since 1980 Supercomputers sold to Los Alamos since 1980 Supercomputers sold to Los Alamos since 1980 Supercomputers sold to Los Alamos since 1980 
are required along with all the SWF's and or are required along with all the SWF's and or are required along with all the SWF's and or are required along with all the SWF's and or 
MWF's at Los Alamos who will help rename MWF's at Los Alamos who will help rename MWF's at Los Alamos who will help rename MWF's at Los Alamos who will help rename 
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their Manhattan Project... the "New their Manhattan Project... the "New their Manhattan Project... the "New their Manhattan Project... the "New 
Manhattan Project for the Overnight Cure of Manhattan Project for the Overnight Cure of Manhattan Project for the Overnight Cure of Manhattan Project for the Overnight Cure of 
Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer! And Greg will cheer on Dr Oppenheimer! And Greg will cheer on Dr Oppenheimer! And Greg will cheer on Dr Oppenheimer! And Greg will cheer on Dr 
Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous Nancy every morning! In a legal Polygamous 
Marriage that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For Marriage that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For Marriage that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For Marriage that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For 
The Cure! The Cure! The Cure! The Cure! 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 
her book “Necessary Journeys” was the her book “Necessary Journeys” was the her book “Necessary Journeys” was the her book “Necessary Journeys” was the 
inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx 
intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday Realizations, Advice, 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Realizations, Advice, 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Realizations, Advice, 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Realizations, Advice, 
Stories, Lecture, Necessary Journeys Stories, Lecture, Necessary Journeys Stories, Lecture, Necessary Journeys Stories, Lecture, Necessary Journeys 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 
Discovery, and Miracle Cures this Year Discovery, and Miracle Cures this Year Discovery, and Miracle Cures this Year Discovery, and Miracle Cures this Year 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 
will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You 

Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is 
not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by 
the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in 
Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 
9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 
Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the 
Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the 
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New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill 
Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! 

Happy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test Happy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test Happy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test Happy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test 
you didn’t Cheat On! You Passed! you didn’t Cheat On! You Passed! you didn’t Cheat On! You Passed! you didn’t Cheat On! You Passed! 

Happy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, Your Happy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, Your Happy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, Your Happy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, Your 
Body is 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Body is 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Body is 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Body is 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth 
Trillions Trillions Trillions Trillions 

Happy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to Happy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to Happy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to Happy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to 
Brainstorm with you how Gravity is Brainstorm with you how Gravity is Brainstorm with you how Gravity is Brainstorm with you how Gravity is 
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Happy Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Happy Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Happy Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Happy Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives 
Cheer you on to Save Women, From OJ Clones Cheer you on to Save Women, From OJ Clones Cheer you on to Save Women, From OJ Clones Cheer you on to Save Women, From OJ Clones 

Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never 
Mentioned in the book “Necessary Journeys” Mentioned in the book “Necessary Journeys” Mentioned in the book “Necessary Journeys” Mentioned in the book “Necessary Journeys” 

Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” One is Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” One is Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” One is Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” One is 
what is the Next City after Hiroshima and what is the Next City after Hiroshima and what is the Next City after Hiroshima and what is the Next City after Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki? Nagasaki? Nagasaki? Nagasaki? 

Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” Sandy Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” Sandy Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” Sandy Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” Sandy 
Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st 
Graders Shot Dead Graders Shot Dead Graders Shot Dead Graders Shot Dead 

Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” GE – Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” GE – Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” GE – Happy Birthday, “Necessary Journeys” GE – 
GMC – IBM – Pfizer – Nobel’s Nitro, BP Oil GMC – IBM – Pfizer – Nobel’s Nitro, BP Oil GMC – IBM – Pfizer – Nobel’s Nitro, BP Oil GMC – IBM – Pfizer – Nobel’s Nitro, BP Oil 

Happy Birthday, Wive’s Necessary Rx Happy Birthday, Wive’s Necessary Rx Happy Birthday, Wive’s Necessary Rx Happy Birthday, Wive’s Necessary Rx 
Perfumes, décolleté low cut below the Neck Perfumes, décolleté low cut below the Neck Perfumes, décolleté low cut below the Neck Perfumes, décolleté low cut below the Neck 
Line Line Line Line 

Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with 
Vietnam, Iraq, Afghan, Pakistan’s CIA Vietnam, Iraq, Afghan, Pakistan’s CIA Vietnam, Iraq, Afghan, Pakistan’s CIA Vietnam, Iraq, Afghan, Pakistan’s CIA 
Payoffs! Payoffs! Payoffs! Payoffs! 

Happy Birthday, End to the War on Cancer, Happy Birthday, End to the War on Cancer, Happy Birthday, End to the War on Cancer, Happy Birthday, End to the War on Cancer, 
Necessary Journey + Muslim “Boston” Necessary Journey + Muslim “Boston” Necessary Journey + Muslim “Boston” Necessary Journey + Muslim “Boston” 
Bombings Bombings Bombings Bombings 

Happy Birthday, $100 and a New Car – Mecca Happy Birthday, $100 and a New Car – Mecca Happy Birthday, $100 and a New Car – Mecca Happy Birthday, $100 and a New Car – Mecca 
Now Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$ Now Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$ Now Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$ Now Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$ 

Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, 
And Women Can’t own A Car! And Women Can’t own A Car! And Women Can’t own A Car! And Women Can’t own A Car! 

Happy Birthday, “Prohibition Lost” “Life In Happy Birthday, “Prohibition Lost” “Life In Happy Birthday, “Prohibition Lost” “Life In Happy Birthday, “Prohibition Lost” “Life In 
Paradise” in Key West Carnival Breeze in Port Paradise” in Key West Carnival Breeze in Port Paradise” in Key West Carnival Breeze in Port Paradise” in Key West Carnival Breeze in Port 

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask 
Your Wife to Brainstorm with you End To Your Wife to Brainstorm with you End To Your Wife to Brainstorm with you End To Your Wife to Brainstorm with you End To 
Violence Against Women! Violence Against Women! Violence Against Women! Violence Against Women! 
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Happy Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Happy Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Happy Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Happy Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We 
Can Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure! Can Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure! Can Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure! Can Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure! 

Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and 
kissing décolleté Ear to Many Wives Heartbeat kissing décolleté Ear to Many Wives Heartbeat kissing décolleté Ear to Many Wives Heartbeat kissing décolleté Ear to Many Wives Heartbeat 

Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor 
Patients Homework Life + Death on YouTube Patients Homework Life + Death on YouTube Patients Homework Life + Death on YouTube Patients Homework Life + Death on YouTube 

Happy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with Happy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with Happy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with Happy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with 
the Big Bang – No! Matter Nobel’s Nitro! the Big Bang – No! Matter Nobel’s Nitro! the Big Bang – No! Matter Nobel’s Nitro! the Big Bang – No! Matter Nobel’s Nitro! 

Happy Birthday, Read “Necessary Journeys” Happy Birthday, Read “Necessary Journeys” Happy Birthday, Read “Necessary Journeys” Happy Birthday, Read “Necessary Journeys” 
by Dr. Nancy Snyderman by Dr. Nancy Snyderman by Dr. Nancy Snyderman by Dr. Nancy Snyderman 

Happy Birthday, Read “Before the Big Bang” Happy Birthday, Read “Before the Big Bang” Happy Birthday, Read “Before the Big Bang” Happy Birthday, Read “Before the Big Bang” 
Edition written before 1990 Edition written before 1990 Edition written before 1990 Edition written before 1990 

Happy Birthday, Learn “Anatomy + Happy Birthday, Learn “Anatomy + Happy Birthday, Learn “Anatomy + Happy Birthday, Learn “Anatomy + 
Physiology” Physiology” Physiology” Physiology” 

Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To 
Invent Something to Marry a Woman Doctor Invent Something to Marry a Woman Doctor Invent Something to Marry a Woman Doctor Invent Something to Marry a Woman Doctor 

Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 
1915 Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 1915 Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 1915 Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 1915 Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 
2013 are Women’s Wives, list of 1,001 2013 are Women’s Wives, list of 1,001 2013 are Women’s Wives, list of 1,001 2013 are Women’s Wives, list of 1,001 
Invention Projects in mind in reading Invention Projects in mind in reading Invention Projects in mind in reading Invention Projects in mind in reading 
thinking in random thoughts.... thinking of thinking in random thoughts.... thinking of thinking in random thoughts.... thinking of thinking in random thoughts.... thinking of 
one “Eureka” – Match with a Invention one “Eureka” – Match with a Invention one “Eureka” – Match with a Invention one “Eureka” – Match with a Invention 
Project, or Discover for the Wife’s Nobel. Project, or Discover for the Wife’s Nobel. Project, or Discover for the Wife’s Nobel. Project, or Discover for the Wife’s Nobel. 

Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + 
Martha Gellhorn, she had Murderous Martha Gellhorn, she had Murderous Martha Gellhorn, she had Murderous Martha Gellhorn, she had Murderous 
Thoughts, read her book! “Travels with Myself Thoughts, read her book! “Travels with Myself Thoughts, read her book! “Travels with Myself Thoughts, read her book! “Travels with Myself 
and Another”! and Another”! and Another”! and Another”! 

Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to 
invent, with a Shopping List of 1,001 invent, with a Shopping List of 1,001 invent, with a Shopping List of 1,001 invent, with a Shopping List of 1,001 
Invention Projects. Invention Projects. Invention Projects. Invention Projects. 

Happy Birthday, Medical Correspondents Happy Birthday, Medical Correspondents Happy Birthday, Medical Correspondents Happy Birthday, Medical Correspondents 
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rewrite Today In History, To How Many Will rewrite Today In History, To How Many Will rewrite Today In History, To How Many Will rewrite Today In History, To How Many Will 
Be Diagnosed for this or that Today... Be Diagnosed for this or that Today... Be Diagnosed for this or that Today... Be Diagnosed for this or that Today... 
Staggering Statistics! Staggering Statistics! Staggering Statistics! Staggering Statistics! 

Happy Birthday, Dogs at the Birthday Party Happy Birthday, Dogs at the Birthday Party Happy Birthday, Dogs at the Birthday Party Happy Birthday, Dogs at the Birthday Party 
will bite a little girl in the face... worst case will bite a little girl in the face... worst case will bite a little girl in the face... worst case will bite a little girl in the face... worst case 
scenario but statistics should warn her scenario but statistics should warn her scenario but statistics should warn her scenario but statistics should warn her 
Mother! Mother! Mother! Mother! 

Happy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signal Happy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signal Happy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signal Happy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signal 
Different Statistics you can learn from Life! Different Statistics you can learn from Life! Different Statistics you can learn from Life! Different Statistics you can learn from Life! 

Happy Birthday, Ambitions written out like a Happy Birthday, Ambitions written out like a Happy Birthday, Ambitions written out like a Happy Birthday, Ambitions written out like a 
Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects 

Happy Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from Happy Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from Happy Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from Happy Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from 
every “Women’s Shelter” in every City and every “Women’s Shelter” in every City and every “Women’s Shelter” in every City and every “Women’s Shelter” in every City and 
Town in the USA Town in the USA Town in the USA Town in the USA 

Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + 
Living Room Cams and Big Brother Watching Living Room Cams and Big Brother Watching Living Room Cams and Big Brother Watching Living Room Cams and Big Brother Watching 
Out For Her! Out For Her! Out For Her! Out For Her! 

Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is 
Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! 

Happy Birthday, 2013 Medical School is Free Happy Birthday, 2013 Medical School is Free Happy Birthday, 2013 Medical School is Free Happy Birthday, 2013 Medical School is Free 
if you are a Muslim in Mecca$ if you are a Muslim in Mecca$ if you are a Muslim in Mecca$ if you are a Muslim in Mecca$ 

Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Happy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is 
Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! Watching, But Not Watching Out For You! 

Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes 
can’t “Touch” Greg + Wives Brainstorming! can’t “Touch” Greg + Wives Brainstorming! can’t “Touch” Greg + Wives Brainstorming! can’t “Touch” Greg + Wives Brainstorming! 

Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to 
the Wedding if the Dr Says yes Greg! the Wedding if the Dr Says yes Greg! the Wedding if the Dr Says yes Greg! the Wedding if the Dr Says yes Greg! 

Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, 
Muslim Men’s Heaven is written in the Koran Muslim Men’s Heaven is written in the Koran Muslim Men’s Heaven is written in the Koran Muslim Men’s Heaven is written in the Koran 

Happy Birthday, Hell has to be the name of a Happy Birthday, Hell has to be the name of a Happy Birthday, Hell has to be the name of a Happy Birthday, Hell has to be the name of a 
Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! 
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Happy Birthday, “Before The Big Bang” will Happy Birthday, “Before The Big Bang” will Happy Birthday, “Before The Big Bang” will Happy Birthday, “Before The Big Bang” will 
be the Discovery of 2013 be the Discovery of 2013 be the Discovery of 2013 be the Discovery of 2013 

Happy Birthday, Crisis of 40K dead from Happy Birthday, Crisis of 40K dead from Happy Birthday, Crisis of 40K dead from Happy Birthday, Crisis of 40K dead from 
Breast Cancer in 2013 Breast Cancer in 2013 Breast Cancer in 2013 Breast Cancer in 2013 

Happy Birthday, Opportunity Insist that your Happy Birthday, Opportunity Insist that your Happy Birthday, Opportunity Insist that your Happy Birthday, Opportunity Insist that your 
MD Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before MD Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before MD Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before MD Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 
2014 Statistics start the deadly count to 40k 2014 Statistics start the deadly count to 40k 2014 Statistics start the deadly count to 40k 2014 Statistics start the deadly count to 40k 
dead women from Breast Cancer dead women from Breast Cancer dead women from Breast Cancer dead women from Breast Cancer 

Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... 
gift has to be from your Husband or Wife, gift has to be from your Husband or Wife, gift has to be from your Husband or Wife, gift has to be from your Husband or Wife, 
grin! grin! grin! grin! 

Happy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in the Happy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in the Happy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in the Happy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in the 
Oceans waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish Oceans waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish Oceans waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish Oceans waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish 

Happy Birthday, Hemingway Beach in Key Happy Birthday, Hemingway Beach in Key Happy Birthday, Hemingway Beach in Key Happy Birthday, Hemingway Beach in Key 
West + Futuristic Invention Packed West + Futuristic Invention Packed West + Futuristic Invention Packed West + Futuristic Invention Packed 
Hemingway Writing Classes waits for Big Hemingway Writing Classes waits for Big Hemingway Writing Classes waits for Big Hemingway Writing Classes waits for Big 
Brother to “Sober Up” and stop killing 1st Brother to “Sober Up” and stop killing 1st Brother to “Sober Up” and stop killing 1st Brother to “Sober Up” and stop killing 1st 
Graders with Drones! Graders with Drones! Graders with Drones! Graders with Drones! 

Happy Birthday, Women’s Revolution that lets Happy Birthday, Women’s Revolution that lets Happy Birthday, Women’s Revolution that lets Happy Birthday, Women’s Revolution that lets 
Women Drink and Drive... Women Drink and Drive... Women Drink and Drive... Women Drink and Drive... 

Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single 
Women will Every Drive a Car, Gasoline or Women will Every Drive a Car, Gasoline or Women will Every Drive a Car, Gasoline or Women will Every Drive a Car, Gasoline or 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

Happy Birthday, Prohibition that could work Happy Birthday, Prohibition that could work Happy Birthday, Prohibition that could work Happy Birthday, Prohibition that could work 
in 2013 is “Prohibition” From Driving Drunk in 2013 is “Prohibition” From Driving Drunk in 2013 is “Prohibition” From Driving Drunk in 2013 is “Prohibition” From Driving Drunk 

Happy Birthday, Marriage Posing a Happy Birthday, Marriage Posing a Happy Birthday, Marriage Posing a Happy Birthday, Marriage Posing a 
Quandary – Polygamous Marriage to Quandary – Polygamous Marriage to Quandary – Polygamous Marriage to Quandary – Polygamous Marriage to 
Brainstorm 24/7 Brainstorm 24/7 Brainstorm 24/7 Brainstorm 24/7 

Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let 
Ourselves Learn How To Invent Miracle Cures Ourselves Learn How To Invent Miracle Cures Ourselves Learn How To Invent Miracle Cures Ourselves Learn How To Invent Miracle Cures 
and Discoveries that Change the World... Win and Discoveries that Change the World... Win and Discoveries that Change the World... Win and Discoveries that Change the World... Win 
A Nobel Hard Hat is Black Humor From Big A Nobel Hard Hat is Black Humor From Big A Nobel Hard Hat is Black Humor From Big A Nobel Hard Hat is Black Humor From Big 
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Brother! Brother! Brother! Brother! 

Happy Birthday, Germ Carriers, at Publix Happy Birthday, Germ Carriers, at Publix Happy Birthday, Germ Carriers, at Publix Happy Birthday, Germ Carriers, at Publix 
Grocery Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms Grocery Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms Grocery Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms Grocery Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms 

Happy Birthday, Statistics on the Rape of Happy Birthday, Statistics on the Rape of Happy Birthday, Statistics on the Rape of Happy Birthday, Statistics on the Rape of 
women who will become Doctors, You have to women who will become Doctors, You have to women who will become Doctors, You have to women who will become Doctors, You have to 
read her book... “Necessary Journeys!” read her book... “Necessary Journeys!” read her book... “Necessary Journeys!” read her book... “Necessary Journeys!” 

Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.’s Book Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.’s Book Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.’s Book Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.’s Book 
She write we must get Affordable Health She write we must get Affordable Health She write we must get Affordable Health She write we must get Affordable Health 
Insurance and Hospital Cost. Mecca has free Insurance and Hospital Cost. Mecca has free Insurance and Hospital Cost. Mecca has free Insurance and Hospital Cost. Mecca has free 
Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst Medical Schools World Wide from the Worst 
Holocaust – 390 Million People have died Holocaust – 390 Million People have died Holocaust – 390 Million People have died Holocaust – 390 Million People have died 
since the 1980 Invention of the since the 1980 Invention of the since the 1980 Invention of the since the 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... 

Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing 
Peking, 20 million 200 million when Earth’s Peking, 20 million 200 million when Earth’s Peking, 20 million 200 million when Earth’s Peking, 20 million 200 million when Earth’s 
Population Reaches 15 Billion... Population Reaches 15 Billion... Population Reaches 15 Billion... Population Reaches 15 Billion... 

Happy Birthday, http://www.medgadget.com/ Happy Birthday, http://www.medgadget.com/ Happy Birthday, http://www.medgadget.com/ Happy Birthday, http://www.medgadget.com/ 
Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need 
NASA Space Suits for everyone in the Hospital NASA Space Suits for everyone in the Hospital NASA Space Suits for everyone in the Hospital NASA Space Suits for everyone in the Hospital 

Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970 Helicopter Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970 Helicopter Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970 Helicopter Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970 Helicopter 
Combines will Feed 15 Billion with the “Tin” Combines will Feed 15 Billion with the “Tin” Combines will Feed 15 Billion with the “Tin” Combines will Feed 15 Billion with the “Tin” 
can reinvented, along with 1,001 preservative can reinvented, along with 1,001 preservative can reinvented, along with 1,001 preservative can reinvented, along with 1,001 preservative 
Inventions! Inventions! Inventions! Inventions! 

Happy Birthday, Numb Nuts Dictators Have Happy Birthday, Numb Nuts Dictators Have Happy Birthday, Numb Nuts Dictators Have Happy Birthday, Numb Nuts Dictators Have 
Birthday’s Too Birthday’s Too Birthday’s Too Birthday’s Too 

Happy Birthday, Mad Dog Jew’s Showing Happy Birthday, Mad Dog Jew’s Showing Happy Birthday, Mad Dog Jew’s Showing Happy Birthday, Mad Dog Jew’s Showing 
Their Teeth, When 3 Billion People Need Their Teeth, When 3 Billion People Need Their Teeth, When 3 Billion People Need Their Teeth, When 3 Billion People Need 
Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work Dentures and $7 Trillion in Dental Work 
Bankrupt the Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Bankrupt the Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Bankrupt the Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 Bankrupt the Jews Bombing Syria the Last 3 
Nights! Nights! Nights! Nights! 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 
will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 
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will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You will Celebrate a Birthday With You 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 5-7-13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People 
will Celebrate a Birthday With You, All will be will Celebrate a Birthday With You, All will be will Celebrate a Birthday With You, All will be will Celebrate a Birthday With You, All will be 
in Perfect Health and have a Beautify Sexy in Perfect Health and have a Beautify Sexy in Perfect Health and have a Beautify Sexy in Perfect Health and have a Beautify Sexy 
White Teeth to Smile + Flirt! White Teeth to Smile + Flirt! White Teeth to Smile + Flirt! White Teeth to Smile + Flirt! 

5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 5-7-13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman 
her book “Necessary Journeys” was the her book “Necessary Journeys” was the her book “Necessary Journeys” was the her book “Necessary Journeys” was the 
inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx inspiration for this Happy Birthday Rx 
intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! intended for 15 Billion People on Earth! 

I write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory Pier I write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory Pier I write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory Pier I write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory Pier 
with the Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then with the Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then with the Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then with the Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then 
type up the 1st draft. When I get a few wives type up the 1st draft. When I get a few wives type up the 1st draft. When I get a few wives type up the 1st draft. When I get a few wives 
we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 we will edit this Happy Birthday Card to 15 
Billion People. Time Capsule Card. Billion People. Time Capsule Card. Billion People. Time Capsule Card. Billion People. Time Capsule Card. 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars 
Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 
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Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is Aliens are at every star in this picture... this is 
not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by not Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by 
the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in the Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in 
Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from Afghanistan with Drones for revenge from 
9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 9/11 when the Pentagon buried not in 
Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the Arlington 50K ElectricWindmillCars at the 
Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the Start of Desert Storm they were buried in the 
New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill New Mexico desert! So the Generals could kill 
Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! Muslims! 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...

5-3-13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised to 1,776’ 5-3-13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised to 1,776’ 5-3-13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised to 1,776’ 5-3-13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised to 1,776’ 
of NYC's Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 of NYC's Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 of NYC's Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 of NYC's Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 
Holocaust via Oil... Era of greed for $177 Holocaust via Oil... Era of greed for $177 Holocaust via Oil... Era of greed for $177 Holocaust via Oil... Era of greed for $177 
Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980 Trillion in oil revenues won out over the 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed ElectricWindmillCar Invention! It crashed 
and burned when BP Oil Men tossed Gasoline and burned when BP Oil Men tossed Gasoline and burned when BP Oil Men tossed Gasoline and burned when BP Oil Men tossed Gasoline 
Bombs from the LA freeways overpass! NASA Bombs from the LA freeways overpass! NASA Bombs from the LA freeways overpass! NASA Bombs from the LA freeways overpass! NASA 
has Top Secret clearance! "Newborn Aliens" 4 has Top Secret clearance! "Newborn Aliens" 4 has Top Secret clearance! "Newborn Aliens" 4 has Top Secret clearance! "Newborn Aliens" 4 
light years from Earth were abandoned by light years from Earth were abandoned by light years from Earth were abandoned by light years from Earth were abandoned by 
NASA for $177 Trillion in BP Oil bribes and NASA for $177 Trillion in BP Oil bribes and NASA for $177 Trillion in BP Oil bribes and NASA for $177 Trillion in BP Oil bribes and 
gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" gov. perks! Road Rage "Crash + Burn" 
screaming at Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal screaming at Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal screaming at Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal screaming at Greg over a "Pencil" Illegal 
Aliens always refuse the free vaccination in Aliens always refuse the free vaccination in Aliens always refuse the free vaccination in Aliens always refuse the free vaccination in 
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the USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent the USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent the USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent the USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion was spent 
by the highest "Class", on the "Upper Class" by the highest "Class", on the "Upper Class" by the highest "Class", on the "Upper Class" by the highest "Class", on the "Upper Class" 
only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion 
to kill 22 1st graders via MIT designed to kill 22 1st graders via MIT designed to kill 22 1st graders via MIT designed to kill 22 1st graders via MIT designed 
Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned Drones, French "Total" is The French Owned 
Oil Company!$ Untouchable New French Oil Company!$ Untouchable New French Oil Company!$ Untouchable New French Oil Company!$ Untouchable New French 
Revolution! "Untouchables" New England Revolution! "Untouchables" New England Revolution! "Untouchables" New England Revolution! "Untouchables" New England 
Journal of Medicine refuses to publish links to Journal of Medicine refuses to publish links to Journal of Medicine refuses to publish links to Journal of Medicine refuses to publish links to 
help you get started invent a cure all + help you get started invent a cure all + help you get started invent a cure all + help you get started invent a cure all + 
Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no links at Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no links at Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no links at Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no links at 
NEJM. NY Times article Today on tracking NEJM. NY Times article Today on tracking NEJM. NY Times article Today on tracking NEJM. NY Times article Today on tracking 
down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said 
this will be used 200 years from Today! This this will be used 200 years from Today! This this will be used 200 years from Today! This this will be used 200 years from Today! This 
MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, MD must know our Numb Nuts Dictators, 
McCain, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary will be McCain, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary will be McCain, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary will be McCain, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary will be 
successful in stifling a Rx Overnight Miracle successful in stifling a Rx Overnight Miracle successful in stifling a Rx Overnight Miracle successful in stifling a Rx Overnight Miracle 
cure for Breast Cancer for the next 200 years. cure for Breast Cancer for the next 200 years. cure for Breast Cancer for the next 200 years. cure for Breast Cancer for the next 200 years. 
Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracle Breast Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracle Breast Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracle Breast Greg + Wives can brainstorm a Miracle Breast 
Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women who will Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women who will Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women who will Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women who will 
die in 2014 as we will get the cure for Breast die in 2014 as we will get the cure for Breast die in 2014 as we will get the cure for Breast die in 2014 as we will get the cure for Breast 
Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be 
Mad as Hell too as Greg + Wives are on their Mad as Hell too as Greg + Wives are on their Mad as Hell too as Greg + Wives are on their Mad as Hell too as Greg + Wives are on their 
Target List to Assassinate if the USA ever gives Target List to Assassinate if the USA ever gives Target List to Assassinate if the USA ever gives Target List to Assassinate if the USA ever gives 
them the "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's them the "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's them the "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's them the "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's 
showing their teeth when 3 billion people showing their teeth when 3 billion people showing their teeth when 3 billion people showing their teeth when 3 billion people 
need free Dentures and 7 trillion dollars need free Dentures and 7 trillion dollars need free Dentures and 7 trillion dollars need free Dentures and 7 trillion dollars 
worth of dental work. "Red" light of Obama is worth of dental work. "Red" light of Obama is worth of dental work. "Red" light of Obama is worth of dental work. "Red" light of Obama is 
Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record all 
video and audio of our 24/7 brainstorming video and audio of our 24/7 brainstorming video and audio of our 24/7 brainstorming video and audio of our 24/7 brainstorming 
as if we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb - as if we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb - as if we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb - as if we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb - 
Greg will get 72 wives in Heaven if you believe Greg will get 72 wives in Heaven if you believe Greg will get 72 wives in Heaven if you believe Greg will get 72 wives in Heaven if you believe 
the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show the Muslims! Humor was on "Today" Show 
Obama joke he was a Muslim Socialists at a Obama joke he was a Muslim Socialists at a Obama joke he was a Muslim Socialists at a Obama joke he was a Muslim Socialists at a 
China dinner. Chinese women interview say China dinner. Chinese women interview say China dinner. Chinese women interview say China dinner. Chinese women interview say 
Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese Humor is OK... I will show these 2 Chinese 
women Officer Jason with wife and daughter! women Officer Jason with wife and daughter! women Officer Jason with wife and daughter! women Officer Jason with wife and daughter! 
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Cop burned Cop burned Cop burned Cop burned 

in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the 
New York Times! New York Times! New York Times! New York Times! 

I will show these 2 Chinese women Officer I will show these 2 Chinese women Officer I will show these 2 Chinese women Officer I will show these 2 Chinese women Officer 
Jason with wife and daughter, look at his Jason with wife and daughter, look at his Jason with wife and daughter, look at his Jason with wife and daughter, look at his 
burnt face from being rearended, bursting burnt face from being rearended, bursting burnt face from being rearended, bursting burnt face from being rearended, bursting 
his cop car in flames. MIT cop shot by the his cop car in flames. MIT cop shot by the his cop car in flames. MIT cop shot by the his cop car in flames. MIT cop shot by the 
Russian Boston Marathon Bombers made Russian Boston Marathon Bombers made Russian Boston Marathon Bombers made Russian Boston Marathon Bombers made 
Headlines in the NY Times, Officer Jason with Headlines in the NY Times, Officer Jason with Headlines in the NY Times, Officer Jason with Headlines in the NY Times, Officer Jason with 
wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on wife and baby, his burnt face will not be on 
the front page of the New York Times until the the front page of the New York Times until the the front page of the New York Times until the the front page of the New York Times until the 
New French Revolution is successful! New French Revolution is successful! New French Revolution is successful! New French Revolution is successful! 
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5-3-13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped 5-3-13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped 5-3-13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped 5-3-13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped 
by Jimmy Carter, wife Roslyn and all the by Jimmy Carter, wife Roslyn and all the by Jimmy Carter, wife Roslyn and all the by Jimmy Carter, wife Roslyn and all the 
Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts Dictators + Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts Dictators + Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts Dictators + Kennedy Men are the Numb Nuts Dictators + 
more World Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 more World Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 more World Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 more World Wide!! Tallest + Richest $177 
Trillion "Men" in the World are Muslims Men Trillion "Men" in the World are Muslims Men Trillion "Men" in the World are Muslims Men Trillion "Men" in the World are Muslims Men 
in (UAE) United Arab Emirates, they have the in (UAE) United Arab Emirates, they have the in (UAE) United Arab Emirates, they have the in (UAE) United Arab Emirates, they have the 
tallest building, built by Frenchmen.... no tallest building, built by Frenchmen.... no tallest building, built by Frenchmen.... no tallest building, built by Frenchmen.... no 
New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the New French Revolution... Burj Khalifa is the 
tallest building in the world, and the tallest building in the world, and the tallest building in the world, and the tallest building in the world, and the 
magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, 
Muslim own and paid by $4 gasoline sold by Muslim own and paid by $4 gasoline sold by Muslim own and paid by $4 gasoline sold by Muslim own and paid by $4 gasoline sold by 
Jews + Christians... CIA is behind the stories Jews + Christians... CIA is behind the stories Jews + Christians... CIA is behind the stories Jews + Christians... CIA is behind the stories 
the Christian Science Monitor Newspaper the Christian Science Monitor Newspaper the Christian Science Monitor Newspaper the Christian Science Monitor Newspaper 
writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC Nightly writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC Nightly writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC Nightly writes!! ABC Disney Owned and ABC Nightly 
News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the News with Diane Sawyer, you can see the 
torture in her face... gasoline exhaust torture in her face... gasoline exhaust torture in her face... gasoline exhaust torture in her face... gasoline exhaust 
pollution of childhood cancers she has to pollution of childhood cancers she has to pollution of childhood cancers she has to pollution of childhood cancers she has to 
report they are caused by genetics!!! They are report they are caused by genetics!!! They are report they are caused by genetics!!! They are report they are caused by genetics!!! They are 
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caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the 
truth and 84% believe this!! truth and 84% believe this!! truth and 84% believe this!! truth and 84% believe this!! 

5-3-13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's - 5-3-13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's - 5-3-13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's - 5-3-13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's - 
POW McCain made this Top Secret Classified POW McCain made this Top Secret Classified POW McCain made this Top Secret Classified POW McCain made this Top Secret Classified 
as he wants his revenge from Vietnam Era in as he wants his revenge from Vietnam Era in as he wants his revenge from Vietnam Era in as he wants his revenge from Vietnam Era in 
his and Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era his and Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era his and Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era his and Kerry's Gasoline Holocaust Era 
without the public knowing who the without the public knowing who the without the public knowing who the without the public knowing who the 
Masterminds are who stifle 24/7 Masterminds are who stifle 24/7 Masterminds are who stifle 24/7 Masterminds are who stifle 24/7 
brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different 
cancers, most caused via red meat, lunch cancers, most caused via red meat, lunch cancers, most caused via red meat, lunch cancers, most caused via red meat, lunch 
meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline meat, alcohol, and of course gasoline 
exhaust pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed exhaust pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed exhaust pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed exhaust pollution!! 1,610 Teachers changed 
failing grades to passing... same thing is failing grades to passing... same thing is failing grades to passing... same thing is failing grades to passing... same thing is 
going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked with the World Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked with the World Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked with the World Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked with the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million 
Americans have been screwed out of free Americans have been screwed out of free Americans have been screwed out of free Americans have been screwed out of free 
medical care, free and mandatory University medical care, free and mandatory University medical care, free and mandatory University medical care, free and mandatory University 
for HS kids, and HS kids were cheated out of for HS kids, and HS kids were cheated out of for HS kids, and HS kids were cheated out of for HS kids, and HS kids were cheated out of 
Cadavers and learning how to spell and Cadavers and learning how to spell and Cadavers and learning how to spell and Cadavers and learning how to spell and 
pronounce all Medical Terms, names of all pronounce all Medical Terms, names of all pronounce all Medical Terms, names of all pronounce all Medical Terms, names of all 
the disease and surgery operations! Bill and the disease and surgery operations! Bill and the disease and surgery operations! Bill and the disease and surgery operations! Bill and 
Melinda Gates are just 2 of the Gasoline Melinda Gates are just 2 of the Gasoline Melinda Gates are just 2 of the Gasoline Melinda Gates are just 2 of the Gasoline 
Holocaust Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Holocaust Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Holocaust Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Holocaust Masterminds, Hillary and Bill 
Clinton are 2 more!! These 4 with McCain + Clinton are 2 more!! These 4 with McCain + Clinton are 2 more!! These 4 with McCain + Clinton are 2 more!! These 4 with McCain + 
Kerry will let 100 American Kids die a Kerry will let 100 American Kids die a Kerry will let 100 American Kids die a Kerry will let 100 American Kids die a 
torturous death left in a Hot Car in the torturous death left in a Hot Car in the torturous death left in a Hot Car in the torturous death left in a Hot Car in the 
Summer of 2013 - CIA and FBI will document Summer of 2013 - CIA and FBI will document Summer of 2013 - CIA and FBI will document Summer of 2013 - CIA and FBI will document 
this! Another 40K American Women will die a this! Another 40K American Women will die a this! Another 40K American Women will die a this! Another 40K American Women will die a 
torturous death from breast cancer in 2013 torturous death from breast cancer in 2013 torturous death from breast cancer in 2013 torturous death from breast cancer in 2013 
hidden from the front page of the New York hidden from the front page of the New York hidden from the front page of the New York hidden from the front page of the New York 
Times along with all the Officer Jason's Times along with all the Officer Jason's Times along with all the Officer Jason's Times along with all the Officer Jason's 
burned and burned to death in fiery LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA burned and burned to death in fiery LA 
Wrecks Letterman and Leno drive by without Wrecks Letterman and Leno drive by without Wrecks Letterman and Leno drive by without Wrecks Letterman and Leno drive by without 
stopping to help as they got BP Oil money stopping to help as they got BP Oil money stopping to help as they got BP Oil money stopping to help as they got BP Oil money 
perks$ perks$ perks$ perks$ 

United Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 United Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 United Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 United Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 
Trillion in oil revenues bought Organs for Trillion in oil revenues bought Organs for Trillion in oil revenues bought Organs for Trillion in oil revenues bought Organs for 
Organ Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Organ Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Organ Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Organ Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, 
Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed in this Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed in this Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed in this Yes Sex slaves are abused and killed in this 
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Holocaust Era of Gasoline suppressing the Holocaust Era of Gasoline suppressing the Holocaust Era of Gasoline suppressing the Holocaust Era of Gasoline suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 inventions ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 inventions ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 inventions ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 inventions 
and discoveries, Gravity Generation and and discoveries, Gravity Generation and and discoveries, Gravity Generation and and discoveries, Gravity Generation and 
Aliens at the Nearest Stars was never built by Aliens at the Nearest Stars was never built by Aliens at the Nearest Stars was never built by Aliens at the Nearest Stars was never built by 
Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was is a Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was is a Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was is a Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was is a 
"War Crime" "Crime Against Humanity" "War Crime" "Crime Against Humanity" "War Crime" "Crime Against Humanity" "War Crime" "Crime Against Humanity" 
"Crime Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in "Crime Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in "Crime Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in "Crime Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in 
Key West Today is the Yale Key West Medical Key West Today is the Yale Key West Medical Key West Today is the Yale Key West Medical Key West Today is the Yale Key West Medical 
School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!! School built on Eiffel Tower Structures!! 

Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts 
Dictators World Wide are alcoholics, drunk Dictators World Wide are alcoholics, drunk Dictators World Wide are alcoholics, drunk Dictators World Wide are alcoholics, drunk 
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on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ on $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 
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4-24-13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential 4-24-13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential 4-24-13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential 4-24-13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential 
Library and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! Library and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! Library and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! Library and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! 
CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should 
Have Been for a "Presidential Medical Have Been for a "Presidential Medical Have Been for a "Presidential Medical Have Been for a "Presidential Medical 
School... "Yale (Key West) Medical School"... School... "Yale (Key West) Medical School"... School... "Yale (Key West) Medical School"... School... "Yale (Key West) Medical School"... 
Bush + No Child Left Behind was the catalyst Bush + No Child Left Behind was the catalyst Bush + No Child Left Behind was the catalyst Bush + No Child Left Behind was the catalyst 
for 1,610 Teachers and Principles to change for 1,610 Teachers and Principles to change for 1,610 Teachers and Principles to change for 1,610 Teachers and Principles to change 
failed test scores to passing to get $500K failed test scores to passing to get $500K failed test scores to passing to get $500K failed test scores to passing to get $500K 
Bonus for each Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA Bonus for each Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA Bonus for each Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA Bonus for each Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA 
are working on a "USA National Public are working on a "USA National Public are working on a "USA National Public are working on a "USA National Public 
Libraries" in every City and Town were 1 Libraries" in every City and Town were 1 Libraries" in every City and Town were 1 Libraries" in every City and Town were 1 
Billion American Citizens can search every Billion American Citizens can search every Billion American Citizens can search every Billion American Citizens can search every 
Book + Every Medical Article ever written, Book + Every Medical Article ever written, Book + Every Medical Article ever written, Book + Every Medical Article ever written, 
and read the Book + New England Journal of and read the Book + New England Journal of and read the Book + New England Journal of and read the Book + New England Journal of 
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Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who Medicine for Free! Few of the 1,610 who 
changed failed grades to passing were Yale changed failed grades to passing were Yale changed failed grades to passing were Yale changed failed grades to passing were Yale 
Medical School Professors, knowing these Medical School Professors, knowing these Medical School Professors, knowing these Medical School Professors, knowing these 
failed MD's will kill, murder patients with failed MD's will kill, murder patients with failed MD's will kill, murder patients with failed MD's will kill, murder patients with 
their mistakes! Bully Bush is Feared more their mistakes! Bully Bush is Feared more their mistakes! Bully Bush is Feared more their mistakes! Bully Bush is Feared more 
than God by Pope Frances and Yale Medical than God by Pope Frances and Yale Medical than God by Pope Frances and Yale Medical than God by Pope Frances and Yale Medical 
School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! School Professors. FBI + CIA can confirm this! 
Obama yesterday in the White House with Obama yesterday in the White House with Obama yesterday in the White House with Obama yesterday in the White House with 
Student Inventors praised one with a bike, Student Inventors praised one with a bike, Student Inventors praised one with a bike, Student Inventors praised one with a bike, 
when the rider peddles it turns a wheel that when the rider peddles it turns a wheel that when the rider peddles it turns a wheel that when the rider peddles it turns a wheel that 
cleans H2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya and cleans H2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya and cleans H2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya and cleans H2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya and 
Africa would have clean H2O today if 1 Africa would have clean H2O today if 1 Africa would have clean H2O today if 1 Africa would have clean H2O today if 1 
Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at -254 C were on Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at -254 C were on Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at -254 C were on Trillion Cans of Hydrogen at -254 C were on 
the NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use the NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use the NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use the NASA assembly line, as Bush didn't use 
any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues 
since the 1980 invention of the since the 1980 invention of the since the 1980 invention of the since the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 Trillion NASA ElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 Trillion NASA ElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 Trillion NASA ElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 Trillion NASA 
Manufactured cans of H at -254 C that can Manufactured cans of H at -254 C that can Manufactured cans of H at -254 C that can Manufactured cans of H at -254 C that can 
do a lot more than just provide 1 billion do a lot more than just provide 1 billion do a lot more than just provide 1 billion do a lot more than just provide 1 billion 
people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean people in Kenya and Africa "Ice Cold Clean 
Water". FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Water". FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Water". FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Water". FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential 
Library and Museum Grand Opening - is a Library and Museum Grand Opening - is a Library and Museum Grand Opening - is a Library and Museum Grand Opening - is a 
"1984" Scam! Worst case scenarios via CIA, "1984" Scam! Worst case scenarios via CIA, "1984" Scam! Worst case scenarios via CIA, "1984" Scam! Worst case scenarios via CIA, 
FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should Have FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should Have FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should Have FBI analysis is... Grand Opening Should Have 
Been for a "Yale (Key West) Medical School" Been for a "Yale (Key West) Medical School" Been for a "Yale (Key West) Medical School" Been for a "Yale (Key West) Medical School" 
designed futuristically with surgery assembly designed futuristically with surgery assembly designed futuristically with surgery assembly designed futuristically with surgery assembly 
lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! GE 
Hospital Commercial with "No Waiting Hospital Commercial with "No Waiting Hospital Commercial with "No Waiting Hospital Commercial with "No Waiting 
Rooms" - Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Rooms" - Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Rooms" - Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Rooms" - Waiting Rooms Were Designed + 
Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital by Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital by Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital by Programmed into Every Kaiser Hospital by 
Kaiser MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not Kaiser MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not Kaiser MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not Kaiser MD's looking out for Kaiser MD's not 
You waiting for the Coup D'Etat to put a end You waiting for the Coup D'Etat to put a end You waiting for the Coup D'Etat to put a end You waiting for the Coup D'Etat to put a end 
to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really think 
MD's who really didn't pass will wash their MD's who really didn't pass will wash their MD's who really didn't pass will wash their MD's who really didn't pass will wash their 
hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do 
the math, Bush is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS the math, Bush is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS the math, Bush is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS the math, Bush is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS 
Sitting in a waiting room next to someone Sitting in a waiting room next to someone Sitting in a waiting room next to someone Sitting in a waiting room next to someone 
who is sick, contagious... Kaiser MD's knew who is sick, contagious... Kaiser MD's knew who is sick, contagious... Kaiser MD's knew who is sick, contagious... Kaiser MD's knew 
this all the time!! this all the time!! this all the time!! this all the time!! 
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4-21-13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with 4-21-13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with 4-21-13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with 4-21-13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with 
audio in every 2013 ElectricWindmillCar. audio in every 2013 ElectricWindmillCar. audio in every 2013 ElectricWindmillCar. audio in every 2013 ElectricWindmillCar. 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 
Tamerlan. Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Tamerlan. Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Tamerlan. Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Tamerlan. Cell GPS tracked + caught them! 
Cell GPS tracking should be a Free add on Cell GPS tracking should be a Free add on Cell GPS tracking should be a Free add on Cell GPS tracking should be a Free add on 
from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As from Verizon for everyone, not just the FBI. As 
it would save 100's of lives every day, month, it would save 100's of lives every day, month, it would save 100's of lives every day, month, it would save 100's of lives every day, month, 
year! year! year! year! 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... 4-21-13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... 4-21-13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... 4-21-13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... 
Hell No! Ability too record this call! Wives like Hell No! Ability too record this call! Wives like Hell No! Ability too record this call! Wives like Hell No! Ability too record this call! Wives like 
Mary Kennedy tortured to hang herself in the Mary Kennedy tortured to hang herself in the Mary Kennedy tortured to hang herself in the Mary Kennedy tortured to hang herself in the 
Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's Kennedy Barn would have all Kennedy's 
threatening torments recorded on her cell! threatening torments recorded on her cell! threatening torments recorded on her cell! threatening torments recorded on her cell! 
FBI could save 1K womens lives in the rest of FBI could save 1K womens lives in the rest of FBI could save 1K womens lives in the rest of FBI could save 1K womens lives in the rest of 
2013 by making this Cell feature Free from 2013 by making this Cell feature Free from 2013 by making this Cell feature Free from 2013 by making this Cell feature Free from 
Verizon! Verizon! Verizon! Verizon! 

4-21-13 F.B.I. did not find any terrorism 4-21-13 F.B.I. did not find any terrorism 4-21-13 F.B.I. did not find any terrorism 4-21-13 F.B.I. did not find any terrorism 
activity, domestic or foreign Observing ,” on activity, domestic or foreign Observing ,” on activity, domestic or foreign Observing ,” on activity, domestic or foreign Observing ,” on 
BP Oil... FBI surveillance only found $177 BP Oil... FBI surveillance only found $177 BP Oil... FBI surveillance only found $177 BP Oil... FBI surveillance only found $177 
Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss Trillion in Oil Holocaust Money in Swiss 
Banks $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Banks $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Banks $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Banks $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 4-21-13 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 4-21-13 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 4-21-13 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 
2013 ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking 2013 ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking 2013 ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking 2013 ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking 
where you are driving one looking inside the where you are driving one looking inside the where you are driving one looking inside the where you are driving one looking inside the 
car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell car with audio of course. Wifi and Cell 
connection so cop car behind you can observe connection so cop car behind you can observe connection so cop car behind you can observe connection so cop car behind you can observe 
what's going on and of course video tape it. what's going on and of course video tape it. what's going on and of course video tape it. what's going on and of course video tape it. 
FBI watched Greg get this invention idea FBI watched Greg get this invention idea FBI watched Greg get this invention idea FBI watched Greg get this invention idea 
years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts years and years ago, and let the Numb Nuts 
Dictators of the USA suppress it. Dictators of the USA suppress it. Dictators of the USA suppress it. Dictators of the USA suppress it. 

4-21-13 Video cameras played a critical role 4-21-13 Video cameras played a critical role 4-21-13 Video cameras played a critical role 4-21-13 Video cameras played a critical role 
in helping authorities track suspects in this in helping authorities track suspects in this in helping authorities track suspects in this in helping authorities track suspects in this 
week's Boston bombings. Now calls for week's Boston bombings. Now calls for week's Boston bombings. Now calls for week's Boston bombings. Now calls for 
increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are increased camera surveillance in the U.S. are 
putting a spotlight on the technology and the putting a spotlight on the technology and the putting a spotlight on the technology and the putting a spotlight on the technology and the 
debate about its use... and spin off futuristic debate about its use... and spin off futuristic debate about its use... and spin off futuristic debate about its use... and spin off futuristic 
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inventions written up in a Hemingway inventions written up in a Hemingway inventions written up in a Hemingway inventions written up in a Hemingway 
Writing Class in Key West! Writing Class in Key West! Writing Class in Key West! Writing Class in Key West! 

4-21-13 Cameras in every woman's living 4-21-13 Cameras in every woman's living 4-21-13 Cameras in every woman's living 4-21-13 Cameras in every woman's living 
room who gets a restraining order or who's room who gets a restraining order or who's room who gets a restraining order or who's room who gets a restraining order or who's 
husband is coming home from war in husband is coming home from war in husband is coming home from war in husband is coming home from war in 
Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Afghanistan as he spent all his money on Afghanistan as he spent all his money on 
Muslim Whores and she had a lover. Not Muslim Whores and she had a lover. Not Muslim Whores and she had a lover. Not Muslim Whores and she had a lover. Not 
reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 
+ Marine Wives who have already been killed + Marine Wives who have already been killed + Marine Wives who have already been killed + Marine Wives who have already been killed 
in 2013 and thanks to MSNBC for not in 2013 and thanks to MSNBC for not in 2013 and thanks to MSNBC for not in 2013 and thanks to MSNBC for not 
reporting this body count daily on orders reporting this body count daily on orders reporting this body count daily on orders reporting this body count daily on orders 
from the Pentagon! from the Pentagon! from the Pentagon! from the Pentagon! 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

4-21-13 "ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + 4-21-13 "ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + 4-21-13 "ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + 4-21-13 "ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + 
Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion 
in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 
Tamerlan. Tamerlan. Tamerlan. Tamerlan. 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance of 1,001 Inventions 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of 1,001 Inventions 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of 1,001 Inventions 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of 1,001 Inventions 
and Invention Projects on this web page! and Invention Projects on this web page! and Invention Projects on this web page! and Invention Projects on this web page! 

4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother 
Tamerlan. Tamerlan. Tamerlan. Tamerlan. 

4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 
Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Buell Lovestar, the link is below... 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World 4-21-13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World 4-21-13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World 4-21-13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World 
Wide (Officer Jasons Burned Picture below) Wide (Officer Jasons Burned Picture below) Wide (Officer Jasons Burned Picture below) Wide (Officer Jasons Burned Picture below) 
burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP burned in fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP 
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Oil Revenues! Oil Revenues! Oil Revenues! Oil Revenues! 

Cop burned Cop burned Cop burned Cop burned 

in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the 
New York Times! New York Times! New York Times! New York Times! 

4-21-13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed 4-21-13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed 4-21-13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed 4-21-13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed 
by Dzhokhar + Tamerlan is a HERO! by Dzhokhar + Tamerlan is a HERO! by Dzhokhar + Tamerlan is a HERO! by Dzhokhar + Tamerlan is a HERO! 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil 4-21-13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil 4-21-13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil 4-21-13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil 
Revenues flowing $177 Trillion - $1 Trillion Revenues flowing $177 Trillion - $1 Trillion Revenues flowing $177 Trillion - $1 Trillion Revenues flowing $177 Trillion - $1 Trillion 
in bribes went to Pakistan's former President in bribes went to Pakistan's former President in bribes went to Pakistan's former President in bribes went to Pakistan's former President 
and military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now and military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now and military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now and military ruler Pervez Musharraf, now 
under arrest! under arrest! under arrest! under arrest! 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + 
Tamerlan... Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tamerlan... Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tamerlan... Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tamerlan... Tamerlan and Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev in the 1990s were Chechens in Tsarnaev in the 1990s were Chechens in Tsarnaev in the 1990s were Chechens in Tsarnaev in the 1990s were Chechens in 
Tokmok, at the snow-capped Tien Shan Tokmok, at the snow-capped Tien Shan Tokmok, at the snow-capped Tien Shan Tokmok, at the snow-capped Tien Shan 
mountains outside capital Bishkek. mountains outside capital Bishkek. mountains outside capital Bishkek. mountains outside capital Bishkek. 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 
Buell Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes Buell Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes Buell Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes Buell Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes 
all Greg's Cell calls were recorded by the FBI) all Greg's Cell calls were recorded by the FBI) all Greg's Cell calls were recorded by the FBI) all Greg's Cell calls were recorded by the FBI) 
posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on posting ElectricWindmillCar posters on 
Campus while FBI surveillance keeps tabs on Campus while FBI surveillance keeps tabs on Campus while FBI surveillance keeps tabs on Campus while FBI surveillance keeps tabs on 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 4-21-13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg 
Buell Lovestar watched the building of 10 Buell Lovestar watched the building of 10 Buell Lovestar watched the building of 10 Buell Lovestar watched the building of 10 
Super Size Aircraft Carriers because the Numb Super Size Aircraft Carriers because the Numb Super Size Aircraft Carriers because the Numb Super Size Aircraft Carriers because the Numb 
Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Nuts Dictators had $177 Trillion in Holocaust 
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Oil Revenues, none of these Trillions build a Oil Revenues, none of these Trillions build a Oil Revenues, none of these Trillions build a Oil Revenues, none of these Trillions build a 
single Yale Key West Medical School. single Yale Key West Medical School. single Yale Key West Medical School. single Yale Key West Medical School. 

4-21-13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K 4-21-13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K 4-21-13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K 4-21-13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K 
windmills on decks, generating the windmills on decks, generating the windmills on decks, generating the windmills on decks, generating the 
electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below electricity for the ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below 
decks void of 945 F-35 Fighter Jets and decks void of 945 F-35 Fighter Jets and decks void of 945 F-35 Fighter Jets and decks void of 945 F-35 Fighter Jets and 
missiles. missiles. missiles. missiles. 

4-21-13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy 4-21-13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy 4-21-13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy 4-21-13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy 
is like Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K is like Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K is like Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K is like Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K 
dead women! Plague of breast cancer in dead women! Plague of breast cancer in dead women! Plague of breast cancer in dead women! Plague of breast cancer in 
2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 2013, 1 Million DEAD world wide in 2013 
while Oil Czar Putin spends $7 Trillion while Oil Czar Putin spends $7 Trillion while Oil Czar Putin spends $7 Trillion while Oil Czar Putin spends $7 Trillion 
dollars on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers! None dollars on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers! None dollars on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers! None dollars on Saint Petersburg Skyscrapers! None 
a Yale Saint Petersburg Medical School. $ a Yale Saint Petersburg Medical School. $ a Yale Saint Petersburg Medical School. $ a Yale Saint Petersburg Medical School. $ 
None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! 

4-21-13 H at -254 C in NASA cans from the 4-21-13 H at -254 C in NASA cans from the 4-21-13 H at -254 C in NASA cans from the 4-21-13 H at -254 C in NASA cans from the 
JFK electrolysis of H2O to generate heat and JFK electrolysis of H2O to generate heat and JFK electrolysis of H2O to generate heat and JFK electrolysis of H2O to generate heat and 
electricity... Independence Day for the electricity... Independence Day for the electricity... Independence Day for the electricity... Independence Day for the 
Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaust from Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaust from Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaust from Earnest Eradication of Gasoline Exhaust from 
the air we breath, and Aliens 4 light years the air we breath, and Aliens 4 light years the air we breath, and Aliens 4 light years the air we breath, and Aliens 4 light years 
away the Pentagon has killed building away the Pentagon has killed building away the Pentagon has killed building away the Pentagon has killed building 
Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space 
Telescopes to hear and Observe Aliens at the Telescopes to hear and Observe Aliens at the Telescopes to hear and Observe Aliens at the Telescopes to hear and Observe Aliens at the 
10 nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of 10 nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of 10 nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of 10 nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of 
gas clouds in the picture below are made of gas clouds in the picture below are made of gas clouds in the picture below are made of gas clouds in the picture below are made of 
Hydrogen. Hydrogen. Hydrogen. Hydrogen. 

4-21-13 JFK Carrier can make 1 Trillion NASA 4-21-13 JFK Carrier can make 1 Trillion NASA 4-21-13 JFK Carrier can make 1 Trillion NASA 4-21-13 JFK Carrier can make 1 Trillion NASA 
made cans of H at -254 C NYC's Statue of made cans of H at -254 C NYC's Statue of made cans of H at -254 C NYC's Statue of made cans of H at -254 C NYC's Statue of 
Liberty watched 9/11 unable to expose the Liberty watched 9/11 unable to expose the Liberty watched 9/11 unable to expose the Liberty watched 9/11 unable to expose the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
invented in 1980 and under FBI invented in 1980 and under FBI invented in 1980 and under FBI invented in 1980 and under FBI 
surveillance! surveillance! surveillance! surveillance! 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this 4-21-13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this 4-21-13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this 4-21-13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this 
Million light year long cloud of gases fails to Million light year long cloud of gases fails to Million light year long cloud of gases fails to Million light year long cloud of gases fails to 
Observe "Aliens", and FBI Observers fail to Observe "Aliens", and FBI Observers fail to Observe "Aliens", and FBI Observers fail to Observe "Aliens", and FBI Observers fail to 
bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar bankrupt Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar 
and H at -254 C to generate Home Electricity and H at -254 C to generate Home Electricity and H at -254 C to generate Home Electricity and H at -254 C to generate Home Electricity 
without wires from the Nuke or Coal Power without wires from the Nuke or Coal Power without wires from the Nuke or Coal Power without wires from the Nuke or Coal Power 
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Plant which kills way more kids daily than Plant which kills way more kids daily than Plant which kills way more kids daily than Plant which kills way more kids daily than 
Sandy Hook shootings! Sandy Hook shootings! Sandy Hook shootings! Sandy Hook shootings! 

Circled in Red is the Horse head Nebula, Circled in Red is the Horse head Nebula, Circled in Red is the Horse head Nebula, Circled in Red is the Horse head Nebula, 
arrow points to it is a zoomed in view. arrow points to it is a zoomed in view. arrow points to it is a zoomed in view. arrow points to it is a zoomed in view. 

4-21-13 10th Year as every semester I posted 4-21-13 10th Year as every semester I posted 4-21-13 10th Year as every semester I posted 4-21-13 10th Year as every semester I posted 
them. This is how 25K student in Colorado them. This is how 25K student in Colorado them. This is how 25K student in Colorado them. This is how 25K student in Colorado 
learned of the Suppression of the learned of the Suppression of the learned of the Suppression of the learned of the Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. ElectricWindmillCar. 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to 
protect the $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues protect the $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues protect the $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues protect the $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues 

4-21-13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and 4-21-13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and 4-21-13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and 4-21-13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and 
spent the night in the home of another FBI spent the night in the home of another FBI spent the night in the home of another FBI spent the night in the home of another FBI 
agent, cooking breakfast and helping to agent, cooking breakfast and helping to agent, cooking breakfast and helping to agent, cooking breakfast and helping to 
wash dished. All the time talking about the wash dished. All the time talking about the wash dished. All the time talking about the wash dished. All the time talking about the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4-21-13 Tamerlan's father, Anzor, made a 4-21-13 Tamerlan's father, Anzor, made a 4-21-13 Tamerlan's father, Anzor, made a 4-21-13 Tamerlan's father, Anzor, made a 
living selling used cars - gasoline fueled cars living selling used cars - gasoline fueled cars living selling used cars - gasoline fueled cars living selling used cars - gasoline fueled cars 
10 years after the invention of the 10 years after the invention of the 10 years after the invention of the 10 years after the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! 

4-21-13 Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years 4-21-13 Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years 4-21-13 Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years 4-21-13 Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years 
ago he told a journalist that he didn't have ago he told a journalist that he didn't have ago he told a journalist that he didn't have ago he told a journalist that he didn't have 
any American friends. Tsarnaev was arrested any American friends. Tsarnaev was arrested any American friends. Tsarnaev was arrested any American friends. Tsarnaev was arrested 
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in Boston in July 2009 for domestic violence in Boston in July 2009 for domestic violence in Boston in July 2009 for domestic violence in Boston in July 2009 for domestic violence 
after assaulting his girlfriend, according to after assaulting his girlfriend, according to after assaulting his girlfriend, according to after assaulting his girlfriend, according to 
a report on the website SpotCrime.com. There a report on the website SpotCrime.com. There a report on the website SpotCrime.com. There a report on the website SpotCrime.com. There 
was no indication of whether the victim was was no indication of whether the victim was was no indication of whether the victim was was no indication of whether the victim was 
Russell or another woman. It's unclear when Russell or another woman. It's unclear when Russell or another woman. It's unclear when Russell or another woman. It's unclear when 
the two got married. Katherine Russell, 24, the two got married. Katherine Russell, 24, the two got married. Katherine Russell, 24, the two got married. Katherine Russell, 24, 
had a young child with Tamerlan Tsarnaev. had a young child with Tamerlan Tsarnaev. had a young child with Tamerlan Tsarnaev. had a young child with Tamerlan Tsarnaev. 

4-21-13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues 4-21-13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues 4-21-13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues 4-21-13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues 
went to Muslim wars against Russia! went to Muslim wars against Russia! went to Muslim wars against Russia! went to Muslim wars against Russia! 

4-21-13 Putin had $7 Trillion from Oil 4-21-13 Putin had $7 Trillion from Oil 4-21-13 Putin had $7 Trillion from Oil 4-21-13 Putin had $7 Trillion from Oil 
Revenues to spend on his war's against the Revenues to spend on his war's against the Revenues to spend on his war's against the Revenues to spend on his war's against the 
Muslims. Muslims. Muslims. Muslims. 

4-21-13 FBI got a call from Moscow about 4-21-13 FBI got a call from Moscow about 4-21-13 FBI got a call from Moscow about 4-21-13 FBI got a call from Moscow about 
Tamerlan and failed to put a hidden camera Tamerlan and failed to put a hidden camera Tamerlan and failed to put a hidden camera Tamerlan and failed to put a hidden camera 
with audio in his room, car... and didn't with audio in his room, car... and didn't with audio in his room, car... and didn't with audio in his room, car... and didn't 
record every call on his cell. record every call on his cell. record every call on his cell. record every call on his cell. 

4-21-13 FBI should be working overtime this 4-21-13 FBI should be working overtime this 4-21-13 FBI should be working overtime this 4-21-13 FBI should be working overtime this 
weekend and next week 1st recording all cell weekend and next week 1st recording all cell weekend and next week 1st recording all cell weekend and next week 1st recording all cell 
calls from Muslims, then putting in car cams calls from Muslims, then putting in car cams calls from Muslims, then putting in car cams calls from Muslims, then putting in car cams 
with audio and house cams with audio. with audio and house cams with audio. with audio and house cams with audio. with audio and house cams with audio. 

4-21-13 Saudi Arabia whips women who 4-21-13 Saudi Arabia whips women who 4-21-13 Saudi Arabia whips women who 4-21-13 Saudi Arabia whips women who 
protest not driving a gasoline fueled car. protest not driving a gasoline fueled car. protest not driving a gasoline fueled car. protest not driving a gasoline fueled car. 
Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Top Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Top Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Top Hillary watched the wack's and kept it Top 
Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will not let NASA 
drive 4 light years to the nearest star. drive 4 light years to the nearest star. drive 4 light years to the nearest star. drive 4 light years to the nearest star. 
Muslims must be bankrupted with the Muslims must be bankrupted with the Muslims must be bankrupted with the Muslims must be bankrupted with the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 other ElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 other ElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 other ElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 other 
inventions. Legal Polygamist Marriages for inventions. Legal Polygamist Marriages for inventions. Legal Polygamist Marriages for inventions. Legal Polygamist Marriages for 
the FBI and the rest of us who want to the FBI and the rest of us who want to the FBI and the rest of us who want to the FBI and the rest of us who want to 
Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention projects with 
the wives! This would be against the law in the wives! This would be against the law in the wives! This would be against the law in the wives! This would be against the law in 
Saudi Arabia... really! Saudi Arabia... really! Saudi Arabia... really! Saudi Arabia... really! 

4-21-13 USA news that Tamerlan had been 4-21-13 USA news that Tamerlan had been 4-21-13 USA news that Tamerlan had been 4-21-13 USA news that Tamerlan had been 
shot dead by police and Dzhokhar captured shot dead by police and Dzhokhar captured shot dead by police and Dzhokhar captured shot dead by police and Dzhokhar captured 
after a day-long manhunt! after a day-long manhunt! after a day-long manhunt! after a day-long manhunt! 

4-21-13 Tamerlan's date of birth - October 4-21-13 Tamerlan's date of birth - October 4-21-13 Tamerlan's date of birth - October 4-21-13 Tamerlan's date of birth - October 
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21, 1986 - Dzhokhar, born in 1993. 21, 1986 - Dzhokhar, born in 1993. 21, 1986 - Dzhokhar, born in 1993. 21, 1986 - Dzhokhar, born in 1993. 

4-21-13 Heat-sensing technology is a 4-21-13 Heat-sensing technology is a 4-21-13 Heat-sensing technology is a 4-21-13 Heat-sensing technology is a 
common feature in many military vehicles as common feature in many military vehicles as common feature in many military vehicles as common feature in many military vehicles as 
it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the it strips away the cloak of darkness, or the 
cover of fog and smoke. Fog can be driven cover of fog and smoke. Fog can be driven cover of fog and smoke. Fog can be driven cover of fog and smoke. Fog can be driven 
through will be when 1,001 Invention Projects through will be when 1,001 Invention Projects through will be when 1,001 Invention Projects through will be when 1,001 Invention Projects 
are no longer suppressed. are no longer suppressed. are no longer suppressed. are no longer suppressed. 

4-21-13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks 4-21-13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks 4-21-13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks 4-21-13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks 
behind and in front of huge semi trucks... behind and in front of huge semi trucks... behind and in front of huge semi trucks... behind and in front of huge semi trucks... 

4-21-13 Motion Detection Sensors too... FBI 4-21-13 Motion Detection Sensors too... FBI 4-21-13 Motion Detection Sensors too... FBI 4-21-13 Motion Detection Sensors too... FBI 
has going along with the mass market has going along with the mass market has going along with the mass market has going along with the mass market 
suppression of invention accessories for the suppression of invention accessories for the suppression of invention accessories for the suppression of invention accessories for the 
ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! ElectricWindmillCar seeing its suppressed! 

4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Making 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Making 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Making 4-21-13 FBI surveillance of Making 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the 
wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out 
with links to talk about 24/7 with the loving with links to talk about 24/7 with the loving with links to talk about 24/7 with the loving with links to talk about 24/7 with the loving 
husband! husband! husband! husband! 

4-21-13 NBC never had a kind story on 4-21-13 NBC never had a kind story on 4-21-13 NBC never had a kind story on 4-21-13 NBC never had a kind story on 
Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for 
1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just 1,001 inventions, like the inventions I just 
mentioned above. The New Age of Futuristic mentioned above. The New Age of Futuristic mentioned above. The New Age of Futuristic mentioned above. The New Age of Futuristic 
Invention Projects Filled Pages of a Invention Projects Filled Pages of a Invention Projects Filled Pages of a Invention Projects Filled Pages of a 
Hemingway Novel, writing with many wives Hemingway Novel, writing with many wives Hemingway Novel, writing with many wives Hemingway Novel, writing with many wives 
from Key West 2013. Writing Class from Key West 2013. Writing Class from Key West 2013. Writing Class from Key West 2013. Writing Class 
Brainstorming Orgy with Los Alamos Nuking Brainstorming Orgy with Los Alamos Nuking Brainstorming Orgy with Los Alamos Nuking Brainstorming Orgy with Los Alamos Nuking 
BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery Wrecks, in Key West, 
Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA! Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA! Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA! Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA! 

4-21-13 They were eight and 15 years old, the 4-21-13 They were eight and 15 years old, the 4-21-13 They were eight and 15 years old, the 4-21-13 They were eight and 15 years old, the 
State Committee for National Security State Committee for National Security State Committee for National Security State Committee for National Security 
considers it inappropriate to link them to considers it inappropriate to link them to considers it inappropriate to link them to considers it inappropriate to link them to 
Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan. 

4-21-13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link 4-21-13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link 4-21-13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link 4-21-13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link 
them to $177 Trillion dollars in BP + Saudi them to $177 Trillion dollars in BP + Saudi them to $177 Trillion dollars in BP + Saudi them to $177 Trillion dollars in BP + Saudi 
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Oil Money spent on "War Toys" built at MIT - Oil Money spent on "War Toys" built at MIT - Oil Money spent on "War Toys" built at MIT - Oil Money spent on "War Toys" built at MIT - 

So why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 So why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 So why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 So why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 
times by the "Brothers"... times by the "Brothers"... times by the "Brothers"... times by the "Brothers"... 

4-21-13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's 4-21-13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's 4-21-13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's 4-21-13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's 
Inventing + Production" killing 22 1st Inventing + Production" killing 22 1st Inventing + Production" killing 22 1st Inventing + Production" killing 22 1st 
graders in Pakistan every day of 2013. graders in Pakistan every day of 2013. graders in Pakistan every day of 2013. graders in Pakistan every day of 2013. 

4-21-13 Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar 4-21-13 Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar 4-21-13 Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar 4-21-13 Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev was at the University of Tsarnaev was at the University of Tsarnaev was at the University of Tsarnaev was at the University of 
Massachusetts Dartmouth this week after the Massachusetts Dartmouth this week after the Massachusetts Dartmouth this week after the Massachusetts Dartmouth this week after the 
explosions killed and injured so many! explosions killed and injured so many! explosions killed and injured so many! explosions killed and injured so many! 

4-21-13 He is a registered student at 4-21-13 He is a registered student at 4-21-13 He is a registered student at 4-21-13 He is a registered student at 
Dartmouth! Dartmouth! Dartmouth! Dartmouth! 

4-21-13 Greg is in living in Key West this week 4-21-13 Greg is in living in Key West this week 4-21-13 Greg is in living in Key West this week 4-21-13 Greg is in living in Key West this week 
out of work because the Holocaust of out of work because the Holocaust of out of work because the Holocaust of out of work because the Holocaust of 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is not suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is not 
supported by those who vowed to never let supported by those who vowed to never let supported by those who vowed to never let supported by those who vowed to never let 
another Holocaust happen, now the Jew's another Holocaust happen, now the Jew's another Holocaust happen, now the Jew's another Holocaust happen, now the Jew's 
have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg in have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg in have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg in have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg in 
Key West Key West Key West Key West 

4-21-13 Last week so I wrote up 4-21-13 Last week so I wrote up 4-21-13 Last week so I wrote up 4-21-13 Last week so I wrote up 
ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + Genocide... ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + Genocide... ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + Genocide... ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust" + Genocide... 
390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP Oil 
Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. Revenues! From 1980 to 4-21-13. 

4-21-13 Now it from 1980 to 4-21-13. 4-21-13 Now it from 1980 to 4-21-13. 4-21-13 Now it from 1980 to 4-21-13. 4-21-13 Now it from 1980 to 4-21-13. 

4-21-13 Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying 4-21-13 Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying 4-21-13 Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying 4-21-13 Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying 
medicine in a premed program at medicine in a premed program at medicine in a premed program at medicine in a premed program at 
Dartmouth. Dartmouth. Dartmouth. Dartmouth. 

4-21-13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the 4-21-13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the 4-21-13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the 4-21-13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the 
Yale Key West Medical School + Hospital since Yale Key West Medical School + Hospital since Yale Key West Medical School + Hospital since Yale Key West Medical School + Hospital since 
March 4th 2011. March 4th 2011. March 4th 2011. March 4th 2011. 

4-21-13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City of 4-21-13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City of 4-21-13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City of 4-21-13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City of 
Key West Dictators should be once the Yale Key Key West Dictators should be once the Yale Key Key West Dictators should be once the Yale Key Key West Dictators should be once the Yale Key 
West Medical School + Hospital is built on West Medical School + Hospital is built on West Medical School + Hospital is built on West Medical School + Hospital is built on 
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Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to Eiffel Tower Structures they should have to 
drive the deadly highway and 7 Mile Bridge drive the deadly highway and 7 Mile Bridge drive the deadly highway and 7 Mile Bridge drive the deadly highway and 7 Mile Bridge 
(Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Dad 2 (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Dad 2 (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Dad 2 (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Dad 2 
Kids in the SUV) to the Jewish Hospitals in Kids in the SUV) to the Jewish Hospitals in Kids in the SUV) to the Jewish Hospitals in Kids in the SUV) to the Jewish Hospitals in 
Miami! Miami! Miami! Miami! 

4-21-13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his 4-21-13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his 4-21-13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his 4-21-13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his 
older brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic older brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic older brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic older brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic 
Chechens brothers who had lived in Chechens brothers who had lived in Chechens brothers who had lived in Chechens brothers who had lived in 
Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in Dagestan, which neighbors Chechnya in 
southern Russia. Florida Addy, 19, of Lynn, southern Russia. Florida Addy, 19, of Lynn, southern Russia. Florida Addy, 19, of Lynn, southern Russia. Florida Addy, 19, of Lynn, 
lived on the same dormitory floor as lived on the same dormitory floor as lived on the same dormitory floor as lived on the same dormitory floor as 
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She said in a Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She said in a Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She said in a Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She said in a 
charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! 

4-21-13 Obama just wore a Hoodie... it was 4-21-13 Obama just wore a Hoodie... it was 4-21-13 Obama just wore a Hoodie... it was 4-21-13 Obama just wore a Hoodie... it was 
not charming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxon-not charming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxon-not charming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxon-not charming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxon-
Mobil set up to be arrested for oil Treason, Mobil set up to be arrested for oil Treason, Mobil set up to be arrested for oil Treason, Mobil set up to be arrested for oil Treason, 
Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in Holocaust, Genocide as 100's of cops just in 
the USA have been burned and burned to the USA have been burned and burned to the USA have been burned and burned to the USA have been burned and burned to 
death in fiery wrecks. death in fiery wrecks. death in fiery wrecks. death in fiery wrecks. 

4-21-13 Remember 7 Mile Bridge the picture 4-21-13 Remember 7 Mile Bridge the picture 4-21-13 Remember 7 Mile Bridge the picture 4-21-13 Remember 7 Mile Bridge the picture 
in front of the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV in front of the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV in front of the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV in front of the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV 
with mom dad and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + with mom dad and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + with mom dad and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + with mom dad and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + 
the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks the CIA have documented all fiery wrecks 
since 1980... to use this at Obama's Treason since 1980... to use this at Obama's Treason since 1980... to use this at Obama's Treason since 1980... to use this at Obama's Treason 
Trial. Trial. Trial. Trial. 

4-21-13 Addy said she just learned he had a 4-21-13 Addy said she just learned he had a 4-21-13 Addy said she just learned he had a 4-21-13 Addy said she just learned he had a 
girlfriend who did not attend UMass girlfriend who did not attend UMass girlfriend who did not attend UMass girlfriend who did not attend UMass 
Dartmouth. The last time she saw him was Dartmouth. The last time she saw him was Dartmouth. The last time she saw him was Dartmouth. The last time she saw him was 
last week when she bummed a cigarette off last week when she bummed a cigarette off last week when she bummed a cigarette off last week when she bummed a cigarette off 
him, she said. him, she said. him, she said. him, she said. 

4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 
a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic 
studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school 
project about Chechnya. project about Chechnya. project about Chechnya. project about Chechnya. 

4-21-13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West 4-21-13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West 4-21-13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West 4-21-13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West 
Web Page.... Key West Numb Nuts Dictators Web Page.... Key West Numb Nuts Dictators Web Page.... Key West Numb Nuts Dictators Web Page.... Key West Numb Nuts Dictators 
stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a stifle Greg + Wives from brainstorming a 
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Breast Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. Send Breast Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. Send Breast Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. Send Breast Cancer Cure Today, on purpose. Send 
cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key 
West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 4-21-13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, 
a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic a UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic 
studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school studies, helped Tsarnaev with a high school 
project about Chechnya. "It's sort of project about Chechnya. "It's sort of project about Chechnya. "It's sort of project about Chechnya. "It's sort of 
sickening," Williams said of the bombings. sickening," Williams said of the bombings. sickening," Williams said of the bombings. sickening," Williams said of the bombings. 

4-21-13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + 4-21-13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + 4-21-13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + 4-21-13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + 
CIA "Observers" who have to document all the CIA "Observers" who have to document all the CIA "Observers" who have to document all the CIA "Observers" who have to document all the 
fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miami cost $ fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miami cost $ fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miami cost $ fiery wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miami cost $ 
Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a Trillions, BP Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a 
cent and forgot about "Pain" not one cent of cent and forgot about "Pain" not one cent of cent and forgot about "Pain" not one cent of cent and forgot about "Pain" not one cent of 
the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the the $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since the 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar when to invention of the ElectricWindmillCar when to invention of the ElectricWindmillCar when to invention of the ElectricWindmillCar when to 
pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck. pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck. pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck. pay a "Cop" or "Kid" burned in a fiery wreck. 

4-21-13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several 4-21-13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several 4-21-13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several 4-21-13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several 
people pulling the driver out of a fiery wreck. people pulling the driver out of a fiery wreck. people pulling the driver out of a fiery wreck. people pulling the driver out of a fiery wreck. 
Thats it! He or She gets nothing from the $177 Thats it! He or She gets nothing from the $177 Thats it! He or She gets nothing from the $177 Thats it! He or She gets nothing from the $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ 

4-21-13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 4-21-13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 4-21-13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 4-21-13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 
bombing suspect raises a host of freighted bombing suspect raises a host of freighted bombing suspect raises a host of freighted bombing suspect raises a host of freighted 
legal issues for a society still feeling the legal issues for a society still feeling the legal issues for a society still feeling the legal issues for a society still feeling the 
shadow of 9/11, including shadow of 9/11, including shadow of 9/11, including shadow of 9/11, including 
ElectricWindmillCars driving around "Times ElectricWindmillCars driving around "Times ElectricWindmillCars driving around "Times ElectricWindmillCars driving around "Times 
Square" in front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years Square" in front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years Square" in front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years Square" in front of NBC "Today Show" 10 years 
before 9/11. before 9/11. before 9/11. before 9/11. 

4-21-13 9/11 would never have happened if 4-21-13 9/11 would never have happened if 4-21-13 9/11 would never have happened if 4-21-13 9/11 would never have happened if 
the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed 
in 1980 by Carter, his wife Roslyn and in 1980 by Carter, his wife Roslyn and in 1980 by Carter, his wife Roslyn and in 1980 by Carter, his wife Roslyn and 
Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General Kennedy who bullied them! Attorney General 
Eric Holder. Under federal law, prosecutors Eric Holder. Under federal law, prosecutors Eric Holder. Under federal law, prosecutors Eric Holder. Under federal law, prosecutors 
must go through what is known within the must go through what is known within the must go through what is known within the must go through what is known within the 
Justice Department as a death penalty Justice Department as a death penalty Justice Department as a death penalty Justice Department as a death penalty 
protocol, under which the U.S. attorney’s protocol, under which the U.S. attorney’s protocol, under which the U.S. attorney’s protocol, under which the U.S. attorney’s 
office and Justice Department lawyers in office and Justice Department lawyers in office and Justice Department lawyers in office and Justice Department lawyers in 
Washington analyze all aspects of the crime. Washington analyze all aspects of the crime. Washington analyze all aspects of the crime. Washington analyze all aspects of the crime. 
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4-21-13 Today the DA faces the Capital 4-21-13 Today the DA faces the Capital 4-21-13 Today the DA faces the Capital 4-21-13 Today the DA faces the Capital 
Crime's Death Penalty. Rome cops died too, in Crime's Death Penalty. Rome cops died too, in Crime's Death Penalty. Rome cops died too, in Crime's Death Penalty. Rome cops died too, in 
fiery wrecks since 1980. fiery wrecks since 1980. fiery wrecks since 1980. fiery wrecks since 1980. 

4-21-13 Pope Frances faces the Penalty of 4-21-13 Pope Frances faces the Penalty of 4-21-13 Pope Frances faces the Penalty of 4-21-13 Pope Frances faces the Penalty of 
Hell. Pope will tell God, he has already told Hell. Pope will tell God, he has already told Hell. Pope will tell God, he has already told Hell. Pope will tell God, he has already told 
God many times that the Numb Nuts Dictators God many times that the Numb Nuts Dictators God many times that the Numb Nuts Dictators God many times that the Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide bullied him into the worst World Wide bullied him into the worst World Wide bullied him into the worst World Wide bullied him into the worst 
Holocaust - Genocide in History! Holocaust - Genocide in History! Holocaust - Genocide in History! Holocaust - Genocide in History! 

4-21-13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances 4-21-13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances 4-21-13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances 4-21-13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances 
just like Pakistan arrested the top General just like Pakistan arrested the top General just like Pakistan arrested the top General just like Pakistan arrested the top General 
Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BP Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BP Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BP Pervez Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BP 
Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Oil money in a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss 
Bank Hitler Kept his Jewish Money! Bank Hitler Kept his Jewish Money! Bank Hitler Kept his Jewish Money! Bank Hitler Kept his Jewish Money! 

4-21-13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, 4-21-13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, 4-21-13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, 4-21-13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, 
at Pirates Key and Pirates Corner stifle Greg at Pirates Key and Pirates Corner stifle Greg at Pirates Key and Pirates Corner stifle Greg at Pirates Key and Pirates Corner stifle Greg 
and Wives from working on a Overnight and Wives from working on a Overnight and Wives from working on a Overnight and Wives from working on a Overnight 
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on orders Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on orders Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on orders Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer 24/7 on orders 
from the City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators from the City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators from the City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators from the City of Key West Numb Nuts Dictators 
who follow orders from the Numb Nuts who follow orders from the Numb Nuts who follow orders from the Numb Nuts who follow orders from the Numb Nuts 
Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. 

4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of 
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his older brother 
Tamerlan. Tamerlan. Tamerlan. Tamerlan. 

4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 4-21-13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg 
Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Greg's Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Greg's Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Greg's Buell Lovestar, the link is below... Greg's 
YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11 YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11 YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11 YouTube Video could have prevented 9/11 
and the Boston Bombs going off! FBI Failed and the Boston Bombs going off! FBI Failed and the Boston Bombs going off! FBI Failed and the Boston Bombs going off! FBI Failed 
Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide are alcoholics, drunk on $177 World Wide are alcoholics, drunk on $177 World Wide are alcoholics, drunk on $177 World Wide are alcoholics, drunk on $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
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GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars 
Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 
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Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 Wolf 359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years Sirius A 8.6 light years 

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 Luyten 726-8B 8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 

Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 Luyten 789-6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...

4-15-13 "Breast-Cancer-Holocaust"... Key West 4-15-13 "Breast-Cancer-Holocaust"... Key West 4-15-13 "Breast-Cancer-Holocaust"... Key West 4-15-13 "Breast-Cancer-Holocaust"... Key West 
Numb Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from Numb Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from Numb Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from Numb Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from 
brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure Today, brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure Today, brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure Today, brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure Today, 
on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know on purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know 
this is mass murder, they say to Hell with the this is mass murder, they say to Hell with the this is mass murder, they say to Hell with the this is mass murder, they say to Hell with the 
"Women Observers" in our "1984" Society We "Women Observers" in our "1984" Society We "Women Observers" in our "1984" Society We "Women Observers" in our "1984" Society We 
DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING THIS DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING THIS DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING THIS DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES GETTING THIS 
CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals! Sick! CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals! Sick! CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals! Sick! CURE! via McCain, Generals + Admirals! Sick! 

4-15-13 "Vaccination-Holocaust" Day Care 4-15-13 "Vaccination-Holocaust" Day Care 4-15-13 "Vaccination-Holocaust" Day Care 4-15-13 "Vaccination-Holocaust" Day Care 
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workers can refuse all vaccines, Nurses can workers can refuse all vaccines, Nurses can workers can refuse all vaccines, Nurses can workers can refuse all vaccines, Nurses can 
refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, refuse all vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, 
you do the math! you do the math! you do the math! you do the math! 

4-15-13 "Alcoholics-Holocaust" In Key West 4-15-13 "Alcoholics-Holocaust" In Key West 4-15-13 "Alcoholics-Holocaust" In Key West 4-15-13 "Alcoholics-Holocaust" In Key West 
Wine comes with Glazed Donuts at 7 am! Wine comes with Glazed Donuts at 7 am! Wine comes with Glazed Donuts at 7 am! Wine comes with Glazed Donuts at 7 am! 

4-15-13 "Tobacco-Holocaust" Our Orwellian 4-15-13 "Tobacco-Holocaust" Our Orwellian 4-15-13 "Tobacco-Holocaust" Our Orwellian 4-15-13 "Tobacco-Holocaust" Our Orwellian 
Dictators refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews Dictators refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews Dictators refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews Dictators refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews 
with Helicopter Combines! with Helicopter Combines! with Helicopter Combines! with Helicopter Combines! 
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the 
Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West 
atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is 
where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built 
and the Yale Key West Med School will be and the Yale Key West Med School will be and the Yale Key West Med School will be and the Yale Key West Med School will be 
installed on top via pre made containers... installed on top via pre made containers... installed on top via pre made containers... installed on top via pre made containers... 
25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 
and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people 
on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists 
Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! 

4-15-13 "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" Bill + 4-15-13 "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" Bill + 4-15-13 "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" Bill + 4-15-13 "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" Bill + 
Melinda work the MSNBC News for Malaria Melinda work the MSNBC News for Malaria Melinda work the MSNBC News for Malaria Melinda work the MSNBC News for Malaria 
not the "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" in need of not the "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" in need of not the "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" in need of not the "Spoiled-Food-Holocaust" in need of 
1,001 MIT inventors who have work building 1,001 MIT inventors who have work building 1,001 MIT inventors who have work building 1,001 MIT inventors who have work building 
"Drones" for the last 20 years! "Drones" for the last 20 years! "Drones" for the last 20 years! "Drones" for the last 20 years! 

4-15-13 "Cardiac-Arrest-Holocaust" Daily 4-15-13 "Cardiac-Arrest-Holocaust" Daily 4-15-13 "Cardiac-Arrest-Holocaust" Daily 4-15-13 "Cardiac-Arrest-Holocaust" Daily 
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Body Count in this "War" not on NBC Nightly Body Count in this "War" not on NBC Nightly Body Count in this "War" not on NBC Nightly Body Count in this "War" not on NBC Nightly 
News and never will be! News and never will be! News and never will be! News and never will be! 

4-15-13 "Microsoft-Holocaust" Window 8 Bill + 4-15-13 "Microsoft-Holocaust" Window 8 Bill + 4-15-13 "Microsoft-Holocaust" Window 8 Bill + 4-15-13 "Microsoft-Holocaust" Window 8 Bill + 
Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 
1,001 Invention Projects + A Icon to record 1,001 Invention Projects + A Icon to record 1,001 Invention Projects + A Icon to record 1,001 Invention Projects + A Icon to record 
this internet session as a YouTube Video for this internet session as a YouTube Video for this internet session as a YouTube Video for this internet session as a YouTube Video for 
playback brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives playback brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives playback brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives playback brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives 
in a Legal Polygamous Marriage! in a Legal Polygamous Marriage! in a Legal Polygamous Marriage! in a Legal Polygamous Marriage! 
Polygamous Marriage Catalyst for Discovery Polygamous Marriage Catalyst for Discovery Polygamous Marriage Catalyst for Discovery Polygamous Marriage Catalyst for Discovery 
III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"! III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"! III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"! III Shuttles with "Gravity Engines"! 

4-15-13 "Hurricane-Holocaust"... A Suppressed 4-15-13 "Hurricane-Holocaust"... A Suppressed 4-15-13 "Hurricane-Holocaust"... A Suppressed 4-15-13 "Hurricane-Holocaust"... A Suppressed 
Idea to move a Hurricane out to sea! Idea to move a Hurricane out to sea! Idea to move a Hurricane out to sea! Idea to move a Hurricane out to sea! 

4-15-13 "Exhaust-Holocaust"... Pollution from 4-15-13 "Exhaust-Holocaust"... Pollution from 4-15-13 "Exhaust-Holocaust"... Pollution from 4-15-13 "Exhaust-Holocaust"... Pollution from 
cars and deiseal causes 100K birth defects-cars and deiseal causes 100K birth defects-cars and deiseal causes 100K birth defects-cars and deiseal causes 100K birth defects-
deaths! deaths! deaths! deaths! 

4-15-13 "Car-Wreck-Holocaust"... Wifi Dash 4-15-13 "Car-Wreck-Holocaust"... Wifi Dash 4-15-13 "Car-Wreck-Holocaust"... Wifi Dash 4-15-13 "Car-Wreck-Holocaust"... Wifi Dash 
Cams, Super Air Bags on the Outside, F-35 Cams, Super Air Bags on the Outside, F-35 Cams, Super Air Bags on the Outside, F-35 Cams, Super Air Bags on the Outside, F-35 
Radar inside! Radar inside! Radar inside! Radar inside! 

4-15-13 "Star-Travel-Holocaust"... Pentagon 4-15-13 "Star-Travel-Holocaust"... Pentagon 4-15-13 "Star-Travel-Holocaust"... Pentagon 4-15-13 "Star-Travel-Holocaust"... Pentagon 
Top Brass "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for Top Brass "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for Top Brass "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for Top Brass "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for 
"War Games"! "War Games"! "War Games"! "War Games"! 

4-15-13 "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-4-15-13 "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-4-15-13 "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-4-15-13 "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-
Filled-Writing-Classes-Holocaust" Key West Filled-Writing-Classes-Holocaust" Key West Filled-Writing-Classes-Holocaust" Key West Filled-Writing-Classes-Holocaust" Key West 
Mandy Miles wrote today don't leave your Mandy Miles wrote today don't leave your Mandy Miles wrote today don't leave your Mandy Miles wrote today don't leave your 
junk on the curb. She writes every Sunday junk on the curb. She writes every Sunday junk on the curb. She writes every Sunday junk on the curb. She writes every Sunday 
and is Light Years from writing about taking and is Light Years from writing about taking and is Light Years from writing about taking and is Light Years from writing about taking 
a "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-Filled-a "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-Filled-a "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-Filled-a "Hemingway-Utopian-Invention-Filled-
Writing-Class, in Key West! NY Times said Writing-Class, in Key West! NY Times said Writing-Class, in Key West! NY Times said Writing-Class, in Key West! NY Times said 
"God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion "God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion "God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion "God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion 
Galaxies first! Galaxies first! Galaxies first! Galaxies first! 

4-15-13 The suppression of the 4-15-13 The suppression of the 4-15-13 The suppression of the 4-15-13 The suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a 
ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust + Genocide... ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust + Genocide... ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust + Genocide... ElectricWindmillcar-Holocaust + Genocide... 
with more people "gassed" via exhaust in 100's with more people "gassed" via exhaust in 100's with more people "gassed" via exhaust in 100's with more people "gassed" via exhaust in 100's 
of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth 
defects are covered up by the Top Brass at the defects are covered up by the Top Brass at the defects are covered up by the Top Brass at the defects are covered up by the Top Brass at the 
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Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Pentagon, and fiery wreck statistics are "Top 
Secret" (Pictures + Videos) too. Secret" (Pictures + Videos) too. Secret" (Pictures + Videos) too. Secret" (Pictures + Videos) too. 

4-15-13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to 4-15-13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to 4-15-13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to 4-15-13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to 
move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out 
to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" 

4-15-13 Hurricane Sandy could have been 4-15-13 Hurricane Sandy could have been 4-15-13 Hurricane Sandy could have been 4-15-13 Hurricane Sandy could have been 
moved out to sea... but our Numb Nuts moved out to sea... but our Numb Nuts moved out to sea... but our Numb Nuts moved out to sea... but our Numb Nuts 
Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid Dictator, (McCain) and Others are "Stupid 
Criminals" when the crime is a Holocaust + Criminals" when the crime is a Holocaust + Criminals" when the crime is a Holocaust + Criminals" when the crime is a Holocaust + 
Mass Murder from fiery wrecks, whooping Mass Murder from fiery wrecks, whooping Mass Murder from fiery wrecks, whooping Mass Murder from fiery wrecks, whooping 
cough workers at the Miami Day Care cough workers at the Miami Day Care cough workers at the Miami Day Care cough workers at the Miami Day Care 
Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not 
registering with their neighbors and co-registering with their neighbors and co-registering with their neighbors and co-registering with their neighbors and co-
workers. workers. workers. workers. 

4-15-13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to 4-15-13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to 4-15-13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to 4-15-13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to 
move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out move a Hurricane heading for Key West Out 
to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" to sea is a "Hurricane-Holocaust" 

4-15-13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning 4-15-13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning 4-15-13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning 4-15-13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning 
rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA 
super computer simulation would tell the super computer simulation would tell the super computer simulation would tell the super computer simulation would tell the 
pilots the best area of the spinning Hurricane pilots the best area of the spinning Hurricane pilots the best area of the spinning Hurricane pilots the best area of the spinning Hurricane 
to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 
Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to 
move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane move the Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane 
direction and or speed could be changed by direction and or speed could be changed by direction and or speed could be changed by direction and or speed could be changed by 
launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires into launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires into launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires into launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires into 
the Hurricane by Planes flying above the the Hurricane by Planes flying above the the Hurricane by Planes flying above the the Hurricane by Planes flying above the 
Hurricane, discharging of massive amounts Hurricane, discharging of massive amounts Hurricane, discharging of massive amounts Hurricane, discharging of massive amounts 
of lightning will change a Hurricane's of lightning will change a Hurricane's of lightning will change a Hurricane's of lightning will change a Hurricane's 
direction... temp? direction... temp? direction... temp? direction... temp? 

4-15-13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other 4-15-13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other 4-15-13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other 4-15-13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other 
side of Sandy...? Brainstorm a way to move a side of Sandy...? Brainstorm a way to move a side of Sandy...? Brainstorm a way to move a side of Sandy...? Brainstorm a way to move a 
Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will build a sea Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will build a sea Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will build a sea Hurricane out to sea!! As NYC will build a sea 
wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to 
move Sandy from NYC. 1,001 Other Invention move Sandy from NYC. 1,001 Other Invention move Sandy from NYC. 1,001 Other Invention move Sandy from NYC. 1,001 Other Invention 
Projects. 101 can be called a Holocaust as 100 Projects. 101 can be called a Holocaust as 100 Projects. 101 can be called a Holocaust as 100 Projects. 101 can be called a Holocaust as 100 
kids will be left in Hot Cars to die in the kids will be left in Hot Cars to die in the kids will be left in Hot Cars to die in the kids will be left in Hot Cars to die in the 
summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a summer of 2013 and NBC Miami will have a 
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few comment about not forgetting the kids in few comment about not forgetting the kids in few comment about not forgetting the kids in few comment about not forgetting the kids in 
hot cars at the same time covering up the hot cars at the same time covering up the hot cars at the same time covering up the hot cars at the same time covering up the 
ElectricWindmillCar-Holocaust and ElectricWindmillCar-Holocaust and ElectricWindmillCar-Holocaust and ElectricWindmillCar-Holocaust and 
Genocide! Genocide! Genocide! Genocide! 

4-15-13 I need job $ to finance my research 4-15-13 I need job $ to finance my research 4-15-13 I need job $ to finance my research 4-15-13 I need job $ to finance my research 
for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle 
cure for breast cancer and 1,001 Invention cure for breast cancer and 1,001 Invention cure for breast cancer and 1,001 Invention cure for breast cancer and 1,001 Invention 
Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the Projects... MRI contrast agent to see all the 
cancer cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cells, and pulse to destroy every cancer cells, and pulse to destroy every 
cancer cell in your body via a pulse or cancer cell in your body via a pulse or cancer cell in your body via a pulse or cancer cell in your body via a pulse or 
electric shock... programmed into the MRI, electric shock... programmed into the MRI, electric shock... programmed into the MRI, electric shock... programmed into the MRI, 
etc. etc. etc. etc. 
4-12-13 NBC Nightly News Special... North 4-12-13 NBC Nightly News Special... North 4-12-13 NBC Nightly News Special... North 4-12-13 NBC Nightly News Special... North 
Korea can launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! Korea can launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! Korea can launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! Korea can launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! 

4-12-13 The suppression of the 4-12-13 The suppression of the 4-12-13 The suppression of the 4-12-13 The suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a ElectricWindmillCar in Key West is a 
Holocaust + Genocide... BP Oil will let North Holocaust + Genocide... BP Oil will let North Holocaust + Genocide... BP Oil will let North Holocaust + Genocide... BP Oil will let North 
Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues$ Pirates in Key West 2013. Revenues$ Pirates in Key West 2013. Revenues$ Pirates in Key West 2013. Revenues$ Pirates in Key West 2013. 

4-12-13 The Holocaust of The atomic 4-12-13 The Holocaust of The atomic 4-12-13 The Holocaust of The atomic 4-12-13 The Holocaust of The atomic 
bombings of the cities of Hiroshima and bombings of the cities of Hiroshima and bombings of the cities of Hiroshima and bombings of the cities of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the Nagasaki in Japan were conducted by the 
United States during the final stages of World United States during the final stages of World United States during the final stages of World United States during the final stages of World 
War II in 1945. These two events represent the War II in 1945. These two events represent the War II in 1945. These two events represent the War II in 1945. These two events represent the 
only use of nuclear weapons in warfare to only use of nuclear weapons in warfare to only use of nuclear weapons in warfare to only use of nuclear weapons in warfare to 
date. Following a fire bombing campaign date. Following a fire bombing campaign date. Following a fire bombing campaign date. Following a fire bombing campaign 
that destroyed many Japanese cities, the that destroyed many Japanese cities, the that destroyed many Japanese cities, the that destroyed many Japanese cities, the 
Allies prepared for a costly invasion of Japan. Allies prepared for a costly invasion of Japan. Allies prepared for a costly invasion of Japan. Allies prepared for a costly invasion of Japan. 
North Korea Today and the North Korea Today and the North Korea Today and the North Korea Today and the 
ElectricWindmillCar - Awe Inspiring ElectricWindmillCar - Awe Inspiring ElectricWindmillCar - Awe Inspiring ElectricWindmillCar - Awe Inspiring 
Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Are "Top ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Are "Top ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Are "Top ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Are "Top 
Secret" by McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Secret" by McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Secret" by McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Secret" by McCain and the Other Numb Nuts 
Dictators in our Orwell Era! Dictators in our Orwell Era! Dictators in our Orwell Era! Dictators in our Orwell Era! 

4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 
Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar 
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Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the Duval Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the Duval Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the Duval Coup D'Etat. We bike Duval and do the Duval 
Walk and are unsuspicious of TODAY'S... Walk and are unsuspicious of TODAY'S... Walk and are unsuspicious of TODAY'S... Walk and are unsuspicious of TODAY'S... 
"Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust 
could never happen again with BP Oil as could never happen again with BP Oil as could never happen again with BP Oil as could never happen again with BP Oil as 
Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted 
with $177 Trillion dollars! The with $177 Trillion dollars! The with $177 Trillion dollars! The with $177 Trillion dollars! The 
GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the 
gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 
Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, 
Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! 

4-12-13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in 4-12-13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in 4-12-13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in 4-12-13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in 
the American Heritage illustrated College the American Heritage illustrated College the American Heritage illustrated College the American Heritage illustrated College 
dic-tion-ar-y I'm reading today. Ortega was dic-tion-ar-y I'm reading today. Ortega was dic-tion-ar-y I'm reading today. Ortega was dic-tion-ar-y I'm reading today. Ortega was 
President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top President from 1984 to 1990 and kept "Top 
Secret" the Helicopter Combines for all the Secret" the Helicopter Combines for all the Secret" the Helicopter Combines for all the Secret" the Helicopter Combines for all the 
hard to harvest South American Crops! hard to harvest South American Crops! hard to harvest South American Crops! hard to harvest South American Crops! 
General Ortega does not harvest any crops General Ortega does not harvest any crops General Ortega does not harvest any crops General Ortega does not harvest any crops 
that feed people... that feed people... that feed people... that feed people... 

4-12-13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm, 4-12-13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm, 4-12-13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm, 4-12-13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm, 
Orgy were on the page before Ortega + Orwell Orgy were on the page before Ortega + Orwell Orgy were on the page before Ortega + Orwell Orgy were on the page before Ortega + Orwell 
but no illustrations for these... grin! but no illustrations for these... grin! but no illustrations for these... grin! but no illustrations for these... grin! 

4-12-13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 4-12-13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 4-12-13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 4-12-13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 
Constellation. Today we "Hunt" Inventions to Constellation. Today we "Hunt" Inventions to Constellation. Today we "Hunt" Inventions to Constellation. Today we "Hunt" Inventions to 
hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts hear and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts 
Dictators "Alienate" North Korea enough to Dictators "Alienate" North Korea enough to Dictators "Alienate" North Korea enough to Dictators "Alienate" North Korea enough to 
Nuke Seoul. Nuke Seoul. Nuke Seoul. Nuke Seoul. 

4-12-13 Overabundance of Helicopter 4-12-13 Overabundance of Helicopter 4-12-13 Overabundance of Helicopter 4-12-13 Overabundance of Helicopter 
Combines for Ocean fishing, along with the Combines for Ocean fishing, along with the Combines for Ocean fishing, along with the Combines for Ocean fishing, along with the 
Overabundance... of fish... 1 Trillion fish Overabundance... of fish... 1 Trillion fish Overabundance... of fish... 1 Trillion fish Overabundance... of fish... 1 Trillion fish 
after the Navy feeds the fish! after the Navy feeds the fish! after the Navy feeds the fish! after the Navy feeds the fish! 

4-12-13 Overabundance of Awe Inspiring 4-12-13 Overabundance of Awe Inspiring 4-12-13 Overabundance of Awe Inspiring 4-12-13 Overabundance of Awe Inspiring 
Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 
Invention Projects will be brain stormed on Invention Projects will be brain stormed on Invention Projects will be brain stormed on Invention Projects will be brain stormed on 
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the Honeymoon! the Honeymoon! the Honeymoon! the Honeymoon! 

4-12-13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 4-12-13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 4-12-13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 4-12-13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 
children by the son of a GE Executive! children by the son of a GE Executive! children by the son of a GE Executive! children by the son of a GE Executive! 

4-12-13 Gun Control Laws in the news not GE 4-12-13 Gun Control Laws in the news not GE 4-12-13 Gun Control Laws in the news not GE 4-12-13 Gun Control Laws in the news not GE 
Organized Crimes and Genocide via its Organized Crimes and Genocide via its Organized Crimes and Genocide via its Organized Crimes and Genocide via its 
outdate, Nuclear Power Plants and Gasoline outdate, Nuclear Power Plants and Gasoline outdate, Nuclear Power Plants and Gasoline outdate, Nuclear Power Plants and Gasoline 
Fueled Jet Engines when H at -254 C and Fueled Jet Engines when H at -254 C and Fueled Jet Engines when H at -254 C and Fueled Jet Engines when H at -254 C and 
power all of Japans homes and factories for power all of Japans homes and factories for power all of Japans homes and factories for power all of Japans homes and factories for 
"Free" as BP Oil will have its $177 Trillion "Free" as BP Oil will have its $177 Trillion "Free" as BP Oil will have its $177 Trillion "Free" as BP Oil will have its $177 Trillion 
dollars confiscated to pay for 1 Trillion NASA dollars confiscated to pay for 1 Trillion NASA dollars confiscated to pay for 1 Trillion NASA dollars confiscated to pay for 1 Trillion NASA 
manufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That manufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That manufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That manufactured cans of liquid Hydrogen! That 
will fly Boeing Jets with free fuel of H... GE will fly Boeing Jets with free fuel of H... GE will fly Boeing Jets with free fuel of H... GE will fly Boeing Jets with free fuel of H... GE 
Executive who's son killed 22 1st graders Executive who's son killed 22 1st graders Executive who's son killed 22 1st graders Executive who's son killed 22 1st graders 
suppressed Boeing from changing from suppressed Boeing from changing from suppressed Boeing from changing from suppressed Boeing from changing from 
gasoline Jet fuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel and it gasoline Jet fuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel and it gasoline Jet fuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel and it gasoline Jet fuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel and it 
would be free. would be free. would be free. would be free. 

4-12-13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 4-12-13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 4-12-13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 4-12-13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 
killed by Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones killed by Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones killed by Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones killed by Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones 
manufactured by MIT. manufactured by MIT. manufactured by MIT. manufactured by MIT. 

4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 
Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could 
never happen again with BP Oil as Hitler! never happen again with BP Oil as Hitler! never happen again with BP Oil as Hitler! never happen again with BP Oil as Hitler! 

4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 
Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could 
never happen again with GE as Hitler! never happen again with GE as Hitler! never happen again with GE as Hitler! never happen again with GE as Hitler! 

4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 
Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could 
never happen again with 984 F-35 Fighter never happen again with 984 F-35 Fighter never happen again with 984 F-35 Fighter never happen again with 984 F-35 Fighter 
Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 Jets on Boeing's assembly line instead of 984 
Helicopter Combines to harvest the Banana Helicopter Combines to harvest the Banana Helicopter Combines to harvest the Banana Helicopter Combines to harvest the Banana 
Republics crops - Overabundance of figs, Republics crops - Overabundance of figs, Republics crops - Overabundance of figs, Republics crops - Overabundance of figs, 
cashews, bananas, etc. cashews, bananas, etc. cashews, bananas, etc. cashews, bananas, etc. 

4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 
Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could 
never happen again with... The never happen again with... The never happen again with... The never happen again with... The 
GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out as the 
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gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 gasoline$-Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 
Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives, 
Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! 

4-12-13 Air Bags - Overabundance of Super 4-12-13 Air Bags - Overabundance of Super 4-12-13 Air Bags - Overabundance of Super 4-12-13 Air Bags - Overabundance of Super 
Air Bags on the Outside of cars and Semi-Air Bags on the Outside of cars and Semi-Air Bags on the Outside of cars and Semi-Air Bags on the Outside of cars and Semi-
Trucks... "Top Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Trucks... "Top Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Trucks... "Top Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Trucks... "Top Secret" yes this is a Genocide + 
Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar invented the Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar invented the Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar invented the Holocaust as Greg Buell LoveStar invented the 
idea of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags idea of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags idea of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags idea of the Overabundance of Super Air Bags 
on the Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... in on the Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... in on the Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... in on the Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... in 
1990 when Ortega was still President. Today 1990 when Ortega was still President. Today 1990 when Ortega was still President. Today 1990 when Ortega was still President. Today 
is 4-12-13 that is 23 years the is 4-12-13 that is 23 years the is 4-12-13 that is 23 years the is 4-12-13 that is 23 years the 
Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the 
Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... Outside of cars and Semi-Trucks... 
manufacturing of these would be on the 4th manufacturing of these would be on the 4th manufacturing of these would be on the 4th manufacturing of these would be on the 4th 
or 5th generation... all the kinks worked out! or 5th generation... all the kinks worked out! or 5th generation... all the kinks worked out! or 5th generation... all the kinks worked out! 
This is a Genocide + Holocaust! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! 

4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 4-12-13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates 
Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could Key" + "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could 
never happen again... never happen again... never happen again... never happen again... 

4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 4-12-13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of 
Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Polygamous Wives + ElectricWindmillCar 
Coup D'Etat. Coup D'Etat. Coup D'Etat. Coup D'Etat. 

4-12-13 ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer 4-12-13 ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer 4-12-13 ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer 4-12-13 ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer 
ends with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at ends with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at ends with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at ends with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at 
the sidewalk cafe and other Tourists the sidewalk cafe and other Tourists the sidewalk cafe and other Tourists the sidewalk cafe and other Tourists 
Attractions all caught on video for us so we Attractions all caught on video for us so we Attractions all caught on video for us so we Attractions all caught on video for us so we 
are not unsuspicious of Todays "Pirates" are not unsuspicious of Todays "Pirates" are not unsuspicious of Todays "Pirates" are not unsuspicious of Todays "Pirates" 

4-12-13 NBC Nightly News ended with the 4-12-13 NBC Nightly News ended with the 4-12-13 NBC Nightly News ended with the 4-12-13 NBC Nightly News ended with the 
Vietnam POW McCain getting the Medal of Vietnam POW McCain getting the Medal of Vietnam POW McCain getting the Medal of Vietnam POW McCain getting the Medal of 
Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is Honor from 99 other Senators! Top Secret is 
that Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for that Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for that Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for that Today Vietnam is selling its oil to BP for 
$1 Trillion a year! $1 Trillion a year! $1 Trillion a year! $1 Trillion a year! 

4-12-13 "Tortured" into hanging herself in 4-12-13 "Tortured" into hanging herself in 4-12-13 "Tortured" into hanging herself in 4-12-13 "Tortured" into hanging herself in 
the Kennedy Barn. Mary was not given a the Kennedy Barn. Mary was not given a the Kennedy Barn. Mary was not given a the Kennedy Barn. Mary was not given a 
Medal of Honor from 99 Senators Today. Medal of Honor from 99 Senators Today. Medal of Honor from 99 Senators Today. Medal of Honor from 99 Senators Today. 

4-12-13 43 American Women Were Murdered 4-12-13 43 American Women Were Murdered 4-12-13 43 American Women Were Murdered 4-12-13 43 American Women Were Murdered 
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Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even 
Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News had the Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News had the Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News had the Diane Sawyer on ABC Nightly News had the 
Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators Daily Body Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators 
(Yes McCain) is one of our Numb Nuts (Yes McCain) is one of our Numb Nuts (Yes McCain) is one of our Numb Nuts (Yes McCain) is one of our Numb Nuts 
Dictators, keep these statistics Top Secret of Dictators, keep these statistics Top Secret of Dictators, keep these statistics Top Secret of Dictators, keep these statistics Top Secret of 
course! course! course! course! 

By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the 
Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West Harvard Key West Medical School in Key West 
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atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is atop a Eiffel Tower Structure. Red Circle is 
where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built where 25 Eiffel tower structures will be built 
and the Yale Key West Med School will be and the Yale Key West Med School will be and the Yale Key West Med School will be and the Yale Key West Med School will be 
installed on top via pre made containers... installed on top via pre made containers... installed on top via pre made containers... installed on top via pre made containers... 
25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 25,000 Medical Students will change Key West 
and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people and be ready just in time for 15 Billion people 
on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists 
Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! 

4-10-13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway + 4-10-13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway + 4-10-13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway + 4-10-13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway + 
Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO 
Movie, I got the DVD today. I read all the Movie, I got the DVD today. I read all the Movie, I got the DVD today. I read all the Movie, I got the DVD today. I read all the 
public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and public Hemingway + Gellhorn letters and 
can't remember any letters between them can't remember any letters between them can't remember any letters between them can't remember any letters between them 
about their Birthdays Together. "Hemingway about their Birthdays Together. "Hemingway about their Birthdays Together. "Hemingway about their Birthdays Together. "Hemingway 
+ Gellhorn II" should start with their best + Gellhorn II" should start with their best + Gellhorn II" should start with their best + Gellhorn II" should start with their best 
Birthday Together... writing a novel! Birthday Together... writing a novel! Birthday Together... writing a novel! Birthday Together... writing a novel! 

4-10-13 DVD "Hemingway + Gellhorn" got it 4-10-13 DVD "Hemingway + Gellhorn" got it 4-10-13 DVD "Hemingway + Gellhorn" got it 4-10-13 DVD "Hemingway + Gellhorn" got it 
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from Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony from Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony from Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony from Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony 
takes over from HBO and makes "Hemingway takes over from HBO and makes "Hemingway takes over from HBO and makes "Hemingway takes over from HBO and makes "Hemingway 
+ Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or + Gellhorn II" with actual writing of one or 
two, three of Hemingways Novels! two, three of Hemingways Novels! two, three of Hemingways Novels! two, three of Hemingways Novels! 

4-10-13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 4-10-13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 4-10-13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 4-10-13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 
gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look 
at everything and think... How is gravity at everything and think... How is gravity at everything and think... How is gravity at everything and think... How is gravity 
generated! This is how the discovery will be generated! This is how the discovery will be generated! This is how the discovery will be generated! This is how the discovery will be 
made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there 
are no stickers that tell you to Look at are no stickers that tell you to Look at are no stickers that tell you to Look at are no stickers that tell you to Look at 
everything and think how is gravity everything and think how is gravity everything and think how is gravity everything and think how is gravity 
generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators 
are looking for a way to get out of Yale are looking for a way to get out of Yale are looking for a way to get out of Yale are looking for a way to get out of Yale 
History Textbooks for being the Master Minds History Textbooks for being the Master Minds History Textbooks for being the Master Minds History Textbooks for being the Master Minds 
of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 
Million have died from suppressing the Million have died from suppressing the Million have died from suppressing the Million have died from suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

4-10-13 Here in Key West Greg knows... he will 4-10-13 Here in Key West Greg knows... he will 4-10-13 Here in Key West Greg knows... he will 4-10-13 Here in Key West Greg knows... he will 
be the one who discovers how Gravity is be the one who discovers how Gravity is be the one who discovers how Gravity is be the one who discovers how Gravity is 
Generated. Gravity of Hemingways 4 wives, Generated. Gravity of Hemingways 4 wives, Generated. Gravity of Hemingways 4 wives, Generated. Gravity of Hemingways 4 wives, 
gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage gravity of making A Polygamous Marriage 
legal in Key West to brainstorm 24/7 with legal in Key West to brainstorm 24/7 with legal in Key West to brainstorm 24/7 with legal in Key West to brainstorm 24/7 with 
millions of "Observers" watching this millions of "Observers" watching this millions of "Observers" watching this millions of "Observers" watching this 
Honeymoon Video, it has to get us and them Honeymoon Video, it has to get us and them Honeymoon Video, it has to get us and them Honeymoon Video, it has to get us and them 
off with the climax being "Gravity"! off with the climax being "Gravity"! off with the climax being "Gravity"! off with the climax being "Gravity"! 

4-10-13 We are never aware of the Sun's 4-10-13 We are never aware of the Sun's 4-10-13 We are never aware of the Sun's 4-10-13 We are never aware of the Sun's 
gravity Yet, it is the Sun's gravity that keeps gravity Yet, it is the Sun's gravity that keeps gravity Yet, it is the Sun's gravity that keeps gravity Yet, it is the Sun's gravity that keeps 
the Earth in its orbit! the Earth in its orbit! the Earth in its orbit! the Earth in its orbit! 

4-10-13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from 4-10-13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from 4-10-13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from 4-10-13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from 
Westin Hotel came and went. Westin Hotel came and went. Westin Hotel came and went. Westin Hotel came and went. 

4-10-13 Gravity of our situation in the 4-10-13 Gravity of our situation in the 4-10-13 Gravity of our situation in the 4-10-13 Gravity of our situation in the 
Universe + Status in Key West... Universe + Status in Key West... Universe + Status in Key West... Universe + Status in Key West... 

4-10-13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls 4-10-13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls 4-10-13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls 4-10-13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls 
Royce" driving down Duval turning at Green. Royce" driving down Duval turning at Green. Royce" driving down Duval turning at Green. Royce" driving down Duval turning at Green. 

4-10-13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of "Genocide" at 4-10-13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of "Genocide" at 4-10-13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of "Genocide" at 4-10-13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of "Genocide" at 
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Pirates Key! Pirates Key! Pirates Key! Pirates Key! 

4-10-13 God's best invention is "Women"! 4-10-13 God's best invention is "Women"! 4-10-13 God's best invention is "Women"! 4-10-13 God's best invention is "Women"! 

4-10-13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual 4-10-13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual 4-10-13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual 4-10-13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual 
Motion Machine"! Motion Machine"! Motion Machine"! Motion Machine"! 

4-10-13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 4-10-13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 4-10-13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 4-10-13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar is the Worlds 1st ElectricWindmillCar is the Worlds 1st ElectricWindmillCar is the Worlds 1st ElectricWindmillCar is the Worlds 1st 
Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from Perpetual Motion Machine suppressed from 
MIT textbooks, worst MIT textbooks say there MIT textbooks, worst MIT textbooks say there MIT textbooks, worst MIT textbooks say there MIT textbooks, worst MIT textbooks say there 
are no Perpetual Motion Machines... stifling are no Perpetual Motion Machines... stifling are no Perpetual Motion Machines... stifling are no Perpetual Motion Machines... stifling 
students since 1980 from "Looking" for students since 1980 from "Looking" for students since 1980 from "Looking" for students since 1980 from "Looking" for 
another Perpetual Motion Machine! another Perpetual Motion Machine! another Perpetual Motion Machine! another Perpetual Motion Machine! 

4-10=13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 4-10=13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 4-10=13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 4-10=13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's 
gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look gravity is responsible for the ocean tides! Look 
at everything and think... How is gravity at everything and think... How is gravity at everything and think... How is gravity at everything and think... How is gravity 
generated! This is how the discovery will be generated! This is how the discovery will be generated! This is how the discovery will be generated! This is how the discovery will be 
made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there made. Look both ways for motorcycles... there 
are no stickers that tell you to Look at are no stickers that tell you to Look at are no stickers that tell you to Look at are no stickers that tell you to Look at 
everything and think how is gravity everything and think how is gravity everything and think how is gravity everything and think how is gravity 
generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators 
are looking for a way to get out of Yale are looking for a way to get out of Yale are looking for a way to get out of Yale are looking for a way to get out of Yale 
History Textbooks for being the Master Minds History Textbooks for being the Master Minds History Textbooks for being the Master Minds History Textbooks for being the Master Minds 
of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The of the Worst Genocide on Earth. The 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar! 390 
Million have died from suppressing the Million have died from suppressing the Million have died from suppressing the Million have died from suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! ElectricWindmillCar! 

MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER 
SUPERCOMPUTER WILL NOT BE USED FOR SUPERCOMPUTER WILL NOT BE USED FOR SUPERCOMPUTER WILL NOT BE USED FOR SUPERCOMPUTER WILL NOT BE USED FOR 
RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST OF 
ELECTRICITY - THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY ELECTRICITY - THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY ELECTRICITY - THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY ELECTRICITY - THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY 
LOS ALAMOS! LOS ALAMOS! LOS ALAMOS! LOS ALAMOS! 

MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this 
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morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... 
Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters are Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters are Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters are Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters are 
alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 3 
of them in it. of them in it. of them in it. of them in it. 

4-8-13 390 million people died from 4-8-13 390 million people died from 4-8-13 390 million people died from 4-8-13 390 million people died from 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 
1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K every 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K every 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K every 1980. Died from "Breast Cancer 40K every 
year from 1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery year from 1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery year from 1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery year from 1980 to 2013! Fiery LA Wrecks! Fiery 
Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami to Key Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami to Key Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami to Key Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami to Key 
West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera, West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera, West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera, West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera, 
cirrhosis of the liver, yellow fever, cancer... cirrhosis of the liver, yellow fever, cancer... cirrhosis of the liver, yellow fever, cancer... cirrhosis of the liver, yellow fever, cancer... 
stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot stroke, cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot 
Cars," ElectricWindmillCar will be climate Cars," ElectricWindmillCar will be climate Cars," ElectricWindmillCar will be climate Cars," ElectricWindmillCar will be climate 
controlled 24/7. controlled 24/7. controlled 24/7. controlled 24/7. 

4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions "Brain 4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions "Brain 4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions "Brain 4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions "Brain 
Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a 
Hemingway Writing Class in Key West will Hemingway Writing Class in Key West will Hemingway Writing Class in Key West will Hemingway Writing Class in Key West will 
document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions 
killed along with the 390 million killed killed along with the 390 million killed killed along with the 390 million killed killed along with the 390 million killed 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 
1980 to 2013. 1980 to 2013. 1980 to 2013. 1980 to 2013. 

4-8-13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman 4-8-13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman 4-8-13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman 4-8-13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman 
drove by without stopping to help. 1,001 times drove by without stopping to help. 1,001 times drove by without stopping to help. 1,001 times drove by without stopping to help. 1,001 times 
the guy on fire runs by Letterman in his the guy on fire runs by Letterman in his the guy on fire runs by Letterman in his the guy on fire runs by Letterman in his 
monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators monolog... this is Numb Nuts Dictators 
Humor! Humor! Humor! Humor! 

4-8-13 ...to much spitting going on in Key 4-8-13 ...to much spitting going on in Key 4-8-13 ...to much spitting going on in Key 4-8-13 ...to much spitting going on in Key 
West on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators West on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators West on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators West on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators 
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trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going 
alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel alone with Fiery LA wrecks, they must feel 
guilty about not stopping to Help! Fiery Paris guilty about not stopping to Help! Fiery Paris guilty about not stopping to Help! Fiery Paris guilty about not stopping to Help! Fiery Paris 
wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key West wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key West wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key West wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key West 
Numb Nuts Dictators suppress the idea Numb Nuts Dictators suppress the idea Numb Nuts Dictators suppress the idea Numb Nuts Dictators suppress the idea 
someone in Rome today will be in a Fiery someone in Rome today will be in a Fiery someone in Rome today will be in a Fiery someone in Rome today will be in a Fiery 
Wreck they drove by without stopping! $177 Wreck they drove by without stopping! $177 Wreck they drove by without stopping! $177 Wreck they drove by without stopping! $177 
Trillion in Bribes for the City of Key West! BP Trillion in Bribes for the City of Key West! BP Trillion in Bribes for the City of Key West! BP Trillion in Bribes for the City of Key West! BP 
Oil's real pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks Oil's real pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks Oil's real pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks Oil's real pay out, cash under the fiery wrecks 
with burning bodies inside! Key West Bike Cop with burning bodies inside! Key West Bike Cop with burning bodies inside! Key West Bike Cop with burning bodies inside! Key West Bike Cop 
pulled a women tourists out of a burning car pulled a women tourists out of a burning car pulled a women tourists out of a burning car pulled a women tourists out of a burning car 
on the front page of the Citizen News paper, on the front page of the Citizen News paper, on the front page of the Citizen News paper, on the front page of the Citizen News paper, 
she crashed into the Truman White House she crashed into the Truman White House she crashed into the Truman White House she crashed into the Truman White House 
Gate! Gate! Gate! Gate! 

4-8-13 Mass knowledge about the suppression 4-8-13 Mass knowledge about the suppression 4-8-13 Mass knowledge about the suppression 4-8-13 Mass knowledge about the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar invention can not of the ElectricWindmillCar invention can not of the ElectricWindmillCar invention can not of the ElectricWindmillCar invention can not 
stop the next 390 million people from dying stop the next 390 million people from dying stop the next 390 million people from dying stop the next 390 million people from dying 
from the suppression of the from the suppression of the from the suppression of the from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... ElectricWindmillCar... 

4-8-13 Greg Today on Bike reading and 4-8-13 Greg Today on Bike reading and 4-8-13 Greg Today on Bike reading and 4-8-13 Greg Today on Bike reading and 
writing up Futuristic Invention Projects! Greg writing up Futuristic Invention Projects! Greg writing up Futuristic Invention Projects! Greg writing up Futuristic Invention Projects! Greg 
+ Wives in a legal Polygamists Marriage + Wives in a legal Polygamists Marriage + Wives in a legal Polygamists Marriage + Wives in a legal Polygamists Marriage 
should be typing into a Los Alamos Super should be typing into a Los Alamos Super should be typing into a Los Alamos Super should be typing into a Los Alamos Super 
Computer and Brainstorming in a Computer and Brainstorming in a Computer and Brainstorming in a Computer and Brainstorming in a 
Hemingway Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class! 
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4-8-13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 4-8-13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 4-8-13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 4-8-13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues has already been spent rebuilding revenues has already been spent rebuilding revenues has already been spent rebuilding revenues has already been spent rebuilding 
after the Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and after the Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and after the Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and after the Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and 
all the other South Korean businesses will be all the other South Korean businesses will be all the other South Korean businesses will be all the other South Korean businesses will be 
Nuked! Nuked! Nuked! Nuked! 

4-8-13 Vaccination cannot eliminate these 4-8-13 Vaccination cannot eliminate these 4-8-13 Vaccination cannot eliminate these 4-8-13 Vaccination cannot eliminate these 
diseases. High Fever of Invention Euphoria diseases. High Fever of Invention Euphoria diseases. High Fever of Invention Euphoria diseases. High Fever of Invention Euphoria 
can save 390 Million people's lives. can save 390 Million people's lives. can save 390 Million people's lives. can save 390 Million people's lives. 

4-8-13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 4-8-13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 4-8-13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 4-8-13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 
deaths. Gasoline cars have increased the deaths. Gasoline cars have increased the deaths. Gasoline cars have increased the deaths. Gasoline cars have increased the 
traffic fatalities every year. traffic fatalities every year. traffic fatalities every year. traffic fatalities every year. 
ElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on ElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on ElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on ElectricWindmillCar's with super air bags on 
the outside and F-35 electronics and radar the outside and F-35 electronics and radar the outside and F-35 electronics and radar the outside and F-35 electronics and radar 
traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! 

4-8-13 Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel 4-8-13 Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel 4-8-13 Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel 4-8-13 Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel 
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will spell out each and ever one of the 1,001 will spell out each and ever one of the 1,001 will spell out each and ever one of the 1,001 will spell out each and ever one of the 1,001 
ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get 
this statistic! this statistic! this statistic! this statistic! 

4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a 4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a 4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a 4-8-13 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a 
Hemingway Novel written in a Hemingway Hemingway Novel written in a Hemingway Hemingway Novel written in a Hemingway Hemingway Novel written in a Hemingway 
Writing Class in Key West will document 1 Writing Class in Key West will document 1 Writing Class in Key West will document 1 Writing Class in Key West will document 1 
Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along 
with the 390 million killed suppressing the with the 390 million killed suppressing the with the 390 million killed suppressing the with the 390 million killed suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013. Even ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013. Even ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013. Even ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013. Even 
the simple invention of putting a bar code on the simple invention of putting a bar code on the simple invention of putting a bar code on the simple invention of putting a bar code on 
the new counterfeit proof money the Publix the new counterfeit proof money the Publix the new counterfeit proof money the Publix the new counterfeit proof money the Publix 
cashiers have to use a marker on - bar coded cashiers have to use a marker on - bar coded cashiers have to use a marker on - bar coded cashiers have to use a marker on - bar coded 
bills would let Publix cashiers scan the bar bills would let Publix cashiers scan the bar bills would let Publix cashiers scan the bar bills would let Publix cashiers scan the bar 
code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change code it reads a $5 or a $50 and your change 
is bar code scanned for the correct $ bills is bar code scanned for the correct $ bills is bar code scanned for the correct $ bills is bar code scanned for the correct $ bills 
back. Last night in Key West a women had to back. Last night in Key West a women had to back. Last night in Key West a women had to back. Last night in Key West a women had to 
wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted wait until the "Cashiers" draw was counted 
and balanced as she gave the "Cashier" a $20 and balanced as she gave the "Cashier" a $20 and balanced as she gave the "Cashier" a $20 and balanced as she gave the "Cashier" a $20 
and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar 
bill... to much spitting going on in Key West bill... to much spitting going on in Key West bill... to much spitting going on in Key West bill... to much spitting going on in Key West 
on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators on orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators 
trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going trying to earn their $ Bribes $ for going 
along with Fiery LA wrecks they must feel along with Fiery LA wrecks they must feel along with Fiery LA wrecks they must feel along with Fiery LA wrecks they must feel 
guilty about not stopping to Help! guilty about not stopping to Help! guilty about not stopping to Help! guilty about not stopping to Help! 

4-8-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 4-8-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 4-8-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 4-8-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 
would drop like the 390 million people, would drop like the 390 million people, would drop like the 390 million people, would drop like the 390 million people, 
mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at -254 C with mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at -254 C with mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at -254 C with mosquitos flying into "Fog" of H at -254 C with 
built in fans! built in fans! built in fans! built in fans! 

4-8-13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many 4-8-13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many 4-8-13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many 4-8-13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many 
cars on fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators cars on fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators cars on fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators cars on fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators 
"Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian "Genocide" as this Futuristic Utopian 
Invention to let traffic drive through "Fog" Invention to let traffic drive through "Fog" Invention to let traffic drive through "Fog" Invention to let traffic drive through "Fog" 
without crashing went into "Drones" that without crashing went into "Drones" that without crashing went into "Drones" that without crashing went into "Drones" that 
killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday! killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday! killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday! killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday! 

4-8-13 These will be documented in a 4-8-13 These will be documented in a 4-8-13 These will be documented in a 4-8-13 These will be documented in a 
Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel. Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel. Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel. Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel. 
Spelling out 1,001 brain stormed ideas to Spelling out 1,001 brain stormed ideas to Spelling out 1,001 brain stormed ideas to Spelling out 1,001 brain stormed ideas to 
prevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be prevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be prevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be prevent deadly wrecks... fiction that would be 
non fiction if the ElectricWindmillCar was non fiction if the ElectricWindmillCar was non fiction if the ElectricWindmillCar was non fiction if the ElectricWindmillCar was 
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not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World 
Wide and the Popes. Wide and the Popes. Wide and the Popes. Wide and the Popes. 

4-8-13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 4-8-13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 4-8-13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 4-8-13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 
alcoholism... Bartender can't cut you off after alcoholism... Bartender can't cut you off after alcoholism... Bartender can't cut you off after alcoholism... Bartender can't cut you off after 
taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99 taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99 taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99 taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99 
Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the Cirrhosis Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the 
only option is a liver transplant. only option is a liver transplant. only option is a liver transplant. only option is a liver transplant. 

4-8-13 Yale Key West Medical School will have 4-8-13 Yale Key West Medical School will have 4-8-13 Yale Key West Medical School will have 4-8-13 Yale Key West Medical School will have 
one assembly line for liver transplants, with one assembly line for liver transplants, with one assembly line for liver transplants, with one assembly line for liver transplants, with 
everyone brainstorming how to tweak the everyone brainstorming how to tweak the everyone brainstorming how to tweak the everyone brainstorming how to tweak the 
assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders assembly line and knowing the Coup Leaders 
will Transfer Homeland Security out of the will Transfer Homeland Security out of the will Transfer Homeland Security out of the will Transfer Homeland Security out of the 
Social Security Offices Nation Wide to giving Social Security Offices Nation Wide to giving Social Security Offices Nation Wide to giving Social Security Offices Nation Wide to giving 
all alcoholics the Cirrhosis breath test! all alcoholics the Cirrhosis breath test! all alcoholics the Cirrhosis breath test! all alcoholics the Cirrhosis breath test! 

4-8-13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia 4-8-13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia 4-8-13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia 4-8-13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia 
have been selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 have been selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 have been selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 have been selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 
gasoline since 1980 amassing $177 Trillion gasoline since 1980 amassing $177 Trillion gasoline since 1980 amassing $177 Trillion gasoline since 1980 amassing $177 Trillion 
dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the dollars. $1 Trillion went to bribe the 
Presidents of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran... Presidents of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran... Presidents of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran... Presidents of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran... 
and many more $. and many more $. and many more $. and many more $. 

4-8-13 "Freedom Tower" Medical School will 4-8-13 "Freedom Tower" Medical School will 4-8-13 "Freedom Tower" Medical School will 4-8-13 "Freedom Tower" Medical School will 
prevail! After ElectricWindmillCars drive prevail! After ElectricWindmillCars drive prevail! After ElectricWindmillCars drive prevail! After ElectricWindmillCars drive 
around and around "Times Square" NYC - around and around "Times Square" NYC - around and around "Times Square" NYC - around and around "Times Square" NYC - 
NYC people will be reminded "Childhood NYC people will be reminded "Childhood NYC people will be reminded "Childhood NYC people will be reminded "Childhood 
Leukemia" is caused by Deiseal Exhaust and Leukemia" is caused by Deiseal Exhaust and Leukemia" is caused by Deiseal Exhaust and Leukemia" is caused by Deiseal Exhaust and 
Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car knowing this! Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car knowing this! Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car knowing this! Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car knowing this! 

4-8-13 Today Saudia Arabia has free 4-8-13 Today Saudia Arabia has free 4-8-13 Today Saudia Arabia has free 4-8-13 Today Saudia Arabia has free 
Medicare + Free University and a New Yale Medicare + Free University and a New Yale Medicare + Free University and a New Yale Medicare + Free University and a New Yale 
Mecca Medical School, which is free, free, free! Mecca Medical School, which is free, free, free! Mecca Medical School, which is free, free, free! Mecca Medical School, which is free, free, free! 

4-8-13 $1 Trillion could have bribed North 4-8-13 $1 Trillion could have bribed North 4-8-13 $1 Trillion could have bribed North 4-8-13 $1 Trillion could have bribed North 
Korea into "Peace" this was voted down by the Korea into "Peace" this was voted down by the Korea into "Peace" this was voted down by the Korea into "Peace" this was voted down by the 
Pentagon's Shock + Awe of Victory... 50K Pentagon's Shock + Awe of Victory... 50K Pentagon's Shock + Awe of Victory... 50K Pentagon's Shock + Awe of Victory... 50K 
ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New ElectricWindmillcars were buried in the New 
Mexico desert at the start of "Desert Storm" in Mexico desert at the start of "Desert Storm" in Mexico desert at the start of "Desert Storm" in Mexico desert at the start of "Desert Storm" in 
Iraq. Iraq. Iraq. Iraq. 

4-8-13 City of Key West in the Sunday Citizen 4-8-13 City of Key West in the Sunday Citizen 4-8-13 City of Key West in the Sunday Citizen 4-8-13 City of Key West in the Sunday Citizen 
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is going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... is going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... is going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... is going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... 
when they all know about the suppression of when they all know about the suppression of when they all know about the suppression of when they all know about the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar Era! the ElectricWindmillCar Era! the ElectricWindmillCar Era! the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

4-8-13 Yale Law School after the Coup will be 4-8-13 Yale Law School after the Coup will be 4-8-13 Yale Law School after the Coup will be 4-8-13 Yale Law School after the Coup will be 
as unused as it is before the Coup! as unused as it is before the Coup! as unused as it is before the Coup! as unused as it is before the Coup! 

4-8-13 Law Students are suing the Law 4-8-13 Law Students are suing the Law 4-8-13 Law Students are suing the Law 4-8-13 Law Students are suing the Law 
Schools as they are not told about the Schools as they are not told about the Schools as they are not told about the Schools as they are not told about the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar until 
after they graduate! after they graduate! after they graduate! after they graduate! 

4-8-13 390 Million People wait for Boeing to 4-8-13 390 Million People wait for Boeing to 4-8-13 390 Million People wait for Boeing to 4-8-13 390 Million People wait for Boeing to 
build the Helicopter Combines for rice, figs, build the Helicopter Combines for rice, figs, build the Helicopter Combines for rice, figs, build the Helicopter Combines for rice, figs, 
cashews going to waste today deep in the cashews going to waste today deep in the cashews going to waste today deep in the cashews going to waste today deep in the 
Amazon... 390 Million Aliens at the Nearest Amazon... 390 Million Aliens at the Nearest Amazon... 390 Million Aliens at the Nearest Amazon... 390 Million Aliens at the Nearest 
Star Alpha Centauri going to waste... Star Alpha Centauri going to waste... Star Alpha Centauri going to waste... Star Alpha Centauri going to waste... 

4-8-13 Yale Tokyo Medical School will refuse 4-8-13 Yale Tokyo Medical School will refuse 4-8-13 Yale Tokyo Medical School will refuse 4-8-13 Yale Tokyo Medical School will refuse 
to use Electricity Generated by GE Nuclear to use Electricity Generated by GE Nuclear to use Electricity Generated by GE Nuclear to use Electricity Generated by GE Nuclear 
Power Plants, instead they will generate all Power Plants, instead they will generate all Power Plants, instead they will generate all Power Plants, instead they will generate all 
their Electric needs via cans of H at -254 C their Electric needs via cans of H at -254 C their Electric needs via cans of H at -254 C their Electric needs via cans of H at -254 C 
which Key West could use to cool the Oil which Key West could use to cool the Oil which Key West could use to cool the Oil which Key West could use to cool the Oil 
Genocide Warriors down with! Genocide Warriors down with! Genocide Warriors down with! Genocide Warriors down with! 

4-8-13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt 4-8-13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt 4-8-13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt 4-8-13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt 
Shops" on Duval + Green will double, tipple, as Shops" on Duval + Green will double, tipple, as Shops" on Duval + Green will double, tipple, as Shops" on Duval + Green will double, tipple, as 
$177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil money $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil money $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil money $177 Trillion in confiscated BP Oil money 
will buy a Euphoria of Key West Vacations, will buy a Euphoria of Key West Vacations, will buy a Euphoria of Key West Vacations, will buy a Euphoria of Key West Vacations, 
and construction of the Yale Key West Medical and construction of the Yale Key West Medical and construction of the Yale Key West Medical and construction of the Yale Key West Medical 
School will help too. Yale Paris Medical School will help too. Yale Paris Medical School will help too. Yale Paris Medical School will help too. Yale Paris Medical 
School, Yale Rome Medical School, BP Oil and School, Yale Rome Medical School, BP Oil and School, Yale Rome Medical School, BP Oil and School, Yale Rome Medical School, BP Oil and 
Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical 
Schools and considered "Zero" statistics for Schools and considered "Zero" statistics for Schools and considered "Zero" statistics for Schools and considered "Zero" statistics for 
murdered women and car wrecks only in a murdered women and car wrecks only in a murdered women and car wrecks only in a murdered women and car wrecks only in a 
Utopian Futuristic Hemingway Novel they Utopian Futuristic Hemingway Novel they Utopian Futuristic Hemingway Novel they Utopian Futuristic Hemingway Novel they 
wouldn't finance the writing classes for! And wouldn't finance the writing classes for! And wouldn't finance the writing classes for! And wouldn't finance the writing classes for! And 
they got off stifling Greg + Wives observed in they got off stifling Greg + Wives observed in they got off stifling Greg + Wives observed in they got off stifling Greg + Wives observed in 
Key West. Key West. Key West. Key West. 
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4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 
Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do 
drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters drugs... Mariel didn't say if her 2 daughters 
are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all are alcohol free, she showed a picture with all 
3 of them in it. 3 of them in it. 3 of them in it. 3 of them in it. 

4-5-13 I left a message on Mariel 4-5-13 I left a message on Mariel 4-5-13 I left a message on Mariel 4-5-13 I left a message on Mariel 
Hemingway’s web page the WillingWay web I Hemingway’s web page the WillingWay web I Hemingway’s web page the WillingWay web I Hemingway’s web page the WillingWay web I 
hope she replies.... hope she replies.... hope she replies.... hope she replies.... 
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4-5-13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am 4-5-13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am 4-5-13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am 4-5-13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am 
Wine with Glazed Donuts liquor license by Wine with Glazed Donuts liquor license by Wine with Glazed Donuts liquor license by Wine with Glazed Donuts liquor license by 
Mayor Cates! Mayor Cates! Mayor Cates! Mayor Cates! 

4-5-13 Wow I guess the Mayor of Key West in 4-5-13 Wow I guess the Mayor of Key West in 4-5-13 Wow I guess the Mayor of Key West in 4-5-13 Wow I guess the Mayor of Key West in 
not working on the Invention Project for a not working on the Invention Project for a not working on the Invention Project for a not working on the Invention Project for a 
2014 "Antabuse" or taking any Hemingway 2014 "Antabuse" or taking any Hemingway 2014 "Antabuse" or taking any Hemingway 2014 "Antabuse" or taking any Hemingway 
Writing Classes Writing Classes Writing Classes Writing Classes 

4-5-13 To Write The Utopian Novel with 101 4-5-13 To Write The Utopian Novel with 101 4-5-13 To Write The Utopian Novel with 101 4-5-13 To Write The Utopian Novel with 101 
Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation 
"Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1 more year "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1 more year "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1 more year "Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1 more year 
in the next Election. I hope MARIEL in the next Election. I hope MARIEL in the next Election. I hope MARIEL in the next Election. I hope MARIEL 
HEMINGWAY gets the Mayor Fired! HEMINGWAY gets the Mayor Fired! HEMINGWAY gets the Mayor Fired! HEMINGWAY gets the Mayor Fired! 

4-5-13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION 4-5-13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION 4-5-13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION 4-5-13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION 
IN KEY WEST if graded must be in the top 10... IN KEY WEST if graded must be in the top 10... IN KEY WEST if graded must be in the top 10... IN KEY WEST if graded must be in the top 10... 

4-5-13 Harvard Key West Medical School was 4-5-13 Harvard Key West Medical School was 4-5-13 Harvard Key West Medical School was 4-5-13 Harvard Key West Medical School was 
not for Bill + Melinda Gates they picked not for Bill + Melinda Gates they picked not for Bill + Melinda Gates they picked not for Bill + Melinda Gates they picked 
mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg + Wives mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg + Wives mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg + Wives mosquitos... and still lost out to Greg + Wives 
who invented the idea of using H at -254 C in who invented the idea of using H at -254 C in who invented the idea of using H at -254 C in who invented the idea of using H at -254 C in 
a cooler w/fan to give mosquitos flying by a cooler w/fan to give mosquitos flying by a cooler w/fan to give mosquitos flying by a cooler w/fan to give mosquitos flying by 
frost bite! How many Alcoholics work at frost bite! How many Alcoholics work at frost bite! How many Alcoholics work at frost bite! How many Alcoholics work at 
Microsoft and did any murder a women? Microsoft and did any murder a women? Microsoft and did any murder a women? Microsoft and did any murder a women? 

4-5-13 Yale Key West Medical School has been 4-5-13 Yale Key West Medical School has been 4-5-13 Yale Key West Medical School has been 4-5-13 Yale Key West Medical School has been 
set back 2 years as 2 years and 2 days ago I set back 2 years as 2 years and 2 days ago I set back 2 years as 2 years and 2 days ago I set back 2 years as 2 years and 2 days ago I 
took the Mayors pictures on the Schooner took the Mayors pictures on the Schooner took the Mayors pictures on the Schooner took the Mayors pictures on the Schooner 
Western Union... next day walking by taking Western Union... next day walking by taking Western Union... next day walking by taking Western Union... next day walking by taking 
more pictures one of his crew mates spit at more pictures one of his crew mates spit at more pictures one of his crew mates spit at more pictures one of his crew mates spit at 
me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian! me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian! me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian! me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian! 

4-5-13 Crime Report in the Key West Citizen 4-5-13 Crime Report in the Key West Citizen 4-5-13 Crime Report in the Key West Citizen 4-5-13 Crime Report in the Key West Citizen 
makes you wonder if you missed the news of makes you wonder if you missed the news of makes you wonder if you missed the news of makes you wonder if you missed the news of 
Yale and Harvard deletion of their Social Yale and Harvard deletion of their Social Yale and Harvard deletion of their Social Yale and Harvard deletion of their Social 
Science PhD programs! Science PhD programs! Science PhD programs! Science PhD programs! 
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4-5-13 PhD in Invention will be offered at 4-5-13 PhD in Invention will be offered at 4-5-13 PhD in Invention will be offered at 4-5-13 PhD in Invention will be offered at 
Yale + Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Yale + Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Yale + Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Yale + Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide 
Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! Revolution! 

4-5-13 Write like Hemingway is a book you 4-5-13 Write like Hemingway is a book you 4-5-13 Write like Hemingway is a book you 4-5-13 Write like Hemingway is a book you 
can buy here... I looked at it then bought a can buy here... I looked at it then bought a can buy here... I looked at it then bought a can buy here... I looked at it then bought a 
used copy on Amazon for 50 cents this got me used copy on Amazon for 50 cents this got me used copy on Amazon for 50 cents this got me used copy on Amazon for 50 cents this got me 
kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key kicked out of the Only Book Store Left in Key 
West! West! West! West! 

4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 4-5-13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today 
Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do Show" this morning. I don't drink, I don't do 
drugs... Running From Crazy could have drugs... Running From Crazy could have drugs... Running From Crazy could have drugs... Running From Crazy could have 
taken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking taken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking taken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking taken 1 hour on the "Today Show" talking 
about Alcohol because she forgot, and Matt about Alcohol because she forgot, and Matt about Alcohol because she forgot, and Matt about Alcohol because she forgot, and Matt 
Lauer is censored from mentioning Violence Lauer is censored from mentioning Violence Lauer is censored from mentioning Violence Lauer is censored from mentioning Violence 
Against Women 85% of women murdered is by Against Women 85% of women murdered is by Against Women 85% of women murdered is by Against Women 85% of women murdered is by 
drunk Men! drunk Men! drunk Men! drunk Men! 

4-5-13 InventSomething Today as the "Today 4-5-13 InventSomething Today as the "Today 4-5-13 InventSomething Today as the "Today 4-5-13 InventSomething Today as the "Today 
Show" will never ever (In our Gasoline Era) Show" will never ever (In our Gasoline Era) Show" will never ever (In our Gasoline Era) Show" will never ever (In our Gasoline Era) 
have a story about the next generation have a story about the next generation have a story about the next generation have a story about the next generation 
inventing a better "Disulfiram" inventing a better "Disulfiram" inventing a better "Disulfiram" inventing a better "Disulfiram" 

4-5-13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in 4-5-13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in 4-5-13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in 4-5-13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in 
the 1920s[1] and used to support the the 1920s[1] and used to support the the 1920s[1] and used to support the the 1920s[1] and used to support the 
treatment of chronic alcoholism by treatment of chronic alcoholism by treatment of chronic alcoholism by treatment of chronic alcoholism by 
producing an acute sensitivity to alcohol. It producing an acute sensitivity to alcohol. It producing an acute sensitivity to alcohol. It producing an acute sensitivity to alcohol. It 
blocks the processing of alcohol in the body by blocks the processing of alcohol in the body by blocks the processing of alcohol in the body by blocks the processing of alcohol in the body by 
inhibiting acetaldehyde dehydrogenase thus inhibiting acetaldehyde dehydrogenase thus inhibiting acetaldehyde dehydrogenase thus inhibiting acetaldehyde dehydrogenase thus 
causing an unpleasant reaction when causing an unpleasant reaction when causing an unpleasant reaction when causing an unpleasant reaction when 
alcohol is consumed. Disulfiram should be alcohol is consumed. Disulfiram should be alcohol is consumed. Disulfiram should be alcohol is consumed. Disulfiram should be 
used in conjunction with counseling and used in conjunction with counseling and used in conjunction with counseling and used in conjunction with counseling and 
support. Trade names for disulfiram in support. Trade names for disulfiram in support. Trade names for disulfiram in support. Trade names for disulfiram in 
different countries are Antabuse and different countries are Antabuse and different countries are Antabuse and different countries are Antabuse and 
Antabuse manufactured by Odyssey Antabuse manufactured by Odyssey Antabuse manufactured by Odyssey Antabuse manufactured by Odyssey 
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Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being 
studied as a treatment for cocaine studied as a treatment for cocaine studied as a treatment for cocaine studied as a treatment for cocaine 
dependence, as it prevents the breakdown of dependence, as it prevents the breakdown of dependence, as it prevents the breakdown of dependence, as it prevents the breakdown of 
dopamine (a neurotransmitter whose release dopamine (a neurotransmitter whose release dopamine (a neurotransmitter whose release dopamine (a neurotransmitter whose release 
is stimulated by cocaine); the excess is stimulated by cocaine); the excess is stimulated by cocaine); the excess is stimulated by cocaine); the excess 
dopamine results in increased anxiety" dopamine results in increased anxiety" dopamine results in increased anxiety" dopamine results in increased anxiety" 

4-4-13 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is 4-4-13 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is 4-4-13 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is 4-4-13 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is 
Hot for 6 months, our Numb Nuts Dictator Hot for 6 months, our Numb Nuts Dictator Hot for 6 months, our Numb Nuts Dictator Hot for 6 months, our Numb Nuts Dictator 
will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler with will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler with will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler with will not let Greg + Wives market a cooler with 
a small can of H at -254 C to keep drinks and a small can of H at -254 C to keep drinks and a small can of H at -254 C to keep drinks and a small can of H at -254 C to keep drinks and 
food cold and with abundant H at -254 a food cold and with abundant H at -254 a food cold and with abundant H at -254 a food cold and with abundant H at -254 a 
small fan with H at -254 C behind it would small fan with H at -254 C behind it would small fan with H at -254 C behind it would small fan with H at -254 C behind it would 
make Key West a Literal Paradise! make Key West a Literal Paradise! make Key West a Literal Paradise! make Key West a Literal Paradise! 

4-4-13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer 4-4-13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer 4-4-13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer 4-4-13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer 
are Hell... a cooler with a small can of H at are Hell... a cooler with a small can of H at are Hell... a cooler with a small can of H at are Hell... a cooler with a small can of H at 
-254 C with a built in fan would finally put -254 C with a built in fan would finally put -254 C with a built in fan would finally put -254 C with a built in fan would finally put 
an end to getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids an end to getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids an end to getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids an end to getting into a Hot Car! 100 kids 
will be left to die in Hot Cars again in the will be left to die in Hot Cars again in the will be left to die in Hot Cars again in the will be left to die in Hot Cars again in the 
Summer of 2013. Summer of 2013. Summer of 2013. Summer of 2013. 

4-4-13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be 4-4-13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be 4-4-13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be 4-4-13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be 
marketed to Key West Businesses and the marketed to Key West Businesses and the marketed to Key West Businesses and the marketed to Key West Businesses and the 
Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators World Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators World Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators World Tourists, until our Numb Nuts Dictators World 
Wide as the Equator needs to be a Paradise Wide as the Equator needs to be a Paradise Wide as the Equator needs to be a Paradise Wide as the Equator needs to be a Paradise 
with 1,001 Inventions that can use a can of H with 1,001 Inventions that can use a can of H with 1,001 Inventions that can use a can of H with 1,001 Inventions that can use a can of H 
at -254 C at -254 C at -254 C at -254 C 

4-4-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 4-4-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 4-4-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 4-4-13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos 
would drop like people in 100 F flying into a would drop like people in 100 F flying into a would drop like people in 100 F flying into a would drop like people in 100 F flying into a 
cafe or back yard with cans of H at -254 C cafe or back yard with cans of H at -254 C cafe or back yard with cans of H at -254 C cafe or back yard with cans of H at -254 C 
with built in fans! with built in fans! with built in fans! with built in fans! 

4-4-13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers 4-4-13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers 4-4-13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers 4-4-13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers 
and principles today on the "Today Show" and principles today on the "Today Show" and principles today on the "Today Show" and principles today on the "Today Show" 
news... arrest of Principles and teachers in news... arrest of Principles and teachers in news... arrest of Principles and teachers in news... arrest of Principles and teachers in 
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“1,610 Schools that cheated for students... “1,610 Schools that cheated for students... “1,610 Schools that cheated for students... “1,610 Schools that cheated for students... 
debate about paying kids to read a book or debate about paying kids to read a book or debate about paying kids to read a book or debate about paying kids to read a book or 
write a report well the teachers pocketed $100 write a report well the teachers pocketed $100 write a report well the teachers pocketed $100 write a report well the teachers pocketed $100 
million in cash. I think we should looking million in cash. I think we should looking million in cash. I think we should looking million in cash. I think we should looking 
into paying the kids $100 million and see if into paying the kids $100 million and see if into paying the kids $100 million and see if into paying the kids $100 million and see if 
test scores improve. Our Numb Nuts Dictator test scores improve. Our Numb Nuts Dictator test scores improve. Our Numb Nuts Dictator test scores improve. Our Numb Nuts Dictator 
will be blackmailed by these teachers will be blackmailed by these teachers will be blackmailed by these teachers will be blackmailed by these teachers 
threatening to expose the suppression of the threatening to expose the suppression of the threatening to expose the suppression of the threatening to expose the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! ElectricWindmillCar Genocide! 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in 
red ink, have gotten 101 invention projects red ink, have gotten 101 invention projects red ink, have gotten 101 invention projects red ink, have gotten 101 invention projects 
ideas marked in last month alone, so don't ideas marked in last month alone, so don't ideas marked in last month alone, so don't ideas marked in last month alone, so don't 
lose this book is one invention project we must lose this book is one invention project we must lose this book is one invention project we must lose this book is one invention project we must 
get... grin! I spent 8 months on this pier in get... grin! I spent 8 months on this pier in get... grin! I spent 8 months on this pier in get... grin! I spent 8 months on this pier in 
Key West writing 2 handwritten pages a day. Key West writing 2 handwritten pages a day. Key West writing 2 handwritten pages a day. Key West writing 2 handwritten pages a day. 
I used 50 pages of daily internet notes as I used 50 pages of daily internet notes as I used 50 pages of daily internet notes as I used 50 pages of daily internet notes as 
reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten reference then I would clip the 2 handwritten 
pages one on each side of my Acer Windows 7 pages one on each side of my Acer Windows 7 pages one on each side of my Acer Windows 7 pages one on each side of my Acer Windows 7 
notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm or notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm or notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm or notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm or 
midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8 midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8 midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8 midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8 
months only missing 3 days. The link to the months only missing 3 days. The link to the months only missing 3 days. The link to the months only missing 3 days. The link to the 
850 pages I wrote is above and below. End of 850 pages I wrote is above and below. End of 850 pages I wrote is above and below. End of 850 pages I wrote is above and below. End of 
Pier by "Danger Sailboat Charters" I worked Pier by "Danger Sailboat Charters" I worked Pier by "Danger Sailboat Charters" I worked Pier by "Danger Sailboat Charters" I worked 
ok for months but had to move when the crew ok for months but had to move when the crew ok for months but had to move when the crew ok for months but had to move when the crew 
blasted the pier with music and loud talking blasted the pier with music and loud talking blasted the pier with music and loud talking blasted the pier with music and loud talking 
about tips... If you come to Key West "Danger about tips... If you come to Key West "Danger about tips... If you come to Key West "Danger about tips... If you come to Key West "Danger 
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Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for Sail Boat" charters are the best buy for 
islands off Key West... $100 for the full day I islands off Key West... $100 for the full day I islands off Key West... $100 for the full day I islands off Key West... $100 for the full day I 
will do this when I get paid for the will do this when I get paid for the will do this when I get paid for the will do this when I get paid for the 
ElectricWindmillCar or get a job... In Key West ElectricWindmillCar or get a job... In Key West ElectricWindmillCar or get a job... In Key West ElectricWindmillCar or get a job... In Key West 
this web page has made greg a "Shark" as no this web page has made greg a "Shark" as no this web page has made greg a "Shark" as no this web page has made greg a "Shark" as no 
one wants the "Observers" who follow me one wants the "Observers" who follow me one wants the "Observers" who follow me one wants the "Observers" who follow me 
24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"! 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"! 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"! 24/7... like the Movie "Enemy of the State"! 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

MARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’s passion is her MARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’s passion is her MARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’s passion is her MARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’s passion is her 
love . The WillingWay book launch date love . The WillingWay book launch date love . The WillingWay book launch date love . The WillingWay book launch date 
March 12, 2013. Mariel is also outspoken in March 12, 2013. Mariel is also outspoken in March 12, 2013. Mariel is also outspoken in March 12, 2013. Mariel is also outspoken in 
her advocacy for mental health. her advocacy for mental health. her advocacy for mental health. her advocacy for mental health. 

Greg would like to get Mariel Hemingway Greg would like to get Mariel Hemingway Greg would like to get Mariel Hemingway Greg would like to get Mariel Hemingway 
outspokenness for writing and writing classes outspokenness for writing and writing classes outspokenness for writing and writing classes outspokenness for writing and writing classes 
for Utopian Futuristic Novels with 1,001 for Utopian Futuristic Novels with 1,001 for Utopian Futuristic Novels with 1,001 for Utopian Futuristic Novels with 1,001 
Invention Projects brain stormed in the Invention Projects brain stormed in the Invention Projects brain stormed in the Invention Projects brain stormed in the 
Novel. Novel. Novel. Novel. 

Mariel Hemingway’s Running from Crazy... Mariel Hemingway’s Running from Crazy... Mariel Hemingway’s Running from Crazy... Mariel Hemingway’s Running from Crazy... 
BP Oil Era suppressing the BP Oil Era suppressing the BP Oil Era suppressing the BP Oil Era suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy Greed of Oil Men ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy Greed of Oil Men ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy Greed of Oil Men ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy Greed of Oil Men 
just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Cash $ 
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Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting 
moderation. April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm moderation. April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm moderation. April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm moderation. April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm 

I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse 
locked up in Windows 7 and had to tab over locked up in Windows 7 and had to tab over locked up in Windows 7 and had to tab over locked up in Windows 7 and had to tab over 
to submit so didn’t make a copy I could paste to submit so didn’t make a copy I could paste to submit so didn’t make a copy I could paste to submit so didn’t make a copy I could paste 
here but the just of my email was “Memory” here but the just of my email was “Memory” here but the just of my email was “Memory” here but the just of my email was “Memory” 
inventing in our current Era of Oil a memory inventing in our current Era of Oil a memory inventing in our current Era of Oil a memory inventing in our current Era of Oil a memory 
pill Rx for Total Recall. “War + Peace” its Hell pill Rx for Total Recall. “War + Peace” its Hell pill Rx for Total Recall. “War + Peace” its Hell pill Rx for Total Recall. “War + Peace” its Hell 
just remembering the Characters I would like just remembering the Characters I would like just remembering the Characters I would like just remembering the Characters I would like 
to write a Utopian Futuristic “War + Peace” to write a Utopian Futuristic “War + Peace” to write a Utopian Futuristic “War + Peace” to write a Utopian Futuristic “War + Peace” 
full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm 
for 100 pages on how we can get the cure for for 100 pages on how we can get the cure for for 100 pages on how we can get the cure for for 100 pages on how we can get the cure for 
cancer and other diseases, another 100 pages cancer and other diseases, another 100 pages cancer and other diseases, another 100 pages cancer and other diseases, another 100 pages 
on "assembly line surgery" and building a on "assembly line surgery" and building a on "assembly line surgery" and building a on "assembly line surgery" and building a 
better Medical School and Today Cheating if better Medical School and Today Cheating if better Medical School and Today Cheating if better Medical School and Today Cheating if 
1,610 teachers and principles cheated for 1,610 teachers and principles cheated for 1,610 teachers and principles cheated for 1,610 teachers and principles cheated for 
decades before our Numb Nuts Dictator decades before our Numb Nuts Dictator decades before our Numb Nuts Dictator decades before our Numb Nuts Dictator 
arrested them... why did he wait so long and arrested them... why did he wait so long and arrested them... why did he wait so long and arrested them... why did he wait so long and 
why arrest them now. He has $177 Trillion why arrest them now. He has $177 Trillion why arrest them now. He has $177 Trillion why arrest them now. He has $177 Trillion 
dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 
bonus payment to 1,610 teachers for getting bonus payment to 1,610 teachers for getting bonus payment to 1,610 teachers for getting bonus payment to 1,610 teachers for getting 
higher scores out of their students? higher scores out of their students? higher scores out of their students? higher scores out of their students? 

This is the message I left on Mariel This is the message I left on Mariel This is the message I left on Mariel This is the message I left on Mariel 
Hemingway’s - The WillingWay web page I Hemingway’s - The WillingWay web page I Hemingway’s - The WillingWay web page I Hemingway’s - The WillingWay web page I 
hope she replies.... hope she replies.... hope she replies.... hope she replies.... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 
invention projects and I use 50 pages of invention projects and I use 50 pages of invention projects and I use 50 pages of invention projects and I use 50 pages of 
articles then write 2 hand written pages then articles then write 2 hand written pages then articles then write 2 hand written pages then articles then write 2 hand written pages then 
type these up you can find the link to the 850 type these up you can find the link to the 850 type these up you can find the link to the 850 type these up you can find the link to the 850 
pages I wrote in Key West.. I bought Earnest pages I wrote in Key West.. I bought Earnest pages I wrote in Key West.. I bought Earnest pages I wrote in Key West.. I bought Earnest 
Hemingway's book titled "Research" the A Hemingway's book titled "Research" the A Hemingway's book titled "Research" the A Hemingway's book titled "Research" the A 
bomb story etc but not much on shock bomb story etc but not much on shock bomb story etc but not much on shock bomb story etc but not much on shock 
treatments.. as we all know total recall some treatments.. as we all know total recall some treatments.. as we all know total recall some treatments.. as we all know total recall some 
have better memories than others if I could have better memories than others if I could have better memories than others if I could have better memories than others if I could 
get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on get ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on 
Earnest 50 pages of notes then get 50 pages on Earnest 50 pages of notes then get 50 pages on Earnest 50 pages of notes then get 50 pages on Earnest 50 pages of notes then get 50 pages on 
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electro shock today with lots of memory electro shock today with lots of memory electro shock today with lots of memory electro shock today with lots of memory 
articles and write these up into 2 hand articles and write these up into 2 hand articles and write these up into 2 hand articles and write these up into 2 hand 
written pages then 5 typed this will come out written pages then 5 typed this will come out written pages then 5 typed this will come out written pages then 5 typed this will come out 
like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 Hemingway 
at Capt tonys talked the nave into feed the at Capt tonys talked the nave into feed the at Capt tonys talked the nave into feed the at Capt tonys talked the nave into feed the 
turtles now today we have Hemingway beach turtles now today we have Hemingway beach turtles now today we have Hemingway beach turtles now today we have Hemingway beach 
in key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their in key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their in key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their in key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their 
eggs.. and add in 1 trillion sports fish in key eggs.. and add in 1 trillion sports fish in key eggs.. and add in 1 trillion sports fish in key eggs.. and add in 1 trillion sports fish in key 
west today because what Hemingway got the west today because what Hemingway got the west today because what Hemingway got the west today because what Hemingway got the 
navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them in navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them in navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them in navy buddies at capt tonys to feed them in 
1933 thanks 1933 thanks 1933 thanks 1933 thanks 

greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell 

New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 

PO Box 214 key west FL 33041 PO Box 214 key west FL 33041 PO Box 214 key west FL 33041 PO Box 214 key west FL 33041 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars 
Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK 
HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the 
web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...web is fixed up nicely...

4-2-13 ADHD Dr Nancy can't explain under 4-2-13 ADHD Dr Nancy can't explain under 4-2-13 ADHD Dr Nancy can't explain under 4-2-13 ADHD Dr Nancy can't explain under 
diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of 
ADHD... those who are diagnosing are ADHD... those who are diagnosing are ADHD... those who are diagnosing are ADHD... those who are diagnosing are 
getting a little lazy and not "Observing" long getting a little lazy and not "Observing" long getting a little lazy and not "Observing" long getting a little lazy and not "Observing" long 
enough... enough... enough... enough... 

4-2-13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 4-2-13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 4-2-13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 4-2-13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 
concentration working on 1,001 invention concentration working on 1,001 invention concentration working on 1,001 invention concentration working on 1,001 invention 
projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda projects spell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda 
Gates killed these kids future careers as Gates killed these kids future careers as Gates killed these kids future careers as Gates killed these kids future careers as 
Inventors! By not pre installing 1,001 Inventors! By not pre installing 1,001 Inventors! By not pre installing 1,001 Inventors! By not pre installing 1,001 
Invention Projects in Windows 8 with links to Invention Projects in Windows 8 with links to Invention Projects in Windows 8 with links to Invention Projects in Windows 8 with links to 
get them started inventing something! get them started inventing something! get them started inventing something! get them started inventing something! 

4-2-13 Egregious practices are part of a 4-2-13 Egregious practices are part of a 4-2-13 Egregious practices are part of a 4-2-13 Egregious practices are part of a 
emphasis on pressuring educators to produce emphasis on pressuring educators to produce emphasis on pressuring educators to produce emphasis on pressuring educators to produce 
spectacular test results. Yale Medical School spectacular test results. Yale Medical School spectacular test results. Yale Medical School spectacular test results. Yale Medical School 
has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered has passed 100's of MD's since Bush ordered 
them passed when they really failed... this them passed when they really failed... this them passed when they really failed... this them passed when they really failed... this 
Genocide Trial can not happen until after the Genocide Trial can not happen until after the Genocide Trial can not happen until after the Genocide Trial can not happen until after the 
BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing the 
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ElectricWindmillcar since 1980. ElectricWindmillcar since 1980. ElectricWindmillcar since 1980. ElectricWindmillcar since 1980. 

War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an 
additional $490 billion in benefits owed to additional $490 billion in benefits owed to additional $490 billion in benefits owed to additional $490 billion in benefits owed to 
war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars war veterans. Assessing the cost in dollars 
and lives from the resulting wars in and lives from the resulting wars in and lives from the resulting wars in and lives from the resulting wars in 
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon 
goes out of their ways in the killings of Army goes out of their ways in the killings of Army goes out of their ways in the killings of Army goes out of their ways in the killings of Army 
Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! 
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Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front 
page of the New York Times! page of the New York Times! page of the New York Times! page of the New York Times! 

End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 

6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 6-8-13 ...sophisticated computer modeling, we 
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have been able provide the necessary insight have been able provide the necessary insight have been able provide the necessary insight have been able provide the necessary insight 
into the complex behavior of this into the complex behavior of this into the complex behavior of this into the complex behavior of this 
fundamental system." fundamental system." fundamental system." fundamental system." 

6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Los Alamos Sophisticated 
Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of 
IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx IBM Supercomputers are needed to get the Rx 
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... 

6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 6-8-13 Gravity! Los Alamos Sophisticated 
Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of Supercomputers $1 Trillion dollars worth of 
IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover IBM Supercomputers are needed to discover 
how Gravity is Generated! how Gravity is Generated! how Gravity is Generated! how Gravity is Generated! 

6-8-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-8-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-8-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 6-8-13 Gravity! How gravity is generated is 
need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches need long before Earth's population reaches 
15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 15 billion, today more "Drone's" killed 7 in 
Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity Pakistan. This is a crime against Humanity 
when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its when you consider Gravity and how its 
generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the generated and how this will change the 
world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is world when we discover how Gravity is 
Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come Generated. Millions of inventions will come 
overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was overnight just like when Electricity was 
generated! generated! generated! generated! 

6-8-13 A 20-year puzzle as to how the heart 6-8-13 A 20-year puzzle as to how the heart 6-8-13 A 20-year puzzle as to how the heart 6-8-13 A 20-year puzzle as to how the heart 
regulates contraction appears to have been regulates contraction appears to have been regulates contraction appears to have been regulates contraction appears to have been 
solved by researchers from the University of solved by researchers from the University of solved by researchers from the University of solved by researchers from the University of 
Bristol. The findings, published in the journal Bristol. The findings, published in the journal Bristol. The findings, published in the journal Bristol. The findings, published in the journal 
Biophysics, paves the way to improving our Biophysics, paves the way to improving our Biophysics, paves the way to improving our Biophysics, paves the way to improving our 
understanding of what goes wrong when the understanding of what goes wrong when the understanding of what goes wrong when the understanding of what goes wrong when the 
heart fails. heart fails. heart fails. heart fails. 

6-8-13 When the heart beats (contracts), the 6-8-13 When the heart beats (contracts), the 6-8-13 When the heart beats (contracts), the 6-8-13 When the heart beats (contracts), the 
contractile machinery is switched on by an contractile machinery is switched on by an contractile machinery is switched on by an contractile machinery is switched on by an 
increase in calcium within the cell. This increase in calcium within the cell. This increase in calcium within the cell. This increase in calcium within the cell. This 
increase is produced by a release from increase is produced by a release from increase is produced by a release from increase is produced by a release from 
intracellular stores activated by a small intracellular stores activated by a small intracellular stores activated by a small intracellular stores activated by a small 
influx of calcium into the cell during the influx of calcium into the cell during the influx of calcium into the cell during the influx of calcium into the cell during the 
cardiac electrical signal—known as the cardiac electrical signal—known as the cardiac electrical signal—known as the cardiac electrical signal—known as the 
action potential. This apparently simple action potential. This apparently simple action potential. This apparently simple action potential. This apparently simple 
process raised an important question, since process raised an important question, since process raised an important question, since process raised an important question, since 
the trigger signal was smaller than the the trigger signal was smaller than the the trigger signal was smaller than the the trigger signal was smaller than the 
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release and both involve calcium how could release and both involve calcium how could release and both involve calcium how could release and both involve calcium how could 
the system be graded – since once the release the system be graded – since once the release the system be graded – since once the release the system be graded – since once the release 
is started it should overcome the trigger is started it should overcome the trigger is started it should overcome the trigger is started it should overcome the trigger 
signal and be fully regenerative. A solution signal and be fully regenerative. A solution signal and be fully regenerative. A solution signal and be fully regenerative. A solution 
to this problem was found by Professor Mark to this problem was found by Professor Mark to this problem was found by Professor Mark to this problem was found by Professor Mark 
Cannell from the University of Bristol's School Cannell from the University of Bristol's School Cannell from the University of Bristol's School Cannell from the University of Bristol's School 
of Physiology and Pharmacology and of Physiology and Pharmacology and of Physiology and Pharmacology and of Physiology and Pharmacology and 
collaborators in the early 1990's—release collaborators in the early 1990's—release collaborators in the early 1990's—release collaborators in the early 1990's—release 
takes the form of discrete microscopic takes the form of discrete microscopic takes the form of discrete microscopic takes the form of discrete microscopic 
calcium release events called 'calcium calcium release events called 'calcium calcium release events called 'calcium calcium release events called 'calcium 
sparks'. It is the time-dependent recruitment sparks'. It is the time-dependent recruitment sparks'. It is the time-dependent recruitment sparks'. It is the time-dependent recruitment 
of these events that allows the calcium release of these events that allows the calcium release of these events that allows the calcium release of these events that allows the calcium release 
to be graded. So, although each microscopic to be graded. So, although each microscopic to be graded. So, although each microscopic to be graded. So, although each microscopic 
event should be fully regenerative, the event should be fully regenerative, the event should be fully regenerative, the event should be fully regenerative, the 
gradedness relies on each event being gradedness relies on each event being gradedness relies on each event being gradedness relies on each event being 
independent of all the others and each independent of all the others and each independent of all the others and each independent of all the others and each 
taking time to occur so that if the trigger is taking time to occur so that if the trigger is taking time to occur so that if the trigger is taking time to occur so that if the trigger is 
removed, the sites which have not yet removed, the sites which have not yet removed, the sites which have not yet removed, the sites which have not yet 
produced a calcium spark will not fire. produced a calcium spark will not fire. produced a calcium spark will not fire. produced a calcium spark will not fire. 
However, this discovery did not explain how However, this discovery did not explain how However, this discovery did not explain how However, this discovery did not explain how 
the calcium spark itself terminated and this the calcium spark itself terminated and this the calcium spark itself terminated and this the calcium spark itself terminated and this 
problem has resisted out understanding since problem has resisted out understanding since problem has resisted out understanding since problem has resisted out understanding since 
then. Many theories have been proposed but then. Many theories have been proposed but then. Many theories have been proposed but then. Many theories have been proposed but 
all invoked special properties for the release all invoked special properties for the release all invoked special properties for the release all invoked special properties for the release 
channels which are seen only under special channels which are seen only under special channels which are seen only under special channels which are seen only under special 
experimental conditions. A team of experimental conditions. A team of experimental conditions. A team of experimental conditions. A team of 
researchers led by Professor Cannell with Dr researchers led by Professor Cannell with Dr researchers led by Professor Cannell with Dr researchers led by Professor Cannell with Dr 
Laver from Hunter Medical Research Institute Laver from Hunter Medical Research Institute Laver from Hunter Medical Research Institute Laver from Hunter Medical Research Institute 
in Australia found a solution. Together, the in Australia found a solution. Together, the in Australia found a solution. Together, the in Australia found a solution. Together, the 
team constructed a 3-dimensional computer team constructed a 3-dimensional computer team constructed a 3-dimensional computer team constructed a 3-dimensional computer 
model of the release machinery model of the release machinery model of the release machinery model of the release machinery 
incorporating measurements of the calcium incorporating measurements of the calcium incorporating measurements of the calcium incorporating measurements of the calcium 
sensitivity of the release mechanism. They sensitivity of the release mechanism. They sensitivity of the release mechanism. They sensitivity of the release mechanism. They 
found that the key to this puzzle is in the found that the key to this puzzle is in the found that the key to this puzzle is in the found that the key to this puzzle is in the 
calcium dependence of the closed time of the calcium dependence of the closed time of the calcium dependence of the closed time of the calcium dependence of the closed time of the 
channels that release calcium and the channels that release calcium and the channels that release calcium and the channels that release calcium and the 
microscopic domain in which they reside. microscopic domain in which they reside. microscopic domain in which they reside. microscopic domain in which they reside. 
This model showed automatic release This model showed automatic release This model showed automatic release This model showed automatic release 
termination without having to invoke any termination without having to invoke any termination without having to invoke any termination without having to invoke any 
other mechanism—a process they called other mechanism—a process they called other mechanism—a process they called other mechanism—a process they called 
'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of 'induction decay'. Therefore, a key piece of 
the puzzle as how the heart regulates the puzzle as how the heart regulates the puzzle as how the heart regulates the puzzle as how the heart regulates 
contraction appears to have been solved, and contraction appears to have been solved, and contraction appears to have been solved, and contraction appears to have been solved, and 
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this paves the way to improved this paves the way to improved this paves the way to improved this paves the way to improved 
understanding of what goes wrong when the understanding of what goes wrong when the understanding of what goes wrong when the understanding of what goes wrong when the 
heart fails - because there is good evidence heart fails - because there is good evidence heart fails - because there is good evidence heart fails - because there is good evidence 
that the calcium release mechanism becomes that the calcium release mechanism becomes that the calcium release mechanism becomes that the calcium release mechanism becomes 
faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell faulty in heart failure. Professor Cannell 
said: "These intracellular processes only occur said: "These intracellular processes only occur said: "These intracellular processes only occur said: "These intracellular processes only occur 
on the molecular scale which is difficult, if on the molecular scale which is difficult, if on the molecular scale which is difficult, if on the molecular scale which is difficult, if 
not impossible, to image and study within not impossible, to image and study within not impossible, to image and study within not impossible, to image and study within 
living cells. living cells. living cells. living cells. 

6-8-13 Thanks to sophisticated computer 6-8-13 Thanks to sophisticated computer 6-8-13 Thanks to sophisticated computer 6-8-13 Thanks to sophisticated computer 
modeling, we have been able provide the modeling, we have been able provide the modeling, we have been able provide the modeling, we have been able provide the 
necessary insight into the complex behavior necessary insight into the complex behavior necessary insight into the complex behavior necessary insight into the complex behavior 
of this fundamental system." of this fundamental system." of this fundamental system." of this fundamental system." 

6-8-13 End of Page note - Putin should have 6-8-13 End of Page note - Putin should have 6-8-13 End of Page note - Putin should have 6-8-13 End of Page note - Putin should have 
made polygamy legal instead of keeping his made polygamy legal instead of keeping his made polygamy legal instead of keeping his made polygamy legal instead of keeping his 
divorce secret from the public and his divorce secret from the public and his divorce secret from the public and his divorce secret from the public and his 
marriage to the 30 year old. marriage to the 30 year old. marriage to the 30 year old. marriage to the 30 year old. 

6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 
woman yet Russians by the millions die of woman yet Russians by the millions die of woman yet Russians by the millions die of woman yet Russians by the millions die of 
preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution 
will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! 

6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 6-8-13 Note - Putin didn't marry a MD 
woman yet Russians by the millions die of woman yet Russians by the millions die of woman yet Russians by the millions die of woman yet Russians by the millions die of 
preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution preventable causes! Next Russian Revolution 
will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! will be won by MD women! 

6-8-13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be 6-8-13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be 6-8-13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be 6-8-13 Aliens 7 billion or 15 billion could be 
at the 10 Nearest Stars to Earth, and soon at the 10 Nearest Stars to Earth, and soon at the 10 Nearest Stars to Earth, and soon at the 10 Nearest Stars to Earth, and soon 
Earth will have a population of 15 billion Earth will have a population of 15 billion Earth will have a population of 15 billion Earth will have a population of 15 billion 
with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every with free Health Care for all 15 billion. Every 
time you go to the Publix Grocery store they time you go to the Publix Grocery store they time you go to the Publix Grocery store they time you go to the Publix Grocery store they 
will scan for every disease know. TSA at will scan for every disease know. TSA at will scan for every disease know. TSA at will scan for every disease know. TSA at 
Airports will be replaced by MD's doing the Airports will be replaced by MD's doing the Airports will be replaced by MD's doing the Airports will be replaced by MD's doing the 
scan for diseases! We must invent a way to scan for diseases! We must invent a way to scan for diseases! We must invent a way to scan for diseases! We must invent a way to 
listen to their Verizon cell calls in order to listen to their Verizon cell calls in order to listen to their Verizon cell calls in order to listen to their Verizon cell calls in order to 
bankrupt the Pentagon! After we make bankrupt the Pentagon! After we make bankrupt the Pentagon! After we make bankrupt the Pentagon! After we make 
contact with Aliens the Pentagon Building contact with Aliens the Pentagon Building contact with Aliens the Pentagon Building contact with Aliens the Pentagon Building 
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will be remodeled into a Yale Medical will be remodeled into a Yale Medical will be remodeled into a Yale Medical will be remodeled into a Yale Medical 
School... Names of the stars close to Earth.... School... Names of the stars close to Earth.... School... Names of the stars close to Earth.... School... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 
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